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Bringing the world's
bestamplifiersto
the UK...
[Manley Labs]
Manley Labs has always beer.
available here if not
prominently. Afew audiophiles
already enjoy the
experience, which is simply
stated. If you want what
they heard in the studio, try
using the sameequipment at
home. The Steelhead isTHE
phono pre-amp for the serious
analogue devotee, whilerie
Wave DAC pre-amp elegantly
serves this function for digital
sources. There is afull range
of tube amps from the neat
and affordable integrated to
the exotic monoblocks. Try
combining Manley gear with
ATC active loudspeakers; you
will despise the so-calledl-li-Fi
product you once took so
seriously.

MANLEY-LABS

PASS- LABS

MARK LEVINSON

[mark levinson]
At last, back in production and
with higher standards and
lower prices! So was it worth
the wait? Latest model is the
3205 pre-amp and an
unbelievable price of £5995
plus £995 for aphonosEale. A
statement product to join he
3905 CD Prayer digitar source,
controller pre-amp, ideal
with the
series amplifiers
—definitely this company's
fi nest from avery distinguished
heritage.
[pathos]
Most dealers sell the world's
best marketed HiFi, apolicy
that leads to disappointment.
New this month to our world
class amplifiers are the amazing
Pathos inControl, inPower,
and intheGroove components.
Calling themselvesunorthodox approach, we call it the
integration ot brains, brawn
and beauty ... right from the
exquisite packing crates to the
sonic glory, this Italian job
is going to be the aspiration
and final upgrade for many.

ORACLE

re-discover your music with the Audio Salon!
[passlabs]
Genius is aterm applied to
very few arr plifierdesigners, as most innovations are
implementations of existing
circuits. Nelson Pass is universally acclaimed, and issues
waves of great amplifiers. In
1993 the Aleph 0began aline
of products combining minimalism with single-ended
circuitry normally associated
with triode tubes and Class A
The beauty and accuracy of
sound became alegend. -Fhe
came the X-series of products
featuring super-symmetry,
an elegant combination ot
power and poise. Now hear
_his: the best of all worlds
in one series., the XA-series.
Expect worldwide acclaim

,inaloqu,2
ayre acoustics
e.a.r/yoshino
lyra
michell
oracle
primare
Simon yorke
sme
sugden
sumiko
trichord

Mast

and awards as even Mr Pass
has never experienced. And
check out the new pre-amps,
head amp and line-crossover.
The Pass Rushmore is the
most amazing audiophile
act've loudspeaker which will
equally delight the Homes
and Interiors department.
20C4 sounds like the right
time to bring PassLabs to the
UK. We have been selling his
amps (then Threshold) since
1982.
[vac]
The Valve Amplification
Company make tube amps
whic Iconvey the full emotional content of the music.
While it is hard to explain, it is
impossible to deny. Such

amblrication
audio philosophy
ayre acoustics
bow
gryphon audio
mark leyinson
pnmare
shanling
sugden
unison research

Range of credit facilities now available including finance.

VISA

VAC

art audio
atc
aucio philosophy
ayre acoustics
bow
e.a.r/yoshino
grybron audio
mark leyinson
manley-labs
Da rasound
pass-labs
pathos
primare

shanling
sugden
unison research
vac

amplifiers combine
craftsmanship and elude
mass manufacture. If you
want aproduct straight away
off the shelf, look elsewhere.
After some years in contact
with VAC, our patient entreaties have been answered.
Come and hear the legend for
yourself.

Open: Monday to Saturday
10 mins from Glasgow Airport
Local Transport available
Free Parking
Part-exchange welcome
UK Next-day delivery
World-wide shipping

speakers and

cables and
mains

art loudspeakers
atc
gryphon audio
roac
revel
stax
zingali

audiosource
turman
gryphon audio
jps-labs
kemp electroniks
proac

headphones

hornn nnerra

atc
parasound
primare
proac .
zingali

I
bcd
custom design
grand prix audio
obelisk audio
soundations
stands unique
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Welcome
While most of the hi-fi industry seems to have headed for the beach,
we're busy preparing for the UK's major autumn event, the Hi Fi Show &

Editorial staff

AV Expo, sponsored by HiFi News. We're looking forward to astunning

Editor • Steve Harris
Deputy Editor • Andrew Harrison
Art Editor • Rene Andrew
Production Editor • Patrick Fraser
Editorial Assistant • Natalie Thorne

array of all that's best in pure audio and home cinema. Held at our nowtraditional twin venues, the Renaissance Hotel and Park Inn Hotel
(formerly Le Meridien), close to Heathrow Airport, the Show opens to the
public on the weekend of 25 and 26 September ( and to trade visitors
only on Friday 24th). Next month's HiFi News carries afree ticket to the

Editorial contacts
tel. 020 87268311
fax • 020 8726 8391
e-mail • hi-finews@ipcmedia.com
HiFi News, IPC Media. Leon House,
233 High Street, Croydon, Surrey CR9 1HZ

Show, saving you the £8.00 admission charge [ see pages 98 and 1211.
Meanwhile, to whet your appetite, this issue
brings you reports from the recent US and German
shows [ pages 72-75]. Also this month, areal feast
of amplification includes Conrad-Johnson's sol id-

Technical Advisers

state monster [ page 18] and ahigh-tech Yamaha

Martin Colloms
Malcolm Hawksford
Angus McKenzie MBE

[page 42) as well as the tasty GRAAF GM5OB seen
on our cover [ page 22].
In last month's cover story, unfortunately,

Consultant Technical Editor

incautious editing deprived readers of 1H 's

Keith Howard

explanation of aclever aspect to the Tannoy DC

Consulting Editor

driver. Here's how it should have read:

John Crabbe

'Tannoy's decades-older Dual Concentric places
apressure dome tweeter behind the magnet

Senior Contributing Editor
Ken Kessler

assembly, its output channeled through to the
same point by aspecial ' tulip' waveguide. This

Advertising
Group Sales Manager • Nick Lee
Senior Sales Exec • Michael Brown- Fraser
Classified Sales Exec • Gemma Brown
The Market ( Reader ads)• Carole Molloy
Production Manager • Clare Lordan

020
020
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020
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waveguide has an exponential horn profile which is
maintained by the LE cone, providing optimal

A feast of
amplification
includes ConradJohnson and
Yamaha as well
as the tasty
GRAAF GM5OB

acoustic impedance matching to the room. The
units are on the same axis but because the tweeter is set back, they are
clearly not physically coincindent. However, the discrepancy is half a

Publisher

wavelength at the crossover frequency ( 1.1kHz) so by the simple

Angela O'Farrell

expedient of reversing the polarity of the tweeter, the system as awhole

Group Art Editor

is almost perfectly in phase. With the crossover parameters correct, the

Patrick Morrissey

composite is perceived as agenuine point source.'
On the subject of half wavelengths, we should also correct aminor

Chief Photographer
Roger Phillips

slip in the TacT review, in DA's description of adominant room mode: 19

Contributors
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Jonathan Gorse, Ian Harris, Keith Howard, Jimmy Hughes,
Ivor Humphreys, Paul Miller, Howard Popeck
New subscriptions

feet is in fact half awavelength at 29.5Hz.
Finally, congratulations to the two lucky winners of our June issue
competition. Roger Giburt of Daventry and Graeme Young of Coulsdon,
each receive asuperb Castle AV speaker system worth £ 1000. And
don't forget to enter this month's great free-entry competition,
courtesy of PMC [ page 79]. Good luck!
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Editor
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An early single speaker dem? Aprimeval comparator? No, this classic
shot, used in Quad's advertising as well as on the September 1964
issue, is of 'The Quality Monitor room. Afinal check on the overall quality
of British Broadcasting.' Inside, a ' BBC station survey' showed the
growth of the BBC's VHF/FM coverage from the opening of the Wrotham
transmitter in 1955 to 90% population coverage. Broadcasting was still
in mono, although experimental stereo transmissions had started just
two years earlier, in August 1962. Just two years later, in the September
'66 issue, HFNwould list as available more than 20 stereo tuners and
decoders ( including Quad's decoder). As we follow the growth of Digital
Radio today, has the pace of progress really increased that much?
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Group Test: high- quality compact
loudspeakers from Acoustic Energy,
Dynaudio, Sonus Faber, Tannoy and Triangle

hardware
18

Definitive Test: C.1 Premier 350

Martin Colloms gets to grips with the very first
solid-state amp in Conrad-Johnson's Premier
Series. Can it trump the company's tube cesigns?

22

GRAAF GM506

The Italian company has been qu et of late but
returns with an integrated amp ready to rewrite the
rules in the sub-£4000 market, says Ken Kessler

26

Pro-Ject RPM 6SB and RPM 9x

41

Christopher Breunig explores Senrheiser's
'non-analytical' sound with the range-topping '650

42

Yamaha MX-D1

Number-crunching techno.ogy is brought to bear
on atraditional switching amp, but can rt be
described as adigital desgn? Paul Miller explains

46

26

Sennheiser HD650

Open, airy and even electrostatic- like .. can-fan

Speaker Group Test

Acoustic Energy AE1 Mk Ill, Dynaudio Conbur
S1.4, Sonus Faber Concerto Home, Tannoy Eyns

Pro-Ject's latest
turntables tested

software
60 Classical
Chailly's outstanding Mahler, Fischer on Channel
Classics, JVC's take on ' Living Stereo', New Year's
Day concert DVD, BBC Legends: Verdi

Two affordable decks enjoy incread specs with a

DC1 and Triangle Strabs Solis 260 review by

65 Jazz

new power supply for one and an acrylic plinth for

Alvin Gold with lab tests by David Berriman

Gail Brand /Morgan Guberman, THF Drenching's

the other. Tony Bolton evaluates the results.

29

Focal-JMIab Diva Utopia Be

They may just neec room to breathe, but Andrew

features

Harrison finds his work cut out when it comes to

58

getting the Diva to sing in your typical UK room

Melted Magneplanars and awaterlogged Linn:

33

audiophile, but at last his system's sorted

Musical Fidelity X-10 V3

The latest addition to ME's XSeries is arevamped

Sweetspot: Listening panels

it's not been an easy ride for this South African

music to Dovzhenko's Zemlya, Archie Shepp

67 Audiophile
Lennon, Living Colour, Eric Bibb and Maria
Muldaur, Ladysmith Black Mambazo Choir

regulars

version of its X- 10D valve line- buffer, and this time

68

there's a mu-vista' inside. Ian Harris is impressed

Time patterns, pre- ringing and rew insights into

Latest update from Marantz, progress on the new

the way the ear perceives sound Jim Lesurt looks

DVD-A/CD flipper discs... and SACD on aPC?

34

Cambridge Azur C40C/640A

It's not just stunning packaging thai maKes this
amp and CD player stand out from the crowd Andrew Harrison reckons they're great value too

39

Feature: Ringing in the ears

at digital filtering and its effects upon CD sound

72

Show Report: New York

Ken Kessler rounds up the high-end goodies from
the Home Entertainment Show, New York Cty

Turtle Beach Audiotron

7 Sources
17

Barry Fox

Advance of the valve trannies: and energy waste

55

John Crabbe

Sound proauction and, er, gastropod shells

It opens up aworld of music playing on your PC

74

and acts as adigital source for your audio system.

Andrew Harrison finds sone exciting stuff a the

77 Views

David Allcock audit ons the Audieon

High End Society's big event in Germany

Your chance to have your say

4

SEPTEMBER 2004 Hi-RNews

Show Report: Munich

www.hifinews.co.uk

Conrad- Johnson
Prermer 350

22
79

84

WIN! £2450 PMC speakers

Enter (ix competition and win PMC OBls

81

WIN! these £2450

Subscription order form

PMC OB1 speakers

Save money, and get HFAI delivered to your door

86

Hot 100

Our regular guide to the ultimate wise buys in ni-fi

89

79

Cover story: inside the GRAAF
GM5OB integrated valve amplifier

118

Accessories Club

121

Back Issues order form

Get that vital missing issue by post

122

The Market

Classified private hi-fi sales and wants ads

Audio bargains from HFNs mail-oraer service

Next Month

The lowdown on September's issue

Ken Kessler

Stands to deliver, and latest High-End Audio guide
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20 years

musical pleasure for the listener

20 years

of the world's best rated audio and video cables

20 years
20 years

of the world's best rated analogue and digital cables

20 years

of love and care for our customers

20 years

of guaranteed quality ( Life- Long Warranty)

20 years

of ground- breaking technological.innovation

of metallurgic perfection

R.T. Services 32 Rawthy evanue, Didcot , Oxfordshire, OX11 7XN
www.rt.audio.éo.uk

www.silteçhcables.com

What's happening in the world of hi-fi

Sources

Marantz revives two- channel for 2004
Marantz unveiled new products and
strategies for 2004 at its annual
press conference, held this year in
Sitges, near Barcelona. New twochannel products such as aflagship
stereo SACD player and even a
turntable were announced, along
with the expected AV electronics.
Marantz's new ' statement' SACD

'OS

13BAU

player, the stereo SA- 11S1, has
evolved from the big SA- 1. Its
Motorola DSP-based digital filter
operates at 48- bit precision, with a
choice of three filter settings. One of
these, the ' Marantz Linear Music
Filter', is based on that of the

replacing the SR4400. Arestyled

Marantz CD- 7 - which had old-

fascia loses direct source selection

channel SACO and anew

school multibit converters- but now

in favour of amulti-function

turntable from Marantz

with 8-times oversampling. The SA-

compass-style layout, needing

11S1 will be available September,

several button presses to cycle to

price to be announced.

the desired source. There is also a

At the press launch, Marantz
Brand Ambassador Ken Ishiwata
demonstrated the SA- 11S1 with

Back to the future: two-

new stereo receiver, the SR4320.
Universal players, able to play
both SACD and DVD-A formats,

prototype Mordaunt-Short

include the new top-flight DV9500

Performance 6speakers, using new

model; audio quality is ' assured'

wire partner AudioQuest's high-end

with a24-bit/192kHz audio

cables. But in the demonstrations,

converter, aCrystal CS4398 chip.

CD and SACD were outperformed in

An HDMI ( High Definition

isre".

simple sound quality by another

Multimedia Interface) video port

regular headphones. Other

Intel's inroads into the domestic

new Marantz product, aturntable

allows ' full bandwidth

multiformat machines include the

environment, with Windows Media

DV7500 and DV6500.

Center and LCOS products

based on an entry-level Clearaudio

uncompressed video' to be sent to

deck. With acrylic plinth and platter,

an accomodating display device.

like the Clearaudio Emotion, it is

SACD playback is advertised with

gave his personal take on the near-

belt-driven by an AC motor, while

the familiar marketing deception,

future of audio and AV electronics,

home networking solutions, such as

the arm appears to be avariant of

claiming 100kHz bandwidth and

using long-acquired personal

those based on 802.11 wireless

At the press launch, Ken lshiwata

respectively, while Panasonic and
Sony attempt to get mindshare with

the Clearaudio Satisfy. No release

120dB dynamic range. On- board

insight and global sales statistics.

systems and MPEG4 video. ' Battle

date was given, but aprice ' under

multichannel decoders include

'At CES 2004,' he told us, ' the war

Field is Home Network!' was

£1000' was quoted.

MPEG audio, Dolby AC-3 ( 5.1), DTS

between US PC manufacturers and

lshiwata's parting warning.

96/24, with Dolby Headphone to

Japanese CE companies has

Marantz UK, 01753 680868

give an illusion of 5.1 sound through

started!' He noted Microsoft and

www.marantz.com

Revisions to the popular line of
AV receivers included the SR4500

A bit of all right

Opera gets the bullet
Black Rhodium's Opera

single pure silver conductor,

analogue interconnect is a

single- point contact plugs,

new high-end cable developed

and low capacitance PTFE

to match the Eichmann Bullet

dielectric is claimed to endow

plugs. Eichmann plugs use

:he Opera with exceptional

small- diameter connectors for

high-frequency extension,

the send and the return

detail, speed and sweetness. A

The BitHead is aportable

contact, designed to ensure

silver-plated copper braid

headphone amp from HeadRoom, a

the signal is kept free from

covers the PTFE, providing the

US company describing itself as

pollution by eddy currents or

return path and also ascreen

'obsessed headphone geeks'.

internal reflections within the

against radio frequency

Designed primarily to improve the

plug. This characteristic is a

interference. Opera is

audio output from alaptop, it

major factor in the design of

available as a0.5m stereo pair

comes with both line- level and USB

the Black Rhodium Opera.

for £ 247, and a1m stereo pair

inputs. Power is taken from the

The signal-conducting

for £ 297. Cost per extra metre

USB bus, or internal batteries.

element of the Opera is a

is£100.

Available online for $ 199.

single 0.9mm diameter pure

Black Rhodium,

HeadRoom, 001 406 587 0292

silver wire, insulated with

01332 361390,

WWW .
headphone

PTFE. The combination of a

www.blackrhodium.co.uk

. com

www.hifinews.co.uk
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DVD-A-plus-CD 'flippers'
approved by DVD Forum

Shorts
Shrink ripping CDs
Shrink Digital offers anovel
service to convert your complete
CD collection to MP3s. You

The DVD Forum vwvw.dvdforum.ore

allowable thickness

place your order online, then

has approved the release of hybrid

of 1.5mm. The

send your CDs and MP3 player

'flipper' discs, with aCD recording on

standard for single-

in ShrinkDigital's packaging.

one side and aDVD recording on the

sided CD is also

The company will send them

other. But there is no agreement yet

1.2mm, with

back with the player fully loaded

on whether the new discs can use the

maximum 1.5mm.

with your music. ShrinkDigital

DVD and CD logos. Use of the DVD

The new hybrids

logo is expected to be OK'd, but not

shave the DVD side

Are they or aren't they?

scratches, and has arepair

the CD logo.

to 0.53 or 0.55

Double- sided DVD-A/CD

service available. The process

mm, and the CD

hybrid discs probably

takes two days from receipt of

side to slightly

won't carry the CD logo

your order and CDs. Large

One type of hybrid disc, called
DVD Plus, has been test- marketed in

checks every CD for any

Europe; another type, called

under 1mm, to

DualDisc, was briefly sold in Seattle

sneak in below the 1.5mm threshold.

and Boston. Despite rumours, there

This raises concerns over

orders ( over 200 CDs) and those
completely differently and was

interrupted by repairs to CDs

designed from Day One to be ahybrid

take alittle longer. Cost per CD

was no formal vote approving the

playability, because the transparent

format. The SACO hybrid discs are

is 90p — collection and delivery

modification at the mid-June

disc material forms part of the optical

single-sided, with he different audio

cost is £ 25 for up to 200 CDs

recordings at different depths.

and £ 35 for over 200.

meeting of the DVD Forum's Steering

system and thin discs may warp.

Committee- also held in Seattle. The

Insider sources believe DVD players

Forum's rules allow revision of the

should cope but some slot- loader CD

Forum that the DVD-A/CD hybrids

The music companies told the DVD

www.shrinkdigital.com

Slappa's HardBody

DVD specifications if the Technical

players may jam, and others not

tested in Boston and Seattle worked on

Co-ordination Group (TCG) has

focus correctly. So the music labels

more than 99% of CD players, but no

Total Impact Industrial Ltd has

cleared it.

are accepting responsibility for any

details of how this figure was arrived at

announced its new Slappa 360

consumer complaints, and will st ,ck

have been released.

The TCG had met at Disney's HQ in
Burbank in May, to discuss the work

on warnings.

on hybrids done by the Forum's

The DVD Forum is now expected to

'Bike' Suzuki chairs WG-4, which

HardBody CD storage case. The
product features moulded Duro -

developed the DVD-Audio standard,

Shock case that's made from

Working Group 2. The ratified

allow use of the DVD logo on the new

but had no say in the decision by WG-2.

impact-, heat- and water-

revision is called ' single thin layer

discs. But Philips and Sony are

He does however welcome it. Flippers

resistant plastic. It has

disc'. Conventional DVDs are made

unlikelyto permit use of the

are widely seen as the only way for

heavy-duty brass handle

from two bonded halves, each

trademarked CD logo on DVD

DVD-Audio to compete with SACO.

buckles, and two industrial-

0.6mm thick, with amaximum

flippers. Their SACO system works

Bany Fox

strength zipper pulls per case. It

Ribbon-tweeter floorstander from Elac

uses adouble pocket system,
with asoft rear pocket for disc
storage, and aclear, front

The newly announced FS207.2 is atwo-and- a- half-

pocket for disc cover.

way, £ 1000 per pair floorstanding loudspeaker from

www.slappa.com

Elac of Germany. Built using Elac's own driver units,
the 207 is part of arange that includes amatching

Clear as Crystal

centre speaker, active subwoofer, larger floorstander

Handcrafted in Holland, Crystal

(the 208), and two bookshelf models ( the 203 and

cables claim ' true high- end

204). These allow for various configurations of home

performance' while their micro

cinema system.

size and see-through jackets

The 207 uses heavily braced and damped MDF

make them look good. The

cabinets and comes in achoice of cherry wood veneer

Crystal product line ranges from

or black and silver lacquer. Heavyweight spikes and

analogue interconnects and

floor gliders come as standard. The crossover is ahard-

speaker cable to DVI and

wired discrete design using MKP-style capacitors.

FireWire cables.

Both the connectors and the bi-wiring bridge are hard

www.crystalcable.com

gold-plated and 2.5mm-diameter silver cable is used
for internal wiring. The crossover is mounted on the

KEF's iPod incentive

speaker terminal panel and is split into two parts:

The KEF Solutions' incentive

mid/treble and bass, optimising performance for

scheme encourages retail staff

bi-wiring and bi-amping.

to log on to its online educatiol

Anew Elac JET- III ribbon tweeter provides ultrahigh frequency response using anew neodymium

programmes to learn more
about KEF products. Diligent

magnet system. A 150mm concave cone is made from

learners are rewarded with

asandwich of aluminium and pulp fibre. The bass and

prizes such as CDs and iPods.

mid/bass drivers each have their own internal cabinet

KEF hopes the result is better

and gas-flow optimised port. Aport bung is supplied to

customer service.

tune the bass to taste and listening position.

www.kef.com

Elac. 0800 652 5002. www.sennheiser.co.uk
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"A Certifiable
Hifi Show &
AN Expo 2004
24-26 September
See and hear the
wonderful T + A products
in the Le Meridien Hotel
at stand number 12 in the
syndicate suites oNil
the ground floor

Masterpiece"

"This is to debut amplifiers
what Led Zeppelin Iwas to debut LP's"
Ken Kessler, Rift News, February 2004

+A Vio Valve Amplifier

T + A are the number ihigh end brand in Germany and with reviews like this,
is it any wonder? T + A products fall into two main categories with some of
the most Audiophile products currently available on the market, in one, as well
as some of the most stylish AN products available in the other, both of which
just happen to look stunning and sound stunning.

011C01011

liFFICHOICE
nrr

RIM

T

T + A K6 DVD
system

A Criterion TC11

T • A Criterion TCh
"Make no mistake this is afine reproducer, whose
hallmark is undoubtedly the excellent
electrostatic tweeter.
Martin Collones,
News, April 2003

T • A K6 DVD system
"You'll know it's money
well spent because it
delivers the goods."
Ken Kessler,
hiFi News, March too.
;

T + A alis
speakers
T • A Tails speakers
"These speakers floored me. Perhaps it was
because Iwas expecting the worst tinselly ' German'
sound and all but ended up witnessing the best
performance of the group."
MK Choice, March 2002

T+A UK DEALERS
HOME NETWORKS SOUND & VISION
lo4ç STRATFORD ROAD, I
IALL GREEN,
BIRMINGHAM BM SAS
T022176611460 • ERASE MOONET

AUDIO VISION
çBETI ILI. STREET. BRIGHOUSE,
WEST YORKSHIRE IIDO JR
T «44 713996 • STEPHEN SIMPSON

KENT HOME CINEMA CENTRÉ
oo LONIX/N ROAD, 501.51IBOROLIGH,
TUNBRIDGE WELLS TN4 oPA
"T 03592 WOO, • ALISTAIR COLLIK

GUILDFORDAUDIO
GRINDING HALT, dio EPSOM ROAD,
GUILDFORD. GUI , RR
I014453757• TRFIUR MARTIN
HADWINS (KENDAL) LTD
29-33 FINKLE STREET KENDAL
CUMBRIA I.Ao 4AB
T03339 - 2244.7 IONATHAN WILKINSON

KEVIN GALLOWAY AUDIO •
miurox ROAD, KILMARNOCK
AYSIIIRE SCOTLAND KA) 711G
I
Tos4635141/15 • WIN CALLOW«

KJ WEST ONE (LONDON)
:oA NEW CAVENDISH ROAD.
LONDON WIG STY T010 7486 8162

RIVERSIDE HIFI
4.2z BICI INIOND ROAD, EAST TWICKENHAM,
NI I
DDLESE X ENV, ER • T020 8692 7633 • PARER! SHAH

MIDLAND HIFI STUDIO
FINCIIFIELD ROAD WEST,
FINCHFIELD, WOLVERHAMPTON,
WEST MIDLANDS WV; SAY
MIKE NORTON

SOUNDS OF MUSIC
1,1, CHAPEL PIAUI. TUNBRIDGE WELLS, KENT
TN: IYQ • T00192 547003 •
JOIIN JEFFRIES
THE HIFI STORE
COUGATE. PETERBOROUGI IPEI INA
T0173334ms • STEVE WILCOCK

OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS LTD
CANTAY HOUSE, PARK END STREET, OXFORD oX. JD
T01/65 790879 •
JON IKIRKER

ZEN AUDIO & VISION
25 STORY STREET, HULL Ht, ISA
I, 0412 557397 • CAROLINE NEAL

For more information please contact BBG Distribution Ltd
Tel: +44 (0)20 8863 9117 • Website: www.bbg-ay.com • E-mail: mag@bbg.eu.com

TinA.

Authorised Stockists
Aberdeen

Holborn

Iii- H, 01224

585713 * Basingstoke

Audio T,

01256 324311 * Beckenham Musical Images, 0208 6633777 . Birmingham
Music Matters, 0121 4292811 * Bournemouth Mtwement Audio, 01202
529988 • Brentwood

Audio T, 01277 264729 * Bristol

0117 9441010 * Cambridge
Canterbury

Radfords,

Product of the Year 2002-2003
What Hi Fi Sound & Vision ( 11L Loudspeakers)

Hughes Ltd. 01223 461518 * Canterbury

01227 765315 * Cardiff

Sevenoaks, 02920 472899

*Carlisle l'racticle IIiFi 01228 544792 * Cheadle

Audio Counsel,

0161 4916090 *Cheltenham Ilutchinsons, 01242 573012 * Cheshire I
Stereo 0161 9735577 * Cornwall

FLU., 01209 710777 • Coventry

Frank

Ilarvey, 02476 525200 * Crewe Sound of Music, 01270 214143 * Darlington
Music Matters, 01325 481418 * Edinburgh

Product of the Year 2003-2004
What HiFi Sound & Vision (11L Loudspeakers)

Ili- 15 Comer, 0131 5567901

•Edinburgh Ili-15 Corner, 0131 2201535 * Exeter Howards, 01392 258518
•Falkirk

Corner, 01324 629011 * Gateshead

Linione Audio,

0191 4772771 * Glasgow Glasgow Audio, 0141 3324707 * Glasgow
Corner, 0141

2265711 * Guildford

•Hampshire

P.J.

Hi Fi.

Ltd. 01483 504801

Hampshire Audio, 01962 854466 * Harrogate

01423 810990 • Hastings

Ili-Fi Hut,

Adams & Jarrett, 01424 437165 * Hereford

English Audio, 01432 355081 * Hove Sevenoaks, 01273 733338 * Hull Zen
Audio, 01482 587397 * Inverness Telly on the lilink, 01463 233175
•Lancaster Romer,

01254 887799 * Lancaster

01524 39657 * Leeds

Sevenoaks, 0113 2452775 * Leicester

Separates System of
the Year 2003-2004
HiFi News (99Series and 11L Loudspeakers)

l'ractical Hi-H,
Sevenoaks,

0116 2536567 * Lewisham Billy We, 0208 3185755 * Lincoln Sevenoaks,
01522 527397 * Liverpool

Sevenoaks, 0151 7078417 * London

Bartletts,

0207 6072296 * London K.J. West One 0207 4868262 * London

Spatial

Audio, 0207 4365358 • Macclesfield Dooleys, 01625 423158 • Maidstone
Home

Media

Ltd.,

01622

0161 8398869 * Montrose

676703 * Manchester

Unite) Sound & Vision 0208 9429567 * Newbury B&B
•Newcastle

Practical

Fli-H,

Robert Richie, 01674 673675 • New Malden
01635 32474

Global ( IiFi Centre, 0191 2303600 • Newcastle (metro)

!intone Audio, 0191 4600999 • Norwich

Martins Ili- 15, 01603 627010

•Nottingham John Kirk, 01159 252986 • Nottingham

Sevenoaks, 01159

112121 * Oxford

Sevenoaks, 01772

Audio T, 01865 765961 * Preston

825777 • Reading 13&13 Hi-H, 01189 583730 • Rugby Sounds Expensive,
01788 540772 * Salisbury Ili-15, 01722 322169 .Scarborough Zen Audio,
01723 350850 4Sheffield Moorgate Acoustics, 0114 2756048 * Shrewsbury
SMC Sound and Vision, 01743 232317 * Solihull
76520254 * Southampton

01784 460777 • Stourbridge
Coldfield

Music Matters, 0121

Sevenoaks, 02380 337770 • Staines Sevenoaks
Music Matters, 01384 444184 • Sutton

Music Matters, 0121 3542311 * Tunbridge Wells Sounds of

Music, 01892 547003 * Warrington Doug Brady, 01925 828009 • Watford
City, 01923 226169 • Weybridge Sevenoaks, 01932 828525 * Wigan
Adventures in Ili- H, 01942 2342112 * Witham Sevenoaks, 01376 501733
•Wolverhampton Sevenoaks, 01902 312225 * Worcester Worcester I
01905 612929 * York Vickers Fli-Fi, 01904 629659

QUAD
Quad Electroacoustics Ltd, IAG House, Sovereign Court,
Ermine Business I'ark, Huntingdon, PE29 6XU
Download brochures and reviews from www.quad-hifi.co.uk,
Tel :- 0845 4580011, Fax :- 01480 431767
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Arcam adds FMJ tech to DiVA player
11111min

Arcam believes the best way to
upgrade your CD collection is to buy
abetter CD player, as SACD and

better value than the competition'

DVD-Audio fail to make any impact

with an impressive list of

on the public'. It's on this note that

technology, including 3rd overtone,

and Burr Brown op-amps, as well as

board, and alow- noise power supply

Arcam launches its CD192 CD

ultra- low jitter clocking system', and

Stargate and OsCon capacitors are

with toroidal mains transformer. I
R

player, the highest performing

four Wolfson WM8740 DACs per

featured within. Upsampling is

remote control comes as standard,

player in the DiVA range, and at

channel, with the multiple DACs

employed, allowing output filters to

as does arear- panel 12V control.

£850, the most expensive, too. It is

said to average out conversion errors

operate at higher frequencies, with

Like other models in the DiVA range,

based on the company's flagship

in individual DAC ICs. The analogue

the side-effect of reduced time

the CD192 is available in silver or

CD33T player from the FMJ series

signal is fed through aDC-coupled

domain errors and improved

black finish.

[reviewed Aug ' 03]. Arcam backs

output stage, and audiophile

transient response. The player uses

Arcam, 01223 203200,

claims of ' superior performance and

components such as Analog Devices

afour- layer fibreglass DAC circuit

www.arcam.co.uk

Audiophile discs galore at HE 2004
New York smiles from
Sal Cappi, David Chesky
and Lisa Hershfield

RECORDS

JVC XRCD
Jheena Lodwick, All My Loving
[1007SA] XRCD-24; Tchaikovsky,
Symphony No 4, Boston
SO/Monteux EJM-XR240151XRCD24; Tchaikovsky, 1812 Overture

ERENC

etc, Chicago SO/Reiner LIMXR240161XRCD-24
Linn
Martin Taylor, Artistry[AKD-2351
multichannel SACD; Martin Taylor:
Spirit of Django EAKD-2371
multichannel SACD

IsoTek adds
stellar mains
products

Naim
Charlie Haden & John Taylor,

Gemini and Orion mains

Nightfall [ naim1p078] LP;

conditioners are part of Isotek's

Charlie Haden & Chris Anderson,

new GI
Irange, and replace the old

None But The Lonely Heart

MainLine. Gemini (£ 200) is for

[naim1p079I LP; Various Artists,

entry-level systems, while the Orion

True Stereo- Unprocessed Analog

(£300) is aimed at higher- priced

No doubt about it [ reports Ken

Aix Records

Recordings Enaimcd0801CD

systems. Both come in the same

Kessler, from New York's Home

Bad Haggis: Span, with Ruben

Sundazed

casework and provide two

Entertainment 2004 show]: the

Blades [ 80037] DVD-A, DTS and

Dave Allan & the Arrows, Devil's

individually filtered outlets,

new release' star of the show came

96/24

Rumble- Anthology '64-'68

claimed to eliminate product cross-

from Chad Kassem and Acoustic

Grant Geissman Quintet: There And

ELP51821180g double LP; Link

contamination, and said to protect

Sounds: aCreedence Clearwater

Back Again [
80027] DVD-A, DTS

Wray& His Ray Men, The Swan

against dangerous power surges

Revival box set containing all of

and 96/24

Singles Collection 1963-1967

and voltage spikes, and come with

their LPs, plus abonus 12in single

Cheery

[LP5178]180g double LP

a25-year warranty. Gemini and

with rare mixes.

Candido & Gracielo, Inolvidable

Telarc

Orion come without miieseables

EJD2491CD; Various, Hot Club of

Dave Brubeck, Solo Piano- Private

but are instead fitted

trade price, so all Ihave is aphoto of

52nd Street LID2711 CD

Brubeck Remembers [
SACD-

quality IEC inlets. The Gemini's two

Chad holding the box, but Idid prise

Cisco

63605] multichannel SACD; Los

outlets are said to be suitable for all

from him atwo-disc 45rpm test

June Christy: Something Cool

Angeles Guitar Quartet, Lagos

components; Orion offers one

pressing of aforthcomingJimmy

[T516] 180g LP; Ian & Sylvia, Four

Guitar Heroes [
SACD-60598]

'medium' outlet for CD, DVD, and

Reed title. As for the rest that were

Strong Winds[VSD-2149] 180g LP

multichannel SACD

on display, whispered about or

Heads- Up Surround

Alas, Icouldn't even afford the

high-

SACD players, and one highcurrent outlet for amplifiers.

awaiting my return to the UK, listed

SpyroGyra, The Deep End [ HUSA

• See page 72 for Ken Kessler's

Activ Distribution, 01635

by label:

9085] multichannel SACD

full report on the New York show

291357, www.isoteksystems.com

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Onkyo adds ' pure audio' as well as AV
Best known for AV products, Onkyo
also seeks to please two-channel
enthusiasts with this year's new
product line-up. Onkyo'sC-1VL
'audiophile grade' CD player and
A-1VL hybrid digital power
amplifier re- introduce the concept
of pure audio separates to the
range. The C-1VL (£ 799.95) uses a
high precision (± 1.5ppm) clock,
Wolfson 24-bit/192kHz DACs with
128-times oversampling, plus
VLSC ( Vector Linear Shaping
Circuitry), aform of curve-shaping.
It also boasts Onkyo's Direct Digital
Path — in which the digital
bitstream travels through heavygauge shielded cable rather than
the circuit board tracks. The A-1VL

than ICs) as well as asingle- bit CD

which offers an HDM Iinterface for

channels, Component Video up-

(£1099.95) is a100W/ch PWM

player and the DAB/FM sections.

digital video connection as well as

conversion and amic-based set-up

amplifier claiming over 90%

Completing this CS-220UK system

i.LI NKfor audio. It plays SACO and

system, all for £499.95.

efficiency, also using the Vector

are the D-S7GX two-way reflex

DVD-Audio as well as DVD video

Meanwhile, the slimline DV- L55

Linear circuit and powered by two

speakers. Onkyo's still-smaller 155

and CD, including MP3 files, while

DVD/CD/MP3 CD player at

large toroidal transformers, one for

'Separate Collection' series of

the video section features Oplus

£299.95 and matching TX- L55

each channel.

155mm-wide units, including the

FlexScale video scaling for

receiver (£ 399.95) should be out in

17W/ch R-80 lA RDS FM/AM

optimum results on HDTV-

August. Finally, Onkyo's most

Still with two-channel, Onkyo
has announced aCD receiver

receiver, matching C- 701A CD

compliant televisions or projectors.

system designed for UK users with

forward- looking new product is its

player and D-N3X speakers. The

A lower-cost universal player, the

network Video Client, providing a

the inclusion of DAB Digital Radio

system package price is £ 299.95.

£299.95 DV-SP502E, will appear

bridge for consumers who want to

in September. At the same time,

'go wireless' using existing

reception. The 206mm-wide CR-

At the other end of the price

505DAB main unit (£ 239.95)

range, Onkyo's newest universal

Onkyo will launch the 5x120W

hardware. More details soon.

houses a25W/ch amplifier section

player is the £ 2799.95 DV-

TX-SR602E, featuring 24- bit/

Onkyo Europe UK, 01494

using discrete output stages ( rather

SP1000E, THX Ultra certified,

192kHz DACs for all audio

681515, www.onkyo. net

Meridian gets moving

Events

gin

24-26 September 2004
The Hi Fi Show & AV Expo,
Le Meridien and Renaissance
Hotels, Heathrow, London,
sponsored by Hi Fi News.
Call 020 8726 8317 or visit
www.avexpo.co.uk

AVI's Trio
speaker
AVI has announced its new Trio
loudspeaker, athree-way featuring
a28mm ScanSpeak fabric tweeter,
with a125mm Vifa paper mid driver
and 155mm Volt paper bass driver.
The cabinet has 25mm MDF sides,
with 18mm for front and rear, ' to
avoid resonances across the drive

23-24 October 2004
Home Entertainment Show,

unit openings'. Drive units are in

Renaissance Hotel, Manchester.

two separate enclosures, with the

Call 01524 36991 or visit www.

crossover mounted in athird. This

Home-Entertainment-Show,co.uk

comprises 48 elements, on three
With more factory space available,

boards, including metallised

5-7 November 2004

production of Meridian's G- Series

polypropylene capacitors and

What Hi Fi? Sound & Vision
Show 2004, Novotel London

can be ramped- up to meet demand

ferrite-cored inductors.Sensitivity
is quoted as 88dB/W/m.AVI

West

Meridian Audio has moved in to

McLaren Audio, which ceased new

believes its sealed enclosure allows

larger facilities, both here in the UK
20-21 November 2004

projects last year. Meanwhile

the midrange to be reproduced

and the USA. Meridian has

Scottish Hi Fi & Home Cinema

Meridian's US HQ has moved to a

more faithfully. The Trio has special

purchased an impressive new UK

larger facility in Austell, near

6mm single-wire sockets, chosen
for safety reasons. At 1020 x230 x

Show, Marriott Dalmahoy Hotel,
Edinburgh. Call 0141 221 0221
or visit:

vvww.

scothshhihandhomecmema.co.uk
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headquarters and factory building,

Atlanta, GA. Meridian says ' we are

at Beaufort Park, north of

now better- placed to ramp up both

300mm, and weighing 35kg, the

Huntingdon in Cambridgeshire.

manufacture and design efforts.'

Trio will sell at £3250 /pair.

The building was formerly the home

Meridian Audio, 01480 445678,

AV International, 01453 752656,

of high-end AV manufacturer TAG

www.meridian-audio.com

www.avihifi.corn
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Less

Corr9ction £ 1750 - £ 3200
.
fiie

money, distortion

a

compe,tiÉlon

legendary room correction'
preamplifiers

Functions/options include DAr..;s
ADCs, upsumpling, DEP Cf0DE;V/EerD ?.4
etjualization, calibrated microphone.

More
tecn'nology, friLlEiC ;._dx
dbs ( cler_nbek fIrJÉ the

Use in solid-state, valve,
digital or analogue

dog5

Theatre System £ 6400
Yes, its a lot of money; but this is the
worlds most advanced theatre system.
10 channels of room correction.
Dolby, DTS, Stereo etc.
DSP crossovers.
No coinprornize for theatre or hifi.

Digital Speakeri.--; £ 3200 - £ 4000
Digital Amplifiers £ 740 - £ 5500

These have no equal.
.ri5P crossovers and individual
laboratory parameters are loaded
into a fact amplifier.

200W digital power amplifier for £ 740
Outstanding value
Around £ 2000 for true digital integrated
amplifiers with DSP crossovers etc.

There are no passive COillpUflUlliS
the speaker path - none, zip, zilch.

£5500 buys the new Millennium Mk..;
A reference in 1998, a flew one in 2001

Pure, minimally distorted music
from a huge advance in speaker
¡ii plenioiiajoni.

Solutions, nut products. .-.
iervicfc,

Radical advances, nut buzzword.

11',

11 ,.?

1

iktect, yediu (iiârtuggge„

Your oxpectations uí hifi and ilunio
dramatically 'tutu

an undramatic

Welcome to a Ile '
II world.

Pilunu or

rirf to antar.

I

in

Simply
stunning.

The Chord
Choral Series.

C

horal. Small, but perfectly formed.

A discerning range of compact

system components that will captivate
you, delight you and intrigue you.
•'
DAC64' Digital to Analogue Converter
•'Symphonic' Phono Stage
•' Prima' Pre-Amplifier
•NEW 'Mezzo 50' Power Amplifier
•NEW 'Blu' CD Transport
To find out more about our hand-crafted
audiophile products, please contact
us on 01622 721444, email
sales@chordelectrenics.co.uk, or visit
www.chordelectronics.co.uk

JO CHORD())
(t J

ti ii i
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SACD playback ( nearly)
coming to your PC
Following the recent launch of its

SitiiiIIIffl 1'

new playback application requires a

professional SACD Creator

hardware PCI card to be installed in

application at the AES Convention

the PC, with asoftware program to

in May this year, asoftware package

control playback. Cables and

which converts PCM to DSD in

connectors to connect the card to a

software for studio authoring,

professional DSD digital-to-

Philips has announced anew

analogue converter are included,

partial solution for playback and

using six SMB connectors which

listening to DSD files, DST files

provide output in SDIF3 format.

(compressed DSD) or SACD Disc

The SACD Playback system costs

image files on acomputer. It will
not, however, actually allow SACD

,
i

fillt141;11 11
111 '.1

•

be.

Ime•mei

ndini

•

3000 plus VAT.
In fact, SACD disc playback on a

•

•

•

discs to be played on aPC, and is

home personal computer is unlikely

aimed at pro-audio users only.

to become available anytime soon.

znat we reed to transfer audio

SACD in acomputer so far. Now we

'This is technically do-able' said

information from the computer CD-

are working on asolid encryption

'SACD Playback' is the name of
the new combined hardware/

Henk Veldhuis, product marketing

ROM player to the computer's audio

methodology to enable computers

software system, designed to allow

manager for Philips' Professional

card, nence it would be possible to

to play SACD in the near future.'

SACD files to play on aPC running

AV Solutions, ' but to play back an

tap this signal and rip the SA-CD.

Philips, + 31 40 2735433,

Microsoft Windows 2000 or XP. The

SACD in acomputer would mean

This is why we prevent playing

www.philips.com

Upgrade for
Dynavector
SuperStereo

Be first to see BluRay at Sony dem...
organised with the UK's leading
internet magazine, WebUser,
bringing you hands-on experience
of awhole rangeof exciting new
wireless and web- based
technologies_ And make sure you

e
-> len SHOW
A

ready for your questions.
A

THE Ut

,i,41F

SOUND AND J13IL,N f ( f't PI( P.,_1

...win a £ 14,000 system!
Dynavector's new SuperStereo

Experience all the latest audio and

Adapter Adp-3, designed to provide

AV technologies at the Hi Fi Show &
AV Expo this September. With

greater realism from the playback
of recorded music, builds on the
strengths of the Adp-2 [ reviewed
April 2000]. The circuitry provides
analogue, frequency-dependent
time delays to the signal for ' sub-

Sony's presence now confirmed it's
expected that visitors will be
treated to the UK's first public
demonstrations of BluRay, the nextgeneration digital medium, set to

carries afree Show ticket, saving

world. From Frame, for example.
comes Triangle's Magellan
Concerto speake ,with its unique
teardrop cabinet and front- andrear-f
iri ng drivers. Italy's Pathos

others, will also unveil the latest

anew front panel giving achoice of

SACD audio products, while

three modes to suit different

Pioneer and Meridian will be

each, to two-

recordings and acoustic conditions.

waving the flag for DVD-Audio
Even with the busiest booking

450W!

amplifier for the back-facing
smaller ' sub-speakers' has also
been upgraded to 24W/ch, from
15W/ch. Casework now matches
that of the top-of-the- range DV
SSP-5. Priced at £ 1495, the Adp-3
will be officially launched at the Hi Fi & AV Expo. The Adp-2 is still
available at £895.
Dynavector SuperStereo,
01202 767873

www.hifinews.co.uk

over 140 brands and product lines,
ranging from some of the world's
most desirable high-end audio
systems to breathtaking home
cinema setups, from LP — to CD to
DVD — everything from the latest

competition. Details in next
month's magazine, which also
you the £ 8.00 admission charge.
Sponsored by HiFi News, the
Hi Fi Show & AV Expo is open to the

Versatility has been enhanced with

period still ahead, the Show had
confirmed exhibitors representing

system in our special Show

plasma screens to the badcest,

to the front speakers unchanged.

The power output of the internal

Finally, don't miss your chanceto
win afabulous £ 14,000 TacT

fattest subwoofers!
There'l' be hign-end and
specialist audio twom around the

improve on DVD with true highdefinition movies. At the same time
Sony, along with Marantz and

speakers', while leaving the signal

catch our Meet the Experts sessions
with apanel of leading hi-fi pundits

public from 10am-6pm on
Saturday 25 and Sunday 26
September, at The Renaissance
Hotel and the Park Inn ( formerly Le
Meridien), Heathrow, London.

has an ideal solution both music

(Trade only or 24 September.)

and movies: the Cinerra-X amp
switches automatica ly from five

For more infcrmation visit the
Show website, www.avexpo.co.uk.

channels of 120W
channel stereo at
Don't miss the
Wi-Fi Lounge, a
special feature
Show prize: an
amazing £ 14,000
TacT/Ciali system
must be won!

Guarantee yourself acopy of HiFi News every month
Call our subscriptions hotline now on 01622 778778
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HELICON
Brilliant Danish design and breath-talag
sound. These superlatives describe the
stunning new Helicon series by DALI..
Daring curves with high gloss, real wood
veneers render these speakers a " must
have" for those seeking the ultimate ir
aesthetics and sound.

DALI's unique high frequency tweeter
module, with ribbon tweeter and custom enclosure, ensure that enthusiasts
receive more — much more — than exquisite
aesthetics. Music has never sparkled like
thS! Helicon enchants the listener and
pays tribute to the creators of music.

Visit your local dealer and prepare for a
listening session you'll never forget.

Hitee H041•4414 by DALL

Dali0 Helicon - New DaliC) ribbon and soft dome wide dispersion tweeter module - Wood and paper
fibre composite cones - Multi Layer MDF technology cabinets - Resonance dispersing cabinets walls - Gold
plated multi function terminals - Absolute zero mechanical grounded base with integrated adjustable
spikes - And a lot more groundbreaking new technology.

'A Audio Sales & Marketing

01977 798844

www.a-audiosolutions.co.uk

Denmark

Opinion

Barry

Fox

S

ize is one downside to valves. Power consumption and
wasted heat is another. And valves are harder to mass
produce than transistors or integrated circuit microchips.

So it might be good news that there is now serious work
under way on the mass production of miniature valves using
microchip and nanotechnology manufacturing techniques.
The new valves are the brainchild of Sungho Jin, who spent
25 years with Bell Labs and is now professor of materials

science at the Department of Mechanical and Aerospace
Engineering in San Diego.
Jin calls his new valves microtubes because they are as
small as microchips. The first designs work in the microwave

at its base. Nano-hinge technology has already been developed
by Texas Instruments, for its micro- mirror DLP projectors.

bands, as now used by third-generation cell phones and new

TV image on to alarge screen. The hinges are made from
metal, afew hundred angstroms thick, deposited on the silicon

No less than 85% of
the electricity used
by some consumer
equipment is
consumed while it is
not actually on

'sender' and WiFi systems which
distribute audio, video and
computer signals round the home
or office. But they should also be
usable at lower frequencies.
Jin's work came to light when

These rely on microscopically small reflective flaps hinged to a
silicon chip and switched in and out of alight- beam to throw a

at one edge of the flap. Vacuum devices made this way should
be at least ten times more efficient at amplifying than solid
state transistors, claims Jin in his patent.
It is likely the new tranny tubes will waste far less power

his patents were published in

than big glowing tubes. And this is becoming more and more of
an issue as the world wakes up to the threat of global warming

Europe recently ( WO 2004/
32275). Unaware of this, Jin first

caused by the carbon dioxide released by power stations. The
big switch to digital is making things worse.

ignored my requests for comment,
and then declined to say anything
about his ' work in progress'.

Pentium microprocessor can use

Semiconductor material slows
electrons and there are more

collisions. This reduces the amplification. Traditional tubes do
the job more efficiently because the electrons move faster and

When aPC is used as ahome entertainment centre, the
UD to loo

watts of power, and

on average 35 watts. And that's before any amplification or
screen display. A large screen TV picture tube consumes 100
watts. A plasma screen can draw 300 watts. A large LCD
screen consumes as much as aCRT because of its backlights.
A digital TV and radio tuner box consumes only 9watts

more freely through the vacuum between the cathode ( which

when switched on. But it is still consuming 7watts on standby.

emits the electrons), the grid gate (which controls their
passage) and the anode ( which attracts them). Asmall voltage

This is because the power supply must keep amicroprocessor

fed to the gate can control ahigh current flow from cathode to
anode. So amplification is high. But traditional tubes are bulky

receiver, or amp or recorder is just acomputer in aconsumer

and hard to make because the electrodes must be separately

components needed for this are more expensive and digital

alive to control boot- up for switch-on. Remember that adigital
box. Standby drain can certainly be reduced but the

machined and then accurately aligned in aglass envelope.

receivers have to be as cheap as possible to encourage people

The new idea is to etch three hinged flaps, afew
micrometres long, in the surface of asilicon wafer. One flap is

to move over from analogue to digital.

then coated with nano-tipped carbon fibres, to form acathode
that emits electrons when fed with alow voltage; the other two
flaps are coated with poly-silicon and work as agrid and

encouraging the big switch to digital, the Department of the
Environment is warning of the power we are wasting on

anode. All the flaps have atrace of metal added so when a

£118 million, and TVs £ 190 million, just waiting to be

magnet - or electrostatically charged plate - is waved over the
surface the flaps flip upright. The erected device is then sealed

switched on - with 85% of the electricity used by some

in avacuum envelope. The spacing is so tight - as little as

While two arms of the government (the DTI and DCMS) are

equipment in standby. Every year in the UK alone VCRs cost

consumer equipment consumed while it is not actually on.
None of this waste would of course have been possible

three microns between electrodes - that hundreds of
microtubes can be made from asingle silicon wafer.

without the transistor. The first computers, built in the 1940s

The spacing between electrodes can be fine-tuned by
magnetically pulling the erect flaps alittle one way or the

that are today done by awristwatch calculator.
A final thought. If the new valve trannies work, will Musical

other. Each flap is then locked in position by anotched latch

Fidelity be the first audio company to try using them? U

www.hifinews.co.uk

for military use, had 18,000 valves and used them to do jobs
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onrad-Johnson Premier 350
PRICE

around for awhile, but the honours for absolute
performance remained with tubes. So atechnical

ro frills, no special lights or displays - you just
turn it on and away you go.

£8000

and philosophical breaktirough was needed to

There's no intertion to deliver exceptionally

SUPPLIER

AudiofreaKs

elevate the solid-state into the Premier Class.
Some of the purity and simplicity of the zero

CONTACT

020 8948 4153

loop feedback ART pre-amplifier proved to be the

low distortion and the specifications relate more
to music reproduction than to the test laboratory.
Conrad-Johnson sta:es that with both channels

WEBSITE

www.conradjohnson.com

A

key, together with arecognition that bi-polar and
FET sections could co-exist. Very careful

driven, power fry 8 ohm loads is 350+350W
(25.5dBW) for 20Hz to 20kHz fo' less than 1%

selection of passive components res stors and

total harmonic and intermod distortion, implying
adegree of ' soft clipping'. Other load conditions

years, but it comes as asurprise to find it

capacitors also helped refine the design.
1can't say that the Premier 350 is athing of

revealed as a stereo chassis at a relatively

beauty and we have yet to prove it'll be a joy

sensible price. And if the Premier 350 does reach
the best audiophile standards, then £8000 for a

forever. Measuring 485 x203 x485mm (vvhd).
that is 19in wide and 19in deep, it is bluff.

load-tolerant 350W/ch makes it truly competitive.

workmanlike, and crushingly heavy at 38kg

kind input impedance of 100k ohms makes it

Conrad-Johnson's eminently respectable Motif

(851b), while its extreme mass imbalance to the
right makes it very awkward to pick up. There are

easy to drive, even from passive cort"ol units.
Fault protection for the amplifier - short circuit

solid-state Premier-grade Conrad-Johnson
power amp has been on the cards for some

and MF MOSFET power amplifiers have been

18
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are not specifieo. Rated frequency response is
20Hz-20kHz ±0.1dB; hum and noise 104dB
below rated power, not particularly silent in my
view. Sensitivity is high at 1.1V for 350W and the
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ampllier

Conrad Johnson

Premier
350

ohnson
350SA

The first solid-state ' Premier' series
amp turns out to be amassively
powerful stereo chassis at ahighly

competitive price. Can this 350W
monster really match CA's best tube
models? Martin Colloms finds out

and the like — is provided by four supply rail fuses
(10A quick blow), accessible on the rear parel.
Input is single-ended, via gold-plated phono

balance, restless and in some respects (by
amplifier standards) even coloured. I was

pre-amp afew years ago., where the performance
can vary from ' very good' to ' pure excellence'

disappointed. I'd waited along time for this, and

according to the quality of final set-up and the

sockets. The detachable power cord uses the

the 350 was supposed to rank alongside the

care taken matching all the relevant parts. That

high-current type '30A' IEC connector. A hex

legendary Premier 8 200W tube monoblocks!

early, convenient multiple component set-up

wrench is needed to properly tighten the single

So Ilooked at the systerr set-up and began to

gold-plated speaker connection binding-posts.
These are abit small and close together for such

test again. Iset about installing it from scratch

a powerful amplifier, considering the kind of

over supports, cable runs and layout; selection of

prevaricate. This really is a top-class power

cable likely to be used; they have awkward

cables; association of mains sockets and related

amplifier, so much so that in this context, price

insulating shrouds, which many customers will

power spurs.

take off to reveal the 4mm apertures.

as the primary source component taking care

With all audio components such consideration

tally

gave no hint as tc the performance

potential of the Premier 350.
At this

point

I can

see

no

reason to

is not an issue. The Conrad-Johnson Premier 350
disposed of its competition in much the same

brings rewards, and all review products get such

manner as the little Robertson 40-10 did when it

SOUND QUALITY
To be honest Iwas not that impressed at first. I

treatment before finishing off the assessment,
but in the case of the 350 te benefit was out of

was launched on to an unsuspecting market

thought ' here's a clear contender with solid
musical appeal' but it also seemed out of

all proportion to my expectation. Ishould have
remembered my experience with the ART line

sounded fresh, clear, upbeat, lively and
communicative, leaving the competition — and

www.hifinews.co.uk

some two decades ago. That amplifier simply
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many more costly models - sounding dull, tired,

Ifound the ' 350 just locked you in. Towards the

dated and two dimensional.

highest power limit, the Conrad-Johnson's bass

When the Krell FPB power amplifier series hit
the streets many years later, it became apparent
that a similar order-of- magnitude gain in

may be heard not to reach quite as deeply, but the
bass was undoubtedly powerful even when it was

performance had been achieved in the high

energy, speed and impact generated all set new

power class, and the descendants of the earliest
FPB range have continued to set reference

musical standards for this high power range. The
Premier 350 kicks percussively like agood Naim

used with sub- 6 ohm loudspeaker loadings. The

standards in their price sectors. For all-round

in the bass, something which Ihave found is so

performance under all loads and conditions, the

rarely achieved with the much larger ' audiophile'
power amplifiers.
While most of the other solid-state amps are

current Krell FPB 400cx and 700cx are class
leaders - powerful, imperturbable, essentially

'whiter' sounding, leaner, even ' harder' and more

The '350 really is a
top- class power
amplifier, so much so
that in this context,
price is not an issue

forward that the quoted Krell references, save
those exceptional Karans, the new Premier 350
had a mid tonal quality that was perceptibly
deeper, more richly balanced and more like a
classic tube sound than the accepted solid-state
result. You hear greater weight and natural scale,
with fuller and more explicitly resolved chords in
the lower midrange, and a more natural ' bloom'

clear, forward, resolving, controlled and neutral.

on massed orchestral strings. The upper midrange
was certainly not dull by comparison. Here the
'350 proved punchy, dynamic, ' present',
articulate and focused.

And now we have the Premier 350. It has that
quality that made the ART pre-amplifier so

good as the solid-state references, but perhaps

special - a sense of inner life, exuberance,
commitment to performance, a powerful reach
into a recording where the feeling of presence
and space is more powerfully conveyed.
Sheer performance may be qualified and
quantified in many ways, and here Iwill try to do
this by conveying what Iexperienced.
Iadmire and respect the big Krell 700. It can
be relied on under any circumstances, but as
regards the musical message, in this comparison

The treble also set ahigh standard, at least as
not quite as delicately resolved as the tube
Premier 8 or an early Cary 300SE. The treble
certainly had sufficient energy, and Idiscovered
early that the matching cables needed to be

threadbare ( aterm first used across the Atlantic).
Well, the sound of tne '350 is precisely the

neutral in the treble. As such the sweeter Cardas

opposite. It presents a soundstage that is
significantly closer to the experierce of listening to

Golden Cross here outplayed the theoretically
superior but slightly brighter Golden Reference

deep into harmonic: and chordal

live musicians. It conveys complex textures, digs

type, offering more natural upper- range timbres.

Felationships

and

tells you mo.e about the instruments themselves
an.] now they are played. This is accompanied by
genuinely high resolution, with a great sense of

Ihave been known to describe the broad sound
of some review amplifiers as bleached or

LAB REPORT
Nailing any possible concerns about load drive, the
Premier 350 was found capable of at least 66A

400W) was available both channels driven, 20Hz to
20kHz, and the output on music- related pulse

peak current. On normal 8ohm speakers, it

testing still exceeded the rated 8ohm level on a

provided short-term programme power of nearly
500W per channel. Continuous power of

taxing 2ohm load. Except for discotheque use, this
amp will drive anything!

780+780W into 4ohm loads was possible

of distort on was gererated before waveform clipping
was visible on the osclloscope.
Full power drive into 4ohms at anon-destructive
20kHz level in fact blew the rait fuses, and the
4ohm performance is clearly for music related use

At the rated power level, total harmonic distortion

and not for room heating. For asymmetrical push-

mid- band for short periods and Icould get 1.6kW
per channel into 2ohms for music-related power
pulses. There are bigger amplifiers than the ' 350

was about 0.2% (-55dB) at 20Hz, 0.15% mid- band

pull ampiifier such as this, the distortion would be
expected to be predominantly composed of odd
harmonics, out in fact low order harmonics

but they are few and far between. No wonder I

state designs, but gave no cause for concern. Full

including second dominated the spectrum. Channel

didn't feel the need for more power when

power high-frequency intermodulation was -66dB,
0.05% and at 1W measured 10dB better at about

balance betered 0.1dB while the high input
sensitivity and high input impedance aids

0.014%, quite negligible. Looking at total harmonic

compatibility. 1W was achieved for just 53.5mV

distortion at arange of powers and frequencies, this
amplifier was seen to clip quite softly and nearly 3%

input, with full clipping level at 1.19V, into 100K
ohms loading and with less thar 100pF of

auditioning this fine example.
Athrilling dynamic range will be available using
higher sensitivity speakers in larger rooms. Rated at
350W/8 ohms, or 25.5dBW, 26.4dBW (well over

and 0.25% at 20kHz. The 350 proved less linear at
high frequencies than anumber of modern solid-
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Massive
heatsinks are
provided for the
350's bipolar
output devices.
The driver stages
use FETs
transparency of ambience and arich reverberant

rewarding to visit familiar programme and feel

resolved at moderate volume levels. For me,

field, anything but threadbare in fact! Stereo
stages were wide and deep, with excellent focus

that one was hearing it anew, with fresh insights

above all else, it was musically dynamic, upbeat
and involving, strongly portraying performarce

and perspective.
All this is well and good but if the sound
doesn't engage the listener, it just wouldn't
matter. Fortunately the ' 350 is very strong on this
aspect, possessing a vibrant, upbeat quality,
dynamic, expressive and well paced. It was most

into recorded quality arid musicianship. On
several occasions Ihad to tear myself away from

It can be fussy about power quality, matching
components and location, and above al the
quality of the programme fed into it, but with a

behaviour, no cetectable change in sound quality

obvious. Minor criticisms notwithstanding — and
among them was . definitely the unbalanced

with loudness, no dynamic shifts on transparency
from low to high level or at different operating
capacitance. DC offset was very slightly higher than
usual at 9mV/ 10mV ( LJR). but not enough to cause

rhythms and syncopations.

over-extended listening sessions.
At close to 400W per channel this should feel
like abig ampllier, and it does. High level testing
showed no weakness in overload clipping

temperatures and power history.
A very slight hum was audible with my ear

good set-up the musical rewards are blindingly

weight d.stribution — this first Premier solid-state
power amplifier has nevertheless proved to be a
winner. Note that Conrad-Johnson's usual three-

any concem.
Frequency response easily met spec 20Hz to

planted on the Eidolon mid driver. This might just
be heard in a very quiet location with very

year warranty is offered.
The Premier 350 is

20kHz, with ±0.05dB limits applicable. Avery slight

sensitive speakers, say over 95dB/W. Icouldn't

combination of power, build and sound quality

fall is given for 10Hz, —0.25dB, while the —0.5dB
point in the treble measured at 32kHz. The upper
—3dB limit was 120kHz.
The output impedance was low, if not a high

hear it at all my listening locations.
Irevisited this amplifier many times with many

and price is the hallmark of aclass leader.
been worth the wait.

careful comparisons before arriving at the sound

Martin Colloms

feedback super low' at typically 0.12ohms, well

quality score, on my usual subjective listeningtest scaling, of 125 marks, anew record.

absolute phase ( like some others, for example, the
original Naim 250).
Signal-to-noise ratios were good but not
outstanding. Referred to full power figures of 102dB

this

ehas

The sstem
For this review the listening system included:

controlled over the range and comparable with good
audio cable. This power amplifier is inverting of

a natural —

CONCLUSION
Ithink the Premier 350 will be the answer to
many an audiophile's dreams. If you have
admired the Premier 8 monoblocks for their

Naim CDS3, Marantz CD- 7and Krell KPS 25s:
CD players; Linn LP12 Lingo/Naim Aro/Audio
Note 10 II vinyl reco -dplayer with Audio Nate
AN S4 step-up transformer; Conrad-John sor

combination of power, musical subtlety and

ART, Krell KPS25sc and XTC PRE II pre-

were typical unweighted and there was just atrace of

staging, and you favour the fluid, well-balanced

amplifiers; Avalon Eidolon, Quad ESL- 63 ard

hum induced in the input circuitry, 'A' weighted it

midrange of tuDe amplifiers, yet at the same time

averages 113dB referred to full power, —88dB IHF 1W.

crave the dynamic range, grip and slam of the

BBC LS3/5A ( 15 ohm) loudspeakers; Transparent
XL, Ca das Golden Cross and Wireworld Equinox

best solid state, then you owe it to yourself to try

cables; Finite Elemente Pagode supports with

supply modulation.

the Premier 350.
Ifound this Premier power amplifier agile,

Soundstage Supersinkes captive points. Power
amplifiers used for comparison included Krell

The amplifie had agood impulse performance and
would stably drive any conceivable loudspeaker.

extended and very well paced in the bass. It
sounded tonally broad and ricnly textured in the

Mechanical hum was low and the generous reservoir
capacity ensured that afine result was obtained for

Far left: rear panel view shows simple unbalanced input
connections and single pair of speaker binding posts.
The graph ( left) shows the extended frequency response

www.hifinews.co.uk

mid, as well as lively, clear and balanced in the
treble. It proved capable of wide, very deep and
well focused stereo images, arid could play loud

FPB 400cx and 700cx, Halcro DM38, Karan
Acoustics 450 and Naim 250 ( Mk 1). Note: the
Premier 350 is inverting of absolute phase and
during testing was set in- phase by revers ng the
polarity of the speaker cable connections.

into any load, while remaining satisfying and well
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GRAAF
G VI 5 0 13
GRAAF returns with agorgeous- looking
integrated that's set to re-write the rules in
the sub-£4000 amplifier market
GRAAF GM5OB
'PRICE

£3950

SUPPLIER

UKD Ltd

CONTACT

01908 612359

WEBSITE

www.ukd.co.uk

W

GM5013,

GRAAF

has

eschewed

those

astounding-but-pesky Russian 6C33C tubes-withthe- nipples, as well as its signature outputtransformerless topology that frightened the weak.
On paper, then, the GM508 is conventional as
it's basically apush-pull operation integrated amp
with output transformers, a remote control to

impartial. Being only human ( or so I'm
told) I'm not going to hide my affection for

and mute, asingle mains cable — nothing beyond

first to demonstrate the Italian capacity for
making sublime equipment. The company has,
however, been unnaturally quiet of late, so Iwas

SEPTEMBER 2004 Hi-FiNews

nor too cranky for non- masochistic audiophiles. In
the

eall have favourites, even those of us
who are supposed to be utterly

GRAAF, abrand yet to disappoint and one of the

22

more than a little relieved to learn of an all- new
amp, not too crazily priced by today's standards,

command source selection, power on/off, volume
its 30kg weight and 450 x160 x500mm (whd)
dimensions can cause concern. Then again, ' GM'
stands for Giovanni Mariani, and 'conventional'
isn't in his vocabulary. Moreover, it doesn't look

www. hif i
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like anormal integrated amp — valve or otherwise

but — as the lid had to be removed to check the

sources including two line-level balanced inputs,

—so you are advised from the outset to prepare

valves — I'm glad Igazed on the GM5OB's innards.

three line- level

yourself for something different.
GRAAF's goal was to include, in an all-valve,

It is simply unlike any other amp I've examined,
the fit, finish and detail up and beyond even

monitor. A large 'otary knob controls the volume.

single- chassis product, the features and the level
of performance that in the past were an exclusive

Nagra's. Or maybe I'm just a sucker for gloss-

by; primary on/off is positioned on the back.

unbalanced

inputs and tape

Lastly, apress button takes the unit out of standAlso fitted to the rear panel are the XLR-type

of GRAAF (separate) pre-amplifiers and power

black PCBs filled with components installed with
military precision. Hell, some users will want to

amplifiers.' Thus it's unmistakably GRAAF in
terms of construction, sound quality and finish,

run this with the lid off, just to take periodic

balanced
inputs and RCA phono socket
unbalanced inputs, socketry for the tape loop,

ganders at the insides.

and an IEC three- pin mains input. GRAAF has

but blessed with the lower cost, lower space
consumption and ease of use of an integrated

front

15mm-thick

also fitted some of the best speaker terminals I've
ever used: massive binding posts that accept

amplifier.

In the case of this GRAAF, there's glass at the
as

well

as

inside.

The

company's

aluminium front panel is fitted with awindow for

spade connectors or banana plugs, spaced sa that

I.

trademark ' courtesy of Ferrari' paint finish, this
time in black or silver. As for the interior, this is

aview of both the internal circuitry and the output

you can tighten them properly with special tools.
Mariani
used some of the solutions

up,

don't get my rocks off looking inside amplifiers,

window, above the press buttons that select

It

even

features

the

valves. ltke McIntosh's MC 2000 and MC2102.
the stuff of asolder- head's dreams. Ordinarily, I Green LED indicators can be seen through the

www. hif i
news. co. uk

fundamental to his OTL ranges, including a
simplified layout with short signal paths and
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Avista of valves: four • •
KT88 tubes make up the
outPutstAge of the GM5OB
(le ---/ while two 6A30s and tote
6922 valves are used in

The viewing window and large

jbe amp's gain stages

rotary knob for volume control

fully- balanced operation for two rputs to the
output. Achieving this meant the complete
doubling of the electronic circuits and includes
the option of connecting balanced sources with
two pairs of pnonos rather than XLRs. The
circuit's first stage, for gain and impedance
adjustment, serves the level control, the audio
signal then entering a stage made up of two

00
0 0

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

00
00

00
00

differential circuits in cascade, with the second
working as the actual driver for the output stage.
At this point the sgnals are comparec with each
other and subjected to afurther level gain. Two
6A30 drivers and four 6922s are used in the gain
stages and as phase splitters; these work in Class
A-AB mode and each of the valves has its own
automatic bias control system.
For the output sections, Mariam chose the
latest iteration of the Russian- made Svetlana
KT88 tube, working in push- Dull operation for a
conservative 50W/ch, biased for A/AB Class
cperation. Extracting 25W from each KT88
mears tha: the va ves aren't anywhere near their
Imits. Each output tube also has its own
automatic bias control system, achoice Mariani
believes will ensure the best performance in any

XLR-type balanced inputs sit alongside unbalanced RCAphono inputs
Because Ionly had ashort time with the GM5OB
and had to burn it in as well as audition it, Iopted
for two pairs of speakers as far removed from each
other as possible to provide a short-cut: my
cherished 15 ohm Rogers LS3/5As and Wilson's
WATT Puppy System 7, which are a4 to 8 ohm

Anyway, Iwired the lot up with Trarsparent
Reference wiring, plugged the amplifier and the
EAR phono stage into the mains ring wired with
SItech and the CD player into the ring wired with
Transparent. And despite hearing the system tor a
few days during tie burn- in, Igenuinely wasn't

load of high sensitivity, but are demanding of the
electronics. Sources included the Marantz

prepared for what Iheard when the time arrived
for serious listenirg.

operating condition. Another GRAAF feature in

CD-12/DA-12 CD player and the SME Series V
arm with Koetsu Urushi cartridge, feeding the

system from time to time,

the output stage is the use of trarstormers with

GRAAF via the EAR 324 phono stage. And

'reviewer attention' to it. Sure, Isuspected that it

The GRAAF offers perceived value so far
beyond what most traditional high- end
brands offer that it's almost painful

Let me explain: although Ichecked on the
I wasn't paying

was anice, pleasant machine, and it showed no
grounds for concern when moving from the
Wilsons, with their impedance dip down into
amp-eating territory, to the LS3/5As. When I
finally sat down with a stack of CDs and LPs,
cue ng

UD

Howard Tate's Get It While You Can

(the firs: Verve stereo pressing). Iexperienced
earth connectec to the central end in the

although Iplayed witn the unbalanced inputs,

what can only be cescribed as asatori. It was one

secondary windings, asolution chosen to provide
a true balanceo configuration for the output

this amplifier begs to be heard in fully balanced

of those sessions that usually occurs, oh, every
five years. Tate's voice was front and centre,

stage. Also, this alows abalanced conf•guration

both Marantz and EAR providing balanced output.

palpable, with all of the textures reproduced to

for tne feedback circuit. GRAAF explains that,
'Usually, in audio amplifiers, the feedback circuit

The importer's pleas regarding burn- in were
genuine. The GM5OB needed around 72 hours

the most Lfelike degree one could demarbd. It's a
record I've played more than any single LP in my
collection. Ihave ahalf- dozen pressings and two

mode. So my choice of sources was deliberate,

brirgs back to the input only apart of the cutput

solid, after which the sound

signal, in a point defined as comparison knot.
With this solution the GRAAF GM5OB has two

amp seeming more free and easy, and certainly

different CDs of it. Ithought Iknew every nuance.

more open-sounding. You could hear it getting

comparison knots for each channel. allowing it to

better and better. Which makes me wonder: why

Iwas wrorg. And here it is in the same calendar
year as the Sonus Faber Stradivari ( and

have a balanced feedback net,

the hell doesn't GRAAF ( and every other
manufacturer) burn in their products before

something I'm rev ewing next month that will tap

precise and stable in its correction purposes. The
GM5OB has afeedback rate limited to 12dB.'

despatching then to the end user?

gaps between miracles.
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loosened up', the

out my Mastercard). So much for tie five-year
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The GRAAF GM50B, despite its lack of aphono
stage, has an affinity for the capabilities of LP
playback, including the treble sweetress, the

The GRAAF boasts some of the

more seamless transitions across the frequency

sturdiest binding posts around

range, the openness and air, the non-aggressive
lower registers. And because Mariani has no truck
with valve noises, he's created an untainted
background against which to reproduce the
music. However magnificent the Classic replica of
Déjà Vu, it was abundantly clear that the original
exhibited subtleties that simply aren't present on
the newer edition. Regardless of the speaker load,
the GRAAF served as aclean conduit, the path it
carved favouring the acoustic guitars and the
occasional pedal steel on CSN&Y's sophomore
masterpiece. It enabled me to gauge the levels of
transparency between the two pressings,

a

characteristic so subtle that it could even be
obscured by achange of cables.
It's like this. As aspoiled- rotten reviewer, Iget to

But not once did it resemble listening through

the McIntosh showed the GRAAF's

play with toys way beyond my pecuniary status. I a solid-state package, which, most of : he time,
will better valves for hygienic precision while,
know this, and never allow myself to forget it.

absolute power. the speed and control of cynamic

Ludk cf the draw, Isuppose — Icould have ended

alas, sounding too clinical at the same time.

undff normal conditions, rarely reached its limits.

up teaching English to abunch of knife-wielding

However confusing this may seem, the GRAAF

norm' ride is the aforementioned SME/Marantz/
C2200 pre-amp and MC2102 power amp. And
that pairing, which continues to amaze me, costs
£12,000 — serious money by any standard.
With the GRAAF integrated, which drives the
LS3/5As as if ft were aRadford STA25 Mk III and
handles the Wilsons like an Audio Research
VT100, you get similar, first rank, pedigree'd
performance for £3950. And that's with a preamp thrown in to the mix. Plus remote control,
and perceived value so far beyond what most

(Which means that the GRAAF just may be a
spoiler for McIntosh, which has just released its

little bastards at a comprehensive. Anyway, my
Wilson mix, powered by the sublime McIntosh

swings, bottom octave slam. But the GRAAF,

Some seasoned
listeners heard the
GRAAF, veterans
with extreme
systems. They were
gobsmacked

first-ever ah ivalve integrated amplifier — a

tracitional hign-end brands offer that it's almost

wonderful coincidence!)
Where the GRAAF realty scores, though,
especially retated to its price, are the sense of
power

it

imparts

wit -un

the

anticipated

performance of a 50-water, and the scale it
produces. No kiddirg: tre GM5OB drove the
Wilsons to levels1 would never ci-edit from an amp
below 100W. At the same time, it assembled a
soundstage that was both vas and correct, u:terly
cony ncing in terms of dimensions and ratio.
During my spell

with the GRAA.7, some

seasoned listeners hearc it, veterans with extreme

painful. No sharp edges, runny paint, ill-fitting

always sounded like a valve amplifier, whether

systems. They were gobsmacked and al agreed:

screws, malfurctioning controls. No buzzes, farts,

being driven hard to genteel clipping or operating

as astounding as the PrimaLuna Prologue One is

hums or crackles. Just deliriously realistic music

at near-whisper levels. In this respect, it aped the

for £ 799, so is the GRAAF rewriting the rules in

against ablack, velvety background.

McIntosh package, which Iswear by because of

the sub-£400C bracket. Icon't give adamn what

It cominued with a batch of discs I was

its positioning between valve and solid-state

hostility this creates — and Ido expect to receive

reviewing at the time, including Alison Krauss's

sounds... and Imean its ability to copy the Mac's

the odd disgruntled pnoneca from rival makers —

So

and — more

marriage of the best of both and the worst of

but I'm telling you th;s: GRAAF GM5OB amplifier

importantly — Crosby Stills Nash & Young's Déjà

neither. It was only under extreme conditions that

is aMariani tour de force at FIAT prices. II

Long So

Wrong on

vinyl

Ken Kessler

Vu. the Classic reissue of which Ihad to compare
to amint original pressing. This, in some ways, is

Technology

even tougher than comparing amps or wires or

With most amplifier designers dragging 50W from a

speakers because you have to account for wear

single KT88 the four valves at the heart of the

ano tear on the original, the shape of the master
tapes

vis

a vis

the

reissue,

and

50W/ch GRAAF are woiking nowhere nee their

other

limits. Meanwhile, input sensitivity is given as

imponderables. I'm also on a mono kick at the
moment, so I was working my way through

It comes in

muliples of the Capitol Mickey Katz LPs to find

black or

the best copes. I'm glad Istarted with the vinyl.

silver

500mV,

frequency

response

10Hz-100kHz

(0.5dB/1W), signal/noise ratio 83dB anc total
harmonic distortion 0.3% ( 10W). As for the amp's
dimensions, it's aneat solution for those with neither
the space no ,rack room for aprelpower combo.

Features
• Pure valve operation
II Push-pull operation in Class A- AB
II Six line inputs, plus two tape loops
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HPM 6 SB/
RPM 9x 4111111.1110t

PrJect

turntables
411110P

Two Pro-Ject favourites receive arevamp with a
new motor for one model and an acrylic chassis
for the other. Tony Bolton checks hem out
Pro-Ject RPM 6SB and RPM9x
PRICE

drag' silicone grease. Otherwise things have

£ 500/£1000 ( RPM 6SB/RPM)

wisely been left alone. The arrn is the standard

presentation. Slaw piano pieces seem to be more
considered, the ,ebeing ageater sense of space

9.2 model, with its alloy am n tube riding on fou

between notes - almost as if amore experienced

Henley Designs

hardened stainless steel tipped bearings. The

performer has taken over. Given dynamic and

CONTACT

01235 511166

large platter, the dominart visual feature o' the
deck, is of silver-sprayed MDF, with recyclec vinyl

complex pieces cf music, Ialso felt that there was

WEBSITE

www.henleydesigns.co.uk

records used to make aturntable mat bonded to

SUPPLIER

the topside. An on/off switch is located under the

p

ro-Ject Audio has recently dpdated both its
RPM 9and RPM 6turntables. Having had the

deck to the left of the speed control, and the
result overall is acompact, eye-catching package.

anotice& eimprovement in the defirihon of the
shape anc texture of sounds, helped by an
apparently lower noise f]oor. One of the effects of
this was to help the rhythm of the music show
through. The Perlman/Previn/LSO recording ci the

pleasure of reviewing these decks back in

2002 [
HFN Feb/Nov 0211 was more than alittle
curious to see what effect the changes have had
on these fine value-for-money turrabfes.
Starting with the more affordable of the two
mocels, the RPM 6SB gains an electronic speed
contro in the form of the Pro-Ject Speed Box
(available separately for £45 as a free-standing

Slow piano pieces seemed to be more
considered — almost as if amore
experienced performer had taken over

unit). This is attached to the underside of the
deck to make a neat and visually appeafing

The charges made to this design bring greater

Mendelssohn and Bruch Violin Concertos [ HMV

maturity to the sourd. The original RPM 6 had

29 669-9] displayed this to perfection, the

installation.

this

good rhythmic capability ana aslightly boisterous

Allegro Energico, the last movement of the Bruch,

successful design concern the main bearing,
which is now made of a harder material than

'come on, let's party' sound that Ifound very
engaging. The addition of the Speed Box appears

prevlously and is lubricated by anew type of low

to
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Other

changes
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made
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to

have

had

a calming

effect

upon

the

living up to it name with an insistent flow to the
music that gave avividness anc impact missing
when played on the original turntable.
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Pro-Ject's affordable RPM 6SB [ above left] gets anew motor and speed control while the RPM 9x [ right] gains an acrylic chassis
Meanwhile, the new 9x boasts an acrylic chassis

as

the

on the Speed Box SE) improves performance

in either piano black (the RPM 9xp) or clear, as in

recordings themselves are fairly basic in quality,

the example tested. This replaces the original's
MDF chassis, and the improvements this brings

having that ' recorded in someone's garage' sound,

further, sharpening timing and giving the
perception of awider, deeper and slightly more

the quality of the performances couldn't be
better. The Wailers' Love and Affection' proved a

detailed soundstage. Recordings also offer up a
greater level of ambient information.

case in point. When played on the 9x, the sound
possessed anaturalness and flow that surprised

If value for money is a priority then Iwould
advise looking at the RPM 6 SB. While it doesn't

are obvious when a9 and a9x are played backto-back. The soLnd of the latter is smoother and
better defined, there being far darker silences in

the

centre

of

attention.

Although

between notes. There was also aslight graininess

me when compared with the way the track

have the finesse, sonic weight and smoothness of

to the sound of the RPM 9, which was not
apparent on the revised unit. This seemed to
manifest itself as a slight rasp to the edge of
notes emanating from Perlman's violin, and a

sounded on the standard RPM 9. Not that the
latter reproduced it badly, just that the 9x did it

its more expensive sibling, it has an engaging joie
de vivre That allows music to flow in aparticularly

better, smoother and in a more detailed and
analytical manner. The effect upon the music was

vague background presence of rumble from the

as though the band was having abetter day in the
studio, feeling abit more together, and generally
enjoying themselves more.

pleasant manner.
The arms on both decks are happier with m-c
cartridges than m-ms, and seem able to handle

needle tracking the groove walls. Iwould hesitate
to categorise the sound as surface noise, more an
awareness of the interaction of stylus and groove.
Playing the same record on the RPM 9x, the
sound seemed to hang effortlessly in the air,
flowing in a particularly lucid manner with the

Although the RPM 9x has taken on the
original's old £ 1000 price point, it has not
replaced it. The original RPM 9 is now available
at £800, and at that price Ithink it still offers

On the RPM 9x, the sound seemed to hang
effortlessly in the air, with variations in
attack between bow strokes clear to hear
variations in attack between different strokes of

excellent performance for the money. However,

cartridges considerably more expensive than the
decks themselves, with aplomb. Henley Designs
offers a 25% discount on any Ortofon cartridge
bought with the decks, so acombination of RPM
6 SB with an Ortofon Kontrapunkt A (£500, less
discount) makes a sub-£ 1000 combo that will
perform far better than expected for the money.
If you can afford an RPM 9x with one of the
pricier Kontrapunkts, then you will have the
pleasure of owning avinyl front-end that not only
looks stunning, but will satisfy the majority of
discerning listeners for many years to come. III
Tony Bolton

Technology

bow across string being clear for all to hear.
This ability to look deeper into the recording

the extra £ 200 spent on a9x pays dividends, and

The RPM 6SB weighs 8kg and measures 385 x170

tus deck can, Ifeel, be considered a serious

proved ablessing when playing amuch loved, but

contender against obvious rivals like Roksan's

x330mm ( whd). The motor is suspended under the
main platter on arubber mounting and gives aspeed

well-worn, mid-' 60s Jamaican copy of History of

Radius 5 and the Michell GyroDec, and should
certainly be auditioned against them before a

variance of ± 0.5%, with aquoted wow and flutter
figure of 0.08%. Signal-to-noise ratio is given as

final decision is made. Adding a standalone

—70dB ( sic). The RPM 9x measures 165 x440 x

Speed Box to the RPM 9 ( or splashing out £300

325mm ( hwd) and weighs 8.5kg, including the

Ska 60-65 [
Stud oOne Records GW00011. Iwas
pleasantly surprised at the way the surface noise
retreated into the background leaving the music

outboard motor. Note that this deck comes fitted with
atonearm having acarbon-fibre arm tube, but does
not use electronic speed control. The manufacturer
quotes asignal-to-noise ratio of —73dB ( sic), wow
and flutter of 0.06%, and aspeed variance of 0.5%.

Features
• Built-in electronic speed control on RPM 6
• New acrylic plinth for RPM 9x
II New grease and harder bearing on both decks
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JMIab
loudspeaker
So you thought the opera diva had a
reputation for being temperamental?
Try the loudspeaker that
bears the Diva name

Mal] Diva Utopia Be
PRICE

£7500

SUPPLIER

Pillab UK

CONTACT

08456 602680

WEBSITE

www.focal.tm.fr/gb

L

ike many speaker manufacturers. 1Mlab - or
Focal-JMIab as it prefers to be known now -

Diva includes the familiar bullets: a W-cone
mid- bass driver; ' OPC' crossover (Optimum Phase
Crossover crossover, apseudo-technical repetition
worthy of Microsoft with its ' NT Technology' New Technology technology!); ' Focus Time'
construction (' where fonction [ sic] dictates
form'), that is, agrand way of saying the midrange
driver is angled downwards; and ' Power Flower'
magnet system, although this is used here only on
the aforementioned midrange driver.
Additionally, the Diva Be carries the new Focal
inverted dome tweeter. This unit is the latest

divides its portfolio into several ranges, with
the Utopia series representing the company's best

development of a long-standing concave ( rather

possible

than convex) dome design, but now sporting a

product.

This particular collection

started almost 10 years ago with the Grande

beryllium diaphragm. This was selected by Focal

Utopia, although the line-up was redrawn afew

as it is said to be 2.5 times lighter, and

years ago with models revisited and new names

times stronger, than titanium, the previous metal

introduced - for example, the lauded Mezzo
Utopia evolved into the current Alto Utopia Be.

of choice for Focal's high-end tweeters.
But what really sets the Diva apart from

With the old Mezzo Utopia costing £7300
when reviewed in 1998 and the replacement'

previous Utopias is its bass driver configuration.
That slim profile is made possible by putting the

Alto Utopia Be now priced at £ 11,000, a

low-frequency woofers on the side of the cabinet,
two per speaker, one on each side, wired in

substantial price increase of 50% has come to
light. The baby Micro Utopia Be [
HFN Dec ' 03] is

three

bipolar fashion. Sometimes called ' push- push'
mode, and seen recently in Audio Physic's Virgo 3

priced at £3600, leaving a gaping hole around
the important £6000 to £8000 mark, a price
level where the highest performance loudspeakers
start to appear, and buyers' expectations are

synchronised to move in together, then out
together, reducing any net forces on the cabinet.

justifiably elevated.
Filling this gap is the new JMIab Diva Utopia

music room ( 4.5 x4.9 x3m) using dCS Delius

Be. It's a three-way floorstander designed for

and Purcell converters, MF Audio pre-amp [ review

greater visual appeal with its slim front profile,
while still banking on the roster of technologies
that Focal-JMIab uses to sell the Utopia products,
and indeed its ranges below as these technologies
'trickle down'. Focal-JMIab's tech story for the

www.hifinews.co. uk

[HFN May ' 04], this implies both drivers are

Listening was first done in my two-channel

next issue], Chord SPM 12000, Nordost Valhalla
cables, RDC support rack and lsotek SubStation
mains filtration. Records were played on Roksan
Radius 5and T+A G 10 Sturntables, with aGSP
Era/Elevator phono stage. Also on-hand was aBAT
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www.usheraudio.com

6 key elements to Contemporary Art
X-616
Dimensionsiw x d x h,cm):65x35x2

xd xh,cm):35x65x11

CP-6371
Dimensions(W xdxh,cm):35x65x12

The Six:
• Top mounted tweeter avoiding diffraction for
more natural sound imaging.
. Elegantly sloped cabinet design to enhance
sound dispersion and time phase coherency.
• High-grade mirror-imaged finish on gloss black,
gloss sliver, gloss white.
. High-grade furniture-quality real wood tweeter
cover and wood side panel reinforcement.
. Base chamber design, to increase weight by
fill in leads or sand and better bass control.
• Design by Dr. Joseph D'appolilto

e

CP-6381
Dimensions(w xd xh,cm1:35x65x127

USHER AUDIO TECHNOLOGY
67 Kai- Fong Street Sec.1 Taipei 100 Taiwan Tel:886-2-23816299 Fax:886-2-23711053 E-mall:usher@ms11.hinet.net
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VK600SE power amp. The Diva is certainly a

impact were diminished. Combined with the

location selected by JMIab UK, where, in aroom

full-range loudspeaker, thanks to four low-slung
8in bass drivers and tweeters that claim 40kHz

overly ' crisp' treble focus, there was little draw to

4.7 x6x2.7m high, Iheard the speakers with a

the midband.
The Chord power amp gave more control, and

dCS Verdi and Delius transport and DAC, fed
direct into Krell FPB650M monoblocks, with

was its low and high' tuning, which gave an

opened out the box- bound soundstage alittle, at
the expense of losing some of the BATS silkier

AudioQuest and Siltech cabling. Here the overall
balance was a little more even, with less lower

impressive sense of bass weight combined with a
somewhat revealing tweeter. Many people I've

top. Substituting back the venerable 1200C
resulted in abetter sense of LE slam, and alittle

mid suck-out, although bass lines still tended to

spoken with have praised this new tweeter for
both its extension and sweetness, and while it did

more coherence to the complex piano interplay on
Le Sacre du Printemps [
DG 437 6501, even if the

sound

overall effect proved wearing at realistic in-room

of awayward subwoofer working behind the sofa.

levels.

Double bass was difficult to follow, and even a

extension (-3dB,

no

resonant

frequency

indicated). The most apparent aspect of the Diva

like

a low- distortion

unit,

it

was

unfortunate that it vied for attention in terms of

Kyung Wha Chung's spritely lead

in

The most apparent aspect of the Diva
was its low and high' tuning, which
gave an impressive sense of bass weight
level. Listening to the speaker from outside the
room the tweeter kept telling its story. Along with
adistant boom of bass drivers.
One replacement pair of Divas later, and avisit
from JMIab's designer, Dominic Baker, prompted
another attempt to get the speaker to work
satisfactorily. After an attempt at tuning by
moving to various positions around the room —
close to the rear wall; afew feet out; and even
grossly forward in an exaggerated near-field siting
—the Diva could not be made to sound anything
like aspeaker at this price ought to. Bass guitar
rhythms were messy, with dragging heels on what
should be nimble lines, like the sampled riff on
Massive Attack's ' Safe From Harm'. Slam and

Tchaikovsky's Violin Concerto couldn't

help

showing the exaggerated HF balance but thanks
to the relative cleanliness of the beryllium
tweeter, the result was not too glass shattering.
Dynamic climaxes were handled with aplomb,
with little sense of constriction. Iliked the way
the acoustic of the hall could be sensed in breaks,
with atell-tale faint rumble and the whisper of a
large acoustic space neatly captured.
There was one further test to be done. The Diva
was designed with a particular role- model in its

rumble indistinctly, despite the attention of the
allegedly grippy Krell amps. Certain LE room
nodes were readily excited, giving the impression

low-level Indian drum on Rabih Abou-Khalil's
acoustic Tarab album tended to swamp the mix.
Essentially, the same basic character was still in
place. With loud rock material, high levels could
be reached, giving an exciting and colourful
performance, if not avery accurate one.
The Diva may indeed work well in very large
listening rooms, but my experience with it in
rooms closer to the norm for British audiences
suggests it would have to be carefully auditioned
at home to see if it's suitable. My feelings are that
there are better sounding loudspeakers available
for less money, and with far less temperamental
room- matching qualities, making it difficult to
give this Diva any sincere recommendation. •
Andrew Harrison

Technology

sights, namely the Wilson Sophia. This has proved
popular in New York where it is said to be agood

For the Diva, Focal-1Mlah provides figures of 8ohm

complement for that city's trendy loft apartments.

minimum); 90dB efficiency ( 2.8V/1 m); and a
bandwidth of 35Hz-40kHz (± 3dB). The driver

So it was off to Acoustic Arts in Watford, a

nominal impedance ( albeit with a low 3 ohm

complement includes two 210mm W- cone bass
drivers per speaker, and one 165mm midrange
Diva Utopia Be: available in Focal-1Mlah's usual range of luxury

W- cone driver, crossed over with four- pole
(24dB/octave) filters. Each speaker weighs 48kg and

finishes — Signature ( red), Classic ( gold) and Avant Garde ( natural)

measures 1100 x250 x532mm ( hwd).
Beryllium is avery hard metal, used in defence
and aerospace industries, medical applications ( it is
transparent to X-rays), and even nuclear reactors
and bombs. But this wonder metal is also potentially
dangerous to human health. In industry, beryllium
dust has been long- recognised for causing a
condition known as acute beryllium disease ( ABD);
or chronic beryllium disease ( CBD) after long-term
exposure. [ Source: ' Toxic Beryllium: New Solutions
for a Chronic Problem', S Fields, Environmental
Health Perspectives, vol 109, no 21.
Years of research are said to be involved with
Focal's use of unalloyed beryllium in the tweeter,
with apatent filed for aprocess that we are told
is very safe. Focal-1Mlab's processes and
implementation are designed to obviate any hazard
to both its workers and consumers, and special notes
in the product manual advise on the careful disposal
of atweeter if it should become damaged.

Features
II Beryllium- domed tweeter
• Side-firing bass drivers
Ill Elegant finish
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PERFORMANCE MULTI- CHANNEL
MUSIC/HOME CINEMA SYSTEM
containing four components, all
virtually brand new, complete with
original packaging & manufacturers
warranties: high-fidelity CD player,
DVD (Audio & Video) player, SACD
player and a comprehensive AV
processor. A bargain at £2,995
the lot. (
Same price as the Linn
UNIDISK SC player I've replaced
them with). For more info/specs
etc... phone 0500 888 909 and
ask for Ivor. I'm also open to offers
for my rather attractive multi- shelf
equipment rack.

Auditions
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Musical Fidelity

X- 10V3

Musical Fidelity X10-V3
PRICE

£299

SUPPLIER

Musical Fidelity Ltd

CONTACT

0208 900 2866

WEBSITE

www.musicalfidelity.com

y

ou can't accuse Musical Fidelity of adopting a
tunnel- vision approach to its product range.
From the minimalist, low- powered Al, which

helped put the company on the map, to the
heavyweight SA470, it has covered just about
every base in hi-fi amplifier design. On the other
hand, MF has never been afraid of enhancing a
winning formula, so it's no surprise that the new
XSeries includes an updated version of the X10
tube buffer, the first incarnation of which kicked
off the iconic ' beer can' Xcomponent range.
In basic terms, the X-10 v3 is the tube output
circuit from the Tri Vista SACD player, housed
inside the smart new X series case. Its key

MUSICAL FIDELITY

purpose is to provide the upstream component
with an easy load, while ensuring that the sound
is not compromised by the variable inductive,
capacitive and resistive loads presented by the
cable and amp combination [ see ' Technology].
While not quite a cast of thousands, a wide

The latest v from MF is arevamp of the X1 OD valve
line buffer stage. This time there's a ' mu-vista' inside...

range of equipment was used to put the X-10 v3
through its paces. Source components included
Arcam 7se, Creek CD50 mk2, Cambridge CD5

These probably resulted from the buffer's
impedance matching qualities, rather than its

elevated source components, it will add air,

and Harman Kardon CDR30. As well as being

indefinable valve ' magic'. The Creek/A3.2/M250

utilised downstream of these sources, it was also

combination gained a little extra weight and

musicality. With more prosaic sources, its load
matching ability may also make some fairly

used between a Musical Fidelity A3.2 pre-amp
and apair of M250 monoblocks. Speakers were

definition in the lower registers, noticeable in the

astounding improvements in dynamics.

introduction to Tori Arnos's dramatic take on

price of aserious interconnect, this little box is

Mission 701, Quad 22L or Spendor S8e.

Depeche Mode's ' Enjoy The Silence', lower
register piano notes assuming awhole extra level

really something special. II

Space precludes a detailed analysis of every
implementation. But it rapidly became apparent
that the X-10 v3 consistently affected the

of harmonic complexity. Moving on to the Arcam
7se/7R pairing, here the major gain was amarked

upstream component's sound on two levels.
Firstly, in every test scenario, there was a

impnrenent in dynamics, the usual slightly laidback warmth being replaced by a noticeably

presence and more than atouch of that fluid valve

For the

Ian Harris

Technology
As with the original X- 10D, the X- 10v3 is an
outboard impedance matching circuit, which shows
the source component an extremely easy- to- drive

palpable improvement in musical fluidity,
soundstage depth, and image solidity. However,
each component benefited in aslightly different

punchier sound - much more satisfying with
upbeat tracks such as ZZ Top's ' Gimme All Your
Lovin'. However, the most striking improvement

load ( 500k ohms) while providing avery low outpct
impedance ( approximately 33 ohms), to drive any

way. For example, before the insertion of the

was within an ' ultra budget' Cambridge Audio

interconnect or pra-amp optimally. Thus it effectively

buffer, the Arcam displayed a soundstage that

system ( CD5 plus A5i amplifier driving Mission

removes any mismatch between source and pre-

was very heavily left speaker, centre image, right
speaker oriented. With the X-10 in place, the

701 speakers). Even before the introdJction of

amplification stages, allowing both components to

the buffer, this was not acombination that was

work at their best. The X-10 v3 can also be inserted

soundstage opened up considerably, with images

backward in coming forward, but with the X10 in

between pre- amp and power amp ( or even in the tape

spread across a full 180° arc. In contrast, the

place, the sheer pace and energy of the system

loop of an integrated). It does add around 1d8 of

Creek already displayed afinely graduated arc of
images, even without the buffer in place. Here

punched way above its weight. Listening to John

gain. While the circuit is pretty much identical to the

Mellencamp's ' Rooty Toot Toot', the snare shots at
the core of the track's introduction gained a

output stage of the Tri Vista SACO player, the valve

power and almost visceral impact that would put
some pretty serious hardware to shame. Moving

(re- named ' mu-vista' by MF). MF states that limited

the major gain was in the sheer presence and
detail of each node of the soundstage. This was
clearly illustrated by Kate Pierson and Cindy
Wilson's vocals on the B52's late-' 80s gem Roam.
Without the X10, you could hear both singers, but

on to ' Paper in Fire', from the same CD, the
music raced through the X-10 boosted system

in the form of aslightly amorphous duet. With the

with an almost Naim-like rhythmic intensity.

buffer in place, there were two absolutely distinct
voices, each with agenuine solidity and presence.

suppert the argumert that valves still have some

In conclusion, the X-10 v3 certainly seems to

utilised is yet another military spec item, the 6112
supplies mean that only 4850 X-10 V3's will be
made. The original is said to have sold 48,500!

Features
II Outboard "Tube" Buffer

imaging

sonic tricks that appear tc be beyond pure solid

• Multiple implementation possibilities

improvements, which might be the expected
benefit of inserting valves in the chain, the X-10

state componentry. If you like the idea of some
glassware in your musical supply chain, then the

• Low-cost way of experiencing valve sound

also gave more source-dependent improvements.

X-10 v3 is an absolute steal. With even quite

Separate

from

the

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Cambridge Audio

Azur 640C/640A
CD player/amplifier
Stunning new styling elevates budget separates above the rest

e

Cambridge Audio Azur 640A/640C
PRICE

£250/£250

SUPPLIER

Richer Sounds

CONTACT

0870 9001000

WEBSITE

www.cambridge-audio.co.uk

I

twas back in July 1970 that our Reg Williamson
wrote about anew amp from fledgling company
Cambridge Audio Laboratories. The P40 was an

unusual design in its day, based in aslim silver
case just 50mm tall, when most amplifiers were
comparatively box- like in proportion. Inside lay an
unfamiliar

mummified doughnut' — a toroidal

the CD1. This was adevelopment of the popular
14- bit Philips CD104 that received critical
acclaim, with Martin Colloms ranking it with the

in the UK, though, using expertise from freelance
British engineers and consultants such as Alex
Nikitin of Creek Audio, and John Westlake, ex-

state-of-the-art Sony CD552/DAS702 combo,

Pink Triangle, while actual unit production moved

concluding that with the CD 1, the future looks

to China — making Cambridge Audio, or rather its
parent Audio Partnership, one of the first

bright'. Several players followed and entered the
audio history books, with such innovations as
error- logging light displays. But by the 1990s,

companies to embrace the Far Eastern production
process that has become so familiar today.

The Azur separates exude avery high
standard of build. Finish is superb
thanks to an all- metal built-up casework

transformer, no less— which 30- odd years ago was
unseen outside of scientific instrumentation.

after various production and financial difficulties

Aesthetic

failed to set sales figures alight, the brand name

By the 1980s, Cambridge Audio Systems
International — as the company had become under
the new ownership of Stan Curtis — was the first

'functional' but the basic engineering was more

was sold to Julian Richer of Richer Sounds, and
new products were subsequently introduced for

than sound, making for excellent performing
products at modest cost.

exclusive sale in the UK through the Richer

UK manufacturer to make amulti- box CD player,

Audio Partnership itself started life out of the

Sounds chain. Product design remained centred

design and manufacture division of Richer
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buttons, not to mention the satin-finish alloy

The matching 640A integrated amplifier gets one

fascia — the Azur hi-fi separates ultimately exude
a very high standard of external build. Fit and

or two features beyond the usual squalor of

finish is superb thanks to an all- metal built-up

control; plus bass and treble tone controls, said to

casework, which even manages to improve on one

be centred at 100Hz and 10kHz respectively,
with ± 10dB of adjustment — providing more than

aspect of the Arcam range, namely the unsightly
side screws that secure the FMJ's wraparound
case covers. Only very close-up, when operating
the Azur amp's volume, or more so with the tone
and balance controls, are you let down by a

audiophile minimalism. There's a full balance

agentle tweak to tonal colour. For those whose
ears or preconceptions prohibit the idea of any
additional phase- messing circuitry, these can be
switched out of circuit by the thoughtfully

The 640A amp offers asound that's easy
to live with, warm and forgiving, with
good bass weight added to the music
slightly plastic feel to the knobs. Both amp and

provided tone defeat button, a mechanical push

CD player are controlled by anicely made custom

switch labelled ' Direct' on the front fascia. Next

remote handset, with a metal back — a detail
unheard of at this price level.

to this button is a switch to engage/disengage
'Speaker B', corresponding to a second set of
4mm/spade/bare wire terminals on the back.

On the 640C CD player, apale grey backlit LCD
shows track information with reasonable legibility,
while five panel buttons allow the essentials of
disc navigation, sans remote. The back panel
supports asingle pair of analogue outputs on RCA
sockets, optical ( TosLink) and coaxial ( RCA)
digital outputs. Inside, Cambridge Audio

These terminals, while an improvement on the
cheapest of spring clips, were not overly sturdy
and appeared to be under strain with heavier
•
al•

continues its tradition of thoughtful digital

Remote handset

engineering; for example, asmall copper-coated

has asturdy

can, àla Marantz HDAM, screens off a ' Low-jitter
clock' inside. A much larger copper can labelled

metal case

'Precision Servo Control' covers most of the main
board to the side of the disc transport; and even
the main power supply transformer, a heftylooking toroidal type, gets its own round copper
can, replete with along list of its intrinsic pluspoints. These include such attributes as ' Low
noise ferrous core', ' High saturation headroom',
and ' Very low waveform distortion'. All this selfpromotion is only visible to the more compulsively
curious audiophile, however, as the casework is
held together by tiny Torx T6 tamper-proof screws.
Sounds, and it now includes alengthening list of
established

names culled from British hi-fi

history, such as Cambridge, Gale, TDL, Ariston,
and more recently, Mordaunt-Short. Having shown
it has the will and the way to make competitivelypriced hi-fi components, Audio Partnership is
forging ahead worldwide untethered to Richer
Sounds, especially in overseas markets where the
'UK-design' badge usually aids the marketing
efforts. All electronic and industrial design has
been brought in-house, in premises near London
Bridge, with an R&D team headed by Matthew
Bramble, formerly of Musical Fidelity. The
expanding team even includes amp design
luminary Douglas Self, until recently responsible
for novel amplifier circuits at TAG McLaren Audio.
The utilitarian look of 1990s Cambridge Audio
has been dismissed by the latest Azur series. With
more than a passing nod to Arcam's FMJ series
products — with which it shares many details of

Despite aslight plastic feel to the volume knob and
fascia buttons, Azur build quality is very high

industrial design such as size and shape of
volume knob, and look and feel of control

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Not for
conservatives

The comprehensive range of turntables by Pro-ject,
design is perhaps alittle less conservative than the norm
and yes, products are available in blue, and red, and yellow, and green.

High quality record players are available from just over £ 100
Contact us today for details of your nearest Centre of Excellence.
Centres of Excellence are our elite dealers who have shown commitment to customer service, attended
regular product training seminars and offer demonstration facilities on the majority of the Pro-ject range.

Pro-ject Audio

Distributed by: Henley Designs, 01235 511166, www.henleydesigns.co.uk, info@henleydesigns.co.uk
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gauges of speaker cable. Atotal of five inputs are
provided on RCA pairs, labelled ' Aux/Phono',
'CD', 'Tuner/DAB', ' DVD', ' AV/MD', and Tape

In addition to the five line- inputs on the rear of
the amp there is also apre- amp output

Mon'. It must be said that in its bid to provide a

Ichallering of CDs. After extended auditioning,
Iwould rate the CD player the jewel of the two
Azu separates here, fitting in with much higher
priced amplifiers and speakers, although in

subtle and discreet styling, the choice of colour

available, but this was not entirely vice- like in its

for these labels could be improved. Reading
small, light grey screen print from a silver/grey

application,

particularly with regard to bass

concert the 640 NC pair did prove agood match,
which will suit small rooms and modest sized

control. Nevertheless, it was on the whole an easy

loudspeakers. Larger floorstanders may tend to

panel is not for the visually challenged!
Headphones can be used via the 'hin stereo jack

to live with sound, warm and forgiving, with a

highlight the generous bass nature of the amp.
In conclusion, these flagship Cambridge Audio

socket, and for those who want to use a record

good sensation of bass weight added to the
music. The slightly warm and elevated low-end

The 640C CD player showed aclean,
detailed sound that was rarely upset by
even the most challenging of CDs
by a small hint of mid-treble

Azur components (there is another series — called
the 540 range — that's available at even lower
cost) show how the use of tried techniques, in
more trendy, palatable packaging, can make a
popular combination that steps out from the
crowd. To my taste, with perhaps just a little
tuning to the amp design, Audio Partnership
would have a compelling music package to

player with the amp, abasic m- m phono stage is

was matched

available for internal fitting, at £ 20 extra. But

emphasis, apparent on female vocals and some

impress many, and with a relatively affordable
price-tag. Great value. 111

look cut for the standalone 640P at around £80..

brass, for example. Stereo imaging was average,

Andrew Harrison

In use, both amp and CD player proved
mechanically quiet and flawless in operation,

lacking the pin- point focus of some amps, while
stage depth was rated good for the price. To see

Technology

excepting arelay clicking with any source change.

how it compared to another budget reference, I

The 640A amplifier seems to be based on aprevious

Closer examination suggested that this is not due
to multiple relay switches on the pre-amp side,

dusted off an old Mission Cyrus One integrated, a

design, the A530, but with touch- button source

20W design from the 1980s. This confirmed the

but asingle relay used on the speaker output, a
detail sometimes frowned upon for its possible

somewhat 'full' colouring of the 640A, which

switching instead of rotary knob. A200VA toroidal
transformer combines with eight small 2200pF/50V

nonetheless made alively sound when matched to

electrolytic capacitors to form the amplifier's power

deleterious sonic effect in this crucial position.

sympathetic loudspeakers.
The 640C disc player proved to be avery high

supply. At the output stage, two Sanken SAP15
devices per channel ( abipolar NPN Darlington pair

did not quite come across as a muscle amp.

performance machine, showing aclean, detailed

with built-in emitter resistors and a temperature

There was a fairly generous reserve of power

sound that was rarely upset by even the most

sensor) are used, attached to acentrally- mounted
folded steel heatsink.

Although staked out as a65W design, the 640A

At the heart of the 640C CD player is aWolfson
Microelectronics D/A converter chip, the WM8740.
This

is

a 24-bit/192kHz-compatible

employing a 64- level sigma- delta

device

conversion

topology. The tiansport mechanism is afast access
unit from Sony.

.) 4.)

444.

Features

e*cocicpene@ci
4) (1)(Deem;Ncee
,

II Stunning, high-class styling
• High performance CD player
la 65W stereo integrated amplifier

The 640C offers optical and coax outputs; 640A's two sets of speaker posts make hi-wiring easy
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Walrus Systems

11 New Quebec St, London VV1

tel: 020 7724 7224 fax: 020 7724 4347 email: contact@walrus.co.uk web: www.walrus.co.uk
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EQ'
Amplifon WL25 (left): 28W/channel using 6P3, £795
Amplifon WT40 (centre): 40W/channel using 6C33, £ 1995
Amplifon WT30 II (right): 31W/channel using 6H13, £ 1395
Amplifon is proving to be ahuge success both with reviewers and customers alike - we are delighted! Now made in the EC (a
warm welcome to our Polish neighbours is in order), this range of three models, all superbly built, all featuring automatic biasing,
and all with large, wide bandwidth toroidal output transformers suitable for 4or 8Ohms, offer superb value for money. Sound
quality is reminiscent of the best classic designs of the past, but modern circuit techniques and transformers give an authority of
presentation and power reserve often lacking in older designs. Truly modern classics!

V ie

The Jadis Orchestra Reference (left) from
France, at £ 1699. Output of 40W/ch using
KT90s, and even featuring that long
missed attribute, tone controls - my, takes
me back!
The Consonance MlOOS (right), £ 1595, is
proving to be areviewer's favourite,
offering adelicacy which is aspeciality of
the 300B output valve, giving here
25W/channel.
For people who prefer the authentic Star
Trek look, the Shanling STP80 (left) fits
the bill perfectly! With superb build
quality, remote control, digital level
indicator, 35W/ch output, all for a mere
£1295. Oh, it sounds good too, by the way.

six ge

The Audiovalve Assistent 20 (yes, it is
spelt like that) is alittle gem from
Germany, with avery musical performance
-sweet as anut, we say. 30W/ch output,
in aneat chassis, for £ 1600.
The Musical Fidelity Trivista DAC: We have secured some of
the last remaining UK stock of this brilliant device. An utter
bargain for £ 1200 - and, as they say, once it's gone, it's gone!
Don't delay - pick up the phone now.

IC>

Cawsey may not be the best known cable
(others spend more on advertising) but it's
quite possibly the best sounding. We have
been selling these Australian made silver
interconnects for several years and can
recommend them without reservation.
From £250 to £900 per metre set.

Slinkylinks are solid
silver air dielectric
cables with the latest
bullet plugs, fantastic
sound at an amazingly
low price: £ 195 for a
1.2m set!

cRikeitylimità

air tangent amazon amphion amplifon apollo furniture argento audible illusions audio physic audiovalve breuer
dynamic brinkmann cabasse cartridge man cawsey chord electronics clearaudio clearcover consonance decca
london dnm duevel dynavector ear yoshino ecosse final lab graham slee hadcock heart incognito infinity
¡solda jadis jbl k2 klimo koetsu korato lavardin loricraft lyra michell engineering morch musical fidelity nordost
nottingham analogue opus 3 origin live ortofon papworth pro-ject rega revolver ringmat roksan shun mook
shanling shelter slinkylinks sme sonneteer spendor stax sugden sumiko tannoy Ici cables tivoli audio tom
evans townshend audio transfiguration trichord trigon van den hul voodoo wireworld xlo
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Turtle Beach

Audiotron
Anovel way to bridge the gap
between the PC and hi-fi...
Any Song
Any Imo
Any place

analogue outs, RJ45 ethernet port, and an IEC
power inlet. Whilst not itself awireless device, it's
possible to convert the Audiotron to wireless
operation with an ethernet bridge. A Netgear

Turtle Beach Audiotron
PRICE

£229

SUPPLIER

Invision UK

CONTACT

O

WEBSITE

01449 677233

ME101 was recommended, but Ifound this to be
very unreliable, having poor range. A Buffalo

www.audiotronuk.com

Airstation WLI-TX1-G54 proved far superior for a
—

K, its slim, has no shortage of buttons, and
even sports aheadphone socket on its matt-

similar price. To get music onto your PC, I'd
recommend a simple free program called EAC
(from http://www.exactaudiocopy.de), to rip music

black fascia. But what exactly is it? Well, the

from CD either in acompressed form ( it uses the

Turtle Beach Audiotron is one of anew breed of

LAME algorithm, renowned as one of the best

network audio clients, designed to be used with a

MP3 encoders), or uncompressed WAV files.

PC

and,

ideally,

an

internet

connection,

many cases displayed superior sound to what I've
encountered on DAB; given the choice Iwould
prefer an Audiotron to any of the low-cost DAB
tuners currently available, on grounds of both
quality and channel variety.
The Audiotron is a very accomplished device
from anetwork device perspective, but sadly less
successful as an audio device using its analogue
audio output alone. Fortunately the digital output
allowed the Audiotron to show asuperior sound,
and I'm convinced that in the near future devices
such as this, linked to hard drive jukeboxes, will
be commonplace in audiophile systems. At the
moment the Audiotron is not quite the one- box

preferably broadband. Its main purpose is to

The device is configured through a web
browser, which took under 30 minutes. Once set

access MP3, WMA, or uncompressed WAV files
held on aWindows PC. ( NB, it is not compatible

up the Audiotron was installed in my system with
Musical Fidelity X-150 amp and MartinLogan

reason Imust withhold overall recommendation.

with internet-purchased Windows Media Audio

Aerius Ispeakers, with X- Ray V3 and Inca Design

audio companies will take up the challenge in this

tracks using DRM - Digital Rights Management).

Katana SE CD players as digital references.

arena. Until then, the field for an audiophile thin
client is wide open. •

It should also be noted that it cannot decode AAC
files, as used by Apple iTunes - DRM-crippled or
not - nor any files held on aMacintosh.

It was immediately clear that the Audiotron
was inferior to either CD player. Even with
uncompressed audio, the analogue stage gave a

audio solution Ihoped it would be, and for this
It will be interesting to see if any established

David Allcock

The Audiotron also acts as an internet radio

recessed midrange with little air in the high

tuner, allowing you to access ahost of streaming

frequencies. Bass lacked weight and transient

radio stations. Therefore, it can do most playback

attack, with little texture to discriminate between

processor, a32- bit device using aRISC instruction

tasks aPC can do today, witnout the problems of

real and synthesised kick drums. While doing a

set, running the Microsoft Windows CE operating
system, as used in PDAs, with 8MB of RAM. This

The Audiotron uses a Cirrus Logic EP7312 ARM

having to accommodate alarge, noisy PC in the

good lob of displaying macro dynamics in the

room, and without the vagaries of the Windows

music, it lacked the resolution and fine control to

same chip carries out all decompression of MP3 and

operating system.

fully develop micro dynamic shifts. However, the

WMA files. The DAC is a Crystal Semiconductor

digital output, feeding aTri Vista 21 or Perpetual

CS43143, an IC found in portable devices with

The front of the Audiotron is dominated by a
large LED display, with headphone socket, on/off
standby button, and basic transport controls as
found on aCD player, plus aset of buttons less
familiar to audio enthusiasts - the group
controls. These controls generate a custom
playlist, a list of tracks to play in agiven order,
grouped either by favourites, by artist, genre, or
by track titles. To the right of the display is an
infra- red sensor for remote control, and amultifunction rotary control, used principally as a
volume control.

Rear connections include a

TosLink optical output, a pair of stereo RCA

www. hifinews.co.uk

P- 3A DAC, was much more successful. Now the

int ?grated bass and treble controls, headphone amp

results were very close to that of my Pioneer CLD-

and volume control. The headphone output of the

925 Laserdisc player, on uncompressed audio.
High frequencies took on real sparkle and air,

chip in this case is also used to drive the main RCA

with a transparent midrange and a solid bass
foundation that gave kick drum weight and power.
Bass guitar energised the air whilst cymbals and
tambourines had body and presence.
As a digital source the Audiotron was very

stereo outputs.

eatures
Standalone PC client audio device
Uses Windows PC as jukebox to store music

good, though Iwould have preferred to have seen
a coaxial digital output. One pleasant surprise

Digital output for use with outboard DAC

was the quality of internet radio stations, which in
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MAIN BRANDS
STOCKED:
ACOUSTIC ENERGY

audio T

audio
EX

AMX
APOLLO
ARCAM
ARCAM FMI
ATACAMA
AUDIO TECHNICA
AUDIONET
AUDIOPHILE BASE
AUDIOVECTO R

vvWW.audio-t.co.uk

CELLEN

BASINGSTOKE 01256 324311
2Feathers Lane

wwW.audio-excellence.c

basingstoke@audio-t.co.uk

AUDIO EXCELLENCE and AUDIO T work together to bring
you the benefits of buying from alarge dealer: highly
trained staff, long guarantees, competitive prices and the
security of 61 joint years in business. But please don't
think we're achain of dones - each of our stores is run as
an individual specialist shop with it's own opinions and
stock profile. you'll find us enthusiastic and friendly
because we think that buying hifi should be as much fun

BRENTWOOD 01277 264730
30 Crown Street
BRIGHTON 01273 609431
69 London Road
brighton@audio-t.co.uk

CAMBERLEY 01276 685597
173-175 London Road
cam berley@audi o-t.co.uk

CARDIFF 029 2022 8565
134 -136 Crvvys Road

cardiff@audio-excellence.co.uk

CHELTENHAM 01242 583960
38 VVinchcombe Street
CHESTER 01244 345576
88/90 Boughton

chester@audio-excellence.co.uk

FREEPHONE
0500 101501
(quote re(

ra-m)2fti,

at
www.music-at-home.co.uk

or v‘st our web site

ENFIELD 020 8367 3132
159a Chase Side
enfield@audio-t.co.uk

OVER £ 250"
•HOME LOANS AND HOME
DEMONSTRATIONS

EPSOM 01372 748888
15 Upper High Street
epsom@audio-t.co.uk

exeter@audio-excellence.co.uk

GLOUCESTER 01452 300046
58 Bristol Road

HIGH WYCOMBE 01494 558585
30-32 Castle Street

OU WON'T FI ND
VVE KNOW Y
BETTE R SERVICE.
WON'T FIND
NE KNOW YO U
\
BETTER SOUNDS,
DEAL
V BUT IF YOU FIND A BE
D
FROM ANOTHE,& AU

wycombe@audio-t.co.uk

LONDON: W. HAMPSTEAD
020 7794 7848
190 West End Lane
ham pstead@aud io-t.co.uk

OXFORD 01865 765961
19 Old High Street, Headington
oxford@audio-t.co.uk

IT.

PORTSMOUTH 023 9266 3604
29 London Road, North End

SP.
445;)

OED
QUAD
QUADRASPIRE

gloucester@audio-excellence.co.uk

PRICE * PROMISE

SHOP, LET US IMO
LONG AS WE CAN VE
WE'LL BE HAPPY T

PMC
PRIMARE
PRO AC
PROJECT
PURE DIGITAL

EXETER 01392 491194
156 Sidwell Street

*Subject to status. Written details on request

0

NAD
NAIM
NEC
NORDOST
ONKYO
OPTIMUM
ORTOFON
PANASONIC
PARASOUND
PARTINGTON
PIONEER

eastbourne@audio-t.co.uk

UPGRADES
•PART EXCHANGES
•INTEREST FREE OPTION ON SALES

The Ultimate Guide 2004

MISSION
MUSICAL FIDELITY

EASTBOURNE 01323 731336
4Albert Parade, Green Street

•PRICE PROMISE
• 10 DAY EXCHANGES
•30 DAY NO COST PENALTY

MUSIC
AT HOME

LOEWE
LUT RON
M1 ACOUSTICS
MARANTZ
MERIDIAN
MICHELL
ENGINEERING
MILLER & KREISELL

cheltenham@audio-t.co.uk

SEPARATES
•FULL DEMONSTRATION FACILITIES

For your FREE copy of

El-AC
EPOS
GOLDRING
GRADO
NUTTER
ISOBLUE
ISOTEK
IXOS
JAMO
KEF
LEXICON
LINN
LIVING CONTROL

bristol@audio-excellence.co.uk

•61 YEARS JOINT EXPERIENCE
•3YEAR GUARANTEE ON HI-FI

GUM'

CLASSE
CRESTRON
CYRUS
DEMON
DYNAUDIO
DYNAVECf OR

BRISTOL 0117 926 4975
65 Park Street

arid films all mound your home.

n

BOSTON
BRYST ON
CHORD COMPANY
CHORD ELECTRONICS

brentwood@audio-t.co.uk
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Auditions

headphones

Sennheiser
Hüb50
headphones
Sennheiser HD 650
PRICE

£299

SUPPLIER

Sennheiser

CONTACT

0800 652 5002

WEBSITE

www.sennheiser.co.uk

T

he Sennheiser HD 650 is a fairly
upmarket design, with professional
looks — ie, no styling for its own

sake — with perforated black metal covers that are
acoustically open. The detachable cabling comes
with ashort 6.35mm ( tÁin) to 3.5mm adaptor that
allows connection to aPC, Walkman, etc, and is
here tested against one of

Russ Andrews'

accessories, the Kimber Kable HC1 (£ 225 for a
3m length, www.russandrews.com), terminated in
two- pin plugs. This is a pure copper, solid-core
type, woven to reject RFI, in mesh sleeving.
With aMeridian 508.20 CD player and Denon
DVD-2900 universal player as sources, the amp
used for listening was amodified Melos SHA 1, a
valve—transistor hybrid — rewired, all switching
bypassed, with DNM/ Reson leads terminated in

The HD 650 offers the greatest challenge yet to
my long-term reference Beyerdynamic DT990 Pro

strings piece, where the Oslo Church has a
definite acoustic character, faithfully translated

headphones ( now available for around £ 140).

by my Beyerdynamics but here given a kind of

Bullet plugs. Test material included the recent
Schumann recital by Mikhail Pletnev ( DG);

They have the openness and speed one associates

spurious ' pink wash'.
What Ilook for in a reproducer is not only

Prokofiev's Peter and the Wolf, narrator Patrick

and they present awide, detailed soundstage that

uncoloured detail but something that makes you

Stewart ( Erato); Britten's Prelude and Fugue,

is easily mentally converted to aperforming space

curious

Norwegian

out of the head'. The opening of Mahler 3 was

Sennheiser's

Chamber

Orchestra/lona

Brown

more with electrostatic types; timing is excellent

Designed to produce 'an ocean of music' — but has
Sennheiser simply moved the audiophile's goalposts?
(Virgin/Simax); and Mahler's Third Symphony
(Decca SACD hybrid) with RCO/Chailly. Familiar
voices were auditioned on tape via a Sony
WM-D6C Walkman Pro.

particularly revealing, with its low register
instruments — contrabassoons, bass drum and
tam-tam.

The

pianissimo

tam-tam

strokes

between score Figures 1-2 are fairly elusive and
these showed the benefits of the HC1 lead.
The Kimber adds focus, which could be
illustrated by Patrick Stewart's Prokofiev
narration: with the standard HD 650 cable the
voice was overwide in presentation and relatively
bland, although the microphone used tends to
stress sibilants. Twenty seconds into track 2 the
little bird ( flute) gets into aslight muddle but the
Kimber cable gave the greater clarification.
It also brought the combination of warmth and
smoothness Iassociate with Kimber products.
But it did not disguise the fact that the HD 650

Kimber Kable headphone leads are available in
2m-5m lengths from Russ Andrews Accessories

www.hifinews.co.uk

about

the

performance

booklet

expounds

unfolding.
a different

principle: one based on aview that ' music- lovers
want to feel sound... instead of analysing it.'
Christopher Breunig

Technology
Weighing 260 grams without cabling, the HD 650 is
a dynamic, open- back circumaural design of 300
ohm nominal impedance, with stated sound pressure
level at IkHz of 103dB ( 1V rms); the L/R units are
matched to ± 1dB tolerance. Lightweight aluminium
voice- coils are chosen for good transient response.
Sennheiser quotes frequency responses of
16Hz-30kHz (- 3dB) and 10Hz-39.5kHz (- 10dB).
The curve is equalized for diffuse-field loudness.
Cable is OFC, Kevlar reinforced.

Features
• Open-back type
II Allows cable upgrade

introduces acurious overlay of ' ambience' to the
sound, almost an echo-chamber effect. This may
be tested with the superbly recorded Britten

• Ear pads replaceable
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"..àATLIFIAL SOLINO STEREO DIGITAL POWER AMPLIFIER

Yamaha

MX- D1

Yamaha MX- D1
PRICE

£2995

SUPPLIER

Yamaha Electronics ( UK) Ltd

CONTACT

01923 233166

WEBSITE

www.yamaha-audio.co.uk

eced out in apolished, piano- black livery,
the fact that Yamaha's MX- D1 is both
extraordinarily
sleek and hugely powerful
k

power amplifier D

suggests its no ordinary stereo power amplifier.
The fact that Yamaha describes its £3000 flagship

The Japanese company brings the latest

as a ' Digital

Power Amplifier'

might seem

justification enough to explain away its
combination of high power and high efficiency. But
to my mind, the term ' digital amplifier' is cropping

number- crunching technology to bear on a up all too regularly when describing products that
traditional switching amp maintain the audio signal resolutely in the
analogue domain.

I'll discuss what makes the MX-D1 tick alittle
later, but for now it's worth knowing that Yamaha
rates this dense sliver of amplification at some
500W into 8ohms, asubstantial figure for adesign
with no internal fan or external heatsinking. Around
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the back we find WBT speaker connectors and
phono inputs alongside XLR sockets for balanced

at 88.2kHz ( 2.8MHz/32) while Yamaha's YDA133

supply. No expense has been spared — even the

modulator chip delivers a carrier at 352.8kHz
sources. Yamaha intends its MX- DI to be daisy- '( 2.8MHz/8) such that the product of the supply

output filters are exclusive, low- impedance toroids
with double cores. All of which puts the MX-D1

chained in multichannel custom installations and
provides an RS232 port, a DIP switch for ID

voltage and modulation rate remains constant.

setting, trigger and signal in/out sockets to
facilitate the process. Yamaha also has apartnering
passive controller ( or pre-amp) called the YPC-1
available in Japan which we may yet see in the UK.
For the sake of argument, let's call the MX- D1 a
'PWM

switching amplifier',

albeit one

that

very firmly in the vanguard of Yamaha's ' digital
The other key component of the MX- D1 is the
amplifier roadmap', aroute soon to be followed by
YDAI 34 power amp driver chip that includes ultra- various CinemaStation products, a slimline AV
fas: protection (<2us). This feeds two pairs of
receiver (the RX-SL100) and an active subwoofer
500V/20A power MOSFET transistors per channel,
(the YST-SW515). A similar technology is already
although these look to be arranged in a single- used in Yamaha's popular MusicCAST multiroom
ended rather than the H- bridge ( balanced) topology
server solution, just as Sony's S- Master amplifiers
typ.cally adopted by true digital amplifiers. As you
have filtered down to lower cost AV solutions of its
own (see AVTech, Aug 04].

Let's call the MX- D1 a ' PWM switching
amplifier', albeit one that embodies
agood deal of proprietary technology
embodies a good deal of proprietary technology.

"DIGITAL' AMPLIFIERS: NEVER LET THE FACTS
GET IN THE WAY OF A GOOD STORY
To my mind, agenuinely ' digital amplifier' operates
on digital data right up to the point where the
analogue music waveform is recovered via an LC
filter network. It will have adigital input, or at least

might expect from a product at this price, the
stanciard of its construction, inside and out, is

an analogue input sampled by an ADC, whose

The highly efficient, low impedance switch-mode
power supply utilises both choke regulation and a

meticulously detailed. Mono channels are the order

trequency of the PWM output. The MX-D1 has

'Magnetic Coupling Rectification' circuit that, in

of the day with independent power supplies and
even independent, screened chambers for the

analogue inputs only and no internal ADC.

input amplifier, the output filtering and switching

(Pulse Width Modulation) amplifiers represent the

common with the modulator itself, is synchronised
to acommon 2.8224MHz clock. The PSU switches

www.hifinews.co.uk

sample rate is synchronised to the switching

Of course, both digital and analogue PWM
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Yamaha's casework
construction and
finish are exemplary

Comprehensive inputs/outputs, with 12V trigger and RS23Z facilitate custom install application
amplitude of the musical waveform by the width or
duration of these high frequency pulses. But where
the number of available 'widths' is strictly defined

output impedance o 0.04 ohm and distortion less
than 0.003% at 10W. Al! these measurements are
recorded at lkHz. In practice, the amplifier does

by the bit-depth of the data in adigital amplifier
(8- bit words deliver a choice of 256 widths, for
example), they are contirauously variable in an

indeed deliver 2x505W/8 ohm ( 2x525W/4 ohm)
with a substantial + 1.7dB dynamic headroom

equivalent analogue design. Furthermore, any
compensation is provided by amix of noise-shaping

ohm loads followed by a protectec 2x910W and

and pre-equalisation in the DSP core of adigital
PWM amplifier but by more conventional negative
feedback in an analogue PWM amplifier.
So far, Yamaha's MX-D1 adheres to the precepts
of the latter rather than the former descriptions,
although there may indeed be some digital

amounting to 2x740W and 2x1060W into 8and 4
2x680W into 2and 1ohm loads, respectively. With
amaximum 26A current at < 1% THD, the MX- D1
is certainly not speaker-shy. The trends of distortion
versus dynamic power output from 10W to 1000W
are revealed in Fig
and are obviously slightly
h'gher than the 0.0018% achieved under
continuous conditions at 10W/8 ohm at lkHz.

In a ' blind' listening session, it took
mere seconds of auditioning to establish
that this was no run-of-the-mill amplifier
'management' of the modulator in the YDA133 IC

However, even here distortion still rises to - 0.09%

used to derive its PWM switching signal. Analogue
feedback is applied, or at least derived, after the

at 40-50W output at midrange frequencies.
We'll return to the subject of distortion in a
moment, after revealing that while one channel

substantial LC filter network, because it's only here
that the output waveform is fully recovered.

does beneft from a -0.02ohm output impedance

Nevertheless, because the group delay introduced

through bass and midrange frequencies, the other

by the filter will reduce the amount of feedback
that can be applied, particularly at higher

expected, the reactive component of the amplifier's

frequencies, Yamaha has also added a nested
'Cross Feedback' loop that acts between the high

is closer to 0.05ohm ( dotted trace. Fig 2). As
output filter hetwork causes its impedance to rise
at HF, reaching some 0.4 ohm at 20kHz and 2.4

voltage PWM signal prior to the LC filter and the
input to the YDA133 modulator. An interesting

ohm at 100kHz. This is rather less significant than

idea but, as the Lab Report indicates, not entirely
sufficient to linearise the amplifier over the full,

amplifiers (thanks to the global feeoback) but still
has an impact an the amplifier's frequency

audio bandwidth.

response, according to the load attached. The

LAB REPORT

therefore, ultimately depend on the impedance

Yamaha's specification for its MX- D1 amplifier is

trend cf the partnering cables and loudspeakers.

accurate, but only for midrange frequencies. For

The ' Knee' of Yamaha's output filtering is also

example, Yamaha rates the MX- D1 at 2x500W/8

revealed at - 53kHz. Which brings us to Fig 3and
the alarming increase in distortion at treble

the peak measured trom some other

PWM

overall ' system response' of the MX- D1 will,

ohm with adynamic output of 700W/8 ohm, an
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Lab test
amplifier

frequencies, rising from 0.0018% at lkHz to

synthesiser trying to sound like aharmonica, even

was why the bass, by favouring one or two

0.45% at 10kHz and an astonishing - 7% at
20kHz, all at 10W/8ohm. Please note, as this

if the positioning of these instruments was atrifle

frequencies, was so disappointing. As the bassist

suspect. What was described as 'scratchiness'
played into the hands or, more correctly, the

goes for the E-string there's an unwelcome over-

3900-fold increase in THD is so extreme, I've
plotted the Yaxis on alog rather than linear scale.
So, even with Yamaha's nested feedback
architecture, the phase response of the filter
network is evidently crushing the amount of
compensation available above

10kHz or so,

fretwork of Sheryl Crow's ' My Favorite Mistake'

emphasis, a 'woomph' that smears the clarity and
impact of the rhythm line. Other examples followed;

which now possessed an impressively realistic
'rasp'. But was this just a coloration? Perhaps,

the simple but very powerful ' All or Nothing at All'
showed the presence of Diana KraII's voice to great

because as the music builds in intensity, the level
of detail and transparency is quickly eroded.

effect but the double-bass was being played by ' a
guy with boxing gloves in avery humid room'.

releasing far higher levels of distortion. A true

Repeatedly, we were faced with an amplifier and

One listener summed up the MX-D1 in anutshell

digital amplifier, with correction applied as part of

asound seemingly at odds with itself - amusical

its internal DSP, could compensate for these nonlinearities in advance.

cocktail that was neither shaken nor stirred. So the

by suggesting it provided a ' genetically modified
view of the music'. One way or the other, you will

Finally, Fig 4 is a high resolution magnitude

ambience around her voice through 'The Difficult
Kind' was descriptive as the amplifier carried

spectrum of this distorted 20kHz signal at

through the close acoustic with real style. Which

either love it or hate it, but you will never leave a
demonstration without astrongly held opinion!
CONCLUSION
Having established that the MX- D1 is not a ' digital'
amplifier in the mould of either the TACT
Millenium or, indeed, Sony's S- Master, Imust say
that Yamaha has at least succeeded in bringing
modern engineering practice to the well-worn
theory of an efficient, switching amplifier.
Nevertheless, even these up-to-date techniques
cannot wholly overcome the sorts of issues that
have plagued this design type for decades. Only
true digital amplifiers have succeeded here, albeit
with one or two caveats of their own. Digital or
otherwise, while PWM amplifiers are intriguing
they remain adiversion and not apanacea for any

This slim package achieves
surprisingly high power output

shortcomings of the mainstream. IN
Paul Miller

10W/8ohm, showing obvious 2nd, 3rd and 4th
harmonics. Most of the ultrasonic 'spikes' are
intermodulation products of the 88.2kHz PSU
switching frequency, the 352.8kHz PWM rate and
the 20kHz audio signal and its harmonics. The

'Magnetic Coupling'
rectification circuit

YDA134
power amp

'fuzz' of spurious noise that clearly infests the
audioband, however, is far more insidious and

Entire power
supply circuit

driver ICs

highly unlikely to benefit its overall sound quality.
SOUND QUALITY
While our blind listening of the MX- D1 took place
well before the lab exercise, it took mere seconds
of auditioning to establish that this was no run-ofthe-mill amplifier. In short, the MX-D1 has what
was described as ' bags of character that is stamped
all over every piece of music you hear'. It is an
amplifier with an inherently full but soft-sounding
bass, a significantly cleaner but drier midrange

MOSFET power

allied to adistinctive but artificial treble.

transistors

Steely Dan's ' Blues Beach' bounced along
contentedly enough, even though the bass line
seemed a little soft and the high treble a little

(500V/20A),
two per channel

mushy or indistinct. The skin of the snare drum
sounded as if it were ' replaced with tin foil'

low Distortion'

although the amp was very revealing of the

output filter
inductor

REFERENCE SYSTEM
Arcam DV79 DVD-A player
Arcam AV8 processor ( used in analogue bypass

Switch- mode

mode as avolume control)

power supply

Townshend cryo-treated interconnects and
QED XT400 speaker cable
B&W Nautilus 802 loudspeakers

Power amplifier board
(one channel)

YDA133
PWM
Modulator IC
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Group Test
loudspeakers

Quality

compacts

Small in size, big on
quality and performance:
six high-class compact
speakers reviewed by
Alvin Gold, with lab tests
by David Berriman

www.hifinews.co.uk

O

ur on-going series of loudspeaker
group tests, which combines full
blind and hands-on listening trials

with lab testing, has generally concentrated on

while remaining reasonably inconspicuous.

But

there is another factor here. Compact loudspeakers
often seem to perform better than larger ones,
perhaps because their smaller baffles and enclosure

floorstanding models. This time our attention turns

panels are inherently easier to control. Many readers

to a subspecies of the loudspeaker kingdom with

will have had the experience of hearing systems that

which the author has a particular fascination,

are based on quality compact speakers that for

namely high-grade compacts. Specifically we're

whatever combination of reasons seem to run rings

talking here about speakers that are closer to cost-

around larger and apparently better-endowed full-

no- object designs, the main restriction being size.

size loudspeakers. This review is an attempt to track

Why should such speakers be of interest? Well,

same of these models down.

first and foremost, there is the issue of practicality.

This group test was based on a three- pronged

By definition, they're a workable compromise

approach; listening under blind conditions using an

between conflicting requirements — they work over

experienced group of listeners; aprogramme of test

something like the full audio bandwidth and have

measurements conducted by David Berriman; and

the dynamic capabilities to cope in most rooms,

hands-on testing. The blind testing involved rotating
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Acoustic Energy AE1 Mk III

Dynaudio Contour S1.4

KEF Reference 201

PRICE

£1790/pair ( piano bk £ 1990)

PRICE

PRICE

£2000/pair

SUPPLIER

Acoustic Energy Ltd

SUPPLIER

Dynaudio International

SUPPLIER

KEF Audio ( UK)

CONTACT

01285 654432

CONTACT

020 737 81810

CONTACT

01622 672261

WEBSITE

www.acoustic-energy.co.uk

WEBSITE

www.dynaudio.com

WEBSITE

www.kef.com

the speakers, hidden behind an opaque screen,
and playing aset programme of music at identical
volume levels on each. The system was a Denon
DVD-Al 1 as CD player, Krell KAV-280p preamp/KAV-2250 power amp, with Nordost Valhalla
speaker cables and interconnects. The music
included: the third movement of Mozart's clarinet
concerto in the new recording by Musical Fidel4's
Anthony Michaelson [ MF017]; Suite No 4 from
Bach: The Complete Orchestral Suites by Boston
Baroque/Martin Pearlman [Telarc SACD-60619,
SACD/CD hybrid]; Rickie Lee Jones's ' Hi-Lili Hi- Lo'
from Pop P [
Geffen GED24426]; and ' Silver
Thunderbird' from Marc Cohn [
Atlantic 756782178-2]. My hands-on listening wasn't limited to

£ 1850/pair

expensive option ( as on our review samples) being
a black piano gloss. The earlier twin front reflex
ports have merged into one, and migrated around
to the rear. The bass/mid unit has a 120mm
hyperbolic cone made from variable-thickness
aluminum alloy and amagnesium diecast chassis
with magnetically shielded magnet. The tweeter is
a 32mm DST ( Danish Sound Technology) fabric
ring radiator, with rare-earth magnet. Vital statistics
from the maker's book of words include 87dB/W
sensitivity (but see later), an 8 ohm nominal
impedance, frequency response 55Hz-20KHz.
A neutral, extended frequency response was
apparent, but this was not enough to ensure aclean
set of results from the listening panel when blind

is billed as aphase- and impulse-correct first-order
(6dB/octave) network. The tweeter is placed below
the bass/mid to help maintain phase accuracy on
the nominal listening axis.
The tree bit is made from 20mm MDF with
extensive internal bracing and bituminous damping,
the baffle further reinforced by the 5mm-thick
metal faceplate, said to be fused to the cabinet by
a damping pane. Dynaudio's specially designed
stand interlocks securely with the Contour S1.4's
base, but other types can be used. Nice touches
abound, including magnetic fastenings for the front
grille. Reflex loading is by alarge rear-facing flared
port with removable foam plugs for fine tuning. Box
dimensions are 404 x188 x360mm ( hwd).

afixed musical programme, or to the standardised

testing; some felt that the sound, though smooth

Sensitivity is specified as 86dB/W at Im, power

set of equipment used for the blind testing.

handing 170W, with aquoted frequency response
within the usual 6dB limits of 41Hz-25kHz. An

Our thanks for their time and considerable

and comfortable, lacked 'excitement' and was ' not
very visceral'. 'There's no tension in the music, no

expertise go to those who volunteered to serve on

drama' was another complaint; a third listener

impressive range of finishes includes rosewood,

the listening panel. They were Mike Gough
(product manager of B&W Loudspeakers), David

noted an inconsistency in that the orchestral sound
generally appeared lacking in ' leading edges' while
the solo instrument sounded sharp.

maple, cherry, black ash, walnut, bird's eye, black

Inman ( ex-KEF and Castle Acoustics),

Keith

piano lacquer and white lacquer.
Like the Acoustic Energy model, the Dynaudio

Haddock ( PR for ATC and Monitor Audio) and

My own later hands-on testing didn't contradict

Contour is extremely power-hungry. But in addition

Stephen N Harris ( BFA chairman, and PR for Naim

the panel assessment, but did flesh it out. The AEI

to being tonally neutral both on- and off-axis, and

Audio and Castle Acoustics).

Mk Ill is an extremely insensitive loudspeaker and

well extended in the bass, it is equipped to cope

needs to be driven quite hard, and it is to its credit

with apowerful amplifier without wilting.

There are parallels between the AEI, which first

that : his is possible without causing more than the
faintest signs of compression — which is impressive

tests, the Contour S bass was described as 'full —

ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE1 MK III

However, all was not plain sailing. In the panel

appeared in the early 1980s, and the LS3/5A, but

from such acompact loudspeaker. The balance is

but it doesn't time well' and as 'abit lazy', these

they should not be stretched too far. The AEI was

slightly lacking in vitality and articulation through

comments referring to the Mozart and the Bach,

always significantly larger, and the Mk Ill has grown

the mid and his in itself encourages the user to try
higher volume levels. The sound really only opens

while on the Marc Cohn recording, the voice was
described as showing ' more roughness than

further to 310 x 185 x 250mm ( hwd), but it
remains the smallest of the six models reviewed

out and comes to life when this is done.

here. The impressive llkg weight is partly due to
the use of steel internal damping and bracing, and

expected'. There were few comments concerning
tonal balance, which is apretty solid indication that

Dynaudio Contour S 1.4

there was nothing amiss here, but consistently the

an aluminium baffle over the MDF base. The old

A magnesium silicate polymer cone bass/mid unit

panel felt the speaker was on the bland, uninvolving

crinkly ' pro' paint job has long gone in favour o' a

is matched at an unusually low crossover frequency

side of ideal, though its evident accuracy also

range of quality veneers, with the best and most

of 1.9kHz tc a28mm Esotar ring tweeter by what

attracted
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Group Test
loudspeakers

onus Faber Cor certo Home
PRICE
SUPPLIER
CONTACT
WEBSITE

Tannoy Eyris DC1

Triangle Stratos Solis 260

£9g9/pair

PRICE

£699/pair

PRICE

Absolute Sounds

SUPPLIER

Tarmay Ltd

SUPPLIER

UKD

020 8971 3909

CONTACT

01236 420199

CONTACT

01753 652669

www.absolutesounds.com

WEBSITE

www.tannoy.corn

WEBSITE

www.triangle-fr.com

ontrolled' wrote one of the Mozart, while another
)Iked of its exceptional imaging'.

£ 1550/pair

settings for different listening conditions — near

allowed in your home, no-one is going to say no to
this one. It is the quintessence of class.
What else does the Concerto Home offer? The

Weak points first. This was a speaker that

tilted-back baffle with offset tweeter ( mirror imaged

Like the AE1, this is alow-sensitivity model, and

wall, free space and an in-between ' flat' setting
(which was used for most of tne listening).

has abalance that favoLrs being driven harder
nd louder than the others before the music springs

clearly left its comfort zone when the volume tap

in the other speaker of the pair), addresses akey

)life. But perhaps something is happening deep

was openec wide, the sound becoming constricted

iside to cause an audible muddling and loss of
ynamic midband resolution.

and muddled as the vo ume was increased. It also

cause of internal resonances and provides adegree
of time alignment. The drivers are a 180mm

;EF Reference 201

from some directions, and from others where it is

cooled silk dome tweeter. The maker's frequency
response specification is 45Hz-20kHz within the

lo, your eyes do not deceive you. The power hump

seemed that the Hypertweeter is not particularly
well integrated. It adds aslight sheen to the sound

treated pulp cone bass/mid and a20mm ferrofluid

ntop does make the KEF look rather B&W-like.
he reality however is not atweeter nestling under

not heard the sound is bare'y worse.
Nevertheless, and despite the shortcomings,

usual 6dB overall envelope, while sensitivity is an
apparently realistic 87dB/W at 1m, impressive for

this is in most respects the best-sounding speaker

a compact design. Also, the Concerto Home is

le crown,

but an elliptical titanium dome

in the group, which was obvious from both hands-

magnetically shielded.

iypertweeter' which picks up the reins above

on and blind panel tests. The panel liked its lively,

5kHz and is claimed to reach more than 50kHz.

engaging balance, tne sense of detail, and the

'Quite

lean

but

controlled'

was

one

representative comment on the Sonus Faber, which
was generally admired for its 'good composure', its

The core of the design is the Uni Q concentric

excellent stereo, wh ch holds up extremely well

ybrid driver which in its latest iteration features a

off- axis. ' Plenty of presence in the clarinet — lots

'lively' quality and ' nice ( stereo) perspectives',

lermoplastic rubber surround moulded on to the

of internal contrast' wrote one, another praising its

though there were some complaints that the treble

one to ' avoid an acoustic discontinuity'. But the

'attack, refinement and good timing'.

sounded 'very explicit — even strident', perhaps

eference 201 also adds adedicated bass driver,

Aesthetically, the Reference 201 could perhaps

ack loaded by a subdivided section of the
nclosure, which is one reason why the system is

be described as adog's breakfast, but in the end
good looks are in the eye of the beholder, and

because the lean bass meant that the treble was
left alittle exposed.

ornewhat larger than the others in this group at
57 x 248 x 401mm ( hwd). One rather subtle
roblem with UniQ is that because the bass cone

build quality and finish are exceent. Better still,
it is asystem-friendly loudspeaker that goes loud

well as visually. There has been no attempt to cover
its tracks with a falsely engineered bass lift to

even with fairly small ampli'iers, albeit not always

enhance the sense of scale, perhaps making it best

;constantly moving, the acoustic loading on the

very gracefully, and the boundary control device

geeter is being modulated by the music. But here
separate bass unit, operating below 400Hz, takes

allows unusual freedom of positioning.

suited to solo instrumental or chamber material,
and comparable forces in the non-classical area

are of all the output that requires any appreciable
one excursion, and as KEF points out, the high-

Sonus Faber Concerto Home
There are no two ways about the Sonus Faber

'responsiveness' come into their own. Vocal

ass filtered large Uni Q cone barely moves,

Concerto Home. Measuring 340 x225 x360mm

material is handled with real expression, though the

?.ducing intermodulation distortion.

(hwd) it is not as shiny as some, and lacks the

slightly skewed balance meant it had to work

This is very obviously asmall speaker, aurally as

where its strong articulation, refined midband and
strong sense of what can best be described as

Other subtleties in this design include the

hi-tech accoutrements of others, but it exudes

harder for plaudits than some of the others. Of all

mo-diffraction chrome-plated enclosure for the

quality. Its leather and solid walnut upholstery

the speakers in the group, this comes closest to

lypertweeter, time aligned on aforward axis with

(black piano lacquer is avaihable as an option) has

being one that favours acoustic and classical

ie Uni Q, and a rear-panel boJndary control
evice, which provides three different crossover

an old world charm and understated sophistication
that ensures that even if some other models aren't

music, with panel scores that closely tracked each

iww.hifinews.co.uk

listener's musical tastes. Stereo soundstaging is
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Acoustic Energy AE1

Dynaudio Contour 1.4
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On-axis- frequency response of the AE1 held to

Frequency response on-axis [composite plot, top]

Frequency response of the KEF Reference 201

between ± 2d13. from 200Hz to 20kHz at one

was remarkably flat, staying within ± 1.25dB

was measured in all three settings [top]. Set flat,

metre [see composite curve, top], which is very

between 200Hz and 20kHz. Consequently, I'd

the KEF held within ± 3.5dB on-axis between

even by any standards. Sensitivity for 2.83V

expect afairly neutral sound through mid to

100Hz and 20kHz. Taking anarrower band of

(1W18 ohms) input was lowest in this group, at

treble. Sensitivity was close to 81.5dB, which

160Hz to 12kHz, it was even flatter (± 1.5dB).

roughly 77dB. There's arising trend towards

was in the low range within this group's spread;

Sensitivity was 84.5dB, higher than many in this

high frequelcies and alift at low frequencies,

however, lower sensitivity has been repaid by

group. The large reflex port was tuned to around

which is bond to give the AE1 aslightly

good bass extension in this design. There's a

45Hz and the -6dB point ( flat) was 38Hz. There

recessed mid range, with crisp treble and abit

minor bass lift of around 3.5dB, below 250Hz.

was about 4dB lift below 100Hz, but roughly

of bais ‘.varrith.

Allowing for the near-field microphone test

2dB of this may be due to the close microphone

The reflex port is tuned to about 47Hz and

position (for the bass curve), this leaves asmall

bass test position. KEF's ' cut' setting [green

the -6dB point ( ref 77dB) was remarkably low

lift of 1.5-2dB below 100Hz - no bad thing for

trace] shaved only ldB off, whereas the lift

(for such asmall speaker) at 33Hz, so bass

asmall speaker. The large reflex port is tuned to

[blue tracel kicked in with nearly am extra 3dB,

depth was very good, though the 6dB pee at

about 45Hz and bass held virtually flat to 50Hz,

also extending the -6dB point to below 30Hz.

135Hz may mask that abit for listeners. A

falling to -6dB ( ref 81.5dB) at 36Hz. So, with

The off-axis family of curves [ middle graph]

couple of dB of this may be due to the near-field

no peaking above this point, bass should sound

show the fine integration of the UniQdriver,

microphone pcsition used, but this still leaves a

fairly deep. The off-axis family of curves [ middle

though supertweeter blending was not quite so

few dB of lift. For asmall speaker this can be

graph] show excellent consistency above below

successful above-axis [ blue curve] as with the

usefJ . The off-axis curves [ middle graphl show

and horizontally away from the main axis.

Tannoy Eyris. Horizontally, all was well.

very good integration away from the main axis,
so no worries here.
The 'waterfall' responses of delayed energy

Energy-versus-time ('waterfall')

On the delayed-energy ('waterfall')

measurementss revealed fairly quick energy

measurements, generally, by 2ms energy was

decay. Peaks at 11 and 14kHz decayed fast to

down to -25 to -35dB.

(not shown) were very good with only afew

26dB down in lms. The waterfalls looked pretty

minor ridges from the tweeter decaying very

good and it's debatable whether, with such aflat

bass setting. The lowest impedance measured

rapidly to around 24dB in lms at 10kHz and

axial response, some of this delayed energy may

was with bass lift, 3.76 ohms at 45Hz [ magenta

16kHz. With such fast decays, I'd expect the

influence the tonal balance. Impedance [ bottom

trace]. The highest, with bass cut [green trace],

AE1 to sound fast and clean. Impedance

graph, red trace] showed aminimum of 3.7

was 5.71 ohms, while the flat setting clocked in

modulus minimum is 5.9 ohms [ bottom graph]

ohms at 178Hz, which placed this design firmly

at 4.74 ohms. These figures make this a4-ohm

at just below 200Hz and 4.7 ohm at 4kHz so,

as afour-ohm speaker. Electrical phase [ blue

speaker. However, electrical phase stayed within

strictly speak.rg, this is asix-ohm loudspeaker.

trace] was relatively benign at + 52 to -58«, and

+36° and -34° and phase angle was low when

Electrical phase stayed within + 50 to -54' and

was never high where impedance was low - so

the impedance was low - so despite the low

was never high where impedance was low. The

apart from the 3.7 ohm minimum, this is an

impedance, for any decent amplifier this speaker

AE1 should be an easy speaker to drive.

easy load for any decent hi-fi amplifier.

should not be difficult to drive.
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Impedance [ bottom graph] varied with the
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Another very smooth-measuring soul speaker, the

Frequency response [ top graph] held tightly

Frequency response of the Triangle Solis 260 [top]

Sonus Faber's frequency response [top] measured

between ± 2dB, 150Hz to 11kHz. The peak

showed amarked peak in output at 17.7kHz -

within ±2dB between 100Hz and I.7KHz. From

above 10kHz gave alarger total varation on- axis

some 12dB above the mid- band sensitivity of

50Hz to 18kHz this widened by asrridgeon to just

of + 5/-2dB over the wider range of 63Hz to

87dB. Likewise the bass, near-field, measured

±3dB. Senstivity was 84.5dB, in the higher range

22kHz - still very smooth by most standards.

some 4o13 up at 901z ( in the far-field this peak

of this group. The port is tuned to 44Hz and

Sensitivity was 81.5dB, low in this group, but

may be more like 2dB) dropping fast below this

extends the bass to -6dB at 50Hz. There's about

clearly traded for bass extension. The large port

frequency. The DOrt output tuned to 40Hz, was

3dB lift at 80Hz as measured nee-field, but i the

had avery broad output centred on 30Hz. Bass

well below the -6dB point at 55Hz. I'd expect the

far field ( 4pi) this is likely to be nearly flat ( about

showed arise by 2dB around 150I-, to drop

treble peak to be very aud ble - with bass less

+1.5O13). This is not the deepest bass in the group,

slowly below 100Hz ( though much of this rise is

but this is asmall and sensitive speaker, so one

due to the near-field measurement). With this

can't nave everything!

gentle sub-100Hz roll-off, I'd expect bass to

The off-axis measurements [ middle graph] were

sound deeper than it appears on the graph. Off-

very coisisten:, although at 30° off-axis, the

The off-axis family of curves [ middle graph]

deep than many in this group. However, over the
1 100Hz tip 10kHz range, output held within ±3dB.

shows fine consistency above, below and to the

axis curves [ middle graph] were very consistent,

17.7kHz peak was about 6dB lower than on-axis.

sides. As the speaker geometry is asymmetrical,

with none of the usual crossover variations ( not

So, it may be possible to ' tame' this by toeing the
speakers in sharply.

I've shown the worst-case horizontal curves, at 30°

surprising given the co-axial bass/tweeter unit).

away from, and 15° towards the tweeter position.

Despite the non-co-axial supertweeter, there

Accordingly, the Concerto's tone/

were no glitches above- or below- axis, but the

strong ridge at 17kHz, but this fell very fast to

DC1 measured more smoothly at 15°

-47dB in 2ms. Consequently, I'd expect treble of

horizontally off-axis, where the supertweeter

the Solis to sound ' fast' and detailed. Some energy

integrated better with the Dual Concentric unit.

at 1.1kHz decayed to - 11dB in lms, to ' bounce'

The ' waterfall' measurement curves showed

back, but overall the waterfall looked very clean.

DOlance

shou d

stay ccrsistent with listening position.
The energy decay ' waterfall' ( no: shown)
revealed an excellent rate of decay in the tweeter
region. The main I2.5kHz peak was down 27dB in

Delayed energy ' waterfall' curves showed a

the first m llisecond and 43dB in 2ms, which

some small ridges, decaying faster in the mid

should help produce smooth, easy treble sounds.

than the treble. The 12kHz-15kHz energy

aflat curve, dipping to 3.69 ohm at 100Hz and

At 760Hz, emergy decayed to ' bounce' back alittle,

dropped to -22dB or so in lms, -45dB in 2ms.

2.82 ohms at 17.7kHz. If one ignores the latter

but at 2ms was 23dB down.
Modulus of impedance minimum [bottom graph,

Impedance of the DC1 [ bottom gr aph , red

The impedance plot [ bottom graph] shows quite

(which is reasonable, as there is less musical

trace] rose to aharmless 53 ohms at just under

energy here), this equates to afour-ohm

red trace) was 4.8 ohms at 200Hz and 3.67 ohms

2kHz, dipping to 5.2 ohms at 167Hz and 4.8

loudspeaker (otherwise it would be three-ohm).

at 6.3kHz, which places : he Concerto as a4-ohm

ohm at 20kHz, making this asix-ohm speaker.

Fortunately, the load is virtually resistive at 18kHz.

speaker. Electrical phase stayed between +34 and

Electrical phase held within + 48 to -60° - abit

Elsewhere, electrical phase was within +34 to

-41° and was not reactive at points of low

wider than some, but the impedance modulus

-48°. Hopefully, the load gets easier above 22kHz

modulus, so again, apart from the foir-ohrn

was high at these extremes, so these should be

-otherwise some amplifiers might grumble wth

impecarce, not adifficult speaker load.

another easy amplifier load.

wide- band signal sources.
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Acoustic Energy AE1 Mk III

Dynaudio Contour S1.4

KEF Reference 201

This is the third major iteration of aclassic
compact loudspeaker, almost as seminal as

Compact, meticulously engineered and
painstakingly specified are descriptions that
could be applied to most Dynaudio models,

The Reference 201 is alull four-way design,

the LS3/5A, and whose influence Idare say
ts greater, or at least more directly relevant
to the loudspeakers of today. The AE1
started life too as aprofessional nearfield
monitor, in avery strong enclosure, having
tremendous power handling, at the expense
of sensitivity and bass extension.

and applies with bells or to this one. The

mounted dome tweeter at its centre. This is

Contour S 1.4 is atwo-way, rear-vented

supplemented at one end of the audio

loudspeaker with atweeter mounted on a
trapezoidal metal front plate that is

spectrum by asimilar-diameter bass unit and
at the other by what KEF describes as a
Hypertweeter, asupertweeter covering

sandwiched on to the enclosure baffle by a
damping panel.

particularly well handled, which paid dividends
with some purist recordings. And it is possible to

sensitivity takes a hit as aresult, and is clearly

re-balance the sourd and add some warmth by
placing the Concertos close to apack wall.

The DC1 sounds much the same over much of
the listening room, with nothing more than some
loss of high frequency content when listening from

Tannoy Eyris DC1

well off-axis, but some upper midband roughness
was audible when listening directly on the main
driver's forward ax.s. Anyway, the titanium dome
supedweeter is virtually inaudible unless you listen

The smallest representative of the Tannoy Dual
Concentric clan has obvious parallels with the KEF
Reference 201 as both are built using proprietary
concentric, time-aligned drive units. The Tannoy's

at the heart of which is aUni Qmid/bass
driver with an integral, concentrically-

nowhere near the specified 88dB/W.

frequencies beyond 20kHz,
and although it lacks the KEF Reference 201's
sweetness and composure, the Tannoy is a
compelling musical performer.

Triangle Stratos Solis
The Stratos range, of wh.ch the Solis is the
smallest, is an affordable series that uses some of
the technology of Triangle's Magellan flagship. This
is the second largest speaket in the group after the

from directly on-axis since like other supertweeters,

KEF Reference 201 - it measures 440 x220 x

175mm multifibre pulp pass/midrange cone and

Tannoy's has very limited dispersion. The DC1 is

400mm ( hwd) - and is available optionally with a

titanium dome tweeter driver combination is quite

well-finished in a choice of sycamore, American

different in its specifics, but is intended to do

walnut and black ash.
Although a ittle raw and unrefined by the best

purpose- made stand that engages positively with
the speaker. It looks conventional head-or, but all

broadly the same job; that is to operate as asinglepoint source over much of the audio frequency
band. Both also feature separate ultra- high

standards, with ahint of wriat appeared to be box-

you see from the front is the tweeter and midrange
unit. A bass driver, along with two small diameter
reflex ports, is fitted to the back panel. The bass

frequency drive units that take over near the upper

related colorations, the Eyris DC1 was still among
the best of the group. The clarinet is too bright and

limit of hearing, and extend the response, in this
case to a stated 51kHz (-6dB). Phase response

resonant, and the orchestral strings sound steely'...
'more rasp from the violins would be nice' said one.

may be enhanced, wnich has direct implications for

Another commented on some 'edginess' in Rickie

6dB envelope. The unspoken assumption is that the
output is omnidirectional enough at 150Ffz to fool

performance all the way down into the midband.
mere remains a more philosophical objection to
supertweeters, wh.ch is that they reintroduce
precisely the kind of off-axis phase integration
problems that Dual Concentric ( and UniQ) so

unit covers the range from 150Hz down to the lower
operating limit, which is specified as 45Hz within a

Lee Jones voice, while praising the bold, attacking

the listener into accering it as though it comes

piano sound ( Marc Cohn). There was also afeeling
that the sound became more cluttered at high

from the front. The similar-sized midrange unit is

volume levels, and in the panel test this model was
clearly approaching its volume limits.

fearsome- looking compression horn tweeter that

mated to the other highlight of this design, a

because

the

While the Eyris DC1 nay be adiamond in the

takes over at 4kHz and covers the range to 20kHz.
The speaker is attractively but simply styled, with

supertweeters orly operate at very
frequencies, the damage should be limited.

high

rough, the panel clearly appreciated the depth and
stereo perspectives it offered, the strong attack with

and it is immaculately finished in achoice of amber

painstakingly

excise.

But

Unlike the KEF Reference model, the Tannoy

pizzicato strings, :he big, weighty balances, the

DC1 doesn't have asupplementary bass driver. But
in fact the DC1's low frequency performance

excellent dynamics and the way the Tannoy

appears stronger, extending to 39Hz (-6dB), and

reproduced the character of the music, the sense of
performance, and not just the notes. These

this from a significantly smaller enclosure. But

qualities were equally apparent in further listening,
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unfashionably sharp edged and rectilinear panels,
beech and mahogany veneers. Advertised sensitivity
was easily the highest of the group at 91dB/W at 1
metre, and the frequency ba ance is such that this
was the one speaker that clearly sounded far too
loud when the replay volume was set using pink
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Sonbs Faber Concerto Home

Tannoy Eyris DC1

There is something about every Sonus Faber

Two key Tannoy technologies are here: the

loudspeaker that suggests that it is first and
foremost amusical instrument. The shapes are

Dual Concentric ( DC) driver, and a
supertweeter to extend the frequency

suatle and evocative; the materials are
exquisite, and of akind that will clearly work in

response to the stratosphere - although this

emphasis on high sensitivity; avery similar
compression horn tweeter is used. Although

almost anysurroundings. The Concerto is

addition seems at odds with the concept of
Dual Concentric unit, in which the tweeter is

three-way design, with arear-facing bass unit

compact two-way design, essentially
conventional, but exquisitely built with solid

mounted in the centre of the bass/mid unit to
give atime-aligned, single point-source.

wood side cheeks and leather trim.

Styling is equally idiosyncratic.

noise, and h the end there was no alternative to

Verdic

setting the listening level by ear. Impedance is 8
ohm nominal, and Triangle claims that the Solis

Blind I.stening panel tests have proved their

260 will handle up to 150W continuously.

wortt with us time and time again, and this time

'Loud but clear and detailed' and ' very loud'
were early comments before the volume level was
corrected by ear. Even once this problem had been
attended to, there were complaints that the
Triangle was 'very in your face', and the clarinet in
the excellent Anthony Michelson recording didn't
sound very much like aclarinet - which is not a

there was very little disagreement among the
listeners despite their contrasting musical tastes
and approaches to listening.
The expectation when we started this test was

Triang'e Stratos Solis

The Stratos range draws on the technology of
the flagship Magellan, with the same

it looks like atwo-way, the Solis is in fact a
complementing the front- mounted midrange
and tweeter, built into aconventional but well
specified and aamped enclosure.

is adeliciously flawed example of
loudspeakerdom. It is flawed by obvious cabinet
induced colorations, and others due to the DC
drive unit, and it is not even particularly
consistent in sound as the volume level is
changed. But even as they noted these failings,

that we'd on the whole be : coking at personality

each listener agreed that it was amusically

traits more than questions of goodness is
otherwise. Ard this is how it turned out, though it

compelling transducer, one that went to the heart
of agreat musical performance. And in the end,
what counts for more - the notes or the music?
The KEF Reference 201 was an equally

criticism that came up elsewhere. The Triangle was

is impossible not to make some rather obvious

gene-ally liked for its ' nice atmosphere' ( Bach),

ranking decisions once the test results have been

while the female vocal track was deemed 'well

held uo against the asking prices. Both the

controlled and in its place', although another

Dynaudio ard the Sonus Faber come in for some

interesting exercise, with musical qualities not a
million miles from the Tannoy, but amore limited

liserer perhaps encapsulated the mixed feelings

quite similar levels of praise and criticism for

bass and inferior dynamics offset by amuch

by suggesting that the Triangle is a ' love it or hate

example, but where the Dynaudio sells for £ 1850

smootner, sweeter and less coloired sound. But it

it' cesign - he crticised ' dynamics issues,

apai-, tne Sonus Faber costs £900.

does cost alot more, comparable to the Acoustic

'stridency' and ' an uncontrolled bass'. Superficially

Aside from value for money, what really

attractive as it may be, perhaps the rear-facing bass

distinguishes these speakers from each other

driver has its problems after all.

could be described as their voicing. Although all

more correct' sounding loudspeaker. But the
panel had some reservations concerning its

This is aspeaker of many parts, not all of which

Energy AE1 in fact, which is an even tidier and

loudspeakers nominally adhere to the goal of

musical communicativeness. The Triangle Solis

sing to the same tune. The Solis does have some
tonal and dynamic issues, just as the panel

absolute accuracy, real-world limitations of hi-fi
systems and the rooms they are used in, and the

very unusual total balance that makes it difficult

clainec. and they affect different music in
different ways, but this is aspeaker that opens up

specific requirements ot particular music styles,

and communicates very effectively despite this, its

The corollary is that you end up choosing the
style of music making you prefer.

very big (too big?) voicing, its sometimes over the
top dynamic sense and the way it never held back,
sometimes adding ard sometimes detracting from

ensures that there are no absolutes in practice.

So no star ratings, nc ranking orders. Each of

260 is clearly the real oddity here, thanks to a
to find common ground with the rest of the
group. But although it attracted agreat deal of
perfectly understandable criticism, it equally
clearly nad some powerful strengths. In particular
with this model, careful listening before purchase
seems like the only sensible advice. You might

the experience. Incidentally this was one of the few

the speakers here has pros and cons that have
been clearly highlighted in the text. For example,

speakers that was clearly not in danger of terminal

the Tannoy Eyris DC1 - areviewer's nightmare -

maybe not...

just find that it suits your style of listening. Or

lack of punch when the volume was turned up.
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A

landmark loudspeaker
for the last eight years, the
legendary Virgo has been
updated and has spawned
two impressive offspring.

WHAT HI*F1?
SOUND AND VISION

of fsprLn

.• •

Virgos are famed for their
HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGING: "rich,
tangible images, and the huge,
three-dimensional, walk-in sound
stage" and MUSICALITY: "Icouldn't
ignore the music... Iwas always
drawn in, further and further..."
(Stereophile on the new Virgo Ills).

nait 51

Now Audio Physic have refreshed
the earlier slim Virgo floor- standing
formula at alower price level as the
PADUA. This model is even more
elegant and performs better than
the earlier Virgo, with drive units
and other improvements cascaded
down from the high-level Avanti.
Padua offers the classic massive
Audio Physic sound stage, but now
with increased dynamics, better
bass control and greater clarity and
detail compared with the earlier
Virgo II — at the old price of £,000.
The other Virgo offshoot — BRILON
— is aradical departure: astandmount speaker but using the same
outstanding drive units as the new
Virgo Ill. A very practical feature is
that the speaker can also be tuned
to work well on ashelf by reducing
the bass output.

The
Right
Note

Of course, the ideal companion for
the £ 1800 Brilon would be aLUNA
sub-woofer (or better, two) to give
the scale and control the room. As
you know, we recommend Audio
Music in the htlmi2
Physic subs with ALL speakers to
drive bass properly in the room.
Customers say we make some of the BEST
SOUNDS they have ever heard, so you know

41>

we can do the same in your home. Our
advice will take account of your best

"...powerful, gutsy
and totally enjoyable"

components and guide you where change is
needed, in stages you can afford.
You AVOID EXPENSIVE MISTAKES, enjoy

13 A

'
T

long run.

01225 874728
or NEW lo-call

J
UST LISTEN AND YOU'LL KNOW

0845 230 7570

music along the way and save money in the

CD :ACCUPHASE, ACCUSTIC ARTS, AUDIO SYNTHESIS, BEL CANri 0, dCS (
ELGAR, DELIUS
PURCELL, VERDI, VERONA), W ADIA. VINYL: AVID, BASIS, C:LEARAUDIO, DNM ,GRAHAM,

For details of your nearest dealer please telephone
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Opinion

John
Crabbe
D

elving deeply into almost any subject unearths oddities
which one is tempted to inflict on others. But
reader- response to curiosities picked from the history of

sound has always been encouraging, so here's an especially
long-lived example — possibly exceeding 6000 years.
It concerns the spiral shells of certain marine gastropod
molluscs, huge snail- like creatures whose robust cases have
been used since Neolithic times as sound generators.
Several species are involved, of which the conches have

tended to provide the generic term, with conch-shell' often
cropping up in reference books under the Trumpet heading.
This is because these devices were lip-reed instruments, now
encompassed by the brass family, where the player's lips
modulate the air-stream by

If mouth fitted
orifice in amanner
permitting lip
vibration without
air leakage, the
world's first
trumpet-call would
have sounded

vibrating against each other.
But how can this technique be

one- note operaticn ( the harmonics are difficult to activate), a
modest shift of pitch could be effected by placing ahand in its
mouth as with the French horn. But whatever refinements may
have been explored in that respect, it remained paramount for
its loudness right through to the Bronze Age (
c. 2000-800

applied to alarge but very

BC), when metal instruments began to provide higher decibel

un tubelike snail-shell? To which
the answer is that the shell's outer

'evels. However, being more readily accessible, gastropod
trumpets persisted. They were even mentioned in the Hindu

shape reflects aspiralling tube
within, so that removal of the

Greek myth where the sea-god Triton is saia to have conquered

fleshy contents reveals apipe of
quasi-elliptical cross-section

Rig-Veda as ameans ol terrifying the enemy in battle, and in
giants and calmed the oceans with their daunting sounds.
But returning tc thei'.prehistory, it's important to note that

running from the apex via four
steadily expanding whorls to an

these zoologically mediated giant killers coexisted with early

aperture normally occupied by the
animal's foot.

potential pointed to amusical future denied to the ready-made
conch. Yet the latter's non-musical roles persist even today,

Now imagine some distant time
when acommunity living near the

employed as it is ( albeit decorated) ni many Eastern temples

sea had developed ataste for
conch flesh, with agrowing pile of

flutes, whose humanly positioned finger-holes and melodic

for ritual summoning purposes, played at southern European
carnival events, and blown en masse to sustain excitement at
football matches in Tonga! Also, not many decades have

empty shells attracting the curiosity of abudding inventor who

passed since the conch-shell was used by Cornish fishermen as

wondered what might happen if the tip were removed from one

adevice to warn of fcg at sea.

of these and he blew into it. Well, plain blowing wouldn't have
been very rewarding, but if mouth had fitted orifice in a

No such eclectic range of functions and ancient unchanging
structure can be claimed for the simplest of all wind

manner permitting lip vibration without air leakage, our

irstruments, the globular whistle-flu:e. Originally just asmall

primitive acoustician could have blown araspberry which set

hollow bone with asingle hole, this Helmholtz-type cavity

the air column into resonant motion, and the world's first

resonator has shifted radically in both musical capacity and
structural material across the ages, finally emerging as the

trumpet-call would have been sounded.
The classic conch lends itself readily to such tip- cutting,
although its cousins sometimes provided more useful access
via ahole bored in the side. But whatever the species,
gastropod shells employed for sound production are said to be
typically 300mm or more in external length and have spiralling
inner pipes of about 600mm. With aconical- cum-exponential

modern multiple- holed chromatic ocarina. But the device's
Stone Age origins at , east provide ar excuse to mention a
recording of its latterday progeny overlooked in my various
surveys of unusual transcriptions.
It first appeared as The Ocarina is no Trombone on a1991
Seaview CD, but has now been reissued by Dorian as The

flare, this would place the main resonance around or above

Classic Ocarina tDOR-932601, featuring the Chuckerbutty

300Hz, which tallies nicely with aclaim that the instrument's

Ocarina Quartet supported by other instrumentalists in 23

note is usually located in the lower regions of the treble clef,

items directed by Michael Copley of Classic Buskers fame.
There's music by Verdi, Sullivan, Wagner, Beethoven, Sor,

whose bottom- Eis at 330Hz.
The modern trumpet goes an octave below that, but the

Schubert, Offenbach, Satie and others, plus various Trad and

conch-shell's trumpet label signifies not only its lip- reed mode,

Anon pieces, all duly ocarinated. Delightful stuff — at times

but also its anciently famous carrying power, which suited it to

very beautiful, always intriguing, often witty, while fast

arallying, warning and signaling role. Generally restricted to

passages astonish with their breathtaking dexterity.
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Sweetspot

It was some early exposure to
American high-end that got Bob
hooked on panel speakers.
Interview by Steve Harris,
pictures by Roger Phillips
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Avery early Linn

n the last few years, hone and family often had to take

[above] looking

priority. But Bob has never lost the emhusiasm for good sound

good in Bob's own
plinth! The
chunky Classé
power amp is on
its own table
hidden behind one
of the Aerius 1
speakers [ right]

that started in his scnooldays back in Durban, South Africa.

'It goes way back to probably ayear or two before Ileft
school, and to my brother. He then had aMarantz 1030
and the original AR turntable and some speakers by
Grundig! Eventually we got rid of that 1030, and Ibought
aMarantz 11213. We hung on to that for awhile, and then
Igot friends with Andy, who worked in ahi-fi shop in
Durban and he introduced me to alot of hi-fi. Iremember
going to his place and listening to the Dahlquist DQ10s
on the GAS Ampzilla — remember that? — in about 1979.'
One of Andy's systems really stuck in Bob's mind:
Threshold 400A/4000 amps, Magnepan Tympani
speakers, and the legendary Thorens Reference turntable.
'The Reference was the private turntable of the guy
who imported Thorens into South Africa. And he had
installed three arms on this Reference: one was aFidelity
Research FR64, another was aThorens arm and the third
was aMagnepan Unifiai.
'Anyway, Andy had an amplifier that — I can't
remember why — was going for avery low price, an SAE
2500. Ibought that and to go with it Ihad aGAS Thoebe
pre-amp. Shortly after that Ibought the Magneplanar
MG1 speakers. Then Ipicked up my secondhand Linn,
which Istill have. Iactually still have the Magneplanars
and SAE in the garage, but that's another story...
'What happened was that in '88 we moved over here.

'It played for about 10 minutes. And the
next thing was silence. And suddenly
smoke started coming out of my Maggies.'
All the stuff, and my records, went into storage for about
three months. When Igot them out of storage, Ithought,
let's put everything together and listen to some music.
'We put some music on and it played for about 10
minutes. And the next thing was just silence. And
suddenly smoke started coming out of my Maggies. What
had happened was that all the output transistors in that
SAE unit had blown, both channels. And the net effect,

weren't bad. They produced a reasonably listenable
sound for awhile.'
So you still had the Linn?
'Oh, nothing ever went wrong with the Linn, it was
built like abrick you-know-what.'
But that's not astandard Linn plinth?
'Apparently, in the very very early days of the LP12,
the then South African importer imported the Linn
plinth-less as acheaper alternative to the Thorens 150,
and built plinths locally. So the plinth that came with the
Linn when Ibought it looked all right, it looked almost
like the Afrormosia plinth that we know and love. But I
had it in my lounge, this being in Durban which is subtropical, and we went off to visit Sue's parents one day,
came back... and I'd left the window open, the wind had
picked up, blown the window wide open and the rain
had come streaming in and had just totally soaked the

as far as Icould tell, was basically to connect the power

plinth. And then of course we found out that the plinth
was not really wood at all, it was just pulp. The water

supply to the speakers. It had happily pumped 90 volts
DC into my speakers for asignificant period of time.

getting in had caused it to swell and all the corners had
split open.

'When Ieventually pulled the plug and had alook at
the drivers inside, it looked like Jack the Ripper had gone
beserk in there. The mylar sheet that forms the actual
transducer was just shredded, and the metal voice coil
was burnt to acrisp. So that was the end of my Maggies.
But I've still got them, so one day Imight try doing a
rebuild job on them myself, if Ihave the time.'
58

'At the time, Iwas just beside myself. This was my pride
and joy and they were just totally, totally destroyed. But
of course then, rd just moved here and Iwas very short
of money, so Ibought myself acheap, cheap amplifier. I
was going to get the NAD 3020 but Igot, Ithink it was an
Onkyo, instead. And apair of Celestion 3speakers. Iput
them on some decent stands and to be honest they
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'So then Itried all sorts of things. Imade awooden
plinth which didn't really work very well. Then Ihad a
guy from astonemasons build me aplinth out of slate, it
was enormous and it was really seriously heavy. But that
didn't work well at all, so it didn't stay in very long. Then
eventually Ibuilt this plinth myself, after we'd moved
here. And that one I'm quite happy with. It seems to work
www.hifinews.co. uk

Sweetspot
well, it's not too heavy — it's not so very far from the
official Linn plinth. I'm very happy with it.
'It actually had an SME 3009 on it when Igot it. Ihad
an ADC cartridge first and Imoved on from there to the
Dynavector Ruby moving-coil, which Iloved, but it just
didn't gell with that arm. Then Igot the LVX and the
Ruby worked very well in it. Ithink those Dynavector
cartridges actually are very undemanding. If you have
reasonably decent arm they work well.'
Anyway, that entry-level amp and speakers couldn't
satisfy Bob for ever.
'There was aguy that Iworked with, who was very
much into music, who was moving to the States. He sold
me the Classé pre- and power amplifier and an Oracle
Alexandria turntable, and donated quite large pile of
records, thrown in to sweeten the deal. He was intending
to switch to CD. The last Iheard of him he was living in
New York with all-Krell equipment.
Did you prefer the Oracle Alexandria to the Linn.
'No Ididn't. They only thing Ireally liked about it was
that Ididn't have to muck about to change to 45. Ithink
sound-wise the Linn was still better.
'The Classé amps were driving the little Celestion
speakers for along time, until eventually Igot to the
point where Ithought Ijust can't live with this any more,
time to buy some decent speakers. So we looked around
for quite awhile, gently increasing the price level as we
thought "no, we don't like those, have to try something
more expensive", until we got to these, which Ithink
were £2200 apair. And I'm happy with them!
'The only times I've heard something I've much

Luxman T-112 tuner
Pioneer DV- 565
universal player
Classe DR-5
pre-amplifier
Classe DR- 8stereo
power amplifier

preferred, it's been just silly prices which Ican't possibly
afford. And the things that Ihave done to improve it
have worked. Like chopping the speaker cables in half
and bi-wiring — so it's half the length and double the
width — should be agood thing, and it's proved to be
quite a good thing. I found going over to balanced
between the pre- and power amp made a small
improvement. When Ibought the speakers, the guy said

'The only times I've heard something
I've much preferred, it's been just silly
prices which Ican't possibly afford...'
"you must try these special mains leads" and Ithought
they made asmall improvement but Icouldn't justify the
price. But then Itrieo those mains leads on the pre- and
power amp, and that made atar bigger improvement!
'The CD player is a straight CD63, not the special
version. Quite recently Ibought the DVD player, which is
the Pioneer 565 that plays SACD — although Idon't own
any SACDs yet — but I've picked up quite afew DVDs of
live performances, and that has been quite successful,
that's where DVD really comes into its own. Live
recordings vary from the abyssmal to fairly good, but
having the visual there with it makes ahuge difference.
And even if the sound quality is abit on the iffy side, you
can enjoy the performance as awhole.
Bob has ahuge record collection, but he's not really a
big buyer of audiophile discs.
'The only record that I've ever really bought a
duplicate of on purpose was one which takes me back to
my youth in all its splendour, which is Jethro Tull's
Aqualung. When Ken Kessler reviewed the Classic
Records version, Ithought, well, my old copy's getting
shot now... and it certainly is better. But they were never
aband that worried too much about the quality of the
With CDs, Bob
prefers the sound
of the Marantz to
the Pioneer 565

www.hifinews.co.uk

recording.
So you're not really into movies? No desire for ahome
cinema set-up?
'The kids have movies. The only movie Ihave is Led
Zeppelin's The Song Remains The Same, and that's not
really amovie, is it?' •
HI-FINews SEPTEMBER 2004
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Chailly's outstanding Mahler 3 Fischer on Channel Classics
Day concert DVD

BBC Legends: Verdi

Classical
BARTOK
Music for strings,
percussion and celesta
BERNSTEIN
Divertimento

Music Reviews
JVC's take on Living Stereo'

Jan Kopinski quartet

New Year

Ballads n' blues from Archie Shepp

JS BACH
Suite ( orch Mahler)

Mahler fashioned from Bach's own Suites 2and 3; the
booklet note mentions Mahler's use of apiano

MAHLER

continuo prepared to imitate the harpsichord,

Symphony 3
Petra Lang, Prague Philharmonic and

although Chailly opts for the Coicertgebouw organ. A
detail Imuch enjoyed were the string pizzicati under

Netherlands Children's Choirs/RCO/
Riccardo Cha illy

the flute solo in the middle part of track 5.

BRAHMS

Decca 470 652-2

Hungarian Dance 6

118m 58s (£special) two discs SACD hybrid

The Third Symphony showsthatthe orchestra still
produces an unmatchable Mahlersound, and Chailly
steers avery direct course, neither exaggerating the

Bavarian Radio SO/Leonard

Decca can still

nightbird calls in ( iv), for example, nor glossing over

Bernstein

pull the rabbit out
of the hat when it

the depths of afinale which Mahler seemed reluctant
to bring to aclose! The Nietzsche setting is most

49m 58s (££)

comes to large-

Bernstein's broadcast 1948
Budapest concert ( Humphrey

scale orchestral
recordings: this
Mahler 3is

beautifully sung by Petra Langand there's afine open
sound to the choruses and bells in (
v). Imight still

Hungaroton HCD 12631

MAHLER

Burton's biography suggests with
the Metropolitan Orchestra,

magnificent both
as aperformance
and in terms of
ambience, range

Hungaroton's note says the City later Hungarian State - Orchestra)
was asensation, with the halfempty hall packed for the second
part, as music- lovers deserted their

and detail although the basic CD layer has almost as much to

radios. Not returning until his 65th
year, Bernstein repeated that debut

offer as stereo SACD ( Ihave been using the opening
pages of the score in evaluating universal players). As
filler to the symphony we have the orchestral suite

programme, but substituting his

suggest as first choice Abbado's live performance
recorded in London with the Berlin Philharmonic ( DG)
but the remixed soLnd is strange there.
HEN readers with long memories will know this
wasn't the first multi-channel Mahler 3, as our
Quadrafile project included atrack by Jerry Bruck
made simultaneously with Horenstein's Unicorn
recording with the LSO ( although that may not have
been of the complete work). CB
PERFORMANCES SUPERB ORCHESTRAL PLAYING
RECORDING DEMONSTRATION MATERIAL

own Boston tribute, Divertimento,
for his then party- piece the Ravel G
major Concerto. But the Bavarian
RSO plays it with far less elan than
the Israel Philharmonic ( DG), where
perhaps greater preparation time

persuasive as Kubelik's live
performance with the Munich
orchestra, on Orfeo. Bernstein's

was allocated, and the editing is

claim that he became composer of

odd, with shuffling noises abruptly

whatever he conducted may have

cut after three movements and
pauses of 5-7s seeming overlong.
The ' Waltz' and final ' March' are
quite crude here, although ' Turkey
Trot' never fails.
The Bartók too- coals to
Newcastle!- is nothing like as

In 1947 Bernstein had given the first

Howard Shelley's early Contour LP

Boston performance of Music for

of Beethoven and Stephen BishopKovacevich's Philips Pathétique

strings, percussion and celesta; he
made one New York recording for
Columbia but didn't redo it when

from 1972. McCawley's nimble

been approved by his admirers, but
here he coarsens and vulgarises this
great classical- dance synthesis;
and the performance ( albeit

with DG. He held to his view that the
opening Andante should be taken
very slowly, his timings of 9m lOs in

minor Variations and Allegros from
the sonata in the same key.
Doubtless he was afraid of

both recordings contrast with

compelling) falls curiously flat in the

appearing too plain, and there are
one or two details in the slow

finale. Slow and fast movements are

Fricsay's 6m 55s or his mentor Fritz
Reiner's 7m 03s. CB

paired without breaks.

PERFORMANCES BELOWPAR

before the downward run) which

BEETHOVEN

one might prefer otherwise. But
:here's real pathos halfway in the

Piano Sonatas Op.13

first movement and the contrasting

Pathétique and Op.81a

episodes in the Andante cantabile

Les Adieux • Variations

(not too slow) are beautifully judged.
Les Adieuxhas less to offer, with
some of the depths of its middle
movement as yet unrealised;

Resonance CD RSN3000
64m 50s (£)
This budget recital, Leon McCawley
choosing and annotating his own
favourites in Beethoven's piano
oeuvre, has playing of real
distinction, which put me in mind of
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introduction to the Pathétique
(lingering in bar 4on the Bflat

RECORDING RESTRICTED IN RANGE

Op.34 and Wo.80 •
Andante favori
Leon McCdvvley

60

fingerwork makes its mark in the C

however IliKed the deployment of
the Andante favori and the Op.34
Variations, both in Fand similar in
profile, which shape the collection
imaginatively. CB
PERFORMANCES PLEASING BUDGET DISC
RECORDING NCTHING SPECIAL

www.hifinews.co.uk

BEETHOVEN

RACHMANINOV

Triple Concerto
SCHUMANN
Piano Concerto
Martha Argerich, Renaud
Ca puçon, Mischa Maisky/
Orchesta della Svizzera
italiana/Alexandre Ra binovitchBarakovsky
EMI 5 57773 2
64m 35s (£££)
Live recordings from the Lugano
Festivals of 2002 and 2003 which
feature Martha Argerich in her third
Schumann recording ( exactly a
decade after the Graz live version
with COE/Harnoncourt) and first of
Beethoven's Triple. Well, to be more
truthful, it is Maisky, with his liberal
vibrato, who is featured in the Triple:
every quaver of subsidiary
figuration is thrust under our noses
by the engineers as if this were a
cello concerto. And with somewhat
characterless violin playing from
Ca puçon and recessed orchestral
accompaniment, balances are all
awry. Argerich and colleagues
seem to enjoy the event but it adds
little if anything to our appreciation
of the work.
The essential difference between
this new Schumann Concerto and
the last - apart from the more vivid
engineering on EMI - is that with
Harnoncourt Argerich got back as
much as she gave in dynamism;
Rabinovitch-Barakovsky is more
compliant. Speed ( as one often
finds with musical performances)
is illusory: my impression of the
finale was that it was much too
driven, but the true timing was
actually shorter in 1992! If the
Cortot, Brendel or Lipatti
recordings formed your Schumann
ideal, this will fall short for all its
security and panache. CB

Symphony 2 • Vocalise
Budapest Festival Orchestra/Ivan Fischer
Channel Classics CCS SA 21604
64m 35s (£££) SACD hybrid
With two SACDs yet to come from Philips- Bartók's
Bluebeard's Castle and, with Akiko Suwanai, a
coupling of the Sibelius/Walton Violin Concertos- Ivan
Fischer has signed to record with Channel Classics:
this Rachmaninov Second was produced in Budapest
just after conductor and orchestra had presented it in
their 2003 Proms programme. Many collectors will
have come to know the work through André Previn's

PERFORMANCES DON'T LIVE UP TO PROMISE
RECORDING POOR BALANCE IN BEETHOVEN

BRAHMS
Piano Trios
Nicholas Angelich/Renaud
Capuçon/Gautier Ca puçon
Virgin Classcs VC 5 45653 2
90m 31s ( especial) two discs
Sold as if one disc - CD2 is only
22m 32s- this is nonetheless
poorer value than the old Beaux
Arts ( Philips ' Duo') or Suk/Starker/
Katchen ( Decca ' Double') sets,
which include other Brahms
chamber works besides the piano
trios. Nor is the instrumental
positioning that clear, even if you

www.hifinews.co.uk

uncut LSO recording ( EMI - or, 'or 180g vinyl,
Testament). With his divided victins and basses set to
theback cf the hall, Fischer oiers something lighter
arc more transparent, stee.'irgthe listener through the
abruptly changing moods of this ( in my view) greatly
accomplished
work. It's a
wonderful,
wondrous
readingFischer omits the
first- movement
repeat, which can
impede dramatic
flow- which I
would have made
'Record of the
Month' had there not been asuspicion of thickening in
the CD layer sound ( SACD stereo playback cleans
away this artefact and sounds sumptuous).
At times there are very convincing perspectives into
tne Italian Institute hall; and No-one need fear any sort
of '
,
Phase-4' balancing when yoJ read that Fischer
ideally wanted to hear the sound as he would
experience it within the orchestra itself. The CD
booklet shows the simple microphone setup. I
was
surprised nevertheless to hear so much traffic noise
percolating through Vocalise, which is songful here, as
the name implies, rather than pleading or downcast
(as with Jansons, for example). I
look forward to more
from this team - it would be good to hear them in
Brahms's Third Symphony! CB
PERFORMANCES MARVELLOUS
RECORDING AGOOD START FOR CliANIEL CASSICS

listen with headphones: it certainly
isn't with violinist right of the cellist,
as shown in both photographs,
although separation was arguably
over-explicit in the Decca
recordings. Additionally, these
French productions give the
Renaud Capuçon athin tone - or is
it, as with the Chung sisters, more a
case of one family member having
less talent? He seems to lack the
solid, centred intonation of his
brother whose eloquence,
combined with the strong lead from
Nicholas Angelich makes for some
interesting passages. But these
players tend to bog down in the
music in search of profundity- for
example, the Adagio from Op.8
(later revised but dating from
Brahms's 21st year) is surely too
slow here: 68s longer than with
Katchen and colleagues.
Given the rather meagre tone,
vague imagery and one-sidedness
of the interpretations, these
performances are hard to focus. CB
PERFORMANCES BETTER ALTERNATIVES
RECORDING VAGUE IMAGING

HAYDN
Symphonies 83 * La
Poule', 84 and 85
'La Reine'
Heidelberger Sinfoniker/
Thomas Fey
Hânssler Classic CD 98.425
71m 29s (£££)
Apparently Harnoncourt worked
with these orchestraê players on
matters of style during formation as
the Schlierbach CO ( 1987); as
repertoire expanded, so Thomas
Fey created his present ensemble.
It is apity the disc starts in aless
helpful acoustic than that for the
other two ' Paris' Symphonies: the
vigour and drive of Fey's opening
Allegro spirituoso of ' The Hen'
suffers from some bi_rring perhaps he is too sweeping here,
although there is decacy in the
second subject. lhere is brilliance
in the finale of 84; minuets are quite
fast ( though the trio in 85 is slower).
But this is ' hardcore Haydn', too
strongly accented for comfortable
listening, and not merely for those
whose ideal might be Beecham or

Morteux ( neither of whom recorded
the ' Paris' group). I'd stick with the
Brüggen or Bernstein recordings in
Ithis competitive field. CB
PERFORMANCES HISTORICALLY AWARE 01
RECORDING ;OME BLURRING IN THE HEN'

SYMPHONY NO 83
"La Poule"
SYMPHONY NO 84

PROKOFIEV
Romeo andJuliet —
excerpts
San Francisco SO/Michael
TilsonThomas
RCA 82876 59424 2
78m 10s ( Se)
This is ° le of anew RCA midprice
reissue ...eries: arecording made
whe - M chael Tilson Thomas had
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just been appointed Blomstedt's
successor at San Francisco ( 1995).
As Prokofiev's own orchestral suites
from the ballet do not follow the story
line, Tilson Thomas decided upon a
29-track programme of scenes in
sequence, which he directs with
typical flair and sense of purpose
(he's one of the most recognisable of
conductors). But this is ascore
where one hopes to hear both

outstanding playing and
engineering, and the San Francisco
Orchestra then was not the
superfine organisation we hear
today, in the own-label progressing
Mahler cycle. I
also wondered if RCA
had doctored the original sound, as
the transfer suggests atapering-off
of treble and slight bass
enhancement of aclearly
multi-miked original. CB
PERFORMANCES PARTNERSHIP HAS MOVED ON
RECORDING NOT THE BEST

SCHUBERT
Piano Sonata in B flat
D960 • Songs ( arr Liszt)
LISZT
Mephisto Waltz 1
Evgeny Kissin
RCA 82876 58462 2
72m 21s (£££)
There is agreat deal of background
information to this, astudio
realisation of Kissin's 2003-4 live
recital programmes, in the
May—June International Piano.
Kissin had been puzzled by negative
criticism of his tempos in the
Schubert, and defends his
extremely slow, yet clearly deeply
felt, Andante which he couples with
a22m first movement, repeat taken.
In fact the linking passage with
angry trill (obviously lost if you don't
take the repeat) is one of the most

impressive passages in his reading.
Kissin's powerful fortissimo playing
is not easy to record and his 'full
orchestral' sections are somewhat
uncomfortable for the listener.
This is one of those interpretations
that recalls Bernstein's muchquoted public rejection of aGlenn
Gould Brahms concerto reading
which he was about to accompany:
you feel Kissin has every right to play
the Sonata like this but you wish he
didn't! About the only thing in
common with Brendel's eminently
sane digital re-recording ( Philips) is
amatching timing for the scherzo;
but Kissin's phrasing scratches
rather than soothes and as awhole I
don't think his D960 adds up.
Move on and you have four
beautifully characterised Schubert—
Liszt song transcriptions ( much
loved by the Russian school) and
acolossal account of the Mephisto
Waltz where Kissin's technique
is just staggering. Afrustrating mix
then. The disc, incidentally, is copy
controlled and will not play in all
computers. CB

percussion, to generate aroar of
approval from his audience. I
admire more his dark, even sombre
way with ( ii), with individual touches
like covering some string lines with
the winds at the beginning of the
movement, or how, from 5m
45s-6m 22s, he allows them time to
phrase their arabesques. This
doesn't sound like ballet music
masquerading as symphonic
material, as Monteux [ below] might
make you think. The scherzo begins
almost inaudibly: acombination of
audience restlessness and an
extreme pianissimo. CB

PERFORMANCES SONATA DOES NOT CONVINCE

PERFORMANCES CHARACTERFUL

RECORDING SOME DIFFICULT PASSAGES

RECORDING FAIR ( MONO BETTER)

SHOSTAKOVICH
Cello Concerto 1
TCHAIKOVSKY
Symphony 4
Mstislav Rostropovich,
Leningrad PO/Gennadi
Rozhdestvensky
BBC Legends BBCL 4143-2
70m 05s (££) part mono
As assistant conductor to Evgeny
Mravinsky, ayoung Gennadi
Rozhdestvensky was allowed to take
part in the now legendary Leningrad
Philharmonic concerts and DG
recording sessions held in the West
in September 1960. The
Shostakovich Cello Concerto was
performed at the Usher Hall —
Rostropovich's Philadelphia/
Ormandy recording was issued that
same month. Anew work, it was
already thoroughly mastered by the
Leningrad players, allowing
Rozhdestvensky freedom to add his
own touches of swagger in ( i), and
the colours sound unquestionably
right. Yet it is interesting to go back
to the Columbia version to hear how
Rostropovich accommodated
himself to the Philadelphians and
Ormandy's punctilious style. The

_
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cellist is prominently balanced in
both recordings — the live one
(mono) unexpectedly clear.
Sounding more distanced, murky
even, with foreground noise from
the hall, the Tchaikovsky is from a
1971 Albert Hall Prom. The sense
of freedom from Mravinsky's
authoritarian stamp is remarkable:
this is evidently from the start to be a
more 'epic journey'. In the finale
Rozhdestvensky unleashes the big
guns of Leningrad brass and

SIBELIUS
Symphonies 5 and 6
LSO/Sir Colin Davis
LSO Live LS00037
56m 53s (£)
In the transcribed conversations
between Daniel Barenboim and
Edward Said ( Bloomsbury) much is
made of the differences between
the Beethoven symphonies. The
same could be said of Sibelius's
seven, each in turn exploring new
forms or ways of expression. The
leap from the stirring Fifth to the
spare Sixth— likened by the
composer to pure, icy water— is as
dramatic as between Beethoven's
Fifth and ' Pastoral'. Sir Colin Davis
has proved unassailable in the Sixth
and this September 2002 Barbican
recording I
would rank with

Karajan's on DG. In the Fifth, Sir
Colin is 'straight down the line' and
arguably the finale lacks some
tension; but it is his timing of those
monolithic final chords that,
to my mind, lets it down — the earlier
Boston and LSO versions too. You
need some sort of line through to the
last, as in Barbirolli's Pye recording,
Karajan's DG aid Koussevitzky's
(now on Naxos). Theirs are more
subjective interpretations of the
symphony but essential listening; I
like too Bernstein's old New York
Fifth ( Sony), warm, tellingly
balanced — but as with Davis when it
comes to the very ending, those
chords lose afathomable link. CB
PERFORMANCES RECOMMENDED SIXTH
RECORDING LP TO BARBICAN STANDARD

TCHAIKOVSKY
Symphony 4
Boston SO/Pierre Monteux
JVC JM-XR24015
39m 49s (£specia I)
Monteux's Boston recording of
Tchaikovsky's Fourth Symphony
was issued here in 1960 when the
LP catalogue already contained
such idiosyncratic readings as
Beecham's,
Fricsay's,
Karajan's first
Berlin version
and Silvestri's,
with Mravinsky's
to follow only six
months later. Put
off by conflicting
reviews —
'competent,
lacking the spark
of genius...
excellent stereo,
rich, mellow' and
'magnificent,
immensely exciting [ but] restricted
in range, with disturbing
intermodulatory distortion' — I
only
caught up with it via aFrench RCA
set of Nos. 4-6 pressed almost to
audiophile standards. The three
symphonies comprised Vol.13 of
the Pierre Monteux CD Edition. I
rather think Robin Golding, quoted
first, was right: Monteux's was a
strong conception but he and his
producer were too inattentive to
detail for the listener to swallow— say
—the whipping- up of the tempo from
3m 46s in the slow movement given
the carelessness of wind voices
later. ( Incidentally there are rightchannel rustlings for eight seconds
from 3m 06s.)
JVC appears to have added some
bass — note the 'thwang' of doublebass pizzicati in the scherzo, which

www.hifinews.co.uk

Music Choice
Classical

benefits from Monteux's divided
violins- and tightened focus. I
have
aslight preference for RCA's own
1994 remastering, overseen by the
original producer, John Pfeiffer. And
bear in mind that Markevitch's
complete Tchaikovsky cycle, with
Francesca da Rimini but no
Manfred (
two Philips ' Duos'), costs
about the same as this import! CB
PERFORMANCE HAS SOME UNTIDY DETAILS
RECORDING OLD MATERIAL)

TCHAIKOVSKY
1812 Overture •
Works by Dvorak, Liszt,
Smetana, and Weinberger
Chicago SO/Fritz Reiner
JVC JM-XR24016
49m 02s (£special)
It looks as though we never had
precisely this programme on one
disc. The recordings were
produced in 1955 and 1956
(Mohr/Layton), 1812 and The
Mephisto Waltz first appearing here
in 1960 with Brahms and
Mendelssohn. The ' Living Stereo'
mid priced CDs coupled these with
Tchaikovsky's Pathétique; the
Bartered Brideand Carnival
overtures, together with the Polka
and Fugue from Schwanda the
Bagpiper came with Dvorak's New
World. Don't have audiophile
expectations of such early stereo
material - it's like an old wooden
fence given alick of gloss paint- but
enjoy Reiner at his most exciting
(Carnival) and gracious (the
Weinberger fugue). Though for my
money, RCA's own transfers sound
more natural. CB
PERFORMANCES REINER/CHICAGO ON FORM
RECORDING OLD MATERIAL

VERDI
Requiem Mass • Overture
La forza del destino
Ilva Liga bue, Grace Bumbry,
Sandor Kóriya, Raffaele Arié,
Philharmonia Orchestra and
Chorus/Carlo Maria Giulini
BBC Legends BBCL 4144-2
102m 17s including short
interview (££) two discs mono
'Nothing from Mozart?' Beecham is
said to have quipped, looking
through birthday greetings
telegrams. Carlo Maria Giulini is
entitled to ask the same of Sony and
even more DG, when contemplating
his own 90th. At least EMI has
repackaged his Chicago recordings
(to be reviewed), while BBC
Legends has two releases, this one
duplicating Verdi's Requiem,
already in its catalogue, this time
with avocal quartet of international

www.hifinews.co.uk

NEW YEAR DAY CONCERT 2004
Music by Lanner, Eduard, Josef and
Johann Strauss I/11
Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra/Riccardo Muti
DG 073 097-9
111m 1
ls (£££) DVD-V
Directed by Brian Large, this film occasionally leaves
the glorious Musikverein for shots of the city
(fortunately the dance sequences
are optional) and the golden figure
of Johann Strauss: Vienna's
kitschy equivalent of our Albert
Memorial. And as with our own
Proms televised transmissions,
there are impressive perspectives
from ceiling level. At one point
Large nicely frames the one
woman in the Vienna
Philharmonic, apart from the
harpist, sitting amongst the
cellists. You also see Sir Roger
Moore enjoying an aisle seat view!
Of necessity, timings are missing
from the programme booklet,
printed ahead of the event - and

with adecidedly old colour spread of the Vienna
Philharmonic, also used astray liner. There are trailers
for other opera DVDs (the awsome figure ofJa ne
Eaglen looms as Isolde!) and as bonus [
sic] '
Treasures
of Austria'. Sound options are PCM stereo, DTS or
Dolby 5.1; picture format is 16:9 NTSC.
Amixture of familiar and new-to-the-event (
Skating
Polka celebrates the European Year of Education
through Sport; Gypsy Quadrille,
which quotes from Baltes The
Bohemian Girl, marks the Irish
Republic's 2004 EU Presidency),
the music is conducted with
supreme elegance by Riccardo
Muti, who touches on world events
in his traditional address before
resuming The Blue Danube. He first
came in 1993 and '97, and has
mellowed as apodium figure;
looking relaxed and amiable, he
knows exactly when to do nothing at
all, occasionally crouching low to
accompany adrop in dynamics. CB

LACHRYMAE

PERFORMANCES DELICIOUSLY ENJOYABLE
RECORDING IMAGINATIVE VISUAL DIRECTION

GIULINI IN VERDI

Thomas Tallis Fantasy; and two
excerpts from Waltoris Henry V
film-score) smacks of abid for the
popularity of Warner's two Edward
Higginbottom 'Agnus Dei' albums.
Look again and you find, the
Stokowski arrangement apart (the
only track I
really enjoyed), some
pretty serious stuff programmed with string playing of ahigh order.
The conducting is another matter
and offers less than with such
experienced figures as Barbirolli,
Boult, Britten (who kept things
moving in the Purcell - ECO/Decca),
Davis or Previn. Also Concertino
cellist in theTippett, Conway is good
in Lachrymae, with viola player
Nicolas Bórie, but this is spoilt by
sniffs and gasps - there are various
extraneous noises on this disc, one
where I
find the string sound too
insistent. The recommendation
here remains that of Tomter with the
late lona Brown's Norwegian strings
(Virgin Classics). For the one nonEnglish piece, Cantus, it rests with
the original Russell Davies/ECM
recording, which works because the
layered upper strings' passages are
better balanced. Douglas Boyd's
three contributions become mired
in over-expression: he misses the
simplicity of the Walton, the rugged,
bracing quality found in Tippett's
own Bath Festival Orch/EMI
Fantasia after Corelli, and the
radiance of the Tallis. CB

RECORDING DRY

PERFORMANCES BETTER TO LOOK ELSEWHERE

RFH ACOUSTIC

RECORDING SOME DISTRACTING NOISES OFF

soloists (the bass Bulgarian, as in
Giulini's DG studio version). The
1968 NPO stereo version is on
BBCL 4029-2. I
mention this
because- although it improves for
CD2 ( beginning with the Offertorio
to correspond with the interval
break shown in the complete
Festival Hall 1964 programme
facsimile that comes with the set) on headphones the mono sound is
almost as inferior as aToscanini
broadcast, the balance favouring
the chorus and ranking the quartet a
distant third.
Things do pick up but it is for the
solo singers that one should hear
this Requiem -as much in the
Philharmonia/Giulini mould of
drama and reverence, with fine
orchestral
shadings, as
the two
earlier
catalogue
alternatives.
The set has
an interview
with the late
Michael
Oliver in
which the
conductor
sets out his
musical
credo. CB
PERFORMANCES

Music for strings by
Britten', Part', Purce11 2,
Tippett, Vaughan Williams
and Walton
Chamber Orchestra of Europe/
Douglas Boyd, ' William
Conway, 2Richard Egarr
Warner 2564 60190-2
72m 02s (£££)
Recorded under different
conductors during March 2003 at
St John's Smith Square, this
compilation ( Part's Cantus in
memory of Britten; Britten's own
Lachrymae and arrangement of the
Purcell Gminor Chacony;
Stokowski's transcription of ' Dido's
Lament'; Tippett's Corelli Fantasia
Concertante; Vaughan Williams's
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PINEWOOD
MUSIC

SOUND AND VISION

of Winchester and Taunton

CAN'T » FM A KRFIL?

Mar( h 2004

YOU CAN NOW!
With our

special

Summer

trade- up offer on a

wide range of Krell products, including the superb
pre and power KAV-280P and KAV-2250, America's
finest has never been more affordable. This is your
chance to make

a dream

come true, so call for

details - but hurry: this offer is for alimited period .

KRELL RESOLUTION
A poor man's LAI? No way! This very fine range of
loudspeakers for the real world will compete with anything up to
and way beyond their price. Dynamic, open and and thrilling and if bass is important to you, prepare to be amazed.
CD 5i

JADIS
Golden energy and deep emotion: there has never been avalve
amplifier quite like a Jadis. Wonderful to behold. achingly
beautiful to experience, these amplifiers are for those who
treasure the heart of music. Affordable stairway to heaven.

ORACLE
Too exquisite for words! So just listen instead. We haven't sold
the Oracle Delphi turntable for many years, bu .
,now here it is,
back again and better than ever in its Mk V incarnation. Aclassic
reference to the glory of vinyl records.

SONUS FABER
No speaker is more beautiful, and no
speaker can
communicate more than aSonus faber. The Stradivari, the new
flagship of the Homage series, has been described in areview
as as one of the world's great loudspeakers. It is.

PRIMA LUNA
Just bought anew car ? Oh dear, money's tight - but you still
want beautiful music. We can do it ! Gorgeous KT-88 valve
sound with the Prima Luna Prologue 2. Peanuts money !

"...dynamic, thrilling

Krell, Sonus faber, Jadis, Copland, Pathos, Oracle, Lyra, Audio

and totally involving"

Research, Unison Research, Martin Logan, Prima Luna, Chord
Company, Transparent, BCD, futureglass, finite-elemente

The PINEWOOD MUSIC COMPANY

For details of your nearest dealer please telephone

Brian Rivas and Alison Holmes can be contacted at

+44 1722 332266
www.naim-audio.com
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Taunton: 01460 54322
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Jazz

Jazz
GAIL BRAND &
MORGAN
GUBERMAN
Ballgames & Crazy
Emanem 4103
62m 35s (£££)
Trombonist Gail Brand's previous
release on Emanem, Strong
Language [
4079] with her quartet
Lunge was easily the best British
jazz release of 2002, so this follow-

more aggressively garish) and
absurd parping toy trumpets

bloodletting which move through
Monk's incantations. On its own

delineate abstract works by a

terms, though, Fluvium is a

present day composer who refuses
to die: the musical equivalent of

glittering set of reed, vocal and

Mondrians improvised from plastic

electronic variations quite unlike
anything else in music. BW

cups and paper clips.
Fight-Bus 4Life does everything

PERFORMANCE NSITIVE, DETAILED
RECORDING INE THOUGH ALITTLE

Martin Creed would do if he weren't
hobbled by the white-space
puritanism of the art world: a
Lumpy Gravy to douse the soyasubstitute porkchop of our times.

The band has an internal rhythmic
coherence and bovine dignity
which is truly rare. BW
PERFORMANCE MEASURED, SOMBRE
RECORDING WARM, RESONANT

ARCHIE SHEPP
Chooldy Chooldy
Azzurra Music TBPJAB063

JAN KOPINSKI
Earth: Music To
Dovzhenko's Film Zemlya
Slam 255

60m (£££)
People who define their taste as
'avantgarde' tend to diss tenor
saxophonist Archie Shepp, who in
the 1970s swapped the angry
onslaughts of the '60s for easy

with vocalist Morgan Guberman,

'Ian Howard' revives the plainsong
vocals and impish humour of
Pence Eleven, Drenching's first

66m 56s (£££)
For tenor saxophonists, the legacy

who stumbled on Brand

band: aDIY-church service

of John Coltrane is an unwieldy

improvising at the Jazz House in

performed in an adolescent's

Berkeley California, asked for a
duet, and the duo hasn't looked

bedroom. One may miss the
corporeal rip'n'snort of Dogbiz, but

albatross. Those that make best of
his legacy are players on other
instruments, like guitarist Sonny

back since. Brand is one of the few
trombonists fleet enough in

TH FDrenching designs musique
concrète with apristine, schist- like

Sharrock or singer Phil Minton.
Those who pick up on the modal

technique and imagination to

sparkle all his own. BW
PERFORMANCE SNAPPY AND CRISP

bliss-outs of late Trane ( Pharoah

ladies in the audience. Shepp
recites poems and sings the blues,

Sanders, Zusaan Kali Fasteau)
betray both their own individuality

another annoyance for the
avantists. However, his music

and the real meaning of his
universalising musical language.
Kopinski is different. With his band

remains unmannered and highly
enjoyable, indicating that the
modernist taboo on regression has
little meaning in jazz: the blues

up was eagerly awaited. It is aduet

respond to the voice, which is
probably the most instantaneous
instrument of all. At first it seems

RECORDING ACCURATE AND DRY

collations of ballads and blues.
When he played the Leeds Trades
Club in 1985, the band arrived two
hours after they were billed,
drugged-to-the-eyeballs and
propositioning all the good-looking

like it'll be aclassic. However,
Guberman is finally too 'good' a
singer to step beyond the limits of
legitimacy and initiate the ricochet
between unmediated sound and
musical control which marks the
best Free Improvisation. This is an
impressive show of chops from
both musicians, but never quite
heats up enough to transform the
succession of stylings into
something glazed and finished.
BW
PERFORMANCE ADROIT, PROFESSIONAL
RECORDING i
CHNICALLY PERFECT

THF DRENCHING
Fight- Bus 4 Life
Fenland Hi- Brow FH-B34
40m (£££)
TH FDrenching is best known as

MARTIN ARCHER,_
GERALDINE MONK,
JULIE TIPPETTS

Pinski Zoo he developed an

Quintet Limescale, but he's also the

Fluvium
Discus 14

unlikely cross between harmolodic
funk and Polish folk to mesh with
his Traneish sax.

the dictaphonist in Derek Bailey's

doesn't care for uptight
distinctions, and as long as pigs are
slaughtered the gutbucket holds a

auteurof singular CDs (this is his

40m 23s (£££)

thirty-fourth). As usual, the song

Having made asplash with the sax

Here his quartet— son and

titles are inspired: 'The 814
Overture: ADream With ADental

quartet Hornweb in the 1980s— a

daughter Steran and Janina on

superior outfit to the more

Stimulus', ' Claw Back The
Unamortised Discount' and '6

renowned yet somewhat
congested ROVA — Martin Archer

electric bass and viola, the Zoo's
Steve Iliffe or grand piano— lacks

witnessed five years ago at the

Kleine Sterilisation Lieder'. After

now concentrates on electronics,

the pounding groove of yore, but
manages to maintain the wonderful

Lutte Ouvrière summer fête outside
Paris, Massimo Farad ( piano),

Stock, Hausen &Walkman
stooped to ambient/easy-listening

using his soprano sax rarely. Here
he provides awash of treatments
for the witchy recitations of

sense of slowly- unrolling time

Wayne Dockery ( bass) and Bobby

which is Kopinski's forte:
appropriate indeed for
accompanying old film stock.

Durham ( drums) recreate an
American nightclub combo from
the 1950s, and it sounds great.

Kopinski looks at life through the
squint of eternity — music
nostalgically recalled rather than

that great confessional breathy
blurt derived from Ben Webster,

in the early 1990s, the field was
open for surrealist satire on musical

Geraldine Monk, Sheffield's great

commodification. Vicky Bennett's
People Like Us promised to fill the

poet, and for Julie Tippetts' vocal
improvisation. Archer is an odd

gap, but she quickly succumbed to

choice as an arranger for Monk's
words, since his postmodernist

the pop limitations of her objects of
ridicule. TH FDrenching remains

actively pursued — but his funereal

truth unknown to those who don't
eat chitterlings. [
Strewth! Ed]
Here, in aset very like one I

Shepp's umnmistakeable tenor,

still makes the heart turn over.
For sentimentalists only, of

at the arrow- riddled outpost of

arcadia of limitless transformations
(Archer places the late

solemnity is leavened with black
humour and sarcasm in true East

critical anti- narcissism. Real

Stockhausen in the same sublime

European style (On the foldout, his

instruments, dotty percussion

pantheon as Aphex Twin) lacks the

profile is positioned so it resembles

than you! BW
PERFORMANCE COMMITTED, AUTHENTIC

worthy of Art Tripp ( but perhaps

sense of bad history and menstrual

one of Dovzhenko's mighty bulls).

RECORDING ADEQUATE

www.hifinews.co.uk

course — but we're having more fun
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PREVIOUSLY OWNED
Rega Planet CD player - satin silver, excellent plus, boxed - less than
12 months

£350

manual, remote

Cyrus 8amplifier - silver. excellent plus, boxed - less than 12 months

£ 00

XL0 Signature Type 1.1s RCA/RCA interconnect cable - o.5m set - boxed

Audio Research SP16 line pre-amplifier - mint, boxed - approx
15 months old

Transparent Music Link Reference interconnect - 15ft (4-55m)
f15oo - mint, no box

Sony SCD-1 flagship SACD/CD player - mint, boxed

£2250

Sony KVX2102 television 21" screen - excellent picture - no box,

Conrad-johnson Premier 8A valve mono amplifiers -'95 vintage,
excellent condition, boxes and manual. Aclassic amplifier with 29owpc

fnoo

Cardas Golden Cross power cord - excellent

£220

Kimber standard mains cords - Lon" - 2in total f3o each

£30

£7500

Conrad-johnson Premier 7A valve pre-amplifier with valve phono stage

EX- DEMONSTRATION

-'90 vintage, excellent condition, manual but no boxes. Upgraded

Very special prices on Cabasse, Aloia and Argento products. Too many to

internal modifications

£2000

Audio Analogue Maestro CD player - earlier, slim style case
-boxed, excellent

f235

list, please phone for details. All mint and boxed, some unopened.
Moon Audio 1-3 integrated amplifier - mint

£ 1550

£lo5o

£ 50
f150

Moon Audio 1-5 integrated amplifier - mint

£ 25oo

fi600

f15o

Consonance Ti valve pre-amplifier with remote
Benz- Micro Glider - 6o hours use - boxed as new

plinthRB3ooarm - very good

f3oo

Opera Super Pavarotti Mk11 loudspeakers - mahogany

Affordable Valve Co EL34 integrated valve amplifier - good

£300

-excellent

Trigon Vanguard iphono stage MM and MC- no box, excellent

£150

Exposure Dual Regulated Phono Pre-amplifier XXVI

Kimber 8TC speaker cable - 2.5m set - banana to PM33 spade - boxed
Rega Planar 3in good condition; lid slightly scruffy - no box

Rogue Audio 66 valve pre-amp with phono and external PS

Barnet&Oswald turntable (Rega Planar 3in solid cherry/maple

Conveniently located between Reading and
Basingstoke, we are approximately 15 minutes drive
from either Junction 12 on the My or Junction 6
on the M3. Free and easy parking, outside the
building. We have ahome evaluation scheme for
those who might find this method more convenient.

7Comet House, Calleva Park, Aldermaston
Reading, Berkshire RG7 81A

£ 1395

£850

£ 12oo
£650

£900

£1250

f85o

£35 0

flow £700

Demonstrations by appointment,
Mondays to Saturdays to:oo to 18:oo.
It is advisable to call us before visiting.

T 0118 981 9891
E info@audioconsultants.co.uk

Part exchange welcome. Ex-demonstration and
previously owned equipment listed on our website.

www.audioconsultants.co.uk
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SONY

65 Bridge Street/ 0161 839 8869
(Sunday Opening - .12noon to 4.00pm)
43 Friargate / 01772 883958
88 Bridge Street./01925 632179
106 English Street / 01228 544792

HÍFÍ

81 Whitegate Drive / 01253 300599

http://www.practicalhi-fi.co.uk

84 Penny Street / 01524 39657
33 Knowsley Street 01204 395789
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Audiophile
ALDEN/FRIGO/MOORE/
PIZZARELLI
Hot Club Of 52nd Street
Chesky JD271
49m 59s (£££)
Chesky's usual suspects have come
up with aterrific facsimile of a1930s
Parisian jazz club, covering ' I've Got
Rhythm' and other standards. A

beast, the restrained use of the rear
channels is surprising. KK
PERFORMANCE AHARD- ROCK JUGGERNAUT

VARIOUS

mood music, this is wallpaper with a
pattern. Sublime playing, especially
Geissman's fluid guitar work, and

RECORDING DENSE AND CHUNKY

62m 57s (£££)

THE MAVERICKS

genuinely superb sound — I
guess I
just need to develop ataste for white
wine and tofu. KK

The Mavericks

There's certainly some delicious
irony here: this set of 12 tracks
culled from the Naim catalogue

I've made my peace with it and
accept that plenty of people love
aural wallpaper. But unlike piped- in

Silverline 288213-9

PERFORMANCE TIGHT

44m 18s (£ specia I) DVD-A
Awonderful return from the

RECORDING CLEAN

warm-and-fuzzy face of modern

tribute to Django, with Johnny Frigo
giving afine impression of Grappelli,

LADYSMITH BLACK
MAMBAZO

this begs the ( inevitable?) SACD

country, aseemingly conventional
set that's actually filled with

True Stereo
Naim naimcd080

exists to promote unadulterated,
unprocessed stereo, and even
includes charts showing where the
instruments' space should be. The
sound is of absolute reference
quality. And yet I
vividly remember,

surprises. Not least is aplaintive

when I
asked him why his

Raise You Spirit Higher —

cover of the Hollies"Air That I

equipment couldn't resolve

version. Palpably, the live vibe
justifies 5.1 playback. KK

Wenyukela
Heads Up HUSA9083

Breathe', but for many the
high- point will be Willie Nelson's

three-dimensions, Naim's
sorely missed founderJulian

PERFORMANCE AUTHENTIC

50m 40s ( special)

guest shot. As abonus, the terrific

RECORDING SMOKE-FILLED

multi-channel SACD
Everyone's favourite South
African acappella group
marks the 10th anniversary

drum sound will test your system's
has management. KK
PERFORMANCE HEARTFELT

Vereker pooh-poohed stage depth,
image height and other spatial

of the end of apartheid with a
set of spirituals sung in Zulu.
For those of us who don't
speak the language, it's
proof positive that music can
convey emotion even if you

Sisters & Brothers
Telarc CD- 83588
52m 34s (£££)
Asupergroup by any definition:

JOHN LENNON
PLASTIC ONO BAND
Mobile Fidelity UDCD-760
46m 26s ( especial)
Gold UltraDisc Il CD
Second of MoFi's CD reissues of the
Yoko Ono ' Y2K' remixes. Again,
purists will carp, so it must be

with folk veteran Muldaur work

soul-searching than most of JL's

through abaker's dozen that would
have slotted nicely into the 0

other releases, and oozing brilliance
from every note. Even 'Working

Brother, Where Art Thou

Class Hero'. KK

soundtrack. The voices blend

PERFORMANCE FROM THE GUT
RECORDING REMIXED, BUT PRETTY GOOD

faulted and the sound is, well,
typically Telarc. So there's an SACD
in the offing... KK
PERFORMANCE FUNKY AND ROOTSY
RECORDING RICH AND EARTHY

GRANT GEISSMAN
QUINTET

44m 34s (£ special)
multi-channel SACD
Nice discovery: adelightful singer

classical titles, or dull pop like this

who sounds like ajazzy, Swedish
Aimee Mann. ( Don't worry: she

set from 1970. Merrill has anice,

sings in English.) Her backing band

Peggy Lee-ish voice, but her

consists of Opus 3stalwarts,
including veterans of Eric Bibb

delivery never rises above
department store atmospherics.
Imean, how do you mess up
Beatles songs? Apity, as the sound
here is simply breathtaking. KK
PERFORMANCE SOPORIFIC
RECORDING FROM WHEN JVC RULED THE
VINYL WAVES
LADYSMITH CHOIR: PURE EMOTION

sessions, and the feel is very much
of the post-Alanis/Tori school. But
perhaps best of all is the rarity of
finding an audiophile label
chanteuse who may escape the
Curse of McBroom. KK
PERFORMANCE SO YOUR AGNETHA CDS
WON'T BE LONELY
RECORDING SUBTLE AND NATURAL

LIVING COLOUR
Coilideoscope
Silverline 288215-9
62m 03s ( especial) DVD-A
The 2003 monster reunion album
from aband that should never have
split up in the first place. Although
harder and more industrial than
their earlier work, it's adazzling slice

There And Back Again

of thrash- meets-funk, with a

AIX Records AIX80027

soupçon of jazz, and joyously devoid

64m 13s ( especial)
DVD-A, DVD video, DTS
Having taken too many shots at

of the generally moronic stance of
thrash per se. It even boasts a

crossover jazz, the sort that marked

the Beatles' Tomorrow Never

the First Audiophile LP Era ( Lee
Ritenour, Sadao Watanabe, etc),

Knows'. One thing, though: given
the high-tech studio nature of the

www.hifinews.co.uk

How sad that one of the most
only supported by alabel with such
limited taste: either ultra-safe jazz or

treated as aWife-Of-The- Director's
Cut. Darker, more painful and

Jimmy Reed and others— can't be

One Life
Opus 3 CD22032

Utterly captivating: the warm

blues revivalists Bibb and Block

perfectly, the material — originals
mixed with classics from Dylan,

KATINKA WILSON

JVC SVCD-1043
39m 27s ( special) XRCD24
'musical' of CD mastering formats is

PERFORMANCE SOULFUL AS GOSPEL
RECORDING AIRY

ERIC BIBB/RORY
BLOCK/MARIA
MULDAUR

HELEN MERRILL

PERFORMANCES VARIED, MAINLY JAll
RECORDINGS UNIFORMLY MAGNIFICENT

Sings The Beatles

can't understand the lyrics.
embrace of 10 phenomenal
voices in harmony. KK

CHESKY CREATES ALIVE PARISIAN VIBE

RECORDING TASTEFU,

details as 'an American audiophile
affliction.' Bless you, Julian. KK

FIIMMCI1M
• UPIROONO

•HYBRID

" MULTICHANNEL
& STEREO

respectful yet radical reworking of
Ploys on All SACO
and CO Mayon
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uring the last few years acontroversy has arisen over the
behaviour of the processes employed in CD players to

reconstruct analogue musical waveforms from digital
data. This has centred upon adisagreement about the
audibility of aside-effect of using some forms of digital
filtering (refs 1. 2, 3). Some have felt that the details of
any problem were such that it wouldn't change the
sound in any audible way. Others have insisted that the
traditional types of filters do alter the sound, and point
to changes in the filtered waveform as being the reason.
Idecided to examine the effects of filtering upon a
simple example uf the kind of waveform we might be
expected to process. hi particular I compared the
results of applying filtered and unfiltered waveforms to
some models of human hearing (refs 4, 5, 6), the aim
being to see if the filter effects might be audible or not.
Fig I (see p72/73) shows the example waveform I
chose. It consists of awaveform that switches on at a
specific time. Before this starting time, the input level
is zero. After this time the wave is a combination of
three sinewave components whose relative frequencies
are in the ratio 1:3:7. Hence I've called this waveform
Burst137. We can now see the effect of passing this
signal through a 'time symmetric' digital filter — the
kind often used in CD players. I've assumed the chosen
filter is designed to remove components above 10
times the fundamental frequency of our test waveform.
The advantage of time symmetric filters is that they
ensure the relative phases of frequency components

features of the sound unchanged but suppress any
unwanted ultrasonic distortions. Unfortunately, they
have an Achilles heel...

When we apply our symmetric filter to the Burst137
test waveform the results are as shown in Fig 2. This
represents the input waveform as a broken blue line
and the filtered output as a continuous red line. We
only explicitly included three frequency components
in our burst137 waveform. Since these were at 1, 3, and
7cycles per unit time, and our chosen filter is designed
not to alter any components below 10 cycles, we might
expect the output to look identical to the input. Yet
from Fig 2we can see that this is not the case. The red
waveform differs from the input in two ways:
1) It seems to be delayed by about half atime unit.
2) The waveform has asmall wiggle during this period
while the start of the burst seems to be finding its way
through the filter on its way to the output.
This ' pre-wiggle' tends to be called pre-ringing and it
is this, some claim, that produces an audible change in
the waveform. Along with the delay before the wanted
part of the waveform emerges from the filter, the preringing is aconsequence of how these filters work. In
the absence of any pre-ringing the short delay would
not matter much, and the music would just sound as if
we'd pressed the ' play' button of the CD player a
fraction of a second later than we actually did.
However, the pre-ringing is more worrying as it is a
feature that seems to have been added to the music.

within the intended passband are not altered by
passage through the filter. Hence, ideally, the only
effect such a low-pass filter should have is to strip
away high frequency components above the chosen

68

TIME PATTERNS AND POWER SPECTRA

cut-off frequency. The reason filters of this type have

One of the most common ways to analyse and display
signal patterns is in terms of their power spectra. If we
compare the spectra of the input and output from the

become the standard is that — if we accept the
traditional argument — they leave all the audible

filter we get the results shown in Fig 3. Note that in
order to compare these fairly I've chosen to realign the
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Time patterns, pre- ringing and new
insights into the way the ear perceives
sound...
examines digital
filtering and its effects upon CD sound
input and output in time so as to remove the overall
time delay. Otherwise asimple delay might look like a
change and might mask effects of the pre-ringing.
Examining Figure 3we find that — so far as the power
spectra are concerned — the difference between the
input and filtered patterns is that the filtered version
has lost details above the chosen frequency (
le) above
which the filter blocks components. It may seem odd
that the spectra contain many more frequencies than
just the three chosen for the waveform once it is ' on'.
This is aresult of the way the waveform starts abruptly
at agiven instant A transient change like this creates a
burst of power over arange of frequencies that don't
then all persist during asustained note. However, the
traditional view would be that if all the frequencies
above fc are too high to be
audible, then the filter should
not produce an audible change.
In fact, power spectra don't tell
the whole story. To determine all
the details of awaveform we also
need to know the relative phases

signal into defined ' chunks' with predetermined ' start'
and ' end' instants and then perform a Fourier
Transform to work out time-averaged values. Instead,
human hearing employs a complex, nonlinear
approach to detecting and recognising audible signals;
this may allow us to perceive achange.
HUMAN HEARING
The ' old fashioned' model assumes hearing is sensed
using an array of linear bandpass filters inside the ears.
However, we may have to take into account the modern
discovery that the sensors in the ears are nonlinear,
and have a sensitivity and bandwidth that vary with
the applied signal levels. Let's start with the simple
linear model. This regards human hearing in terms of a

Our ears don't divide the incoming signal into
defined ' chunks' and then perform a Fourier
Transform to work out time-averaged values

(or relative time alignments) of the frequency
components in a signal pattern. Figure 4 shows the
phase spectra of the input and filtered waveforms.
Alas, once again, the only noticeable difference is the

series of bandpass resonant detectors. Each sets out to

absence of the removed components above the filter's
cut-off frequency.
These results lead to the traditional view which may
be summarised as: " Provided that we arrange for the
chosen filter cut-off frequency value to be above 20kHz
we should find that the spectra across the audible
range are the same. Hence the pre-ringing should not
be audible." The snag with this view is that human

For the sake of illustration Idecided to show the
results from a set of resonant detectors having a
bandwidth of approximately one tenth of an octave,
centred on frequencies of 1, 3, 7, 9, 11 and 15 cycles
per unit time. The values at 1, 3 and 7cycles should
respond to the frequencies built into our Burst137
waveform. The additional choices of 9, 11 and 15
cycles are intended to monitor the time variations of

hearing does not work in the same manner as aFourier
Transform. Our ears don't tend to divide the incoming

power at these frequencies produced by the transient.
If the digital filter were acting perfectly the responses

www.hifinews.co.uk

detect any acoustic power in aparticular narrow range
of frequencies and regularly report to the brain how the
power in its frequency band varies as time progresses.
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of the 1, 3, 7and 9cycle hearing detectors
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should be same for both the original and
filtered waveforms. We might also expect

input ( burst137) 1
filtered output
I

2

2
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0.5
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time

0
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Fig 1: The ' Burst137' input waveform

time

the 11 and 15 cycle detectors not to find
anything at all in the filtered waveform.
This is because our digital filter is
designed to remove power at frequencies
above 10 cycles per unit time.

- 0.5

0.5

time

1.0

Fig 2: Effect of symmetric filter
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upper pair of graphs shows the changes
in power over a relatively long time
period. The lower pair ' zooms in' to
examine just abrief period centred on the
nominal starting instant of the toneburst.
The input and filtered results show
similar shapes for the frequencies below
the chosen cut-off value. There are some
changes in the responses for the sensors
at higher frequencies. These would be
expected, since the filter is designed to
remove any such frequencies present in
the signal. Despite this, the sensors for
frequencies above the filter cut-off do still
respond to the filtered signal. This is
because none of the bandpass sensors is
able completely to reject power at other
frequencies. Hence the response of the
high frequency sensors is mainly due

—30

0

time delay produced by the filter. Hence
the output ( filtered) patterns are all
delayed slightly as a result of the time
length chosen for the digital filter. The

their inability to ignore completely power
at lower frequencies. In effect, the sensors
all ' leak' slightly.
However, if the conventional view is
correct, human hearing may have no
sensors for these high frequencies, so this
shouldn't matter. Comparing the patterns
for frequencies below filter cut-off there
are no differences between the patterns of
response for the input and filtered
versions. This implies that — so far as this
simple linear model is concerned — the

filter does not seem to produce any audible effects.
Sound vibrations enter the ear and set up

The traditional view is to regard these

ripples that run along amembrane (the

resonant sensors as simple bandpass

basilar membrane) in the inner ear. There

filters, and assign aseries of center

are bunches or bundles of tiny hairs on

frequencies and bandwidths to them.

the surface of this membrane. The

The resulting system is analogous to the

vibrations tend to shake the hair bundles,

Fourier Transform, which analyses signals

and each bundle resonates to aparticular

in terms of how much power is present at

Let's now examine the results of using a nonlinear
model of hearing. I've assumed the resonant sensors in
the ear have asensitivity and bandwidth that vary as
the cube of the power level striking each sensor. This
allows us to take into account the inherently nonlinear
behaviour of the hearing system. The response graphs
shown in Figure 6illustrate the results we now get for
the original and filtered waveforms. Two sets of results
are plotted. The right-hand pair is for signal levels a

band of frequencies. Near the input end

any given frequency. But following

of the membrane the hair bundles are

experiments over the last 10 years

tiny and resonate at high frequencies.

physiologists now regard the resonant

factor of 100 times (+20dB) more powerful than those

However, the hairs vary in size along the

hair bundles as nonlinear sensors whose

membrane, so at each location they tend

effective bandwidth and sensitivity vary

on the left. With linear systems the response patterns
scale linearly with the input level. Hence if hearing

to resonate to adifferent frequency. The

in response to the incoming vibrations

system can be thought of as abank or

they detect ( refs 9, 10). As the level of

array of narrowband filters that responds

vibrations is increased, the hair bundles

to various frequencies. The brain then

react by lowering their sensitivity and

detects the power levels of the vibrations

widening the band of frequencies they

of all the hair bunches and uses the

respond to. The nonlinearity of the

information to work out which

response is akey to understanding many

frequencies are present in the sound.

of the surprising properties of hearing.
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were alinear process we would find that changing the
input sound power level would displace the response
patterns upwards or downwards in size, but would not
alter any of the relative details or patterns. However,
with anonlinear system the shapes of the response can
be expected to be signal-level dependent.
This can be seen to be the case in Fig 6. The high
power (right-hand) and normal power (left-hand) plots
differ in three ways: 1) The high power graphs rise
www.hifinews.co.uk
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Fig 6: Hearing response — non-linear model
more quickly to asteady level. This is because the high
power reduces the response time of the sensors, so they
react more swiftly to the start of the waveform. 2) The
size of the response for the higher powers is only
slightly higher than for the lower powers. This is
because the sensitivity is reduced by the higher power,
so we don't get a response that is 100 times larger
despite an input power that's increased by this amount.
3) The relative levels detected by the sensors become
'compressed' by the high power. As a result all the
sensors respond at much the same level. This is
because the bandwidths that they accept are all
widened by the high power. Hence each sensor now
picks up more power from other frequencies, which it
would tend to reject at lower power levels.
All the above arise from the properties of anonlinear
system. They serve to warn us that alinear model may
not show us everything we'd need to know about the
behaviour of anonlinear system. The most remarkable
www.hifinews.co.uk

effect shown in Fig 6is displayed with the high-level
signals. There we can see a difference between the
input and filtered response patterns that occurs during
the pre-ringing period. Here the sensors are responding
to the filtered signal in away that does not occur for

Pre- ringing may have an audible
effect which is not obvious when we
try to model hearing in a linear way
the unfiltered waveform. This result is intriguing. The
implication is that — as aresult of the nature of human
hearing — the pre-ringing may perhaps have an audible
effect which is not obvious when we apply traditional
approaches like simple Fourier Transformation, or
when we try to model hearing in alinear way.
HI-FlNews SEPTEMBER 2004
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1. The Model 2000 Premium

3. Monster Cable's solution to

CD transport from Zanden,
with modified Philips CD12

ugly home cinema, the
Cappuccino stand

PRO2 mechanism

incorporating subwoofers,

2. NIBL's 121 speaker,

tower loudspeakers

plus Monster's Eleganza
launched in Las Vegas but
heard in NYC in production

4. VAC's gorgeous Phi Beta

form. At just 23in tall it's the
smallest speaker yet to

110i integrated amplifier 110W/ch from KT88s, 12V

feature the company's famed
radial mid/tweeter

triggers, mm and m- cphono
stages, and a$ 19k price

Entertainment

USA

T

he Home Entertainment
show is the ( US) East
Coast's

premier

audio

and video event, ard its roots in the
Stereophile show ensure that — no
matter how much the home cinema
side grows — it will always play host
to serious high-end audio launches.
Featuring prominently among the
exhibitors

are

local

With toys and tubes aplenty this year's New York
Home Entertainment show satisfied cineastes and
audio enthusiasts alike, as Ken Kessler discovered
this funky gadget, even though it's

you would access with a screen.

little more than clever ,e- packaging.
Sony's new concept is called

Beyond the dedicated purpose of

heard the demo through eight
Wilson WATT Puppy 7s and a
WATCH centre channel speaker,
driven by Sony's top-of-the- line AV

retailers,

'LocationFree TV', which by any

the device, as opposed to simply
using your existing notebook PC,

including Sound By Singer, Harvey's

definition is a notebook computer

there's something else that makes it

receiver. It made me feel like Ireally

Electronics and other hew York

without the keyboard, set up for

so tempting: the prices. The 7in

was 12 years old, even though I

fixtures, and each year they pull out
all the stops to out-do eacn other.

seamless WiFi or other wireless

version costs $ 1000 and the 12in
retails for $ 1500.

often act that way.

The

sizes, LocationFree consists of a

2004

exhibition

was

no

operation. Available in 12in and 7in

Although there wasn't a Best

On a more high-end note, Sony

Sound Of Show competition this

exception, but the one thing I portable LCD that gives you access

dazzled the press with a full-on

year, the crowd still thought in terms

seriously wanted to grab, just for its

to wireless and broadband input for

Blu-Ray demo featuring a trailer

of rooms competing with each other.

.
cool toy value, was a video display

watching N or DVDs, net- surfing,

from Spiderman 2 — itself a quite

As ever, the Manley/Joseph suite was

product. It was Sony that provided

retrieving e- mails and anything else

astounding slice of filmplay. We

popular and
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Totem was making
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Show resort
wonderful sounds, while Music Hall,
Almarro and Odyssey were three
exhibitors who proved that you can
enjoy
dazzling
sounds
from
affordable systems. MartinLogan
teamed up with McIntosh and Runco
to provide a killer home cinema,
using high-definition Digital VHS
tapes among others; Iwas so taken
by the segment shown from
Seabiscuit that I went out and
bought the disc... and I'm not even
remotely interested in horse-racing.
If you're a fan of the 6C33C
Russian tube (the one with the
nipples on top), LAMM used a new
version of them in its 10th
Anniversary monoblock, the M2.1,
while four are fitted to Balanced
Audio

Technology's

VK-55,

configurable as a stereo amp
yielding 2x55W, or as a 110
monoblock. Linar Audio covered all
the bases with a range of nicely
styled amplifiers including the 250i
(2x150W), the Mono 500 ( 500W),
the Class A ( 2x5OW in Class A) and
the Model 10 ( 5x120W).
VIL showed the 400W stereo
S-400, atwo-channel version of the

5. Portal Audio's Paladin

'full-scale update of the ML2,

Siegfried, Hyperion launched the

monoblock power amp

including better power supply,

HPS-938 loudspeaker with separate

delivers 200W in ' high bias

modified output trarsformer,

cabinet for the woofers à la WATT
Puppy, and SIM Audio released the
Moon Orbiter universal player.

A/AB', features true

upgradec PC board and key

differential, filly- balanced

parts, ex:ra handles at the

topology, balanced and

rear, superior oinding posts

Selling for $ 6500, it handles every

single- ended inputs and

and anedv v3rsion of the

form of silver disc and employs

selectable inpul impedance to

6033C valve

BurrBrown

match both solid-state and

PCM1738

DACs, along with

24/192

10-bit/54MHz

tube pre- amps

10. From Italy came Tektron's
243-eqmpped 2A3/50S1

video circuitry.
6. Linar's Pre- Amplifier 2. with

irtegrated amplifier, with three

demonstration that impressed me

no negative feedback, JFETs

inpu -sand aprice of $ 1779

was Silicon Optix's amazing ' Image
AnyPlace'... not to be confused with

from input to cutput. Six sets
of line- level inputs and

11. Canl Marchisotto, who

locationFreel

balanced and si fgle-ended

recently changed the name of

device is a video/graphics scaler

outputs to match its broad

his company Alon to... Nola

with 'geometry correction'. What it

range of power amplifiers

allows you to do is place your
projector pretty much anywhere you

7. There was certain yno

showing the battery- powered

like, and the device will correct the
image so that it's projected

shortage of oddly shaped

PhD phono pre- amp and the

speakers — his is the letra

new matching Director

perfectly, even on the floor or
ceiling. No more worrying about

505 LTD ($ 10,000 per pair)

line level pre- amp

with Bin Morel woofer and lin

having the projector firing directly in

Scanspeak tweeter

Speaking

of

video,

This

another

incredible

12.

on Sutherland, who was

13. Stereophile Editor John
Atkinson with the magazine's

line! Not only will it allow you to
have your projector off to the side, it

8. Pen launched anew

most codtroversial columnist,

will also compensate for the surface

subwoofer, reminiscent of the

Art Dudley

such that you can project perfect

Rogers AB1 in that it converts

images against acurved or concave

the main loudspeaker into a

14. Just so you'll know what

surface. Prices, depending on spec,

floorstanding model

they look Ike, these are some

were between $ 2495 and $ 5495.
The Home Entertainment show

9. Celebrating its 10th

coolest software: ( I
r) Mobile

will next take place in San Francisco

Anniversary was Lamm, who

Fidelity's Colie Brice, Bob

in November - just so we can see

unveiled the

how the West Coast crowd handles a

monoblock, described as a

high-end event.

of the giys who provide the

reL2.1

Irwin cf Sundazed Records and
Josh Bizar of Music Direct

•
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High- End in

A

fter no fewer than 22
years at the
Hotel
Kempinksi in Frankfurt,

Germany's prestigious High

End

Munich

Meanwhile, amove to Munich for Germany's High End
Show indicates the future, reports Andrew Harrison

Show has relocated to a modern
exh .bition

Munich.

explained the pressure of keeping

resembled a large shopping mall,

Announced at last year's show, the
prospective move from a respected

centre

in

up the high standards already set by
the show. ' Risk is the headwind for

with the 'shops' in use by such

solution' in particular caught my eye
—new brand Behold from Ballmann

location in northern Germany to the

companies as Dynaudio, Marantz,
Pioneer and Transrotor, and proved

Electronica showed a state-of-theart digital processor that connected

new MOC complex in the southern

success', said the figurehead of the
country's high-end society, and went

very comfortable with

Bavarian region was the subject of

on to explain that it was ' definitely

to apurpose- made AID converter on
a mini- PCB, sitting atop a record

spacious aspect.

its

light,

And even the

some speculation, especially with

not the intention to change the

Galerie floor above, which more

the challenge of maintaining a

character of the show, but to
continue the old tradition in a

closely resembles the traditional

modern way'.
Around 167 exhibitors filled the

access and appeal; the sound of
systems in these rooms was arguably

eight-wire link to adig.tal clock and

May

MCC complex — with visitor figures

the equa; of that in the Kempinski,

power supply in the arm pillar base,

20th-23rd proved that the nervous

increased by up to 45% according to

which itself was one of the better

ultimately ending at the company's

optimism of the show organisers last

post-show literature — filling all

venues

APU768 d.gital

year was more than just marketing

three levels of the building. The

demonstration of quality audio.

equalisation, or any variant thereon,

puff. High End 2004 in Munich may

ground floor was divided into small
selling areas, with records, CDs and

Some of the regulars of the
German show were absent, notably

is achieved entirely in the digital
domain, and a PC laptop can be

accessories for sale, as well as

Clearaudio, but even so turntables
were typically bountiful. One

connected to the system to allow

familiar brands demonstrating their
systems. The first floor Atrium

sophisticated

chosen EQ regime. Prices start at

suitable setting to demonstrate
premier-class hi-fi, in a more
corporate,

less domestic, setting.

But

event

the

held

on

be the blueprint for any modern,
successful audio show.
In a press conference or the
opening

74

day,

Branko

Glisovic
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hotel room layout, has far more

to

hear

a convincing

German ' vinyl

player's tonearm headshell.
Sampled

at

16-bit/768kHz

(balanced), the raw signal from vinyl
is piped down abalanced 15 ohm,

clear

graphical

processor.

control

of

RIAA

any

www.hifinews.co.uk

Show report'
I. Avantgarde Accustic
showed its complete horn
system, including the
majestic Basshorr wdh an
unhorn-like response to 18Hz
2. Atrium level resembles a
shopping mall, but proved to
he a relaxing place to meet
and rest between displays
3. T+A Elektroakusti*
showed adarker finish for its
groud-breaking turntable and
valve amp

Pava, lynchpins of Germany's
High End Show

4. Marantz's new TT- 1551
record player was

8. Ken lshiwata gets

demonstrated with Marantz

animated describ ng

PM- 11S1 integrated amp and

Marantz's new turntabular

Mordaunt-Short Performance

sensation, the TT- 15S1

6 loudspeaker
9. Chustian and Hans at Elue
5.1ust

18.000 buys you this

Danube were selling a range

stunning- looking Transrotor

of vinyl vintage and nude -n.

Tourbillon, minus arm and

as well as a host of record

cartridge of course

cleaning machines

6 Many, many turntables in

10. The Behold digital record

the Transrotor room,

player. The circuit Ioard

including modified Soldring

shown is actually an AID

GR -1; aresponse to quality -

converter, which captures

control issues on the

and quantises groove signal

standard version?

at source, for equalisation
and amplification in the

7. Branko Bozic and Renate

company's own processor

£15,000 for this ambitious project.

Mordaunt -Short
new

flagship

loudspeaker,

piano

and

guitar

pieces

were

premiered

its

performed or B&W Nautilus 801

Performance

Ei

speakers to apacked crowd.
Next year, Branko Glisovic told

a

three-way

floorstander built around a polymer

HFN, the event is scheduled to

resin cabinet and using the
company's trademark concave-dish

expand to neighbouring exhibition
halls, to accomodate more of the

metal- cone drivers. Its principal
technological innovation is a new
as

emerging AV, computer- based, and
home cinema aspects of modern
entertainment technology, which

tweeter assembly,

described

aspirated tweeter technology (ATT),

should allow traditional visitors to

which sees aseries of narrow bore

focus on true high-fidelity audio but

apertures used to allow rearward

still with the option of seeing new

radiation from the metal-dome HF

digital developments.

unit to disperse ' phaselessty' behind
the

loudspeaker.

distributor

of

Marantz,

Mordaunt

Short

Now

tr,at

high-fidelity

has

changed from being amere hoboy'

loudspeakers in the UK, got into the

to an ' industry', the venues required
for its exhibition may need to move

spirit of high-performance sound by

on too. This year's High End Show in

revealing its new turntable,

an

Munich did not merely allay fears of

acrylic-plinthed design based on the

losing appeal to audiophiles, in its

Clearaudio
Emotion,
with
a
Clearaudio Satisfy- like arm. The 7-

relocation to a new and more apt

15S1 also comes with aClearaudio
cartridge, and is expected to sell for

organisation and factlities it has also

under £ 1000.
Other attractions included the

setting.

With

its

impeccaDle

set
the
new
standard
for
hi-fi shows that have pretensions of
truly

satisfying

music performances organised Dy

audience,

B&W Loudspeakers, where blues

visitor.

www.hifinews.co.uk
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whether
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or
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°@cptle.

Golden

Dragon

They're now considered
essential as far as I'm
concerned, and bring new
meaning to the term
"simply the best!"
Roy Gregory - Hi- Fi+ magazine issue 28.
7

11bee
by Dee

NEWARRIVALS@THESHOP
Dont be contained, be entertained
Prepare for deeper, wider, higher
Let the technology work, hear the music

Worlds 1st Audio Cables

Reset your definition of exceptional

designed purely for Vacuum

Experience sound without limits

Tube HiFi equipment

Enjoy the Spendor magic

...more details @ www.tube-shop.com
For all your vacuum tube needs
www.t ube-shop.com
Spendor Audio Systems Ltd
Tel + 44 ( 0)1323 843474
Fax + 44 ( 0)1323 442254

or call us on

0870 9220404

infoespendoraudio.com
www.spendoraudio.com
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Views
Please write to: Views, HiFi News, IPC Media, Focus House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon, Surrey, CR9 2TA • e-mail: hi-finews@ipcmedia.com — FAO: 'Views'

Copy protection: amessage to retailers
Ken Kessler's Opinion' articles are regularly very

as ' not fit for purpose', as (quoted on the disc

informative and amost enjoyable read. The June

label) ' these discs may not play on some players'.
It is not in the industry's best interest to

issue column interested me even more than

deviate from the original rules as laid down by

usual, given that lam aGeorge Harrison fan. As
always, anew product causes some apprehension

Philips and Sony and it is certainly not in the

as the material is invariably already contained

retailers best interest to 'con' the public into

within one's collection, but Ken's article put paid

buying these products.
lam not a ' music thief' as Ipurchase

to any thoughts about ignoring this release
Having placed my order, as Ken had done, I

hundreds of CDs and vinyl records every year and
the very little copyingl do, is for my own use, but

was amazed to find, upon its delivery, that the
Dark Horse Years '
CDs' are all copy protected!

it must be communicated back from the public
to the record industry that this practice of issuing

Iwas astonished this was not mentioned in
the article. 1have become so incensed with the
way the buying public is treated by the music
industry that 1wrote to the retailer concerned

George Harrison's Dark Horse Years turned out to
be aprotected spec ies in the new CD box set

and Ishall forward this message to all retailers,

though, Isee that all the CDs are copy protected,

with the offending disc(s), on every occasion

afeature that departs from the Philips/Sony

from now on:

definition of aCD in their Red Book publication.

articles which do not comply with their proper
description and flout the law is totally
unacceptable.
'I shall return all future discs Ireceive that are
copy protected, as unfit for purpose.'
As 1sympathise and totally agree with Chester

This is something that has become very

Willey [' Views', June], as do many of my music

grounds that: a) Iwish to retain the contents of

contentious within the industry and you should be

buying friends, Ifeel it's long overdue that

the package for "collectors" purposes; b) there is

made aware that discs of this nature co not

publications such as yours highlight the situation

probably nothing defective regarding the product,

comply with the industry stanctards and cannot

of copy-protected discs to amuch greater degree

although Iwill not know this until the discs have

therefore be sold as CDs. This is in contravertion

and hold the perpetrators of this malpractice to

all been played; and c)1 look forward to enjoying

of the Trades Description Act and •ecioients of

book - preferably the Philips/Sony Red Book.

the contents of all these discs. ' Unfortunately,

goods of this type are entitled to return the goods

Gordon Dunsmuir, Fife, Scotland
Oracle. This was the second one to be imported

'I would not wish to return this product on the

SACD and data encryption

complicated, if not impossible, te edit, and that

Just like Jefig Repars [' Views', June], Iread the

Sony/Philips don't want you tc do that, anyway,

into England - Ihad the first. One day we'll find

review of the Sony SCD-XA9000ES SACD player

then the choice of DVD-Audio or Stereo PCM for

the time to catalogue it all but for now it resides

[HFN, May] with interest.

archiving precious analogue material on to DVD

in our speaker store room and provides

seems obvious.

amusement for many customers of acertain age.

What Ilearned tended to reinforce my view
that the primary objective of DSD, and Super

And noth'ng Iread or hear suggests that

David Wren, Radlett Audio, Hells

Ausio Compact Disc, is audio data encryption. It

choosing DVD would entail any compromise in

was therefore no surprise that Philips replied to

sound quality

Biodegradable media

Mr Ropars stating that it had no plans to provide

John Allen, Genarrp, Sweden

While biodegradable media [ Barry Fox, 'Opinion',

any sort of SACD-R. If the whole point is to

July] may be good for the environment when

maintain ownership of the disc content and the

A hi-fi museum

sole means of providing it, aconsumer SACD

In the latest : ssue, Ken Kessler bemoans ( among

The things Ibuy now ( equipment and recorded

writer is the last thing we should expect.

other things) the lack of aHiFi Museum. Wel1,1

music) will, Ihope last me alifetime. Certainly I

would like to point out that hare in Radlett Audio,

want to be still enjoying music when I'm too old

files from whatever source, linear PCM is surely

we have had asmall museum up and running for

to work, and by that time 1do not want my

the way to go. This format is common to CD and

probably 20 years. It's not acompreiensive

investment to be worn out, degraded, or otherwise

DVD-Audio. LPCM is also the format of ' Stereo

collection by any means but it has an interesting

requiring expensive replacement out of the

PCM' which seems to be two-channel DVD-Audio

selection, including amono system owned by one

pension I'm not going to get.

in all but name ( albeit without the optional MLP

of the original Quad boffins. We've got Raofords,

to decrease file size). There are many ways to

Quads and Leaks coming out our ears, Garrard

burn CDs and DVDs. For example, Apple's DVD

301s, 401s, Thorens TD 124, TD 224, Ortofon

recorded media for which I've paid good money

Studio Pro (
www.apple.com/dvdstudioproi)

SPUs, Revox F36, G36 etc, Armstrong,

will not be acceptable. Ken Kessler's nostalgia trip

In contrast, for writing high-resolution audio

thrown away, Idread the idea!

Replacing valves, electrolytics, styli and other
'disposables' is one thing, but the breakdown of

masters Stereo PCM ( 24-bit/96kHz at 4.608kb/s)

Cambridge. Goldring. Then there are the SMEs,

probably has alot going for it if it includes the

and 5.1 surround sound in DTS and Dolby Digital

Transcriptors - including adouble deck -

time when things were built to last.

AC- 3formats. Given that SACD is more

Tandberg, Lecson, Connoisseui• and an original

Phil Rowland, e-mail

• We reserve the right to edit or shorten letters for publication, which should be addressed to 'The Editor' and should contain no other material or enquiries.
Correspondents using e-mail are asked to give their full postal address ( which won't be published). Letters seeking advice will be answered, resources permitting, and at
our discretion, but we regret that we're unable to answer questions on buying specific items of hi-fi. We regret that we cannot answer hi-fi queries over the telephone.
www.hifinews.co.uk
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01628 633995
info@audiovEnueco.uk
bespoke audio visual consultants

www.audiovEnUE co.0 k

Pure Emotion
G TAudio distributes and sells products that are hand built by

the finest products

specialists that have your musical enjoyment at heart Because of
this some of our products are not commonly seen, but will provide
the realism you never thought possible - Pure Emotion

Schroder

let us make it affordable for you...

IL

JCVerdie

SRP £ 3000

SRP £4400

Deposit £ 600

Deposit £800

anaul0 . Monthly £200
over 12 Months

Monthly £200
over 18 Months

Musical Fidelity MI turntable

Krell SACO

SRP £2650

SRP £ 1200

Deposit £650

Deposit £300

Monthly £200
over 10 Months
Moon I— 5

• Monthly £75
- over 12 Months
Musical Fidelity Tri Dac

Distributors for

Allaerts
Avantgarde Acoustic
DPS
Lindemann

SRP £2500

SRP £5000

Schroder

Deposit £500

Deposit £950

IRON

Monthly £200
over 10 Months

Monthly £225
over 18 Months

J.C. Verdier

Martin Logan Clarity

Sonus Faber Cremona

FINANCE AVAILABLE. SUBJECT TO STATUS
Selection of our partners.

Anthony Gallo • Arcam • Artglass • Artcoustic •

Atacana • Audio AnalooLE • ok_clio Research • BCD Engineering • BEyerdynamic •
Blok • Bryston •

BOSE •

Cabasse • Chord Cables • Clearaudio • Copland • Crestron

• Definitive Technology .• Denon • Final • Grado • Harman Kardon • lnfocus •
IsotEk • Krell • KEF • Lexiccn • Linn Classic • Living Control •

LOEWE •

Lutron •

Michell Engineering • Mi ler & KrEisel • Monitor Audio • Musical Fidelity • Martin
Logan •

Nad •

Nordest • 0- kyo •

Opera • Ortofon •

Panasonic plasma •

Parascund • Pioneer • PMC • ProAc • PrimarE • Project • QED • Ouadraspire •
REL • Revel • Roksan • Runco • Screen Research • SEnnhEsiEr • Sherbourn • Sim
2 • SME • Soundations • Soundstyle • Sonus Faber • Spendor • Stands Unique
•Stewart Screens • Straigh:wirE • Sugden • Sumiko • Systemline • Tag MclarEn
• TowrshEnd Audio • Theta • Transparent Audio • Triad • Unison Research •
Vienna Acoustics • VutEc Screens • WBT • Wilson Audio and other leading com-

6c7aà
G TAudio

d. Highal
r Denham, Buckinghams

.1 895

e England UB9 5EJ

3099 e-mail: sales©gtandio.com

,

ponents and accessories

36 Queen Street. Maidenhead. Berkshire SL6 IHZ

Demonstration

by

appointment

only

www.hifinews.co.uk

Competition

WIN

PMC's OB1 monitor
speakers worth £2450

True to its name, the Professional Monitor Company has long supplied
loudspeakers for the most demanding pro applications, from broadcast and
major film scoring to CD and DVD mastering. Now PMC has applied its
accumulated technical knowledge and engineering excellence to its audiophile
loudspeaker range. A key model is the OB I - ahand built. British. three-way
floorstander of impeccable pedigree.
Until now, says PMC, this level of performance has been the preserve of its
larger models. In the OBI, PMC's unique version of the transmission line bass
loading principle offers unsurpassed bass extension, which belies the cabinet
size. Effective length of the transmission line is 3.3m ( 11 feet). Claimed
advantages include a full frequency response at all listening levels; lower
coloration; neutral and dynamic performance; accurate and extended low
frequency performance; and high power handling without compression.
Drive units for the 0131 include ahuge 75mm soft dome midrange, housed
in its own acoustically isolated enclosure, and thus unaffected by the potent
long-throw 170mm custom doped paper cone bass unit below. The seamlessly
integrated bass and mid are topped by aprecision 27mm silk dome tweeter
which displays abeautifully natural timbre.
All cabinet panels are CNC precision- machined of Medite, veneered both
inside and out. The acoustically treated internal labyrinth braces every panel,
thus eradicating cabinet flex and coloration. For the OBI's 31 element,
24dB/octave

Linkwitz-Riley

crossover,

hand

selected

and

matched

components are soldered by hand on to the crossover board. Extra thick copper
tracks on the board ensure high current capabilities and reduce signal loss.
As with all PMC products, every OBI speaker is rigorously tested by
computer analysis to confirm performance against the reference response. The
final test is by ear, when comparisons are made with the reference model,
ensuring a perfect matched pair. Finishes are Cherry, Maple or Oak, with
premium veneers to special order.
The 0131 is not designed only for stereo use. The matching CB6 centre
channel, TLEI active sub woofer, and the other compact models from the PMC
range will create one of the ultimate home cinema systems. Due to meticulous
matching and identical voicing of the PMC range, any of the models can be
integrated with no concerns with phase or balance.
Don't miss your chance to win these great British speakers. Enter today! II

HOW TO ENTER
a
l
Complete this entry form ( or aphotocopy) and post it to PMC Competition, HiFi News, PO Box 531,

Answer the following three questions:
(1) Which special kind of

(2) What is the diaphragm

(3) What material is used in

bass loading contributes to

size of the OB l's special

the cone of the OBI's bass

the OB l's performance?

midrange dome drive unit?

drive unit?

I

coupled cavity

27mm
II

transmission line

n

reflex port

Pl 75mm

exponential horn
Name

170mm

50mm

custom doped paper
n

aluminium
Bextrene
polypropylene

Hp', Pews ilagazIne punished by IPC Media hill collect
Persoral inicmation to process your entry Would you like to
rechise emi Is from H,F1 News magazine and IPC containing
news. serif offers and pioduct and service information and
tale pal in ma magazine research via e-mail' if yes please tick
here _IHi- FNews magazide and PC would like to contact rm.
by pent or felephone to pr mote , nd ask your ° prow or '
mag,v2nes di dservices Tick hepe fyou prefer not to hear fr
us _1 IPC 'nay occasiondlly pass your details to caretully
selecshg organisations so they tar contact you by telephone or
•dvs

Address

Daytime tel
E- mail

Competition rules
Enloe, mus: be received by Frrday. It September 2004 The
con-pedal
open to UK reader aged 18 and over. except
emploies o' PC Media. NC or their agents Overseas readers
are not eligisa to enter Pholocopr dentry forms are accepted.
but ors one entry per reader is accepted, multiple entrants will
be dispia did. There is no cash or ether alternative to the pore
Mere Yihile every effort is made Censure that an information
regarcir.g the prize is correct at tiny of going to press. PC Media
carnet be held responsible for any errors or discrepancies the
winnw aid he selected shortly after the closing date and will be
conta. t. dbs post The [ Plods deride will be final and binding
and no scrreeondence will be Mnt. red into the Winner's name
will be published in the lanuarc OS Issue of Hi- Ft News The
virene hisuld be prepared lo co- spi rate with publicity arising as
res'If of wisning the prize Ent', to this competition implies
vocee adie or the rules All entry iarms submitted become the
wren': of IF,:Media

Croydon, Surrey, CR9 2ZA - to arrive not later than FRIDAY, 17 SEPTEMBER 2004.

Post code
UI

www.hifinews.co.uk
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"The little Xen is an excellent micro- monitor, notable for
it's exceptionally smooth, clean and open sound."
Paul Messenger, HI -Fi+ magazine

An LS3/5A for the 21st Century?
The Leema Xen is the culmination of twelve man years of
research and development by ex- BBC engineers.
The desigr objective was simple:
To produce the best performing and best sounding miniature
loudspeaker in the world.
Originally released to critical acclaim in the professional audio
arena, Xens soon became sought after by music enthusiasts
the world over.
Xen redefines the standard for miniature loudspeakers, with
unsurpassed power, rhythm and holographic imag ng abilities.
Reviewers also agree, Xen is a true masterpiece.
Book adenoneration at your favourite dealerst-iip b
our distributor '
eV>

ntacting

..Prepare to be amazed
Distribution:
,

Leema Electro Acoustics Limited

Contact Paul Woodward
ISOL-8 Ltd.
*.T: 0208-404-4104

Web: www.leema-acoustics.com
E-mail: info©leema-acoustics.com
T: 01470-511248

M: 07979-745662

www.acousticarts.co.uk
visit our web site for second hand listing

coustic
Albs

For 23 years Acoustic Arts has been known for its
exceptional service. So if you are considering your
next upgrade speak to people who really know!

Independent audio consultants

E
Ci

kef kht9000 speakers

E
C13

cm

E

E
o

101 st albans road. watford. hertfordshire, wd17 1rd tuesday-saturday 10:00 AM to 530 PM
audio reseach . audioq jest . aloia . b&w

beyer. blueroom

t.01923.245.250 f.01923230798 mail@acousticarts.co.uk

boston . clearaudio . coolland

densen . grado . gamut

harman kardon . hutter . focal jm labs. kef. koetsu . krell . martin logan . michell . ortofon . project. primare quadraspire
qed . roksan . rotel . sonneteer. sonus faber . theta . transparent audio . vertex aq. vibe . wilson audio

80
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Hil-Fi\ews

essential hi-fi
buyer's shortlist

Welcome to HFN's listing of the finest components that we've
reviewed, updated every month. The emphasis is on real value for
money — though this doesn't just mean that we've always gone for
the lowest-cost options. On the contrary, we've taken pains to
highlight those more expensive — sometimes very expensive —
components that genuinely justify their sometimes frightening price
tags, by offering atrue advance in sound quality for the audiophile.
Listed are the issue date ( month/year) where you can track down
the original review, and the author's initials. If you want the full story,
there's no substitute for the full-length review, so you might want to
contact our Back Issues service to catch up on the whole story. Call
0870 756 0000 or find the order form on page 86 of this issue.

.,.,.. ,

CD players
Make/model

Arcam CD33T
Arcam DiVA
CD72

Price

Tested

£1300
£450

Ch ord DAC 64

£
81960

Creek CD50

£700

dCS Purcell/
Delius

£5000/
6500

Linn lkemi

£1950

Linn Sondek
CD12

1 , 000
£2

Musical Fidelity
308CR

£2000

N aim CD5

£1200

Naim CDS3
Perpetual
P-1A/P-3A

AH

£380

£1100

An improvement on the CD23, but now using multiple Wolf son DACt. Strengthsare deal, insight and agoodgrip on rhythm. While
multi-format machines struggle to be ajack of all trades - tr is player is master of one.

Chord's now fully-sorted 96kHz-capable DAC features abuffer men vary and recJockng system that tnecretically eliminates jitter. AH
concluded, It's not its lushness and smooth ride that make it aw.n ner. but the way that it treads the ,oute of friusicality and natural timing.'

Dli

We've come to expect bargains from Mike Creek. This one wi pes the floor with most oudget players and sere with much higher price tags,
extracting incredible precision from recordings. Compare it with some expensive players and you'll ask, why pay more?

12/91
AH
04/01
AH

Purcell is aD/D converter that ' upsamples' to 24/96 or 24/192, for analogue converiicn by Delius. An in .pra.sive input array, upgrade ole
firmware, pro-grade electronics. Makes CDs sound wholly bedleva bleat last. P.avision tor DSD conversiori via proprietary use of FireWire link

Midi-size, with all-metal three-motor mechanism, 24/96 BurFBrownPCM 1732 DAC. switcn-mode power supply. Allows focus on inclvidual
instruments easily, with good articulation of fine detail, yet a 'relaked' treble bars. XLR balanced analogue and XLR AES/EBU digital outputs.

oing

The CD12 has apparently changed since our review, when CB felra i.ense of cfsapoointment, reinforced by going back to his Meridian

08/99

508.24. SH, though, found it'more like analogue' than most, in 'he riosiive sense that it seemed to present more information.

07/0,3

DA
12/00
AG

e

Rotel RCD-02

-

AH

I
wo

£1500

:

t/02

"
$1100/
$800

•

no i Based on 24-bit Burr-Brown delta sigma DAC and Sony mecnanisrr, with achassis damped by sound-deadening material. Optical and
A.-amil, coaxial digital outputs are provided. This is alively yet truly civii ised player, offering awell-balanced performance at the right price.

£705 .

Primare D30.2

Unison
Research Unico

'81°'

How we rate it

Ile
DA

'""
AG

DA was mesmerised by the sound from this 24-bit upsarupting playe. It is all solid-state, but comesso close to matching its Nu-Vista sibling's
sound quality that you'd swear there were valves in the equator somewnere: ' natural' and unforced'.
It can't play CD-RW discs or give adigital output, and loading :s 'tnerual' — but mueiozAly, in aclassof its own at the price, imbuing arichness
and life that CD frequently lacks. Asolid, 3D quality, sup( rboyrramr, and naturally, amagic: sense of timing.

Top-of the-range two-box CD replay from Naim. Phystally unassuming but sonicallya Oval for anyofher player— high-resolution format or
otherwise — according to Martin Colloms. Sweeter treble, brackerbackgrounds and gaiter all-round ab:14 thin its predecessor the worthy CDS2.
Diminutive DSP ( P- 1A) and DAC ( P-3A) units that do something special. Thef».omoination transforms CD, communicating the illusioo of real
musicians. The

P- 1A is the killer, used as an interpolating upsampJer, but with capability for.room or speelzir EQ correction. Mail orderonly in UK.

Uses the classic Philips CDM12.4 mechanism, with

Primare-tweiked software for rower noSe, pluedec:cupding and amagnetic clamp. 8-times
oversam pled Burr-Brown 1702 20-bit D/A converters.The balanc:e between ability arid smoothness in the 030.2 is about as good as it gets.
Rotel has long been respected for its UK-designed, Far East-bui11 budget players. Although the cogipery row makes DVD players and AV

'
,
°
a
°
rd's

receivers,

07/0 i

Using atriode valve output stage this CD player aims to continetne best of both woncis, with asoLnd, as fq< noted, that comes 'scary close to

KM

it hasn't forsaken CD/two-channel users. If you're on atignt budget th is one is well wort -t
aud itioning.

resembling adecent moving-coil, playing mint vinyl througl'è atube phono stige.'

DVD-Video, DVD-Audio & SACD players
Make/model

Price

Tested

Arca m

DV88 Plus

£1000

Cambridge
Audio DVD57

£200

Denon
DVD-2900

£850

Marantz
DV8300

£1500

Pioneer
DV- 656A

£400

Pioneer
DV-757Ai

£800

Yamaha
DVD -S2300

£900

www.hifinews. CO. LI k

AG

I0/03
PM
r)9/0 ,
PM

10
2
PM
10/02

Ptrl
12/0 ,
IN
04/03

Pm

How we rate it

Ergonomically satisfying DVD-V and CD player features painstaking audio cirt uit design: separate clocks and power suppiies for audio and
video, dual Wolfson 24- bit/192kHz WM8716 DACs. Excellent picture ouallyand sor.nd or. DVD-V, pits CD sound equalling Arcam's Alpha 7SE.
Made an excellent impression against some heavyweightconteiders in ourDVD-A player Group Test Elegait styling and an extremely competent
performa nce for not alot of cash. Don't expect the Earth at th is price, but this payer stncroughly Mt..tiCIII with abit of bite too.
Smooth and natural-sounding on both DVD-A arm SACO, this universal player gives seamless multchannel sound plus excellent video
performance. Lacking the proprietary Denon digital link of the DV-Al it remains afine all -rounder, awort.hy competitor to Pioneer's universals.
Afine player based on the chassis of the earliest universal player. Pioneer's DV-747A, but with added Meantz touches such as HDAM' output
stages and heavier build. An EISA Award winner in 2002 ;but rowthere are other playerswith more sparkle and clarity.
It

took amanufacturer with no vested interests to produce the first universal player, the DV-747A. Pionee ,then followed up with the lower-cost

DV-656A, which delivers every format to astandard that many s'ngle-fornat players costing twic2 as much can't achieve.

This model plays DVD-A, SACD, standard DVD-V and CD. ltalso'lean i-Liik dgita I
interfac:e I
EEE 1394 or fireWirel, adigital output tsr highres
data, allowing secure connection to asuitable a
mpiifier (currenUy only Pioreer'sVSA-AX1D receiver). New updated with PAL Progressive capa bility
Using Panasonic and Sony technology, this DVD-A/SACD1CD player is among the best of the new breed. Multichannel DVD-A was Me, though
two-channel PCM could sound plummy and dyne mically restrained , but multicnannel SACD sound was outstanding.
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TacT RCS 2.2X pre- amp
£3195
Many companies have promised room correction, but few
have delivered asystem that's truly versatile. By using the
latest DSP engine to number crunch the huge amounts of
data involved in processing sound so that it suits the roorm
in which it is heard, TacT has come up with a neat, and
highly effective, solution. If you are thinking of spending
even £2000 on an upgrade, an audition of the RCS 2.2X
is mandatory. It's likely to do more for recreating the
musical experience in your room than any other upgrade.

685

saw JUIL2,2.!Efr.:1
3
-25..

Turntables
Make/model

Avid Diva

Price

£ 1100

Tested
mu
Pi

prio)

Bluenote Bel lavista
Signature

£1900

Clearaudio
Champion

from
£1020

)
3/01

from

10/9 /

Linn LP12
Michell Gyro
SE SP800
Prolect Debut

£1075

AH
AH

Versatile enough to accept arms of up to 12in effective length and even to carry twoerms, this intelligently designed skeletal turrtable is true to
the engineering concepts of Aviifs bigger models, and the sound is no far behind them either.
Italian design, suspended platter weights àla GyroDec, but adual-deck rectangular plinth. Agood blend cf acrylic, bronze, aluminium, Teflon,
and polyvinyl combined in avery clean, fast and rrusicatideck. Borroneo unipivot arm (£ 1000) completes high-performance combination.
Arich, colourful sound and excellent 3D image stability, the mid alittle recessed; but afine rhythmic 'groove' and pace. With blwk acylic base
and translucent platter ( no dust cover), the outboard AC motor has a ! tepped pulley; manual speed change to 45.
Classic three-point suspended chassis design, based or AR and Ariston models but with tighter engineenng. Simple AC motor drive leaves

KU

room for improvement with beer power supplies; now onry available with Lingo power supply, and with either Akito or Ekos tonearms.

AH

neutral deck, great sound at areasonable price. Optional upgrades include QC PSU (£440) and aclamp - the latest version uses aDC motor.

Updates 1980s GyroDec, itself descended from classic franscriptors and Hydraulic Refeence, hence the merry-go-round appearance. A

on

£120

How we rate it

0/ /0
u Simple but effective: price includes tonearm and Ortefon m-m cartridge. ' No nasty top or laccid bass, just clean, rather crisp and lively sound,'
TB

)7/04

commented TB. If you need aphono stage, go foi Debu: Phono or Debut Phono SB (with fine speedcontrol, £ 160).
Basic design is 25 years old but according to DA, the bAk Vcan still show some verycostly decks athirg or two, and suspension tuning problems

Oracle Delphi
Mk V

£3180

SME Model 10

£4255

Roksan
Radius 5

£850

luo3

Transfiguration
Tern per V

£2550

imp

It's difficult to define atonal character for this cartridge more accurate to describe it as musical and transparent: ' I
nordinately ariculate, able to

Oil

enunciate the trickiest of vocal ' ines... or to show off ethereal sound effects' with the greatest ease. Challenges some cartridges at twice its price.

DA
12/91
KK
AH

are athing of the past. Ablack granite base looks great but costs extra
Price quoted includes asimplifed version of the dassic Series Vtonearm. 'So eeriry quiet and uncoloured' said KK, 'one of the best
ambassadors yet for the greatness of analogue replay via vinyl... The Model 10 lets you hear the music and nothing else'.
Price quoted includes the Nirrb3 tonearm. This Roksan .ieck offers a 'listen-all-day character that plays music guilelessly'. Expect real dynamic
contrast and timbrai colouring, with naturally-sourdngfrequency response without treble lift or heavy bass'. An absolute bargain!

Tuners
Make/model

Price

Tested

How we rate it

Arcam DT81

£650

I/O?
AH

With better controls than previous models, the DT81

Creek T43

£400

9/01
1H

Asimple fuss-free tuner with excellent FM sound qualiy. with atotal of 64 presets for FM, MW and LW. 9gna I
strength ard multi-path

£2200

2/01
AG

Toronto-based specialist Magnum Dynalab still makes all-analogue FM-only tuners. This one has optional remote control for fine-tunIng and

£600

9/01
1H

Three wavebands and RDS; tir I
Hthe sound was 'aetailed and solid, projecting acoherent soundstage with excellent depth cf image' if a ittle

£330

7/03
AH

Winner of our three-way group test, this model brings you DAB, yet has ausable FM tuner in the same package. USB connectivity for

Magnum
Dynalab MD102
Marantz ST- 17
PURE Digital
DRX-702ES

in;

arguably superbr to the more expensive FMJ DT26. Comprehensive user 'eatures include

engineering mode for interested enthusiasts. Its clear. distinct way of opening up abroadcast makes ilusa relatively impartial but accurate receiver.
distortion are displayed. I
Hfound it had 'afull-bodied sound that's ricely articulated and stable... excellent value.'
switching between five presets. AG thought it ' muiiically superior to any other tuner that I've heard... In every respect it's nothing less than stunr ing'.
bright. It lacks independent remote control but 'sounds superb, makes the best of weak signals and exudes aquiet confidence'.
upgrading via aPC; dark, attractive, contoured presentation and the controls are simplicity themselves — atop-drawer product.

Oracle Delphi MkV

£3180

Something of a legend among vinyl
enthusiasts, this classic three-point
suspended subchassis design is now in its
25th year of production and available in
the UK once more after some years'
absence. Sounding fast, transparent.
precise and airy, the Oracle digs up bags of

www. hif i
news.co. uk

textural information and excels when it
comes to female vocals. Thanks to the
attention lavished on the suspension and
main bearing, the Mk Vversion also proved
an incredibly quiet turntable. The deck was
tested using the ' Turbo' power supply,
available as a £600 option.
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essential hi-fi buyer's shortlist

o

Amplifiers
Arcam FM1 A32
Arcam A85
Audio Research
VS110

Audio Research
Ref Two

Price
£1100
£700

£4000

Tested
13102

AB

LP/03

BB

13/00
mc,

£1300

08/Dl

BAT VK-50SE/
VK-60

£6125

ono(
AG

B ryston 3B- SST

£1725

Chord CPA 3200/
SPM 1200C

£4040

Conrad-Johnson
MV6OSE

£300n
u

Ultimate

EAR 864

see if he rated 150W/ch (8ohms) model so highly -he did! Fantastic sonic balance and stereo imaging, along with lashings of controlled power.

i/AD

Audio meets aerospace engineering. The fully-balanced SPM12C0C uses aswitched-mode power supply, yet sounds dynamic and
transparent. Has the aisconcerting ability to create real sound pressure levels with ease,' said AH, with 'transparency to music's inner workings.'

AH
0)/03

Nic

TB
AH

£350
£2500
£1500

£2698
£2590

IH

Not so much an amplifier as a200W digital speaker driver, based on Tripath's Class Tcircuit. Ili praised the tangibility it can bring to music,
and 'surrounding ambience beautifully articulated and stable, regardless of volume or transient requirements'.

olio)

Aphono-inclusive pre-amplifier to satisfy audiophiles and studio professionals, with its XLR balanced input and output. Balanced operation

TB
1
0/{. i
Ki'

i)6m4
Dg

Hiroo
AG

Nagra VPA

£9350

18/ 99

Naim NAC 552

£11,150

Naim NAC
112/NAP 150

£625/
£750

Nairn NAIT 5

non"

cfi

10(
o, /0
J.,iu
»I
AH
00/0o

Pathos TT RR

£3250

08/99

£1500

06/99
AG

£4000

1/00

e
KK

KB

www.hifinews.co.uk

UK-designed, Chinese built, with two pairs of EL34 pentode valves for aclaimed 40W/ch, or 19W wnen run in sweeter-sounding triode mode.
TB liked its impeccable finish and solid build as well as its ability to produce natural-sounding music.
A300W/ch integrated. Hooking up 1ohm Apogee Scintilla speakers, KK found irproduced the very best sound I
have ever heard from the
Scintillas... I
would take the KAV 300iL over any solid state amplcan name south of the Theta Dreadnaught'.
This 'entry-level' 200W mode' doesn't use Krell's Plateau Biasing but does offer balanced inputs. DB found it thoroughly listenable, with punch
drama and speed. It's not at ail laid-back, so if you want awarm, distant or soft sound, then look elsewhere.
Power amp uses an musual `distributed-node' power supply; the unity-gain pre -amp offers passive or buffered output, the latter preferred.
Despite adryish balance and atouch of 'grey', this combination is bold and transparent, combining real solidity with fine detail.

DA felt that the 3.2 pre-amp offered sound quality well beyond its price tag, and the 130W/ch-rated power amp is claimed to drive any
domestic speaker. Concluded DA, 'At this price point I
can think of nothing I'd rather build asystem around.'
Compact at 218 x98 x377mm (whd), yet pleasingly substantial in build, the X-150 delivers 80W/ch into 8ohms ( 160W into 4ohms!) along with
transparency, refinement and excellent soundstaging. There's built-in m- m phallic) input of very adequate quality too.

Built around apair of 845 output tubes, this push-pull monoblock power-amp is rated at 50W into 4,8 or 16 ohm loads, with zero negative
feedback. KK praised its commanding and authoritative presentation and abass control of which Ongaku owners can only dream.
This is Naim's current flagship pre-amplifier and according to Jonathan Gorse, ' it gets closer, by adramatic margin, to that " live" experience than 1

This 150W combination delivers the 'Naim sound' with an obvious freedom from artifice, 'with little of that unnatural glare and haze that afflicts
products that try togive too much in terms of detail and clarity' (AH). Difficult to trump for unflustered sound and musical satisfaction,

going
olo I Rated at only 30W ;we measured 36W), but adynamic performer. With avery convincing decay to treble notes and harmonics, an easy -

£9950

£3195

fuzziness, it's still quieter than even amint Quad valve pre-amp.

any other amplifier' Don't expect it to make music sound 'comfortable', instead you get ' bombastic majesty and delicate beauty'. Awesome!

Pass Labs X350

TacT Audio
RCS 2.2X

commanding. With some low Level noise and

offers improved dynamic contrasts, slam, overall control and coherence, as well is virtually noise-free operation.
02101

06/04

£250/
nu

Creek's 75W/ch integ-ated sounds good enough to worry more expensive combinations. All the right elements in place, in tune, in time.
Imaging held instruments rock-steady in awide believable space. Remote contro! of source and volume: phono stage an optional extra.

i
Ito

£800

Rotel
RA-01/RA-02

stages (£50 to £80) foi vinyl replay. With bi-wirable speakers, asecond A52SE power amp gives even better results.

Classic hard wired pre amp, true to the minimalist ideal: 'vintage' in its warmth and preclusion of edginess and grain, yet big, palpable and

£1000

uad
24/II -forty

the excellence of C-Js Prem'er range. Anicely tuned upbeat delivery, equally rewarding on ajazz or classical programme.

12/on
vx

i
)5 ,
03
lig

Primare A30.1

Originally using two pairs of Svetlana EL34 output valves, uprated to 'SE' status with 6550 tubes, this 55W stereo power amp shows avein of

oval

£3900

Musical
Fidelity X150

David Allcock was already an owner of apair of 14B SST power amps, this model's big brothers, when he reviewed this one so it was interesting to

DA

£100

Krell KAV -3001L

usica
Fidelity A3.2

Full remote control pre-amp and 60W/ch stereo push-pull valve power amplifier, combine the dynamics and load tolerance of solid-state with
the finesse, inner complexity and poise of tubes. Sweet-sounding, without the audible severity of some solid-state counterparts.

Creek's remote-control pre gives easy-to-listen-to sound, encouraging involvement with the music, with fast and deep bass. Add m- m or m-c

£990

McCormack
pre -/
power

Remote-control version of classic passive attenuator. Control of volume and source is via optical linkage, asingle Vishay resistor leading to
light-controlled shunt resistor. The Ultimate is still top of the class, rivalling active pre-amps that cost four times as much.

osor

Icon Audio
Stereo 40

Krell KAV 400xi

10/03

'
warmth, texture, muscularity and deep bass aplenty... brawn, brain and heart in one glowing package'.

Despite broadband noise from this valve-fuelled lab-handled design, sound quality was top notch as well. It comes close to being astate-ofthe-art piece of audio engineering,' said MC.

nu/
£600

Creek
P43R/A52SE

ESL ab DX- S4

MC

With eight 6550 output tubes (four per channel in push-pull pairs) this higher- power version of the VS50 gives the sound of classic valves in

Aspects of C-J's megabucks ART have trickled down to this line-level pre-amp: inside are four 6992 triodes plus ahuge bank of tremendously
expensive capacitors. Although C-J's MV' prefix designates lower cost, the MV60 power amp is aworthy partner.

£4900

Croft Vitale

most of speakers it was used with, reproducing the life and vitality of aperformance. Ialso offers tone controls.

spades. DB reported

amp that didn't fatigue ater zontinued listening. Stereo detail not as explicit as .;ome, rhythm and timing its real strengths.

Rated at 350W/ch, the X350 eschews feedback, giving it alower than normal damping factor, and is biased strongly towards Class Aso runs
very warm. The level of detal, authority and naturalness places it among the finest at any price.
MOSFET output siege fed by asingle ended, zero NFB tube driver stage: downside is relative inefficiency and high heat dissipation. Loads
below about 5ohrii ' make it cry', said KK, who still called this 'one of the finest amplifiers I've heard, regardless of price'.

Primare's A30.1 bi-polar amplifier, rated at 100W/channel but seems more powerful, looks like amillion dollars, and is remote-controllable. The
volume control is afine 100- step-ladder type, with extremely low distortion and accurate channel balance throughout its range.
Retro recreation of the classic Quad 22/11 valve pre-/power combination, using KT88s to give twice the power (40W/ch) of the KT-66 original.
Pre-amp lacks the 22's filters, but is also free of noise, and has anew smoothness and precision.

34/03
TB

Quality needn't break the bank. Rotel's remote-control RA-02 and otherwise-identical RA-01 share the same 40W/ch (8ohm) output, six line
inputs, and asound that TB called 'smooth and fatigue free'. Don't expect the earth at this price but you will be pleasantly surprised.

J8/04

Adigital pre-am pafier with very powerful room-correction built in, used in conjunction with aPC to idealise the system's response at the

JAM

listening position. If you're thinking of upgrading, but the real limitation is the room, try this before spending on other components.
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o
o

100W/ch, thanks to an uprated power supply AG found it sounding confidently in charge, making the

12/0)
mc

Conrad-Johnson
Premier 17L

Creek 5350

This top of the range integrated offers

o.,/o i Remote-control 85W/champlifier, using bi-polar output devices (not MOSFETs). Its clean and detailed sound nimbly communicates music.
AH 'Microprocessor-controlled source switching, tone controls and input trim facility (to equalise source levels). Finest integrated amplifier at the price.

£10,000

AS Passion

I

How we rate it
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essential hi-fi buyer's shortlist
Loudspeakers
Make/model

Price

Avantgarde
Uno

£7350

AVI Neutron Ill
Blueroom
Mini pod
B&W DM303
B&W
Nautilus 802
Castle Acoustic
Stirling 3
Dynaudio
Contour T2.5
[lac CL82 Mk II

Tested

How we rate

it

sensitivity of 100c1B/W. SH said it gave immediacy, impact, emotional communication, withoutthe coloration that spoils other hom loudspeakers.

£500

With its 5litre volume, this miniature (265x 140 x205mm) update of the Neutron uses aScanSpeak fabric: dome tweeter and 127mm Vita

£260

moo
Aii

Though small, the Kevlar-coned bass/mid unit in this moulded speaker produces acertain bass weight, even erring on the warm side. Overall

£6000
£730
£2460

pulp cone mid/bass, crossover 2.8kHz. Easy to drive, if insensitive, it builds on its predecessors' stable imagery, tonal accuracy and detail.
resolution is not especially high,and treble occasionally stood out, but there was arefreshing lack of woody coloration.

NI

In AG's group test of £200 models, the 303 sounded powerful, authoritative and had amore 'grown-up' quality than the rest. Treble can get

AG

harder when pushed. Overall, it has atight, fast and slightly overdamped sound that makes it keep contra' at higher volumes.

19/01
AH
)7/0,

One of B&W's finest ever loudspeakers, it carries the authority and finesse of the big Nautilus 801, but wiliwork in room spaces where the 801
simply won't. First class stereo imaging, bass, micrange clarity and smooth, transparent extended treble, not to mention killer looks.
TB described the Stirling 3's predecessor, Severn 2, as 'detailed but gentlemanly': the Stirling 3builds on these strengths and gives greater

TB

vividness and more precise imaging. Afine speaker and worthy winner of a2002 Editors' Choice Award. (Special finishes available at extra cost.)

NM

The Contour 72.5 put KK in mind of the larger classic British speakers of the 1970s, but with far greater power handling and speed. Has the

10(

,
:a pacity to sound huge, but with holographic imaging, 'deliriously wide' soundstaging, and above average depth.
Elac's aluminium composite bass unit ( in awood cabinet rather than ametal one, and with dome rather than ribbon tweeter) can deliver high

£340

IN°

Volume levels with negligible ccmpression or distortion. Baselines are particularly well projected; overall sound is very well integrated.

£750

08/01
AG

Satellites use aluminium dome tweeters and synthetic cone bass/mids, the sub a150W amp and 200mm reflex-loaded driver. Well able to

E pos M12

£500

2001
AwardS

Harbeth
Corn pact 7ES

£1300

Jamo 0830

£1500

Energy
Encore 2

JMIab
Cobalt 816
a
U
topia Alto Be
Linn Katan
Ma rtinLoga n
Prodigy
Martin

Lo g
an

Clan i

£860

AG

06/q
MC

reproduce subtle solo instrumental playing or full-scale orchestra at realistic volumes. All in all, simply afeat find.
An enthusiast's hi-fi music speaker, but also adaptable for home theatre use, the M12 uses the well-tried Epos bass/mid driver and asimple
crossover. With an open, lively and exciting sound, this is avery fine speaker for the money.
'Compact' only by barn-door standards, the thin-wall enclosure is viscoelastically damped to BBC standards usingcomposite counterlayers, with
the boundaries between main lell and screwed-on panels damped. Balanced, articulate, transparent sowids; easy to recommend.

0WSomething of abenchmark. SEAS Excel drivers in awell- braced cabinet provide crisp, detailed and thoroughly musical sounds, with little
AG
strain even when pushed. Bass is competent and extended, although higher up the sound can be atouch forward.

asio i Inverted-dome Focal tweeter plus two 160mm drivers (one bass, one bass/mid), in afront-ported cabinet. It had asomewhat bright treble, but
AG

the sound starts and stops when it should. Everything hung together, and it excelled on all kinds of music:.

£11 000

02/0.1
AG

With ahigh sensitivity (90dB/1W) this big 1200mm-tall floorstander needs careful positioning but can deliver an extraordinary sense of depth

£635

ii:HDI

Versatile descendant of Kan and Tukan features non-parallel sides to reduce standing waves and cleverlock-down crossover board which,

um

Moo

,

and scale, yet its unusually sniooth treble makes it difficult to coax the Alto Be into sounding oppressive ?,ven when loud.
when reversed, switches to bi -wire-/bi-amp-ready mode. Sound proved very stable, with unusual (for Linn) 'airy' audiophile quality to boot.

MC

£2500

paio 3
DAxx
lijo:

Abig hybrid electrostatic, andarguably ML's most successful, musically. MC found it had 'stature, presence and tonal accuracy... exceptional
spatial qualities and fine sense of air'. If subtlety/refinement matter more than impact, this MartinLogan nay be the one for you.
This is another ML hydrid, capable of running in pure electrostatic mode, but also featuring arear-mounted 25mm tweeter- for better off-axis
sound dispersion - and a200mm aluminium bass driver. Needs careful amp matching but afantastic loudspeakeri
The most credible audio application so far for NXT flat panel technology. An AV system ( it's also available as atwo-channel sub-sat system), the

Mission fs2-AV

£800

Quad ESL-989

£4000

07e
8K

Ruark Etude

£500

05/0'
AG

Compact bookshelf speaker, an easy 8 ohm load and reasonably sensitive ( 86dB), and aclean and neutral sound: amildly laid-back

£950

1
woo

Asymmetric 905mm-high enclosure (supplied in mirror-image pairs) using two 140mm paper pulp baeJmids and a28mm silk dome that

uar
Prologue
Sonus Faber
Cremona
Sonus Faber
Stradivari
Tannoy
Dimension TD12

o
o

Avantgarde's smallest loudspeaker at 44cm high, has horn-loaded midrange and tweeter, and aself-powered sdbwoofer, wrth aclaimed system
1

Imo i
IC

£180

o

AG

AG

£5000

09/0
Al,

1

takes over at 1.8kHz. Slightlydrooping frequency response, but its consistency of voicing and musical expressiveness are out of the ordinary.
Another beautiful ' boat-tailed' floorstander from the Italian masters. The sound has soul: it's vibrant and bold,' as we said in our 2002
Awards issue. You shouldn't expect the ultimate refinement of the even more expensive Amati, but this speaker is extraordinarily good.

With a12in (305mm) Dual Concentric ( horn-loaded dome tweeter built into the centre of the main bass/mid unit), the TD12 also has
Tannoy's Supertweeter mounted on top. MC was won over by the speaker's dynamics and expression, and high sound levels.
Thin enough to slip into the smallest listening room, the Arro has an outstanding ability to cast astereo image across, behind and around the

£840

Wharfedale
Diamond 8.1

£120

09/01
12/0!

Wharfedale
EVO10

£320

06/03

Wilson
Benesch ACT 2

£90 00
"

10/q

Wilson Benesch
Discovery

£5500

www.hifinews.co. uk

.

presentation, but one that many prefer for long-term comfort, not entirely un-LS3/5A-like, with similar lean bass and open midband.

of Sonus Faber's founder, Franco Serblin, it will reward its lucky purchaser with years of listening bliss.
04,0 i

To tem Arro

Wilson WATT/
£22 , 500
Puppy System 7

Larger, wider-bandwidth take on the ESL-63 electrostatic (which itself replaced the classic '57') with an additional bass panel. Audiophile
components and more rigid construction. Speaker needs room to breathe, but still does the 'disappearing act' so beloved of the originals.

Our Hot 100 doesn't encompass hi-fi for millionaires, but this £20k design has to be included. Aculmination of the dedication, skill and artistry

£22,000
£6500

fs2-AV consists of acorner subwoofer and five identical satellites on detachable, rotatable stands. Sound is smooth, easy and mellifluous.

AH

AH
AG
ovoi
AH
17 r

i

speakers. Integration between the two small divers is excellent, the seamlessness helping draw the listener into the fluid midband.
An opinion divider. KK found 'asoundstage so wide and so deep that one listener thought he was hearing the massive Apogee Scintillas'.
AG and his panel thought Ito. 'strengths subsumed by an uneven balance'. Probably best suited to low:sh volumes in smaller rooms.
Exceptional finish, real wood veneer over anon-square box, and the icing on the cake is the excellent sound — weighty bass, open midband
and smooth treble from aKevlar cone bass/mid and soft-dome tweeter. One of the best at the price.
High-tech carbon- loaded WB Tactic drivers replace the Scan drivers used by the otherwise similar ACT One. Listening results suggested a
rather bright balance with saperb articulation and class- leading resolution. Magic in the right system, analytical and controlled to afault.
A150mm Tactic bass/mid and 28mm soft-dome tweeter face forward: underneath are two bass drivers in an isobaric clamshell arrangement.
Choir voices were awonder to behold, and the Discovery stayed clean and unflustered on testing techno and dance.
Even compared with the excellent System 6, the re-engineered System 7was thought substantially more transparent, with faster and more
dynamic bass. The '6was afairly tough load, and the ' 7is alittle more demanding still, so avery good amplifier is anecessity.
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WE

LOVE

TO

Oxford

Oxford Audio Consultants are devoted entirely to
your listening and viewing pleasure.

Audio
Consultants
Ltd
Opening Hours:
10am-6pm,
Monday-Saturday.
Oxford Audio
Consultants,

S

ince Oxford Audio Consultants
were established in 1988, we have

Cantay House,
and commercial premi ,es, we can

built a reputation as one of the
leading specialists in audio, home

cinema, audio-visual
media installations.

and

multiyour purchase is, we provide awide

stock
the
best equipment
in
established and new technologies

range of solutions that are both

internet-connected
systems,

mt.lti-room

state-of-the-art

home

cinemas and fully computerised
lighting and smart-home controls.
Our equipment mad installations
range from the modest' to the
'magnificent' hut no matter what

imaginative
quality.

and

of

the

111,11

higliesi

where you will he able to experience
the best projector, plasma and TV
based systems. We have awide range
of décor and invisible louchNakers

Our staff are knowledgeable, frank
and friendly and will assist you

throughout our store.
Oxford Audio Consultants provide a

with your purchase; they wAl be
able to ads ise you cm everything

full range of custom installation
services for the home as well as hotel

arrange site visits and surveys and
quote for most domestic and
commercial

applications.

Tel: 01865 790879

Our

Fax: 01865 791665

installations range front the in% i,iOle
to the dramatic, but no matter what
you cheese

we

aim to

provide

something that is beautiful for both
the eye and the car!

Email: oxford.audioe
btconnect.com

from the replacement slylus for
your turntable to the hstallatior of
a multi-room mho and lighting
system. We can demonstrate a
wide range of equipmect

re

Oxford OX1 1JD

for your garden that look like stones
and sound magical! We are happy to

We are constantly striving to find and

ranging from record-decks and valve
amplifiers to digital radio tuners.

Park End Street,

even pmvide outdoor loudspeakers

Website:

one of

www.oxfordaudio.co.uk

our three listening rooms. one .'or
small ' i
festy le'
aud io
and
surround sound systems, (Inc for
iludio. and one for home cinema

existentialist?

TO AUDITION THE NEU ANTHONY GALLO arousrics REFERENCE 3 OR TO FINO YOUR
NEAREST OESLER CALL 0810

35 0 : 348 CR WISITUUU.ANTHOTIY5ALLO CO Ulf

Reference

,

An _: ,',, .n;,n, ., nt make ordinary speakers_

rue new Gallo Reference 3 builds upon the design

Instead he designs beautifully different loudspeakers

philosophies of our original reference products, the Nudeus

He doesn't build convertronal '
boxy' rectangular

Solo and the Nudeus Reference and is uniquely equipped to

speakers either, preerong to design l'us creations

dernonstratn the advantages of the new breed of high

around spheres - thus eliminating nternal resonance

resolution digital ado Tormats such as DVD Audio and SACD

and external diffraction, the two main causes of
loudspeaker dietortion

in ANTHONY GALIO
.COUSTICS

Quite simply - Anthony Galio produces some of the
world's finest conternporory loudspeaker systems

88
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.

8 70

3 50

13 4 8

enguirieseanthonygalloico.uk

With its 10" long throw bass woofer twrn 4" carbon fibre
midrange drivers .tnd Dur

highly

acclemed CDTTm

tweeter

the new Reference 3 from Anthony Gallo Acoustics sets new
standards in affordable loudspeaker design

www.hifinews.co.uk

Accessories Club'
EXCLUSIVE TO HI-FI NEWS
HFN

001 FLUXDUMPER ' Magic Brick' for valve amps

£30 D

HFN 002

TEST LP 'The Producer's Cut'

£25

HFN 004

BLACKHEAD Moving- coil transformer

£80

HEN 005

SPIKE SET 8 xM6 spikes for wood/steel

£12

HFN 012

STACK STORAGE Black MDF 465mm-wide

LP Store: 120- LP, 2- divider, 360(h) x340(d)

£85 O

CD Store: 160- CD, 4- shelf, 720(h) x 165(d)

£99 D

CD Base: 160- CO, 4- shelf, 720(h) x 165(d)

£99 D

without compromising music;
new acoustic treatment
products; upsampling, digitalaudio servers, portable players,
MP3, hard-disk recording, and
more; high- resolution digital
interfaces and copy protection;
and digital and satellite radio.
Robert Harley's book covers
everything ' from the basics to
technical matters ( in plain
English!)' and helps you to reap
the benefitsof the author's years
of reviewing experience.

£75 D

HFN 017

WALLNUT II Wall- mounting 2- shelf table

HFN 022

SORBOTHANE Damping sheet

HFN 023

LP INNER SLEEVES per 50

£10

HFN 026

LP DIVIDERS Set of 25, tabbed

£12 O

HFN 027

CD DIVIDERS Set of 25, tabbed

£12 Cl

HFN 028

SOFTSHOES Isolation feet, pack of 12

£18

HFN 030

4MM BANANA PLUGS Set of 4

£10 D

HFN 031

IEC PLUG

£13 D

150x150x3mm

£8 D

Robert Harley (Third Edition)

PURE POWER MAINS CONDITIONERS
2kVA 230/230V

£800

IkVA 230/230V

£450

IkVA Adjustable output

£530

IkVA Int'l 120/230V. 230/120V

£500

500VA 230/230V

£345

500 VA Int'l 120/230V. 230/120V

£395

RADEX EARTH CABLE Standard, per metre

£4.50

RADEX EARTH CABLE H/D, per metre

£6.50

RADEX RF EXTERMINATOR EARTH SPIKE 1.2 metre

£45

PURE HENRY RF INDUCTOR per pair

£60

EARTH HENRY RF earth choke

£50

EARTH HENRY RF earth choke, kit

£35

SUPER SPUR MAINS CONSUMER UNIT 2-way

£99

SUPER SPUR MAINS CONSUMER UNIT 6- way

£199

PURE HARDWIRE Mains distribution unit, 12- way

%1234
41152

PAUL WILBUR KLIPSCH: THE LIFE,THE LEGEND
M ABarred & M1Klementovich

£25 O

£95
£85

METAL CLAD 32A mains distribution, 4- way
SUPRA LO RAD Mains chord, per metre

£35

Amust-read for audio
enthusiasts isthe beautifully
written 208- page biography Paul
Wilbur Klipsch: The Life.., The
Legend. Maureen ABarrett and
Michael JKlementovich trace
the Paul Klipsch story through
his education and early careerfrom electric railroads in Chile to
the US military Proving Grounds
in World War Two - and seethe
Klipsch company grow from tiny

MISCELLANEOUS ACCESSORIES

CD CARE & PROTECTION

£99

METAL CLAD 32A mains distribution, 6- way

PURE CYCLE TURNTABLE PSU Kit

Expanded to amassive 640
pages. the new Third Edition of
Roben. Harley's The Complete
Guide to High-End Audio
[reviewed by Ken Kessler this
month] is more complete than
ever. New sections cover DVD-A
and SACD; makingyour digital
purchase future- proof; speaker
placement in asymmetrical
rooms; niore system set-up
secrets; how to add home theater

£145

METAL CLAD 32A mains distribution, 10- way

'AUDIO QUALITY MAINS SUPPLY .Booklet

beginnings in
1948 to become
,
ore of America's
7
most successfu I
speaker brands.
There are fascinating
photographs and achapter
detailing all of Klipsch's 23
patents. Afitting tribute to one of
audio'sall-timegreats.

THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO HIGH-END AUDIO

BEN DUNCAN'S PURE SERIES

SUPER SPUR LIGHTNING PROTECTOR

.
1
.r%

For every audiophile's bookshelf

MICHELL 4mm banana plugs

CD lEWEL CASES

per 4

£ 12

Standard Sin complete

pack of 10

£6.50 E

MICHELL Tenderfeet :_arge, per 3

£14

£70

Maxi- single slimline

pack of 10

£6.50 D

MICHELL Tenderfeet Small, per 3

£10 O

£15

Slim douSle

pack of 5

£6.50 D

FERRITE NOISE ABSOFBERS

Standard double

pack of 3

£6.50 D

Small, 6mm

per pair

£6.50 11

Large ( 12mm)

per pair £ 14

£24

5m PVC protective sleevespack of 30

£330

£12 O

£399

DENSEN EMAGIC CD demagnetiser

£10 D

KONTAK Contact cleaner

£15 D

PHONES 01 HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER Kit

£218

STERCPWLE Test C01/2/3 Set of 3

£30

DE-OXIT Contact cleaner

£14 O

PHONES 01 HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER Assembled

£299

CHESKY ULTIMATE Test CD

£15 D

PRO- GOLD Gold contact cleaner

XLI/REFERENCE Test and burn- in CO

£24

RELAXA 3+ Isolation platform

PURE CYCLE TURNTABLE PSU Assembled

PURE TERMINATOR RF line cap
'BLACK BOX' REPRINTS VOLUME 1

£5
£15

BIB CO CARE KIT Lens cleaner and CD restorer
BIB OVO CARE KIT Lens cleaner kit

VINYL CARE & PROTECTION
MOTH RECORD-CLEANING MACHINE Mk I

£400 O

MOTH RECORD-CLEANING MACHINE Mk IKit

£225 D

MOTH RECORD-CLEANING MACHINE Mk II

£450 D

MOTH RECORD- CLEANING MACHINE Mk II Kit

£255

MOTH RECORD-CLEANING MACHINE Mk 11 Pro

£500 O

MOTH RECORD-CLEANING FLUID 1litre

£17.50

MOTH RECORD-CLEANING FLUID 5 litres

£35 O

OUTER SLEEVES Heavy duty PVC, per 50

£20 D

LP STORAGE BAGS 12in sealed. per 50
DECCA Mk 111 Record- cleaning brush

£5 D
£13 D
£37.50 D

ZEROSTAT Antistatic pistol
SHURE SFG-2 Stylus pressure gauge

£220 D

CARTRIDGE MAN Digital level

£220

RINGMAT 200/250 Ringmat

£35

RINGMAT 330Mk11 XLR Ringmat

£50

RINGMAT Support system full spacer set, blue

£50

DISCWASHER Vinyl care system

£30

LAST Power clean LP cleaner

£27.50

LAST LP preservative

£27.50

£18 O

CICABLE LS35/A crossover

£ 790

£18.45

AUDIO ONE XLR/phono adaptor ( specify in or out). per pair £45 D

RINGMAT Statmat CDi. blue

£37.50

WAD: THE CLOSEST APPROACH Ken Kessler's definitive book £ 50 E2

Visit www.hifi accessories club corn — emai Iorders welcome

accessories club order form
Name -Address

Post code
Tei ephone
Cheque/postal order enclosed for

D

£

( pounds sterling) made payable to:

'I-7FN Accessories Club' or please charge my Access/Visa/Diners/Amex ( delete)*
Card Number

I I
1-1 LEi_

I
L ILL I

D
Epires (
date)

£22.50

Signature.

£15

LAST Stylus cleaner
INCOGNITO ARM REW1RE LOOM ( Rega) 1.2m kit
INCOGNITO ARM RE1
AIRE

D

£15

LAST Stylant stylus treatment

£16 D
per pair £39

ROTH WELL Attenuatnr

RINGMAT Statmat Mk 11 CDi

D

£70
£145

NAD PP-2Phono stage, in-m/m-c

LAST Record cleaner

AYRE System Enhancement CD

£15

£22 O

CARTRIDGE MAN Digital stylus balance, 0.002g

RINGMAT Anniversary 330 Ringmat

SID Sound improvement disc

£12.50 D

£14 D
£500 O

Loov

(
Rega) 1.2m installed

£115
£129

INCOGNITO ARM REWIRE LOOM ( Universal) 1.2m installed £ 165 O
AESTHETIX ABCD-1 cartridge demagnitiser

£200

KAB Speedstrobe, includes LED light source

£75

MICHELL Unicover

£44

www.hifinews.co.uk

E

TO ORDER Please send completed arder form (or aphotocopy) to:
HFN Accessories Club & CD Service
PO Box 200. Bedford MK40 1YH. UK
OR Fax your order form to: 01234 742028
OR Telephone: 01234 741152
OR E-mail: sales@hifiaccessoriesclub.com
OR Visit the secure order facility at www.hifiaccessoriesclub.com

UK SALES All prices include VAT. Accessories Club prices
include postage and packing for all items, whatever their size,
anywhere in the United Kingdom.
EXPORT SALES Export sales are always very welcome.
Where applicable they will be free of VAT ( Sales Tax), but will
be subject to additional shipping at cost. Please contact
us for quotation. IDelivery subject to availability. E&OE.
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the best just got

better!

time to try„.
Stockists of

Nairn Audio
Benz Micro
SiItech
Conrad- Johnson
Finite Elemente
Accuphase
J M Lab
Avalon Acoustics
Rego Research

New design team + new standards = Gil

Cardas
Totem Acoustic

"I have owned aMark 1Mini Sub as part of one of
my systems since Ireviewed it because Ifelt it
made a significant improvement to the sound of a
Hi Fi when compared to that of direct mains.
Ifeel that the GII brings even greater
improvements.

Sugden
Proac
Nottingham Analogue
and others..

Tony Bolton, Hi -Fi News, June 2004

IscoTek

Audio Republic, 78 Otley Road,
Headingley, Leeds, L56 4BA

Award Winning Mains Filter & Regeneration Systems

Tel: 0113 2177294

-

Radlett Audi

EST. 1' :

CONSULTANTS

www.audio-republic.co.uk

9Holywell Hill, St. Albans,
Hertfordshire, All lEU

01727 855577
F%X: 01727 858 727
We stock fine equipment from:AE * ATC * AUDIO ANALOGUE
‘VANTGARDE*AYRE* BRYSTON
CELLO* CHORD CO
COPLAND * DENON * DIAPASON * EAR
ESOTERIC * HARBETH* ISOTEK
.111 LAB UTOPIA * KEF * LEXICON * LYRA
MARTIN LOGAN* MARANTZ
MARK LEVINSON * MICHELL
NAIM AUDIO* NORDOST
NOTES ANALOGUE* OPERA * ORTOFON

It takes

25 years
experience to
get this good

PMC * PROAC * PROJECT
REGA RESEARCH* REL
REVEL * ROKSAN
SME*SONUS FABER* SPENDOR* STAX
sTEREOVOX*SUMIKO* TANNOY * TEAC
THIEL * TUBE TECHNOLOGY* UNISON
WADIA * VERDIER
MOST ITEMS AVAILABLE
MAIL ORDER CARRIAGE FREE

JU

SEPTEMBER 2004

11-11EL cs2.4
www.hifinews.co.uk

Sevenoaks

SOUND & VISION
Sevenoaks Sound & Vision

ABERDEEN (
NEW)

stocks

BEDFORD

a wide range of Hi -Fi separates, DVD players,
amplifiers, speakers, plasma screens, LCD

BIRMINGHAM

televisions and projection systems from all the

BRIGHTON

leading manufacturers.

BRISTOL

From starter systems to custom designed multi- room
and home cinema installations, our friendly staff are

BROMLEY
CAMBRIDGE

available in all stores to advise, demonstrate and guide
you through the home entertainment jungle. If you're

CARDIFF
CHELSEA

interested in home entertainment and want to avoid the
confusion, contact your local Sevenoaks Sound & Vision

CHELTENHAM

store and experience more.

CRAWLEY

0% interest free option" is available on most products.

CROYDON

^Written details on request. Licensed credit brokers.
Minimum balance £400. Subject to status.

CYRU'S DAC-X

EALING (
NEW)

Cyrus' new DAC-X is one of the world's finest Digital to
Analogue Converters, allowing any CD player to be upgraded

III
HI
II

rik

to the very latest 192Khz DAC technology. In true Cyrus
tradition this new decoder can also be supplied - or upgraded
-with dual mono, fully balanced, pre-amplifier cards built-in.
This Pre-amplifier version wil! be known as the DAC-XP

C`

ARCAM DIVA CD192

LIVERPOOL
MAIDSTONE

integrate a Home Cinema or Hi Fi System

MANCHESTER

into your home? Our Custom Installation

Following the critical

experts are fully trained in all areas and

acclaim of Arcam's

According to Arcam, the

provide a prompt, reliable and

recently introduced home

CD192 is "the highest

professional service. Whether you're looking for lighting

cinema products - the

performing model in the

control systems, adedicated home cinema installation, with a

DV79 HOMI equipped

DiVA range, offering

retractable screen and built-in speakers or an integrated

DVD-Audio Player and

superior performance, a

control system, Sevenoaks Sound 8, Vision has the solution.

AVR300 7.1 Channel

greater feature set and

Receiver - Arcam

better value than has

has introduced the

previously been possible in

CD192 CD Player to its

the DiVA product line."

highly successful
DiVA range.

ARCAM

DENON AVR-2805
A/V SURROUND RECEIVER
Hot on the heels of Denom's AVR3805 is its smaller brother the '2805. This new model incorporates all the latest surrownd

FROM OUR 49 STORES NATIONWIDE

formats compined with enhanced installation flexibility, setup

NORWICH
NOTTINGHAM
OXFORD
PETERBOROUGH
PLYMOUTH
POOLE
PRESTON
READING
SHEFFIELD
SOLIHULL
SOUTHAMPTON
SOUTHGATE
STAINES
SWINDON

and sinploity of operation.

SWISS COTTAGE

SPECIAL BUYS • OVERSTOCKS • EX- DISPLAY • END OF LINE

TUNBRIDGE WELLS

AND MUCH MORE - ALL FULLY GUARANTEED

WATFORD

C

log on to www.ssay.com -\
and click on Special Offers )

WHY RISK VIRTUAL SHOPPING WHEN
THERE'S A REAL STORE NEARBY?

NEWCASTLE

SEVENOAKS

OFF ORIGINAL SELLING PRICE

HUNDREDS OF BARGAINS AVAILABLE

KINGSTON
LEICESTER
LEEDS

AT!('

SPECTACULAR OFFERS ONLY ON
THE SEVENOAKS WEBSITE

IPSWICH

LINCOLN

Are you looking to neatly and seamlessly

SAVE' 50%

GLASGOW
GUILDFORD
HULL

UeFOM
4
I

EPSOM
EXETER

HOLBORN

UPSAMPLING CD PLAYER

!ÇT.11!

EDINBURGH

WEYBRIDGE
WITHAM ( ESSEX)
WOLVERHAMPTON

DENON

PLEASE SEE PAGE 7
FOR ADDRESS AND TELEPHONE

SOME PRODUCTS MAY NOT BE AVAILABLE AT ALL STORES
ADVERTISEMENT VALID UNTIL AT LEAST 25/08/04, E&OE

NUMBER DETAILS

soundandvision.co.uk

Seven oaks

SOUND & VISION

Arcam DiVA CD73T

CD Player
£399.95

C073

HOOrF1 SEPA

FREE GRADO SR60 HEADPHONES WORTH £90 WHEN YOU PURCHASE AN AMP AND CD
TOGETHER FROM ONE OF THE FOLLOWING MANUFACTURERS - ARCAM, CYRUS & ROKSAN*
IOlt; mi

NOT IN CONJUNCTION WITH MY OTHER OTTER OR PROMOTION

Vlicheu Gyro SE
Turntable / RB300 Tonearm

Mai,.
CD5400 CD Player
£119 qg
- 7"
Best Buy

Yamaha CDR-HD1300

›,

CD-RW/HD Recorder
'The Gyrodec SE sounds great, combining the best

£449.95

sonic characteristics of rivals... Quite simply, the Michel
Gyrodec SE is terrific. Nothing compares at this prie

"No more wasted CD- Rs: in astroke of genius,

MN».

Yamaha had the idea of combining aCD recorder

poire - it's well deserving another Best Buy"

I

LAIM f50

Marantz
PM7200 Amplifier

TOWARDS THE GOLDRING
CARTRIDGE OF YOUR CHOICE*

z49.95
"This is one of the most

with ahard drive, enabling you to edit your music
before burning it to disc. The result was the excellent
CDR-HD1000, and the CDR-HD1300E is its younger,
cheaper and vastly superior sibling. It's the best
home- recording solution currently available."

powerful amps in its class,
at 95w per channel, and it
sounds it with anything from
dance to abig orchestral
work, offering adelicious
combination of poise and

Pioneer PDR-609
CD-RW Recorder
£169.95

impact. Stick with fast,
dynamic speakers such as
B&W DM601 S3s or KEF's
equally capable O1s and the

Turntable

results will amaz_e
(
Black)

"Compared with a £200 CD player this
deck sounds remarkable-dig out your vinyl
and give the Xpression aspin."

"So (10

you buy adigital tuner? Or an analogue one?

Now you don't have to pick: just buy Pure Digital's
DRX-702ES! Whether on FM or DAB, this tuner sounds
superb... The overall balance is powerful, clean and
crisp, making this afine tuner h'.'

Turntable ( Black) 119.95

Pure Digital
DRX-702E5 Analogue/DAB Tuner

and asuperb buy given its

II
000
tall1110000
l0000

excellent flexibility."

F-777"rj
Bet..t Buy

•

•

•

larlial

£279.95

Cyrus
0

Pre X Pre Amplifier £999.95
Mono X Power Amplifier

(
Each)

KEF Q4
Speakers £399.95

1199.95

The 04 is one of the latest additions to KEF's acclaimed Q

"Ics Cyrus pulling si nt Jloop but nbtei itu awell- run-in sample

Series. At the heart of this floorstander lies the Uni Q driver

and ts array of talents is hard to beat. Load your favourite CD

array - a 130mm die-cast chassis housing along throw

into acapable player, turn up the Pre X and the sonic magic will

cone and coincident mounted 19mm aluminium dome HF

be worth every penny."

unit. This driver arrangement makes the speaker much
easier to place in the room and alleviates the ' sweet spot'
found on 'ordinary' speakers. This has been combined with
adedicated 130mm LE unit for extended bass output
which belies the size of its diminutive cabinet.

SPEAKER CABLE

WORTH

WITH ALL HI-FI

£60 win SPEAKERS OVER £299
£80 WITH SPEAKERS OVER £499
£1 20 WITH SPEAKERS MER £999

SPEAKER PAIRS
OVER £299*

Mission
780 SE Speakers £ 349.95
1184V
DIVI602 S3 Speakers f299.95

he reva riped Mission i'80s are hugely enjoyable:
anyone with up to £400 to spend should consider these
slandmounters. Mission's clever move

"These solidly made standmounters perform well

has paid off."

across the whole range of musical styles... Add these
speakers to your hi-fi system and you're guaranteed

Tate.1
.1.,fLT
*****

magnificent integraton between the drivers and an
even tonal balance."

Roksan Kandy
KDVIll CD Player £649.95
KA,11111Amplifier £649.95
ference 100
Subwoofer

(
Black)

"Timing and rhythm are excel'ent. DJ Shadow
is delivered with clarity and atight bass, while
at the other extreme the treble is sweet and
detailed, getting the most from Wagner's Ride

"You get ahigh
level of detail and
the kind of impact
most sub-£ 1000
floorstanders would
struggle to match.
The verdict's

Df
Bestthe
'Buy
Valkyries
ampliierThe
thatresult
better;
is a
its breathtaking
competition
with 9;ise."

=MVO

O

9)

MIN

KANDY KANN AMPLIFIER - AWARDS 2003

“Tte Kandy KD1/III CD pt-yer cffers agreat array of talents - team it with its amp stablemate and you

ne....un Dr,

have something dose to the deal visual and sonic combination."

*****

simple:buy with
confidence."

FREE

GRADO 5E160 HEADPHONES WORTH f90 WHEN YOU PURCHASE AN AMP AND CD TOGETHER FROM ONE
OF THE FOLLOWING MANUFACTURERS - ARCAM, CYRUS & ROKSAN* riiff•i CONJUNCTION wrrii AM 00E1i OFFER OP PROMODON

PRICING POLICY

FINANCE OPTION*

We always try to ensure our prices are highly competitive.

Spread the cost of buying.

In the event you can find the same products and excellent service at

0% finance option is available on the vast majority of products we stock

alower price, please bring it to our store managers' attention

'Wren., deeds on newest. Licensed cre. brokers. Minims. balance MO. Sete., to sties.

PLEASE NOTE: SOME PRODUCTS MAY NOT BE AVAILABLE AT ALL STORES. PLEASE CALL BEFORE TRAVELLING.
'ADDED VALUE OFFERS - FROM RANGE AVAILABLE IN-STORE. NOT IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER OFFER. ADVERTISEMENT VALID UNTIL AT LEAST 25/08/04. E&OE.

o

Sevenoaks

SOUND & VISION

it,

MUSICAL FID LITY
Musical Fidelity has
unveiled two
integrated amplifiers
and aCD player as
part of its revamped
X-series. The 40
wpc, X-80 (099.95)
and the 80wpc X-150

MUSIC

You've heard of hi-fi - now

ALL

VVi-fi devices allow you to

AROUND
THE

welcome to the world of wi-fi!
network arange of devices
together - from your music
system to your PC - without

HOME

zzgbi

the wires. For example, a
multiroom server like Yamaha's

(799.95) amplifiers feature adual-gang analogue

MusicCAST car wirelessly

volume control and high-output transistors for each

send music to

channel. The X-150

playback systems dotted

also includes ahigh

around your home. That music

quality phono stage.

could be stored on the

te to

five 'client'

il

l
ig

Linn Classik
Music System (Ex Speakers)
£799.95 When purchased with speakers over f299'
When purchased on its own £849.95

MusicCAST server device or

The X-Ray" CD

other sources - existing hi-fi kit,

player (
f.899.95), is the
replacement for the
legendary X- Ray and
uses the same DAC
and upsampling

The Classik sounds simply marvellous. Boasting fine

maybe, or an internet radio

impact and drive, it retains its grip even as it thumps

station or MP3 fibs from your

out rock and dance tracks. Ask it to play quiet

PC: plug-in adapters make it

acoustic music and its smooth, liquid presentation

easy to wi-fi-enable products.

impresses still further. The Classik offers the
performance you'd expect from high quality

principles as the acclaimed Th Vista SACD player. From

separates in one lovely package - this is avery

atechnical standpoint, the X-Ray is equal of some of

superior product."

the most expensive players on the market.

B&W 704
£1399.95
The 704 speakers

YAMAHA'S Mus•cCAST
MCX-1000 DIGITAL SERVER
& MCX-A10 CLIENT

are part of EAW's
new 700 series.
These floorstandinci

YAMAHA MusicCAST
mcx A10
£ 599.95

two-and-a-halfway, vented box

(MusicCAST Client)

speakers and are

MCX

available in a

1000

£ 1799.95

(MusIcCAST Server)

variety of attractive

CYRUSLINK

finishes. In arecent

Linkserver 160 £2999.95

What Hi- H? Sound

(Four Zone HD Server 160Gb Drive)

and Vision group

Linkserver 250

test the 704 offered

(Four Zone HD Server Z50Gb ° Dee/

"Remarkable

Linkport

openness and
clarity that is
unrivalled at
this price."

UD-M31 CD Receiver
£189.95

When purchased with speakers over E99'

When purchased on its own £ 199.95
The D- M30 was exemplary, as its three What Hi Fi?
Sound and Vision Awards clearly show. The D- M31
is even better, making it phenomenal value for money."

£ 649.95

Linkwand

let

f3499.95

Denon DM31

£ 199.95

OPTIONAL RECORDERS:

CuruslInk

DMD-M31 MINIDISC RECORDER • DRR-M31 CASSETTE DECK

AVAILABLE AT SELECTED

NB - PRICE EXCLUDES SPEAKERS

SEVENOAKS SOUND& VISION STORES

PLEASE NOTE: SOME PRODUCTS MAY NOT BE AVAILABLE AT ALL STORES.
PLEASE CALL BEFORE TRAVELLING.
'ADDED VALUE OFFERS - FROM RANGE AVAILABLE IN-STORE. NOT IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER OFFER.
ADVERTISEMENT VALID UNTIL AT LEAST 25/08/0./. EMOE

o

RCD-02 CD Player
RA-02 Amplifier

Roksan Kandy
KD1/III CD Player
KA1/III Amplifier

Monitor Audio
Bronze B2 Speakers

Monitor Audio
Silver S6 Speakers

P

For this recommended Hi Fi System we have
combiner] Rotel's highly rated RCD-02 CD piayet and
RA-02 amplifier with Monitor Audio's beautifully
balanced Bronze B2 speakers. This package gives a
powerful, fresh and vibrant sound. The compact ' B2
sneakers, available in avariety of finish, were
awarded Best Buy' by What HiFi? So>ind and Vision,
with the sound being described as " Superb...
Speakers don't get much better than the B2's".
=get

Best Buy
2003

CD73T CD Player
A65 Plus Amplifier
KFÇ

Q4 Speakers
Arcam and KEF both have an erviable reputation for

The combination of

speaker specialists,

FYoducing great sounding kit without breaking the

Roksanb Kandy MK3

Monitor Audio. The

bank. This system shows why Wth awell balanced

CD ana amplifier is,

combination of Roksan's

sound that's both musically involving and enjoyable.

according to What Hi -

excellent rhythm and

Fi? Sound and Vision,

timing, with its tight bass

At the front of this package is Arcamb upgradeable

"Somefning close to the

and sweet detailed

The RA- 02 amplifier features remote control and a

."...,'D73T CD player - aW -rat Hi- Fr? Sound and Vision

ideal vit:ual and sonic

treble coupled with the

phono input. The RCD-02 (***** - What Hi- R?

'Product of the Year 2003'. We've coupled this with

combination" (December

'S6's ability to stay

Arcam's complementary A65 Pills integrated

2003). VVe have

unruffled even when the

compatible and includes adtal output for

amplifier and KEF's new Q4 fib:standing speakers

partnered these with the

music is at its most

conning to adigital recorder.

featuring KEF's unique Uni Q technology for easier

Silver 56 fioorstanding

complex, makes this a

room placement.

speakers from Bhtish

remarkable system.

SYSTEM PRICE SAVE

SYSTEM PRICE

Souna and Vision - August 2003) is HDCD

SYSTEM PRICE SAVE

£99.95 £129

£999.95 1149

!ER SWEET - NOY IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY ODER OFFER OR moatonoN

11141 SYSTEM 2 - NOT IN COILIIMORON WITH MIT WIER OFRE OR PROMOTION

PRICE EXCLUDES CAR, FS &

Ti

PRICE EXCLICES CA&ES I STNS

£1889.95

PRICE EXCLUDES CABLES & STANDS

HI-FI SYSTEM 3 - NOT IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER OFFER OR PROMOTION

o

Sevenoaks

SOUND & VISION

Marantz

£ 249.95

Musical Fidelity
Musical Fidelity
50
Musical Fidelity
Musical Fidelity

£ 599.95
£ 799.95
£ 979.95

Pre

Musical Fidelity
Musical Fidelity

£ 999.95

Power
8

£ 999.95
£ 1999.95

Quad
Roksan Kandy KA) MMII

£54695
£649.95

Roksan Caspian M

£999.95

Ratel A-01
Batel ' 1,1-02

£249.95
£349.95

Rotel llA-1062

£ 594.95

SPEAKERS
Acoustic Energy

T.11

vr.•

An outstanding selection of products are
on display and available for demonstration
at all Sevenoaks Sound & Vision stores.

Toshiba

£69.95 £79.95
£11 011
£ CALL

1(1E

ECALL

Yamaha
5540
Yamaha , 51500

£ 149.95

Acoustic Energy . sEvo Three
Acoustic Energy
Ka 2

£ 279.95
£ 449.95

Acoustic Energy

£ 749.95

e3

Acoustic Energy .. r1MKIII (
Fran) £ 1699.95
B&W 1.1u01 53
£ 249.95
B&W l.1602 S3
B&W • sl
B&W • 5

£299.95
£ 1399.95
£899.95

KEF
KEF . 1

£249.95
£399.95

KEF . 1
Linn
n

£749.95
£649.95

£399.95 £399.95

Fujitsu . ,1530 42"
Fujitsu
iS10 42" (13:1

£3499.95
£ 379695

DVD RECORDERS

Fujitsu • i530 50"
Hitachi • • , 5400E 42"e)

£ 5799.95
£ 1999.95

MAKES MODEL
REGION 2 MULTI REGION
Panasonic MR- E55 DVD-RAM £ CALL
fCALL
Panasonic . 16-E65 DVD-RAM . £ CALI
fCALL
Panasonic ..
1R- E85 DVD-RAM £ CALL
fCALL
Pioneer a113160S DVD-R/RW £379.95
£399 .
95
Pioneer DVR5100115 DVD-FVRW £469.95
£499 .
95
Pioneer n`/P 520H HDO/DVD-RW £ CALL
fCALL

Hitachi 32PD5203 32"
Hitachi "
t7PD5200 37"

£ CALL
£ CALL

Hitachi ' '
P5200 42"
Hitachi
.
.
1
A5f1OF 42"
Panasonic i142PW66 42"
Panasonic ,37PE3013 37"

£ CALL
£ CALL
£2399.95
£ CALL
£ CALL
£2399.95

CALL

£CALL

Panasonic • ,12PE308 42"
Philips
'
965 37" iF.Di

£CALL
IBA

Pioneer
Pioneer

Toshiba RD-XS30 DVD-RAM

£429.95

VV AMPLIFIERS
iECEIVERS & PROCESSORS
Arcam WR200 AN Receiver
Arcam AVR300 AN Receiver

£599.95
£1299.95

Arcam AV8/P7 AN Pre/Prores.soriPower

£5499.95

Cyrus W8 AN Proc,essor
Denon WC-AlSRA AN Amplifier
Denon -PC-Al SR AN Amplifier

£1099.95
£ CALL
£2199.95

£ 119.95
£ 349.95
£ 899.95

Denon -16111604 AN Receiver
Denon 1.1/131804 AN Receiver

£ CALL
£ CALL

Denon .WR2805 AN Receiver

£ CALL
£ CALL

£ 199.95

Denon .1VR3805 AN Receiver

Monitor Audio 11ser Si

£299.95

Michell ' rrcnoDec (Ex Arm) .. £599.95
Project ! Whit Phcno SB . .. .£ 169.95

Monitor Audio • 16
Monitor Audio
A.8

Hannan burden AVR330 AN Receiver .. £ 599.95
Harman Union AVR630 AN Receiver .. £999.95

Project ,ebut ll (Black)
Project 'ebut II ( Colours)

Monitor Audio :--lerence 10

Project ' Xpression

£ 119.95
£ 134.95
£ 209.95

T61

£ 199.95

Cyrus- SIX
Denon . Pi 1.11 1

£499.95
£99.95

Hannan Kardon
SDAB/AWFM
£299.95
Marantz . 1
£99.95
Pure' AE: 701ES DAB
£199.95
Pure ,.- - 702ES Analogue/DAB .
£279.95
Roksan (TI MKIII
£549.95

CD PLAYERS
Arcam 1,VA CD73T

£499.95

Arcam
60931
Arcam . WA CD192

£699.95
£849.95

Arcam M.1 CD331
Cyrus 11. 1,
Cyrus : A11.6
Denon 55D485
Linn . ICI
Linn
Marantz
Musical Fidelity
Musical Fidelity

Denon

£199.95

£299.95

Ex Speakers

Linn ' 1Jsic Ex Speakers
Teac Legacy in Ex Speakers
Teac Reference
Fx Speakers

£849.95
£199.95
£449.95

bac Reference

£569.95

Speakers

DVD SYSTEMS

£ CALL
£299.95

Yamaha DSP-Z9 AN Amplifier
Yamaha RX-11550 AN Receiver

£ CALL
£ CALL

Yamaha RX-V64ORDS AN Receiver
Yamaha RX-V650 AN Receiver

£349.95
£ CALL

Yamaha FIX-V140ORDS AN Receiver

ECALL

Yamaha RX-02400R05 AN Receiver

ECALL

A/V SPEAKERS & PACKAGES
Acoustic Energy

£999.95
£749.95

Jamo DVR50/A355POD Inc Speakers

£899.95

Artcoustic

KEF KIT100 Inc Speakers
Linn Classik Movie Dr Ex Speakers

£1199.95
£2299.95

Tone Roar •v700,1 S-1800 Inc Speakers

£2999.95

£379.95
£594.95

£3499.95

£ 399.95
£ 999.95

r
ss7e

15005 £
200 FREE 0E0 GABLE'

Yamaha CDR-HD1300 CC- 9W

£449.95

Arcam11VA DV88 Plus £ 599.95 £ 599.95
Arcaml1VA DV78
£ 699.95 £ 699.95

AMPLIFIERS
Arcam ' .VA 465 Plus
Arcam

VA A80

FLEGaM
Arcam

VA.490
U 432

REGION 2 MULTI REGION

Arcam DIVA 0689
Arcam
DV/9
£ CALL
£599.95
£849.95
£1149.95

£799.95
£999.95

Cyrus A.08
£1199.95
Denon 111/D.2200 Universal
£ CALI.
Denon DVD-2900 Universal
Denon 11VD-Al 1

CALL
£ CALL

Cyrus

£599.95

Denon : 551

Cyrus

£799.95

Cyrus

£999.95

Hannan Kardon . 72
Harman Kardon
D31

£299.95
£399.95

Cyrus'
Power
Denon
1;0 115
Linn Colector

(Each) £1199.95
£179.95
£574.95

Pioneer

Linn LK85
Marantz 114400

o

£544.95
£ 149.95

£1599.95

£1199.95

raoo FREE OED GABLE' £2199.95
E250 FREE BED GAB'
LE £1699.95
£1894.95
£2249.95

Mission •
Pack
Monitor Audio Bronze 82 AV

£3899.95
£ 449.95
£ 799l 95
95

Monitor Audio Bronze 64 AV

£ 949.95

Monitor Audio Badius 270

£ 499.95

£799.95
Monitor Audio Radius 51
£
999.95
£1199.95

£499.95
£799.95

£ 999.95

£CALL

SUB WOOFERS

£CALL

MJ Acoustics Aro bU rBlaci ,£60 QED crew £299.95

£CALL
£1599.95

MJ Acoustics Pro 100 (Dar k£60 QED GABLP £599.95
MJ Acoustics Bet 10O PL £60 QED CAMP
£349.95

£299.95

MJ Acoustics 11ef 1dr

£399.95

REL

MKII (Brine.

eso QED CABLE' £699.95
£100 QED GABLP £499.95

£ CALL

£CALL

A Universal

£139.95

£159.95

REL ' DE (annex Eta,

£149.95

REL
se (
8nttex
£349.95
REL - ipede (Black, £100 QED GABLE' £549.95

Pioneer 111/668Av Universal

£ CALL

£179.95
£CALL

Pioneer DV868Avi Universal

£ CALL

£CALL

REL .

REL

Toshiba

£ CALL
£ CALL

.
VL36P 32"

ECALL

£ 8499.95

Sanyo PLVZ1 LCD

£ 999.95

Sanyo /2LCD
Screenplay P4800 DLP

£ 1449.95
£ 849.95

Screenplay 4'4805 DLP
Screenplay / 57('M DLP

£ 1299.95
£ 2699.95

Sharp ' ' LCD
Sharp W-Z91E DLP
Sharp <
V- Z200 DLP

£1099.95
£1710.95
CALL

Sim 2()amino 20 DLP
Sim 2Domino 20 HDMI DLP

£3499.95
£3999.95

Sim 2 ( 1
.
300 Plus DLP ED)
Sim 2DT300 Xtra DLF'

£5499.95
£7999.95

Sim 2F0300 Otra HDMI DLP
Sim 211 1500 Link DLP
TbemeScene1130 Cinema DLP
TbemeScene H50 Cinema DLP (ED)

£7999.95
£24995.95
£1199.95
£1499.95

ThemeScene H56 Cinema DLP

£2299.95

Yamaha

£5499.95

1000 DIP (GX

REMOTE CONTROLS
Marantz RC5400

£399.95

Marantz RC9200
Philips Pronto RU10C0

£799.95
£ 1399.95

,
1E

CALL
CONTACT YOUR LOCAL STORE OR
VISIT OUR WEBSITE
FOR OUR UP-TO-DATE PRICES

PRICING POLICY
SEVENOAKS SOUND & VISION
OPERATES A PRICING POLICY
SEE OPPOSITE PAGE FOR DETAILS

Pioneer [[ VS/SA Universal

Pioneer

£CALL

Sharp Agues LC- 371-614E 37"
Toshiba
36P 26"

1
..

m&

DVD PLAYERS

£499.95

KEF - 11005 rum FREE QED CABLE" •
KEF - ' 112005 » F150 FREE OED GABLE'
KEF
M&K

MAKE & MODEL

£ 994.95

Energy take 51
Energy Encore

KEF -

£169.95

£499.95

Castle ,,ompact CC3

MM&& K
KK

CD RECORDERS

£749.95

£ 849.95
£899.95
£ 999.95

£649.95

Pioneer PDR609 CD- ASP

fib

B&W M300 AV

£199.95
£599.95
£1799.95

Cyrus . nkport

AB

Acoustic Energy BBryo P5/II

Infinity

Cyrus I , ikseryer 160

Cyrus •
I
Yamaha MusicCast MCX Al 0
Yamaha MusicCast MCX 1000

£1099.95

£799.95

MULTI- ROOM AUDIO

Roksan - 1mpian M
Ratel .: 00,2
Rotel il -.101072

Yamaha DSP-AX750SE AN Amplifier
Yamaha DSP-AX640SE AN Amplifier

£ CALL

Sharp Aquas LC-37AD1 37"

'n'ilJECTORS

£1799.95
£1799.95
£2294.95

£ CALL
£ CALI.

Sharp Aquas LC-301*E 30"

Marantr VP- 12S3 DLP
NEC - 11000 DLP

£499.95

Cyrus , irkserver 250

£ CALL

Sharp Agues LC-22ADIE 22"
Sharp Acmes LC-30AD1E 30"

£ CALL

£599.95
£649.95

£1999.95

Sharp Agues LC-22SV2E 22"

Pioneer SSA-AX10Ai AN Amplifier

Denon 201 Ex Speakers
Denon 3101 Ex Speakers

Quad • . A.1 P
£999.95
Roksan Kandy KD1 MIQII
£649.95

£ CALL

£649.95
£ CALL

Denon .:1D-770SD/AVR-77050 Ex Speakers
Jamo . 1/R50/A305PDD Inc Speakers

£999.95

£ CALI.
£ CALL

Sharp Aquos LC- 2051E 20"

£319.95

Rotel --: 11X1065 AiV Receiver
Rotel HSP1066/RMB1075 AN Pre/Power
Ratel •-,SP1098 AN Processor

£ CALL
£ CALL

Sharp Aquas LC- 1564E 15"
Sharp Aquos LC-15S1E 15"

Pioneer VSX-AY,3 AN Receiver
Pioneer VSX-535i AN Receiver

£499.95

£899.95

Panasonic ,y321.)01 32"
Philips
1975 30"

£329.95

£499.95

£ 1099.95
£2199.95
£ 119.95

ECALL
£ CALL

Pioneer VSX-0812 AN Receiver

Denon .. VO 50050 Inc 5.1 Speaker Package

£ 119.95

£ CALL

Panasonic f
X22LT3 22"
Panasonic -\
261.)01 26"

Pioneer VSX-0501 AN Receiver

ni re ,)(STEMS

£ 3999.95

LCD TV

£379.95

£649.95

£4999.95
£ CALL

Hitachi 28105200 28"

£ CALL

Wharfedale P.icific Evolution 30

£3999.95
£3999.95

J1‘.14210 42"

£ CALL

£499.95
£894.95
£344.95

I

Yamaha

On kyo [
X-NR801E AN Receiver

Denon ....DV- M71 Inc SC- M51 Speakers

£1299.95
£599.95

Dri

Musical Fidelity

,L

£269.95
£349.95

1410E 43''
50" (E01

,
l)3HDE

Onkyo X-SR601E NV Receiver

£399.95

Arcam , 11 1
JA CD82T

Cyrus

Quad

£799.95

Marantz SR4400 AN Receiver
Marantz SR5400 AN Receiver

£2799.95

Pioneer ,: 1.,
11-1DE 50"
Toshiba .'. 1
1
36P 42"

£1499.95

;.' ference 20

Quad • . 3
Quad . 1
Roark • Kingue Il

TbNERS
Arcam

Monitor Audio

£599.95
£799.95

A10 42" i£01

Pioneer ...., 920H HDD/DVD-RW £ CALL

Monitor Audio Bronze 62

.£ 139.95

£2999.95

Fujitsu •

Michell ,yro SEJRB300 eso GOLDRING cARTFIDGE. .£ 1049.95

Goldring GR1

PLASMA
Fujitsu • •
A30 42"

£119.95 £ 119.95

Pioneer ,' 20H HDDADVD-RW .
Is Evo One

Mission
Mission
Mission

TURNTABLES

Toshiba . 3E
Toshiba
11E

(Bnttex Bla, £ 100 QED GABLE' £724.95
E100 rife GABLE" £999.95

Ira 5elinttex BI, . £100 OED CABLE'

£699.95

PLEASE NOTE: SOME PRODUCTS MAY NOT BE
AVAILABLE AT ALL STORES.
PLEASE CALL BEFORE TRAVELLING.
'Added Value Offers- Rum range available in-storeNot in conjunction with any other offer.
(ED) - Limited stock, some could be ex-display.
Advertisement valid until at least 25/08/64, E&OE

Founded in 1972, Sevenoaks Sound &

DEMONSTRATION
FACILITIES

Vision is one of the largest and most

Our comfortable demonstration rooms are

successful hi-fi and home cinema retailers in

among the finest in the country, many

the country.

complying with full THX specifications.

WHO ARE SEVENOAKS?

SEVENOAKS STORES NATIONWIDE
ABERDEEN

57 CROWN STREET

01224 252797

BEDFORD

(
NEW)

Each Sevenoaks Sound & Vision store

OPE11116 !Air oususr

stocks a wide range of quality products,
covering all categories of specialist home

29-31 ST PETERS STREET

01234 272779

BRIGHTON

entertainment, from HiFi separates and
systems

57 WESTERN ROAD HOVE

01273 733338

BROMLEY

BIRMINGHAM

advise, demonstrate and guide you through

ARCH 12 UVERY STREET

929 WHITELADIES ROAD, CLIFTON

CAMBRIDGE

17 BURLEIGH STREET

01223 304770

the home entertainment jungle.

NORWICH

29-29A ST GILES STREET

01603 767605

NOTTINGHAM

0115 911 2121

CARDIFF 104-106 ALBANY ROAD
CHELSEA

PETERBOROUGH

403 KINGS ROAD

14 P1TTVILLE STREET

01242 241171

PLYMOUTH

32 THE BOULEVARD

POOLE

CROYDON

369-373 LONDON ROAD

PRESTON

OPENSUNDAY

(
NEW)

24 THE GREEN

107 CORNWALL STREET

LATIMER HOUSE. 44-46 HIGH STREET

OPEMIC WES/GUST

READING

OPEN SUNDAY

3-4 KINGS WALK SHOPPING CENTRE

0118 959 7768

EDINBURGH 5THE cfessmARKEr

SEVENOAKS

EPSOM

SHEFFIELD 615 QUEENS ROAD. HEELEY

0131 229 7267

12 UPPER HIGH STREET

01372 720720

°POI &WAY

28 COWCK STREET

01392 218895

109-113 LONDON FIDAD

01732 459555

0114 255 5861

SOLIHULL149-151

OPEN SUNDAY

STRATFORD IRMO

0121 733 3727

SOUTHGATE 79-81

GUILDFORD 73B NORTH STREET

SOUTHAMPTON 33 LONDON ROAD

HOLBORN

STAINES 4THAMES STREET

01483 536666

144-148 GRAYS INN ROAD

020 7837 7540

ISAME ROW, SAVILE STREET

01482 587171

IPSWICH

12-14 DOGS HEAD STREET

01473 286977

OPEN SUNDAY

OPEN SUNDAY

LEICESTER 10 LOSEBY LANE

0116 253 6567

LINCOLN

20-22 CORPORATION SIHeH

01522 527397 (
offmassinEEn

LIVERPOOL

16 LORD STREET

0151 707 8417

MAIDSTONE

96 WEEK STREET

01622 686366

MANCHESTER

69 HIGH ST, CITY CENTRE

0161 831 7969

NEWCASTLE

19 NEWGATE STREET

0191 221 2320

and professional service. Whether you're looking for a
multi-room

system,

a dedicated

home

cinema

speakers or an integrated control or lighting system,
Sevenoaks Sound 8, Vision has a diverse range of

FREE 8 Page Cs-tom Installation Brochure
available now from your nearest store or
via our website.

SEVENOAKS WEBSITE
The Sevenoaks Sound & Vision website has news and information on the Sevenoaks group
and its stores.
There are regularly updated special offer and stock clearance lists with hundreds of products
available and detailed pages to help you locate your nearest store. To find out more, click on

CHASE SIDE

020 8886 2777

PRICING POLICY

023 8033 7770
01784 460777

OPEN SIMS«

SWINDON 8-9 COMMERCIAL ROAD

01793 610992
SWISS COTTAGE 21 NORTHWAYS POE. FINCHLEY P.O
020 7722 9777

Whilst we do not claim always to be the cheapest, we try to ensure our prices are highly
competitive. Take into account the expert advice, unrivalled product selection, demonstration
facilities and excellent pre, during and after sales service and the lower price might not look
such good value.
In the event you can find the same products and excellent service af a lower price, please
bring it to our store managers' attention. We will always endeavour to offer you the best deal.

OPEN SUNDAY

LEEDS 62 NORTH STREET

0113 245 2775

standards in all areas and provide a prompt, reliable

TUNBRIDGE WELLS 28-30 : IT JOHNS ROAD

KINGSTON 43 FIFE ROAD

020 8547 0717

Our installation experts are fully trained to the highest

www.sevenoakssoundandvision.co.uk

GLASGOW 88 GREAT WESTERN ROAD

0141 332 9655

ceiling and the complete system operated via remote control.

products availabb to cater for all your requirements.

40-4T LUNE STREET

01772 825777

electronics can be hidden away, speakers discreetly mounted eithei in the wall or

installation with a retractable screen and built-in

01202 671677

01293 510777

0208 579 8777

OPEN SLAIMY

01752 226011

CRAWLEY

020 8665 1203

36-38 PARK ROAD

01733 897697

020 7352 9466

Sevenoaks Sound & Vision's Custom Installation Service enables the integration of a
home cinema or hi-fi system into your home as neatly and seamlessly as possible. All

41 ST CLEMENTS STREET

01865 241773

029 2047 2899

CHELTENHAM

CUSTOM INSTALLATION

597-599 MANSFIELD ROAD

OXFORD

HULL

widescreen

Friendly staff are available in all stores to

0117 974 3727

EXETER

players,

all at highly competitive prices.

0121 233 2977

EALING

DVD

39A EAST STREET

020 8290 1988

BRISTOL

to

plasma televisions and projection systems,

01892 531543

WATFORD 478 sr alms RUAS
•01923 213533 opted sumo
WEYBRIDGE

43 CHURCH STREET. THE QUADRANT

Pick-up your FREE

01932 828525
WITHAM (
ESSEX) 1THE GROW CENTRE
01376 501733

68 page guide at your

WOLVERHAMPTON

our Website. The

01902 312225

29-30 CLEVELAND STREET
OPEN SUNDAY

OPENING HOURS
PLEASE TELEPHONE OR VISIT our; WEBSITE FOR
UP-TO-DATE TRADING HOURS

nearest Sevenoaks
Sound & Vision store
or order a copy via
brochure will be
posted to you (UK
mainland addresses
only) free of charge
while stocks last.

E-MAIL
insert
.

store locatenesevenoak.soundandvislon.co uk

www.sevenoakssoundandvision.co.uk
0

THE ULTIMATE SOUND AND VISION EXPERIENCE

Pure sound
Pure vision
If you're passionate about audio and visual
excellence, then you can't mss the show
that brings you the best of both.
The Hi -Fi Show & AVEXPO is your ticket to
the most exciting experience in audio-vision
in the UK today.
Call now to book your ticket
to hear and see the very best in action.

24*- 26 September 2004
The Meridien and Renaissance Hotels, Heathrow
Advance Tickets £ 6.00 Tickets at the door £ 8.00 • *Trade day only 24th. September
Sponsored by Hi-FiNews In association with Hi -Fi A/V www.avexpo.co.uk

TICKET HOTLINE 020 8774 0847

A3.2 SERIES IINTEGRATED AMP, PREAMP, POWER AMP, TUNER, CD PLAYER AND DAC .

A3.2 SERIES.
M ACHINED, MIL- SPEC ALUMINIUM FRONT PANEL.
PLATINUM PLATED FITTINGS. REMOTE CONTROLLED. PHONO STAGE.
POWERFUL, ROBUST, BUILT.

FOR DETAILS OF YOUR NEAREST STOCKIST RING 020 8900 2866. www.musical-fidelitym.uk

MUSI CAL FIDELITY

Densen Audio Technologies

Acoustic Arts
Watford
Tel. 01923 245250
Audio Counsel
Cheadle
Tel. 01614 916090
Audio Counsel
Oldham
Tel. 01616 332602
HI-FI Studios
Doncaster
Tel. 01302 725550

The New Densen B-350 Monoblock
For all at Densen the birth of the B-350 is a significant moment. For Densen the B-350 has for severcl years been
the internal reference, and therefore is a pleasure to be able to show audiophiles all over the world the true
musical world of Densen. The design process has taken a staggering 4-5 years. And in periods Thomas Sillesens
insisting on a true breathtaking product has delayed the process, which has been further enhanced by the
fact Thomas seemed more interesting in listening to the B-350 than finish it for production.
The B-350 is build using surface mounting techniques, and the components are mounted wit) a precision of
0,02mm ( I) using silver solder. All solderings are made in an artificial atmosphere, consisting of nitrogen, to avoid
oxidation of the solderings. The powersupply is massive and consist of a 750VA transformer and a storage
capacity of 100.000uF with 4separate rectifiers of which the 2of them are capable of 3.000VA. All resistors are
laser trimmed metalfilm from Vishay with a precision of 0,1%. The B-350 delivers 125W at 8ohm and 250 W in 4
ohm.
The B-350 will be retailing for GBP 2500/per unit, Like all Densen products it comes with lifetime warranty.
Review by Stereoplay:
Sound: Absolute Spitzenklasse
Verdict: Very good
Price - performance ratio: Very good

Densen

Lundevej 10

6705 Esbjerg 0

Phone: (+45) 75 18 12 14

"No manipulation with the soundstage, no
strange atmospheres, in stead the musicians
just play more enthusiasticly. With perfect timing and pace it outperforms the competition."

Denmark

www.densen.com

Kevin Galloway
Audio
Kilmarnock
Tel 01563 574185
Midland Audio
Exchange
Belbroughton
Tel. 01562 731100
Mike Manning
Taunton
Tel. 01823 326688
Mike Manning
Yeovil
Tel, 01935 479361
New Audio Frontiers
Loughborough
Tel. 01509 264002
Phonography
Ringwood
Tel. 01425 461230
Progressive Audio
Gillingham
Tel. 01634 389004
Zen Audio
Hull
Tel. 01482 587397

1.1
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Z[

«
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this is one famey niat you'll happey yiw permaned resiclenœ !

We understand that c
hoosing Hi-fi is apersonal and at limes
family thing. CA1 the Audio Salon today on 0141 333 9700 for
information on Zingali or visit www.at diasalon.c o.uk

e

M

rther

Hazlemere Audio
Digital
dCS
Metronome
Opus 21 (new
from Resolution
Audio)
Oracle
Amplification
Chapter Audio
DNM
Lamm
Nagra
Plinius
Renaissance
Spectral
Power supply
Accuphase
Isotek
Jaya
Loricraft

If you

Vinyl
Avid
Garrard
Oracle

SOUND & VISION
STORAGE

Speak(
ART
Talon
Verity Audio
REF 3A
Cable
Nirvana
Siltech
Spectral

Clearlight
Kinabalu

value the best

(rather than just the most expensive)
For an appointment (day or evening)
Call High Wycombe

(
01494 865829)
art, oudspeakers

Audio Analogue • Creek • Ecosse • Fanfare

Tidy away your collection of CDs, Videos, DVDs, Audio tapes, LPs,.
MDs or Talking books into one of our range of lovely cabinets. Styles
from traditional so contemporary, achoice of wood finishes and sizes
to suit the modest and serious collector alike. For abrochure please
phone (24hrs) wake or email to

JOHN AUSTIN FURNITURE LTD.
Grearworth Park. Banbury, Oxon OX 1 2H3

Tel: 01295 760017 Fax: 01295 760177
infoejœhn-austin-furniture.co.uk
www.john-austin-furniture.ca.uk

Gamut • Harmonic Technology • Ortofon • Piega
Reference 3A • SME • Sugden • Triangle

Atac
Audio
Castl
Cyru
KEF
Linn
Mara
Meridian
Michell
Mission
Monitor Au
NAD
Nordost
Origin Li
Orto! on
Pathos • •
Pickering
Primare
Pro- Ac
Project
QUAD
REL
Roksan
Shanling
SME
Spendor
Sugden
TAG McLar
Tannoy
TEAC
Trichord
Unison Res
Van Den Hul
Wharfedale
Yamaha
lots more

Award Winning Retailers...

The North of England Hi Fi Specialists
Quality Hi Fi separates from £ .
100 to £ 10,000
Widest choice in the area

t- Independent advice

1Consumers Choice Gold Award Winners
Over 35yrs experience. bQualified staff
Comfortable dem rooms
Main road location

Superb showrooms

Major car parks nearby

Insurance estimates

bService Dept.

Up to 3 years Interest Free Credr

only 20% deposit

Carriage Free Mail Order ( inc. credit) * subiect to status
Delivery & installation

ePart Exchange

1Open 10:30am - 5:30pm

6 days: Mon. to Sat.

Visa, Access, Switch etc.

24 Gillygate, York Y031 7E0
C1904-629659
www.Vickers-HiFico.uk

lists in high fidelity sound reproduction - since 1967
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Connoisseur ,ku_dio
GUARANTEE
• TO BEAT ANY GENUINE PART EXCHANGE OFFER YOU HAVE BEEN MADE

• Minimum 24 Months WARRANTY ON ALL NEW EQUIPMENT

Tel : 0845-166-1249

6MONTH WARRANTY ON ALL PRE-OWNED EQUIPMENT

celle e

Email: sales@connoisseuraudio.co.uk

G=1.e>.e.eui.

FULL RANGE OF NEW EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE FROM:
AUDIO ANALOGUE , AUDIO PHYSIC, ANALYSIS- PLUS, BEL CANTO, BLUENOTE, CROFT, DYNAVECTOR, EAKYOSHINO, ECOSSE
FINAL, GRAAF, LYRA, OPERA, ORIGIN LIVE, ORACLE, ORTOFON, PATHOS ACOUSTICS, PLINIUS, PS AUDIO, SUMIKO STAX, TRIANGLE
UNISON RESEARCH and others ALL WITH GREAT PART EXCHANGE DEALS I

elt
www.connoisseuraudio.co.uk
SELECTION FROM PRE-OWNED and EX-DF.M EQUIPMENT
Please Phone or Email For Full Details/Prices
Selected Ex-Dem Equipment: Audio Physic Virgo 3, Avanti & Spark3 - Audio Analogue Maestro CD - Bel Canto DAC2 - Bluenote T/Tables & Stibbert CD - Chord Phono
£875 - Clearlight RIX Racks - Croft CGI Twinstar - EAR 509 Jubilee LE Monoblocs XLR - Frngge Legend SE XLR - Diapason Adamantes - Lyra Argo - Opera VQuinta - Triangle
various - Pathos Logos-Classic t- Sumilco Bluepoint Spec. - Triangle Celius 202 - PS Audio P5oo £2200 - Unison Research Hybrid Amp ez New TEAC Mechanism Unico CD Unison Research Szk

Selected Pre-Owned :_Arcam FMJ CD23 £525 - Audio Analogue Maestro CD Processor £ 1275 - Audio Physic Virgo 2- £1499 - Cary 3ooSEI LX-2o New Valves £2200 - Croft
Epoch Pre plus'Ninstar Power £2599 - Diapason Adamantes & Stands Walnut - £3499 EAR Vzo Int. £2495 - EAR 834L Chrome Deluxe £699 - Graaf GM2o OTL £2799 - Opera
SP2 £ 1075 - ProAc Response 1.5 Yew £999 - Pathos Classic I£ 1175 - Rolcsan Kandy MkIll Twin Amps £699 - Sonus Faber Musics Amp £ 1250 - Triangle Ventis £ 1949 - Unison
Research S6 £ 1249 - UR Smart 845's £2799- Unison Research Hybrid Amp £799 - YBA2 Pre 8r Power £ 1499 - Tag McLaren DAC20 £55o - Musical Fidelity A3.2 Cd £525 - Roksan
Caspian Amp £375 - Philosophy Cables XLR Interconnects £ 175 - Tara Labs Dig. RSC Decade XLR £375
Full Range Audio Physic, Analysis Plus, Audio Analogue, Bluenote, Bel Canto, Croft, Diapason, Dynavector, EAR/Yoshino, Final, GRAAF,
Lyra, Opera, srAx, Sumiko, Triangle, Pathos, Unison Research - Call For Great Part_Exchange Proposals

ELECTROCOMPANIET
If music really matters...
FULL RANGE ON DEMONSTRATION
aL

note II

: uphase // nagra // dcs // bel canto // spectral // Focal-iMlab // peak consult

siltech // densen // sme // quad // orelle // electrocompaniet // halcro //
vpi //

orpheuc

labs //

(01563) 574185
V\1

www.kevingallowayaudio.co.uk
infoekevingallowayaudio.co.uk

www.hifinews.co.uk

lavardin // avi

genn audio // stereovox // ecs // leema acoustics // roksan
MR
BUM
MIN

EVIfl
gallOWa
AUDIO
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Beauhorni„

loudspeakers
what do they offer you?
0 they give you the most natural, realistic sound
from your recordings
) they meet the demands of the highest quality
equipment, like low- powered single- ended
triode amplifiers
0 they are unrivalled for the replay of orchestral,
chamber, instrumental, vocal, jazz and blues
recordings "... and at least very good at most
everything else." [
Listener]
()' they enjoy aworldwide reputation as the very
finest music loudspeakers available

if you really love your music, hear
them now, and give your ears atreat!
website: www.beauhom.com e-mail: infon@beauhom.com Hastings TN35 4NB England Telephone: +44 (0)1424 8113888

PATIOS
••

IAN EDWARDS

MAKERS OF FINE HANDMADE FURNITURE

"The Pathos Acoustics Classic One is one of the
finest sounding amps Ihave ever heard, of any
era, from anywhere..."
Sam Tellig - Stereophile, Nov 2003

Tel:
-01423 500442 5
(2,. 01423 705200
www.iansbespokefurniture.co.uk
The Old Chapel-

fiK
.
as,
ir)
UKD Ltd
23 Richings Way, lver, Bucks
Tel: 01 753 652669
www.ukd.co.uk
post@ukd.co.uk
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>cartridges
dnm
goldring

Real
hi-fi

lyra
ortofon
sumiko
>cables
chord company
dnm
nordost

nail»

>headphones
beyer
grado
stax

n(árdo

-.stands
something solic
soundstyle
stands unique
hardware

neat

(Lin er

atc
Audio Analogue, 3eauhoin, lient Micro,
Clearaudio, Diapason, EAR/Yoshino, Final,

epos
harbeth

Lyra, Mortrio Nordo,t, Nottingham Analogue,

'merge

Opera, Pc thus Auaustics, Rogue Audio,

in focus

Transfiguration, SME, Shun Mook,
Unison Research
Demonstrations by appointment

signal

lexicon
michell
naim audio

Ili It tot àtuvv'n UPS

lee

neat acoustics
parasound

Alternative
AUDIO
t: 01984 624242
Brompton Ralph, Taunton, Somerset

primaree
pure digital
sine
tanncy
trichord

ipswi ch ( 0 14 7 3 )

65 -

655172
email:eng@signals.urc.cer
ipswich
suffolk
IPio oDY
signals
bu cklesham
si
g
na
I s.0
k.c
o
m
w
w
w .

fax ( 01473

SUBSCRIBE FOR JUST £ 11.10
Pay just £ 17.10 when you subscribe with yr
monthly Direct Debit and SAVE 25%

/

off the normal subscription rate.
Offer Rate

Full Price

Saving

UK 6 Month DD

£17.10

£22.80

25%

UK Annual Ch /Credit Card

£36.48

£45.60

20'%

Western Europe*

€72.16

€96.22

25%

North America*

$97.12

$129.50

Rest of World*

£60.71

£80.95

25''.

Call our subscri /rin hotline NOW on

O84517"6 7778
,,/
www.hifinews.co.uk

and quote code 26A.
Hi-Mews SEPTEMBER 2004
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call 0208 726 8323 to advertise

West Midlands

rvI LJIC

MI 'VT
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THE AUDIO SPECIALISTS

HI- F- 1

d"
HI-FI

Our extensive range of products includes the very finest hi-fi and home cinema fit« Arcam, Audioyesi.

Audio Research, B&W, Castle, Celestion, Chord, Cyrus, Denon, DPA, Dynaudio, Jamo, KEF, Krell, Marantz. Martin Logan,
Meridian, Michell, Mission, Monitor Audio, Musical Fidelity, Panasonic, Pioneer, Polk, Pro-Ac, Project, Quad, REL, Rotel, Ruark,
Sennheiser, SME, Sonus Faber, Tag MacLaren, Tannoy, TEAC, Technics, Theta, Thorens, Yamaha, Wharfedale and Wilson Benesch.
A wide range of classic CDs is available at our Birmingham branch.

CEDIA

Open Tuesday to Saturday 10.00 - 5.30, late night (not Stourbridge) Thursday till 6.30
INTEREST FREE CREDIT ON SELECTED ITEMS
APR 0% Written details on request
Licensed Credit Broker
VISA • ACCESS • SWITCH • AMEX • DINERS

363 HAGLEY ROAD,

93-95 HOBSMOAT ROAD,

9MARKET STREET,

EDGBASTON,

SOLIHULL

STOURBRIDGE,

BIRMINGHAM B17 8DL

SUTTON COLDFIELD,

WEST MIDLANDS B92 8JL
TEL 0121-742 0254 FAX 0121-742 3471

WEST MIDLANDS CAS lAB

WEST MIDLANDS, B73 5TD

TEL 01384 444184 FAX: 01384 444968

TEL 0121 354 2311. FAX: 0121 354 1933

TEL 0121 429 2811 FAX 0121 434 3298

10 BOLDMERE ROAD,

London

1
'il

SISII'S

dei O'Brien HiFi Ent 1986

LOG% \

.

•ANG • ARCAYDIS • AUDIO RESEARCH • AUDIO TECHNICA • AVID • BEYER • CABLETALK • CHORD CABLES • CREEK • CUSTOM DESIGN • DENON • DENSEN • DIAPASON
• DYNAVECTOR • EPOS • EXPOSURE • FINAL • GRADO • GRAAF • GOLDRING • GUTWIRE CABLES • JADIS • JECKLIN • RE • MICHELL • MONRIO • MOON • MYRYAD • NAD
•NAIM • OPERA • ONKYO • ORIGIN LIVE • OPTIMUM • PATHOS • PRIMA LUNA • PROJECT • GED • RESON • SENNHEISER • SME • SONNETEER • SONUS FABER • STANDS
•UNIQUE • SPECTRAL • SUGDEN • TEAC • THORENS • TRANSPARENT CABLES • TRIANGLE • UNISON RESEARCH • WATERFALL • WILSON

51 MO

tI,OGUE

41111.1....M11111MB.

Demonstration Room • Free car parking • Major Credit Cards • Personal Export • Mail Order • Installation Service
• Repair facilities • 5mins walk Raynes Park BR • 20 mins Waterloo • 5 mins from A3 ( Raynes Park B282 exit) • 25 mins M25 Junc 10
Clearance / Second Hand / Ex Dem Equipment • Details on request

WAS NOW
Arcam Nicam tuner (S/ii ) £300 £ 75
Audio Analogue Bellini Pre-amplifiers (sis) £595 £450
Audio Analogue Donizetti Power Amp (s/s) £595 £450
Audio Analogue Maestro CD (new) £1700 £1300
Audio Analogue Puccini amplifier (ex dem) £495 £399
Audio Analogue Puccini amplifier SE (new) £895 £ 699

Audio Analogue Paganini (new)
£895 £699
Monrio Asty ST amplifier (50 Watts ex dem) £450 £350
NAD T760 AV amp (ex dem)
£650 £300
Onkyo M02521 Minidisc recorder (ex-dem) £550 £200
Opera Centro (centre channel) (suit) £430 £225
Opera Duetto (s/Ti)
£500 £280

e

Sonneteer Sedley Phono stage(ex-dem) £450
Stands Unique Sound Support (s/h) £275

£300
£175

Stands Unique CD/DVD Storage (s/it) £230 £175
Theta Data 11 CD ( new mech) £ 1500 £750
Zingalli 2S boxed, books. perfect ( s/h) £2500 £1250

60 Durham Rd, West Wimbledon, London SW20 OTW
Open 9.30-5.30 TuesSat Tel: 020 8946 1528/0331

Devon

Web: www.obrienhifi.co.uk

Ork Instant Finance Astrilable
Written details on re nest

E-mail: shop@obrienhifIcom

UK Wide

www.soundcinergy.co.uk

sound cinergy

Audio
Destination
Devons Audio Specialists

M ADISOUND
BUILDERS

WITH

PARTS

PROVIDES

THE

HIGHEST

2

seas
C

I
T170
Skaaning
Loudspeakers

•HI Fl • HOME CINEMA • MULTI ROOM
Stockists of: Audio, Audio Physic, Audion, Ayre, Bel Canto, Chapter
Audio, Chord, Clear Audio, Exposure, Living Voice, Monitor Audio,

QUALITY

AND ADVICE.

_

M

SPEAKER

IIII
ACOUSTIC PANELS

Moon, Musical Fidelity, Myryad, Nordost, Parasound, Primare, Bel,
Ruark, Totem Acoustics, Tube Technology and many more.
•o% FINANCE AVAILABLE. aDEMONSTRATION ROOMS
•CHILDS PLAY AREA • OUT OF OURS APPOINTMENTS
•HOME DEMONSTRATION
Tel: 01884 243584 Mon - Sat si.tto -5.00pm
MIKE .1. CAROLINE LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING YOU

purls
222,

32B Bampton Street, Tiverton, Devon EX16 6AH
Website www.audiodestination.co.uk
email info@audiodestination.co.uk

Vifa
N6RDOST
we

UK Wide

VI
A V INTERNATIONAL LTD

AVIS NEW LABORATORY SERIES
HIFI CHOICE "
EDITORS CHOICE"
"PRODUCT OF THE YEAR"
What HiFi 5 star and best buy

L
ru
MIN

5C21TSpEaK
• MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS INC
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
PO BOX 44283
MADISON, WI 53744-4283 U.S.A
TEL 608-831-3433 FAX 608-831-3771
e-mail info@madisound corn
Web Page hup
mas/sound corn

1
4

www.avihiff.com
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37 High Street, Aldridge

01922 457926

linn
naim
cyrus
sugden
rega
krell
audio research
unison research
sonus faber
pathos
balm
spendor
jm lab
the audio room
2 george street, hedon, hull, HU12 EIJH

tel 014E12 891375
vovvvv.theaudioroom.co.uk

open monsat 9a.m.-6p m.

UK Wide
REPAIRS & ADVICE
On High- End & Quality HiFi

SOUTH WEST HI-FI
01752 779933

T
O find out more quickly

TEL:01453 752656

Infinity, Linn, Marantz, Mordount Short,
NAD, Project, Pure, REL, Roksan, Trichord

Solen Inductors
Solen Fast Caps

Fostex

FREE ADVICE IN A RELAXED AND FRIENDLY ATMOSPHERE

SPOCII/ISIS in home onfortommont

AE, Creek, Epos, Exposure, Harman Kardon,

TO advertise in this section

Call

020 8728 8323

free carriage nationwide
e-mail: southwesthifi@fsbdial.co.uk
Web: www.southwesthifi.co.uk
www.hifinews.co.uk

The Guide
Hertf rdshire

Nairn Audio Specialist

Hi Fi & Home Cinema
Cables & Accessories

Living Voice Loudspeakers
Tom Evans Audio Design
Resolution Audio

cALL 0800 373467

Neat Acoustics
Border Patrol

The largest selection of mint, pre-loved
Naim Audio components on the planet.
12

the sound práciice,

Help & ad -

architects of extraordinary
2 channel audio systems

Dem fac
ord

's Open 7d

000

' Products b.s

czd

Tel: 01727 893928
www.torritomaudio.com
tunes

Exclusive UK retailer for

LFD Audio

montf ,giuoront

Mail

Quoting code, AN

DNM/Reson
Audio Physic

www.thesoundpractice.com
surgery@thesoundpractice.com
St Albans ( 01727) 893 928

tomtomaudio.com

%IV

sown

FABER CREMONA AUDITOR

An absolutely mint pair of these
superb speakers in graphite with
dedicated stards £ 1850
ROKSAN CASPIAN CD £
ROKSAN CASPIAN AMP £

Wanted

25 Story Street

All above inns rrint with packaging

Classic English HiFi Components
or Systems

Hull, HUI 35A
Tel: 01482 587397
Audio & Vision

ALSO
Accessories or Literature

Stockists of: NAIM, MERIDIAN, DENSEN,
ONKYO, ROKSAN, NAD, MARANTZ,
UNISON RESEARCH, WHARFEDALE, QUAD,

(all Good-HiFi

DYNAUDIO, PROAC, DALI, JMLAB, JAMO

400
300

0845 644 3340

B&W P4. DM601. CC6 - 5-channel
package or will split £ 500
Tel: Pinewood Music 01460 54322
e-rrail: brianriv@mac.com
Mobile .07860 351113

Gloucester

Absolute Demos

e

[10 1
1
m)Fdesoler
vin

soun

hifio°
sIS

••••

Home Cinema . Hi -Fi . Multi- room

,
11),-.

/MERIDIAN

Full design and installation service
Fine products on demonstration from...
pioneer, roksan, avi, chord, creek, epos,
Jujitsu plasma, infinity, jm lab, harrnan kardon,

e
1V 1%11

fUi

ATIONAI

marantz, meridian, project, pure, rako, rel, SIM2,
unison research... more
www.gloucesterhifi.co.uk

qualityaudio@2die4.com - +44 ( 0) 79 61 13 30 38

Audiogram MB2- Integrated Amplifier
Ainliogram Melt- Amplifier
Apogee Mini Grands - Loudspeakers
Audio Research DAC1-20 - DAC
Audio Research VT5O-Valve Amplifier
Califontla Audio Alpha - DAC
California Audifi DX1-CD Player
Copland CDA277 - CO Player HDCD
Copland CDA2613 - CD Player HDCD
Copland CSA301 MKI - Valve Preamplifier
Copland CSA303 - Hybrid Preamplifier
Copland CTA504 - Valve AmplIflel.
Goldmund Mimesis 68 - Amplifier
.ladis Orchestra - CD Player
Krell KAV250P Preamplifier
Krell KSL - Preamplifier
Krell CD-DSP-'op loader CD Player
Martin Logan Cinema - Centre channel
Martin Logan Theatre - Centre channel
Martin Logan Prodigy - Electrostatic
PS Audio Ultralink - DAC
PS Audio Reference Link - Digital Preamp
Sonos Faber Concertino Home Loudspeakers
Saws Faber Ca-and Kato Horne Loudspeakers
Theta Digital Dreadnaught - 5ch amp
Theta Digital Carmen 11- CD/DVD Drive
Theta Digital David II -CD/DVD DrOve
Wilson Audio CUB - Loudspeakers Silver
Wilson Audio CUB 11w/stands Black
Wilszn Audio Witt II Loudspeakers Black
Z Systems R001- Transparent Digital Equalizer

no grey imports - all equipment

comes

with 1year full warranty

lhnmector's SuperStereo puts you in the same room as the music.
How? We apply frequency related time delays
to the signal through 2small sub- speakers without altering the front signal.
(Just as sound travels at frequency related speeds in real life).
"Extraordinarily convincing"
Paul Messenger Hi Fi Choice.
Make the most of your vinyl & CD's with the award winning Adp-2 adapter £895
Visit us at the Heathrow HiFi Show, Sept, 2004. Info & sales direct from:
Dynavector SuperStereo
Tel/fax: ( 01202) 767873. E-mail: dynavector@enetel.net.uk
Web: http://web.onetelneluk—dynavector
vvv,fv,, hifinews co.uk

Norfolk

[n(manienr
LOW DENSITY CONCRETE ENCLOSURE
LOUDSPEAKERS.
Rock solid bass without cabinet vibration.
Standmountect bookshelf, subs, floorstanders.
We also sell cabinets and advice.
See vinvw.farodaysound.co.uk
for photos, reviews, contacts.
Hi-FiNews SEPTEMBER 2004
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call 0208 726 8323 to advertise

Reel to Reel

Cables

Norfolk
The Old School

A

Road, Bracon Ash

High End Cable

TAPE

\ear Norwich, Norfolk

1 le Tel:

Basically Sound of Norfolk

RECORDERS

Upgrade your Hi-fi or AV system

OPEN REEL TO REEL SPECIALISTS. Established 30 years
Macnirtes bought, sod] aria et‘: .• Akai, Sony, Pioneer,
TEAC, Tascam, Reims, Technics.
vicing on selected machines.
Tel: 020 7603 0303 ( M017)

Rega, Proac, Neat, PML, Bryston, Final, Nairn,
Denon, Epos, U.K.D., Soundstyle,
Chord Co, Cable Talk. Opera Loudspeakers,
Stax. Teac. and others

with quality new and previously
owned cable from some of the
worlds leading manufacturers.

r

Cartridges

www.basicallysound.com

Call 01775 761880 or visit the

Suffolk

website for our current stocklist

Front End Problems?

(
015081 570829

L

www.highendcable.co.uk

then contact:

"The Cartridge Man 99
It doesn't have to cost an arm and a leg
to get the best — listen to my Koetsu-and-Deccaeater. Also agents for Croft, Moth, Hadcock,
E.A.R. and others.
'CAR IRIDGE MAN STYLUS GAUGES
NOW AVAILABLE'
plus cartridge re-tipping service

signals

BEN DUNCAN,
Interconnect and speaker cables draw music's
higher dimensions from your system.
The world's first using a sound- improving proprietary
technology, these attractive bespoke cables have
a 30- day money- back guarantee.

Web Site: listen.to/thecartridgeman

Ask for full details!

020 8688 6565

Cantons Sound
01522 536981
www.contoris.com

UPS

MAIL ORDER - WORLDWIDE
Money back guarantee

(
less £ 30 UK or £ 100 overseas , within 30 days )

HUGE expensive " High End"
"potted" transformers

that our " Hi Fi Myth Exposed" are true ! Customers use our amplifiers with " High End"
speakers like £8,000 J M Lab Mezzo Utopia, Yamaha NS- 1000M Studio Monitors

KT88 valves
are more
expensive
than 6550
valves

with Beryllium metal dome midrange + tweeter . Linn Isobariks, RTL transmission
lines , £ 3,500 Martin Logan Quad ESL 57 , ESL 63 , smaller Sonus Faber
Hi Fi Myth Exposed ( part 1) Our £ 1,000 " High End" 80 watts + 80 watts VALVE
amplifier will probably sound as loud as £ 10,000 160 watts + 160 watts
TRANSISTOR amplifiers because most transistor amplifiers clip violently
(and audibly) and most 6 inch speakers struggle with 10 watts of bass, so the rest
of the amplifier power is as useful as 160 m.p.h cars in crowded town centres !
Hi Fi Myth Exposed ( part 2) The most important sound on the CD of your favourite
singer is the voice of your favourite singer. Our £250 valve amplifier + hilariously
priced £ 250" 3 way" speaker + good " live" recording will trick you into believing that
the singer is in the room with you ! Our £ 1,400 " High End" valve amplifier will do this

expensive
non-magnetic
stainless
steel
Ultra Linear
chassis
£1,050 £ 1,150
Compare our HUGE powerful
"potted" transformers
with £4,000 amplifie

trick, with 10% to 20% of studio recording. We challenge you to do this trick with
transistor amp or transistor / valve hybrid amp, £ 250 cable, £ 250 of modification
with £ 10 volume control, capacitors. etc. We also promise huge reduction of
irritating sibilance ( e.g. " his" sound like " hisssssk" ) , even with £ 250 valve amp !

Triode
Connection
£1,250 £1,400
Reliable valves
have 2years
guarantee, and
NOT the
"typical"
90 days
guarantee

Hi Fi Myth Exposed ( part 3) Most people will prefer our MODIFIED IN ENGLAND
ritt ("48
Looks like
valve amplifiers ( from £ 600+ ) to most transistor amplifiers, most valve amplifiers
Euro 2,000
like TAC 34, TAC 88 , TAC 834 , Roger Cadet , £4,000 power amplifier and
£1,000
(about £ 1,500) ,
£25,000 monoblocks. There is a difference between " High Price" and " High End" TAC 834
80 watts + 80 watts
Larger
ELM valves are bigger
Distortion matched
Powerful 40 watts + 40 watts
Telephone 01634 268662 anytime
and more powerful
Trace as powerful as old Quad II,
famous Russian
transformer
tSan
EL84
old Leak Stereo 20 , old
or 01634 373410 for Mr Andrew Everard's
Svetalana
ECL82
Rogar Cadet
'
huge
ECL86
EL34 valves
review in Gramophone Magazine and
valves
transformer
Summary of 21 testimonials
40 watts
,
www.affordablevalvecompany.co.uk
www.affordablevalvecompany.com

40 watts

4 years of proven reliability, for many
models. 2 years guarantee for most
models. 1 year guarantee for £ 250 amp
108
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Inns £ 30

w,0nn 30 da

£250 wth 1year guarantee
£300 reth 2 years guarantee

Upgradeable
to £ 1,000 II
KT88 Triode Connection
+ £
50 for carriage
+ £
50 for used valves

Ultra Linear
£60 0 £700
www.hifinews.co.uk
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Staffordshire
Audio Synthesis

AUDIO
Atmosphe

AVI
Audion

ni
kridge

SHUNYATA RESEARCH
ZYX . SEEC . HEGEL
ZERODUST FURUTEC

gap audio
Sennheiser

SME

Staffordshire

Thoreni.

785
art@
711232
audioatmosphere.com

TEAC

fudioatmosphere.com

von Schweikert

Nottingham

Chantry Audio
"No ordinary Hi Fi Dealer"
A fresh approach to the World of Specialist Hi Fi

3Demo Rooms inc. Home Cinema
Avid, iota, Primaluna (volve), Krell, Martin Logan, Theta, Copeland,
Audio Research, B&W speakers inc Nautilus 800 Series, Sim Proi,ection,
Sarros Faber, D.N.M, Crimson, Wilson Audio, Monitor Audio, Myryod,
Michell, SMI, Rotel, Denon,
CHANTRY AUDIO SALE
New
Now
B&W CDM7NT Speakers, boxed, cherry ( s/hl £ 1,250 £695
Rote) RSX 1055 AV Integrated
receiver/amp, boxed
( ex dem) £ 1,195 £ 795
Role' RSP1066 AV processor/pre, boxed ( ex dem) £995 £695
Pink Triangle 3box, transport, Doc, DC,
external bespoke supply, boxed
( sib) £4,500 £ 1,495
Myryod MDP 500,
pre processor, Silver, boxed
leo dens) £1,800 £995
Myryad MDV 300 DVD player, Silver, boxed ( ex den') £900 £ 599
Please contact us For aroll list of co-dear equipment.
To see our hall up to dote listings go to www.chantryaudio.com
NB. AU Ex Dear items are as new, unmarked, and boxed and include the
full manufactures guarantee! Offering aminimum of 2years and up to
years, depending upon the produd.
Mail Order Available
Friendly service and advice in relaxed surroundings
First- Time Buyer to High End Enthusiasts.
EASY ACCESS

INTEREST FREE FINANCE

FREE PARKING

16-18A Eldon Street, Tuxford, Nr. Newark, Notts NG22 OLM
Telephone (01777) 870372 Facsimile (01777) 870437

Yorkshire

11(i,

{: i

ads ice or to arrange ) our de111011>Vali011 til some of Me
World's finest audio equipment contact JOHN BLEAKLEY on
LEEDS (0113) 204 9458 ( evening calls welcome). Generous part
For trICI1d1)

\change allowance always available.
Agencies include ATC • AVI • Bryston • Chord • Gamut • Lesion,
•Nardi's' • Prim= Systems • Red Rose • BEL • Spend« • Wilson Brnmili
•Thu Professional Monitor Co • Writas • Wades and many more.

Alt.,.

. 0.,11'4e:
0,41...3

Wea

•

Clepitn
e 4)

• R EID IUDS E
GamuT
Phone:
Fax:
E- Mail:
Wehsite:

(
Dilsco oenesch
LEEDS (
0113) 204 9458
(
0113) 253 3098
info@audioreflections.ro.uk
www.audiorefleetions.co.uk

Premier Audio
titaa.asimaaatratiaa

Des Elgar, Purcell & Verdi Transport, Plintos C'D Lad &
250 Power, Verity Fidelo & Sonos Faber Speakers. Siltech
'
ROOM 2

Cables, Notch Sub Station, BDA Equipment Stands
Audio Aero, Audio Synthisis, Kara Pre & Power, Pink
Triangle CD/Amp, Martin Logan / Audio Physics Speakers,
Arcici Equipment Stand, Isotek Sub Station P/S

.Audio Synthisis - Audio Physics - Audio Aero - Absolute Sounds
DCS - Kora Plinius - Siltech - Arcici - BDA - Pink Triangle
Avid Turntables - Project - Ornsfon - Van den Hull - Mirage
.
175C

wekome liome bmonstration
We are 10mins J39 - M1

gooésection
.
of Sbfand
10mins J30 M62

Tel : Wakefield 01924 255045 — Colin Grundy

www.hifinews.co.uk

WAS
. NOW
MINA PST 11.01 PRE AMP INC REMOTE CONTROL
2565
ALOHA $115.01 POWER AMP 60 WPC
2600
ALPHASON AKROS 2SPEAKER STANDS BOXED MINT
60 .. 30
AUDIONOTE MEISHU LINE INTERGRATED AMP NEW
3350
AUDIONOTE OTO SE INT AMP LINE LEVEL NEW
1599 1599
AURUM CANTOS MUSIC GODDESS
FLOORSTANDING SPKS NEW
2500
AURUM CANTOS LEISURE 2SE SPEAKERS NEW
900
AUDIONOTE M3 LINE PRE AMP NEW
3550
AUDIONOTE M2 LINE PRE AMP
1499 1499
AUDIONOTE CONQUEROR SINGLE ENDED CLASS ANEW
1999
AUDIONOTE 21X S1GNITURE SAC NEW
1999
AUDIONOTE MEISHU LINE INT AMP
3300 3000
AUDIONOTE OTO PHONO INT AMP NEW
1899
AUDIONOTE ARM 3 9'INCH TONE ARM NEW
599 . 599
ACCUISTICS ARTS PRE AMP 1INC REMOTE
2350
ACCU TICS ARTS POWER 1INTERGRATED AMP 130 WPC
3690
ACCU TICS ARTS PLAYER 124/96
2895
AUDUSA [ UPEN POWER CABLES FULL RANGE
POA
AVI LAB SERIES CD PLAYER SUPERB NEW
1399 1399
AVI BIGGATRONS CHERRY as new
599 . 450
AVI LAB SERIES INTERGRATED AMP 200
WPC NEW STUNNING
1499 1499
AUDIOLAB 8000T TUNER BOXED PRE OWNED
800 . 425
AUDIOLAB 8000 DAX/CDM DAC TRANSPORT BOXED
BLACK RHODIUM SYMPHONY 1MIR PR INTERCONNECTS
2500
95 ..750
70
BLACK RHODIUM CONCERTO IMIR PAIR NEW
135 . 95
BLACK RHODIUM SYMPHONY 2MIR PAIR
150 . 135
BLACK RHODIUM HARMONY IMTR PAIR NEW
60 . 37
BLACK RHODIIUM ORATORIO 1METRE PAIR NEW
BLACK RHODIUM REQUIEM I IMETRE PAIR NEW
1254
97
7 '
375
800
SENSOR 030 POWER AMP 200WPC04 OHMS STUNNING
1500 . 750
BLACK RHOIUM ORATORIO 1METRE DIGITAL NEW
297
I.EARAUDIO CHAMPION TURNTABLE
810
LEARAUDIO MATRIX RECORD CLEANER MACHINE
1490
LEARAUDIO MICRO BASIC PHONO STAGE MM/MC
230
EAR 324 TRANSISTOR PREAMP NEW
EAR 509 ANNIVERSARY MONO BLOCKS GOLD OR CHROME
2400 2400
EAR 834 INT AMP BOXED NEW
2440 2440
EAR 834P CHROME DELUXE MM/MC PHONO NEW
975 . 975
EAR 834P MM/MC PHONUSTAGE NEW
715 . 715
EAR 890 POWER AMP 70 WPC CLASS A NEW
3075 3075
EAR 899 INT/PRE AMP 70 WPC CLASSA NEW
3250 3250
EAR 816 INTRERGRATED/PRE/MAIN AMP NEW
2690 2690
EAR HEADPHONE AMP HP4 NEW
2275 2275
EAR 864 PRE AMP NEW
1850 1850
RAC CL 310 2JET SPEAKERS NEW
799
ELAC 203 ESP ACTIVE SUB WOOFER NEW
799
ELAC 555 CENTRE 3WAY CENTR SPK CHERRY FINISH
599
ELAC CL 3301 JET INC STANDS NEW
2499
ELAC F20 CINEMA SPEAKERS FREESTANDING/GLASS BASE
499
GAMUT C2 RPRE AMP BALANCED
1950
GAMUT D200 POWER AMP NEW
3990
GAMUT M200 MONOBLOCKS 200 WPC
6100
GRADO RS 1HEADPHONES NEW
750
HALCRO DM8 PRE AMP / RCA/BALANCED
9480
HALCRO OM 38 STEREO AMP 180WPC
13550
KRELL 3001 INT AMP/BOXED/ REMOTE PRE OWNED
27® . 1
1314955
LYRA ARGO MC CARTRIDGE NEW
795
LYRA HELIKON MC CARTRIDGE NEW
LYRA HELIKON SL MC CARTRIDGE NEW
1249
LYRA DORIAN MC CARTRIDGE NEW
-195
MICHELL OC PSU NEW
MICHELL ALECTO MONOBLOCKS USED
440
440
2100
900
MICHELL GYRO SE/RB300 ARM
1083 1083
MICHELL ORBE SME BOARD NEW
2298 2298
MICHELL ORCA PRE AMP tPSU USED
1600 . 700
MICHELL TECNODEC WITH RB 300 ARM NEW
700
MICHELL ISO /HERA MC PHONO STAGE USED
600 . 300
TOTEM MARI 2STAND MOUNT SPKS CHERRY FINISH USED
3200 1400
TRANSFIGURATION ARIA MC CARTRIDGE 036 MV
690
TRANSFIGURATION TEMPER MC CARTRIDGE 0.38 MV
2250
MICHELL GYRODECK PLATTER.RECORD CLAMP NO SPINDLE
125 .14.
5905
STELLO P200 PRE AMP RCA/BALANCED
1195
STELLO A1320 INTERGRATED AMP
1685
STELLO DP 200 DAC/PRE AMP RCA/BALANCED
STELLO S200 STEREO POWER AMP 200 WPC
1495
NAIM SBL ROSEWOOD FINISH USED
650
NAIM 32.5 PRE USED
125
NAIM HICAP OLD STYLE USED
275
ORELLECA100/SP100 PRE POWER NEW
1998 PUA
ORELLE S5 SPEAKER SYSTEM + SUB NEW
975 . PUA
ORELLE 100 EVO CD PLAYER NEW
1499 .PUA
ORELLE SA 100EVO INT AMP BOWPC R/C NEW
1199 . PUA
ORIGIN LIVE AURORA GOLD TURNTABLE NEW
1470 1470
ORIGIN LIVE ENCOUNTER TONE ARM NEW
970 . 970
ORIGIN LIVE ILLUSTRIOUS TONE ARM NEW
1570 1570
ORIGIN LIVE RESOLUTION TURNTABLE NEW
1970 1970
PLINUS 9100 INT AMP 240WPCO4OHMS NEW
1700
PLINIUS P8 POWER AMP 200WPCWOHMS
2250
PLINIUS M8 PRE AMP INC REMOTE CONTROL
2250
PRIMARE A10 INT AMP EXCELLENT CONDITION BOXED
275
PSB ALPHA 6ACTIVE SUBWOOFER AS NEW
RUARK PROLOUGE ONE SPK R/W FINISH BOXED USED
500 ..
225
995
575
RUARK VITA 100 5.1 SPK SYSTEM INC RUARK ACTIVE SUB
1695 . 750
RUARK VITA 1205.1 SYSTEM NEW
1695 1500
RUARK PRELUDE 11 NEW
900 . 800
QUAD 707 POWER AMP/BOXED PRE OWNED425
750 .
OED FULL RANGE
PUA
RUARK PROLOGUE 11 LOUDSPEAKERS NEW
1250
SENNHEISER RS85 WIRELESS HEADPHONES NEW
159
SME MODEL 10 TURNTABLE NEW
SME SERIES IV ARM BOXED UNUSED
2
1
64
1263 2
1000
643
SME SERIES VARM NEVER USED MINT
1615 1400
SME 20/2A TURNTABLE INC SERIES VARM
5273 5273
WIREWORLD ECLIPSE REFFERENCE INT IMTR NEW
499
WIREWORLD ALANTIS 5IMTR INTERCONNECTS NEW
149
SOUND ORGANISATION RAI RANGE
PUA
WIREWORLD EOUINOX 5FOR NAIM OWNERS DIN/DIN
109
STAX SR 007.SRM007 EARSPEAKERS NEW
2495
STAX SRS 2020 me EARSPEAKERS NEW
349
STAX SRS 4040 SYSTEM SIGNITURE 2 NEW
995
SUMIKO BLACKBIRD MC CARTRIDGE NEW
589
SUMIKO PEARL MM CARTRIDGE NEW
65
SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL MC NEW
T.A 24/192 CD PLAYER AMAZING NEW
SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL evo 111 MC NEW
239
WIREWORLD SOLSTICE 5IMTR INTERCONNECT NEW
69
WIRE WORLD FULL RANGE OF AWARD WINNING CABLES
WIREWORLD STARLIGHT 5HDMI 1MTR CABLE
199
TRICHORD 1000 POWERBLOCK NEW
475 . 425
TRICIRD DELPHINI MO/NEVER CONNECTED PSU NEW
1270
TRICH RD DINO PSU NEW
299
TRICH RO REASEARCH 500 POWERBLOCK NEW
315 .. 285
TRICORD RESEARCH DELPHINI MO PHONO. LARGE PSU NEW
995 .. 900
TUBE TECHNOLOGY PROHET PRE AMP USED550
14® ..
VDH PB5 8MTR INTERCONNECT NEW
35
20
VDH THE SOURCE HB 0.8 METRE NEW
65 . 35
VIVANAÇO DX 400 HEADPHONES NEW
29 . 20
VIVANCO FMH8080 FM HEADPHONES NEW
99 .. 69
WIREWORLD SOLSTICE 5SPK CABLE AWARD WINNER .... .... FROM £ 132
WIREWORLD EQUINOX 5INTERCONNECT 1MTR PR
219
WIREWORLD RAINBOW 5INTERCONNECT
149
DISCOUNT GIVEN TO MOST NEW PRODUCTS
:EAR TRICHORD, AUDIONOTE, MICHELL.MYRYAD,
LAO CLAC. RUARK. SME.PLINIUS BLACK RHODIUM
LYRA .SUMI .
KO ODD GAMUT. ORIGIN LIVE, OFiELLE WIREWORLD,
TRANSFIGURATION, AURUM CANTOS. ACCUSTICS ARTS. HALCRO,
STELLO, CLEARAUDIO, ALOIA, SHUN MOOK
PHONE FOR BEST PRICES
CASH WAITING FOR THE FOLLOWING BRANDS
KRELL. WADIA, SONUS FABER. MARTIN LOGANMARK LEVINSON.
COPLAND, QUAD. EAR, AUDIONOTESME, MICHELL, AUDIO RESEARCH

.
JAIM,MERIDIAN.

Ell

Open Mon- Sun 9am - 6pm Now in Northampton
2minutes oft A508
For further details

Tel/Fax: 01604 842379
Mobile: 07973 233380
Website H ICAM.CO. U K

NOTEWORTHY AUDIO
Hi-fi by enthusiasts
We

think we are a refreshingly different hi-fi shop,

why not pop in, visit our web- site or call us and see if
you

agree.
Special offers

Below is asmall selection of some of our ex demonstration
and part exchanged special offers. For more information and
photos of most items please see our website.
Turntables

Was

Now

Linn Baslk with Baslk LVX arm ( lid marked)

190

Linn Axis with Akito arm 8 Dynavector 10x4

320
300

Manticore Mantra/Musician/Blue Point
1083

725

Rega Planar 3 in Yellow with Elys cartridge

440

220

Rega Planar 25 in Rosewood with RB600 arm

620

499

Sum Iko Blue Point cartrid •e New

140

95

1.100

875

Michell Gyrodek SE with RB300tonearm

CD Players
Audio Note CD-T1 transport ex dem

450

Linn Karik CD Player
Rega Planet cast case version. choice of 2

500

Marantz CD6000 OSE LE CD player

300

215

1.500

995

2,300

1,550

900

675

500

250

Chord CPA2200/SMP600 Pre/Power

5.295

3.900

Chord SPM3300 220w integrated

6,305

4,750

Consonance Reference 1.1 Line preamp

2.495

1.995

Ear 869 integrated valve amplifier

2.600

1.600

Exposure 2010 line level amplifier in black

600

495

Icon Stereo 40 integrated 40w valve amp

900

Marantz DV8300 SACD/CD player. ex dem

325

695

Sony SCD-555ES stereo SACO/CD player
Sony XA-777ES stereo SACD/CD player
Talk Electronics Thunder 2.1 Ex dem
Tuners
PrImare 720 FM tuner

150

Re .a Radio on• inal version
Amplifiers

795

Magnum MP300 8 2x MF300 pre/monoblocks

850

Rega Eles integrated with MM phono stage

215
245

Rega Mira Cast case with MM stage
698

Su • den Am • Master choice of two

395

Speakers
ATC SCM10 Black with Foundation stands

950

Beauhorn B2 Gold. ATD driver & Vibraplinth
Cura CA- 10 Birds eye Maple. marked
Elac Jet 3101 in White with matching stands

375
2895

800

365

1.000

585

Epos 14 in black with matching stands

315
1.300

Harbeth Super HL5 in Eucalyptus
Hedlund Horns fitted with Lowther EX2's

2,650

Final 700PL 1.8m tall Electrostatics, as new

4.345

2.495

JM Labs Micro Utopia including stands

4.250

2,750
795

Linn Kaber in Black
PMC FBI transmission line in Ash. Ex dem

1.490

1,150

Rethm ' Second Rethm* serious Lowther horn

7.000

3,999

Vienna Mozart in Gloss black li!htl

1.500

995

600

525

Denon DVD-A1 their flagship DVD player

2500

1,475

Linn Classik Movie system in silver

1.995

1.395

Micromega DVD DTS Multi region

1.700

575

marked

Equipment Supports
RDC As • ekt 4tier in Black/Cherr , Ex dem
Home Cinema

Nad T532 DVD player. New
Pure 601ES Processor and 5ch . ower am.

330

250

1.050

725

Mains
lsotek Cleanline 6 output filter. Ex dem

295

235

lsotek Minisub 6 output filter. New.

495

435

NOTEWORTHY

DIY

•Stoetkit superb range of Valve
amplifier kits starting from £ 395
•Audlo Note Dac Kits from £ 550
•Lowther drive unos
•PHY-HP Orme units
•KR Valves
•Wonder Solder
•Eichmann phono and 4mm plugs
•Furutech IEC sockets and plugs
Inca Gold plated mains plug
•DeoxIT contact cleaner
•Unsleeved 0.5mm Pure silver wire
Visit noteworthyaudio.co.uiddiy for further details or call to reserve acopy of our soon to be released DIY brochure

Clearcover
VVe hold what we believe are the last remaining stock from Clearcover. who sadly
ceased trading in May 2004. Whilst stocks
last ve are able to offer these superb
turntable covers and bases at discounted
prices. Call for more information or visit .
www.noteworthyaudio.co.uk/clearcover to
see details of sizes and models available

NOTEWORTHY AUDIO
36 Buckingham Street, Aylesbury, Bucks, HP20 2LH.
Open 9.30 to 5.30 Tuesday to Saturday

Tel: 01296 422224
www.noteworthyaudio.co.uk
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audioplay

Elect.onics for those who prefer music

Von Schweikert Audio
www vonschweiked com

"The single most important upgrade you can
ever make to any record deck concerns the motor

Li

drive...nothing can prepare you for the shock of going DC. In
aword, gobsmacking.'
COMMON GROUND MAGAZINE

'Engineered to verionn
like a microphone
reverse,'

"It's value is nothing short of tremendous." LISTENER MAGAZINE

Call now for pricing. literature and to arrange a‘demonstration iconsultation either at home or at our
business premises

-Pass Labs Aleph 3stereo power (.30wpc pure classA)

-Rogue 88 meg stereo owner (60wpc push-pcll / 30wpetnixle)
-llora Galaxy Ref pow, 650wpc triode)
-Audible Mies, XIS Mod 2a Pre dine 4nrwhomcl sdver

£2250
£4250
£7500
£7200
£2000
£4500
£2500

£ 1195
£1995
£4500
£3250
£1195
£2800
£ 1495

-Von Schwe•hert VR-1 Re" monitors ( Hazelwood oDemo)
-Von Schwe.lesrt VR-2 Per Floorstanders (Hazelwood xDemo)
-Quad ESL63 Electrostats (dark brown. £ 700 deal rebiied. perfect muff, stands)

£885
£2495
£3500

£745
£2095
£ 1295

-Wader 16 ( 24bil. 32.8 digital volume. 4digital inputslcutputs. Toslink. ST optical.
SPDIF and A FeE81.1. TE4C ank4 VRDS karsport)

£7500

-Cardas Golden Reference interconnect 1
m R.
-Cantan Golden Cross mterronnect 15m Rira
-Syrno LS5sX single 25M nr (
Swiss spur cable)
-Transparent Music Wave Lithe XL berwm 811 spades
-Transparent Music Premium PDC de-link
Audiosoiece etr.1105 infarr011rled 1,77 era (> 21

£970
£970
£650
£2750
£350
£125

-Pass Labs Y150 power t150wpc SS class A8)
-Conrad Joheson Prense' 140 stereo power 1,140wpc
-Manley labs 300b neoaclesec mmobiock power. (
22wpc)

"You will not be prepared for the difference the DC motor makes,
or the magnitude of improvements made by swapping the
partnering switch boxes and mains transformers"
HI FI NEWS

U

niversal turntable motor kit - No one would
blame you for being sceptical of an easy to fit, inexpensive dc
motor upgrade. Especially one that improves on the best of other
power supplies costing over 4times as much or your money back. It
is simply impossible to imagine the level of improvement attained
by eliminating the motor vibration that your stylus amplifies over
amillion times! Our DC motor kit offers vast improvements to all
versions of Linn Lingo / Valhulla, Rega, Systemdeck, Roksan, Rock
etc. The kits consist of adrop in replacement high grade DC motor
and off-board 2speed control box. Why not place your order now?
-see web site or phone.

£2495

£545
£545
£350
£ 1195
£195
£55

Dealers of new and previously owned high-end audio.
buy. sell, source, exchange, design ,repairs and upgrades. Demonstration by appointment.
daytime - Chris Beeching :- +44 (0)1797 253744

mob, 07770 920000

evenengs/weeYeads - Simon Phipps .• + 44 (0)207 3596962

mob: + 41 (0)7966 101571

audiopli y@btinternet.com

Standard dc Motor Kit - £ 199
Advanced dc Motor Kit - £ 339
Ultra dc Motor Kit - £570

ORIGIN LIVE
Tel/Fax: +44 02380 578877
E-mail: info@originlive.com

Upgrade Transformer - £ 175
Upgrade DC 200 motor - £ 109 with kit

www.originlive.com

HEATHCOTE AUDIO

TEL: 01992-653999 MOBILE 07860 511111 E-MAIL ADDRESS: FleathcotcAudio • aol.co
SPECIALS
GRAFF GM-100 POWER AMP(E4750)
EX.DIS. £2995
GAMUT D-200 ROWER AMP (E3950)
BRAND NEW/BOXED £2995
AUDIO RESEARCH 100.2(£370(k)
BRAND NEW BOXED £2995
AUDIO RESEARCH VT-50 (£3650 RETAIL)
BRAND NEW/BOXED . £2750
ROGUE AUDIO TEMPEST SILVER MAGNUM (£2700) BRAND NEW/BOXED . £2250
PERP. TECH PA-3/PA-1SIG-2 & MODRIGHT PSU BRAND NEW BOXED . £ 1995
CELESTION A-2 SANTOS ROSEWOOD (£1500+) BRAND NEW/BOXED . £1150
PRIMARE PRE-30 & A-30.2 PRE/
POWER AMPS ( 2700?)
EX.DISPLAWBOXED . £1750
PRIMARE A-20 INT. AMP
EX.DISRAWBOXED ... £450
PRIMARE D-20 CD PLAYER
EX.DISPLAWBOXED . £525
PRIMARE V-25 ND (£10003
EX DISPLAY/BOXED . £695
LEHMAN BLACK KLIBE SE ( RETAIL £650?)
BRAND KEW/BOXED ... f450
SOUNDLAB MIL-3BI-WIRE (£9300)
EX.DEM £5750
BLACK RHODIUM.S-25 MAINS LEADS BRAIDED
(TOUGHPLUG OR PLATED PLUG)
BRAND NEW £65/£100
'SUMMER SALE MANY ITEMS REDUCED'

SOLID STATE
GRYPHON SONATA-ALLEGRO PRE(E12000)
GRYPHON S-100 POWER AMP
PLINIUS SA- 102
CHORD DSC-1500FJ1600E
JEFF ROWLAND MODEL-58. .
MARK LEVINSON. NO 23.
MARK LEVINSON NO.27
COUNTERPOINT SA-20
AVI-2000 MONOS
THORENS TA-2003
ROTEL AS-993 POI AMP
MARANTZ SC-22/ MA-22
CONRAD JOHNSON PER-PRE
ALOIA PST11.01 PRE/PSU
CLASSE DR-6PRE/PSU
CONRAD JOHNSON PEI
PINK TRIANGLE INSEGRAL
KRELL HTS PRE/PRO. (£7000;

6MONTHS OLD .. £6495
MINT .. £2895
MINT .. £2790
MINT/BOXED .. £2950
EXCLT £ 895
EACH .. £ 795
MINT/BOXED .. £2250
REDUCED . £895
MINT/BOXED ... £795
MINT . £450
MINT .. £1000
REDUCED .. £1100
MINT/BOXED .. £1795
MINT £1695
MINT .. £1495
REDUCED ... £995
3MONTHS USE .. £2495
REDUCED .. f2250

VALVE AMPS
AUDION 30013 MONO'S &PREMIER
2BOX PRE ALL GOLD/RE-VALVE
UNISON RESEARCH S-6
ART AUDIO QUINTET
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EXCLT £2250
EX DEM . £1275
MINT . £795
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GRAAF GRAFFiti (£2253)
GOLDEN TUBE SE1-50 MK.11
JADIS DEFY7POWER AMP
AUDIO RESEARCH D-115
VAR. ATM MONOBLO)S
AUDIONOTE P2-SE
JADIS JPS-2 (WAS £8080)
AUDIO RESEARCH LS-22
AUDIO RESEARCH SP-91AKII
UNISON RESEARCH C5P PRE

REDUCED . £795
MINT/BOXED . . £650
EXCLT £3250
EXCLT £1650
REDUCED ... £895
MINT ... £650
£3450
MINT/BOXED .. £2795
MINT/BOXED ... £995
REDUCED ... £595

COMDAC f DISC
CEC IL-5100-51 TRANS4DAC(£3000)
MICROMEGA 00-3/DUO-PRO COMBO
MICROMEGA SOLO
THORENS TCD PLAYER/TRANSPORT
WADIA WT-3200G DM X-32 DAC
ACCUPHASE DP-130T/D-8 1 DAC
TECHNICS SL-Z1000/SH-X1000
THETA CARMAN CD/DVD 711AN
THETA PEARL TRANSPORT .
MARANTZ CDA-94 TRAN.AT&T
THETA DS PRO GEN III AT&T
THETA PRE GEN UI
THETA DS PRO BASIC-11 DAC
PERP TECH SIG-2PA-3/PA-1 /MOD PSU
CONRAD JOHNSON EF-1
DENSEN DRIVE MC
DENSEN DRIVE M.0 XS-PSI

vinyL

CONRAD JOHNSON EF-1
DENSEN DRIVE MC
DENSEN DRIVE M.0 XSPSU
LOUDSPEAKERS
APOGEE CALIPERS
APOGEE CALLIPERS REBUILT
DYNAMO CONTOUR 1.3 BIRDS EYE MAPLE
DEDICATED STANDS 1MONTHS USE
ALA JORDAN NOTE-5 (6013,NGA;
WILSON 5.1 BLACK
BKS 107 MK II SUPREME
BEAUHORN
M. LOGAN CLS112 & SUBS
KLIPSCHORNS

3MONTHS OLD .. £2295
MINT/BOXED .. £1250
MINT/BOXED ... £995
MINT . £495
MINT/BOXED .. £1795
REDUCED .. £2250
REDUCED .. £1995
MINT/BOXED .. £1795
REDUCED ... £795
REDUCED ... £575
REDUCED .. £1995
EXCLT/BOXED £1995
MINT/BOXED . £1275
BRAND NEW .. £1995
MINT/BOXED .. £1095
MINT . . £275
MINT . . £325

ALON 11
REDUCED ... £895
L. VOICE AUDATORIUM .
EX.DEM .. £1075
CELESTION A-2
REDUCED ... £595
REGA XEL (WALNUT)
REDUCED... £550
KELLY KT-3 ( 95 DB)
MINT/BOXED ... £750
A.ENERGY ASW FB110 SUB
AS NEW... £350
REL STORM-1SUB
VGC ... £450
TARGET R-2 STANDS
EXCLT £250
XL0 7.1 SIG.7 FT PAIR X2BRAND NEW PACKAGED (EACH PAIR)... £1200
TARA LABS PRIME 1800 18 FEET BI-WIRE
£795
DIAMOND HI SILVER CABLES 20 3METRES
EX.DIS
MIT MH-750 12 FT.PAIR BI-WIRE
REDUCED . . £795
NIRVANA SL- 2.3 METRE EX DEM.
£525
VDH. REVELATION 2METRE EX.DEM
£500
VDH. REVELATION 2METRE
£500
QED GENESIS 3METRE.AIRLOCS
£295
OLD REFERENCE 6FT. PAIR
£275
AUDIONOTE AN-SP 2METRE
£325
AUDIONOTE AN-L4METRE
£225
AUDIONOTE AN-L3METRE
£225
M/FID.NU-VISTA 2METRE
£200

inTERconnEcT

EXCLT £1250
PHONE.. PHONE

SILVER ARROW 1METRE XLR (£1200)
EX DEM . £595
ACOUSTIC ZEN 35 METRE OLA
£
1450
ACOUSTIC ZEN SILVER SIGNATURE
£495
NEO TECH PRO-CABLE 0.5 METRE
£225
XL0 3METRE PAIR EX.DEM
£225
MUS.FID NU VISTA 2.4 METRE
BRAND NEW ... £250
AUDIOQUEST LAPIS 4METRE PAIR
£450
VAN DEN HUL 0.8 MC GOLD )(lit
BOXED ... £260
NEOTECH PROFESSIONAL CABLE 0.5 METRE
A/NEW ... £225
BLACK RHODIUM SYMPHONY 0.5 METRE/1 METRE
BRAND NEW.. £50/65
BLACK RHODIUM CONCERTO 0.5/1 METRE
BRAND NEW. £80/100
BLACK RHODIUM ORATORIA.
BRAND NEW PLEASE RING

MINT/BOXED ... £995
EX.DEM £1395
CRATED .. £6995
EX.DEM .. £1375
PHONE
REDUCED .. £5450
FANTASTIC! .. £3750

MADRIGAL MDC-1 AES-EBU 1METRE BRAND NEW/BOXED £225
OLD 4.1 BRAND NEW ONE METRE-£175 2METRE
£225
NIRVANA 1.5 METRE NEW
£225
MOST EQUIPMENT STOCKED IS ONE OWNER MINT/BOXED, SIMILAR QUALITY
VINTAGE AND MODERN EQUIPMENT REQUIRED FOR IMMEDIATE CASH
PURCHASE PLEASE PHONE GEORGE 10-6PM

MINT/BOXED .. £1095
MINT ... £275
MINT £325
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"HiFi Exchange - Mail us your requirements Now"
»
HI-FI

Li

HOME
CINEMA

fs--J eNne

Choice
hi-fi
youchoose
The Choice HiFi Exchange- the fastest
way to find or sell your equipment.
Mail us your requirements and you
will be added to our huge and ever
growing data base where adaily
search seeks to match the wants and
sale items. Get regular mailings of
latest hot deals and new in items.
Because we act as middle men you
buy with confidence and the the
Choice HiFi guarantee.

yourchoice

le
.
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Acoustic Energy
Advantage
ATC
Audible Illusions
Audio Physic
B.A.T
Boulder
Bryston
Cary
C.A.T.
Chord
Clear Audio
Denon
DNM
Egglaston Works
Efectrograph Delphi
Gamut
Genelec
Gryphon
Graham
Imerge
J M Lab
Krell
Lexicon
Linn
Loewe
Lutron
Lyra
Mark Levinson
Michell Eng.
Musical Fidelity
Naim
NEC
Nordost
Oracle
Ortofon
Plinius
P.M.C.
Primare
Project
Quadraspire
REL
Rockport
Roksan
Rotel
Ruark
Shahinian
SIM2
SME
Straight Wire
Sugden
Tara Labs
Teac
Totem
Transfiguration
Trichord
Trilogy
Van den Hul
VPI

L2,995.00
£395.00
£395.00
L195.00
£195.00

Wilson Research
Wilson
Audio
YBA

L14.500.00
L995.00
£895.03
C430.00

thismonth

POWER AMPLIFIERS
Jeff Rowland Model I
£ 1,295.00
Bel Canto Evo 4i
ASK
VTL MB450 Sig
£3,995.00
Gamut 0200 mklIl '1-11 Fi Choice Product of the Year"
( On Dens
PRE AMPLIFIERS
Krell KRC
£I,995.00
LOUDSPEAKERS
Sonus Faber Amato Homage
£8,995.00
JM Lab Alto Utopia BE
(On Derr
CD PLAYERS & DACS) DVD PLAYERS
Audio Synthesis DAX
£ 1,395.00
Audio Synthesis DAX Decade
( 1,695.00
TURNTABLES,ANALOGUE,VARIOUS
SME 20/2A
¿On Dem
SME 30/2 A ' new
£ 10,495.00
AV COMPONENTS
Primare A30.3
ASK
Primare A30.5
ASK
Parasound C2 ( Halo)
ASK
Parasound CI ( Halo)
ASK
NAD
ASK
Maranta
ASK
PLASMA PROJECTORS
From NEC! Panasonic/Pioneer/Sharp
Panasonic TH 42 PVVD6 -new FROM £ 2500
In Focus 5700
ASK
In Focus 7200
SPECIAL
SIM 2Domino 20
ASK
MULT1ROOM INSTALLATIONS 00
Linn Knekt
Living Control
Lutron Lighting
System- Line
He/oar Lighting
Each system taylor made to your requirements

g-

L £3.895.00
C7,000.00
L3,990.00
£6.000.00
L12,000.00
C11.000.00
C2.200.00
C L5.273.53
£12,289.00
(1.300.00
C1,700.00
L3.500.00
L5.500.00

ASK
£3.000.00
£6.000.00
£3.750.00

amplifiers

Musical Fidelity FIS
Cello Duet 350
Krell Showcase 5
Testeras TAM 60 Monoblocks
Muse Model 300 Monoblocks
Plinius SA 250 mk IV
Unison Research SMART 845 Monoblocks
ART VT60
Krell FPB 250m Monoblocks
Me/os 402 Gold Tiode Plus Monoblocks 400wpc
Krell FPB 600
Bryston 4BSST
Conrad Johnson Premier 140 SA
Krell KSA BOB
Naim Nait 3
Cary 805 C Monoblocks -new Cary SLA 70 mk II Silver
Conrad Johnson MF2500
YBA Passion Monoblocks
Audia Flight 100
Audia Flight One Integrated
Linn Klimax 500 Solo (4)
Musical Fidelity NuVista 300
Boulder SOO AE
ES Lab DX- S4
Roksan Caspian Integrated
Roksan Caspian Power
Krell FPB 700cx
ES. Lab DX- S8
Plinius 8200P
Plinius SA 102 " new"
Bryston 4 BSST
Jadis Defy 7mk III
Linn Bass Active Card
Krell MDA 300
Linn Klassik CD/Amp silver
Boulder 1060 Power ee,
Primare 30.1 mk 11 Integrated
YBA Passion Stereo
Plinius 250 mk IV • iirw"

F'

INSTALL

sale items

Ft -1
- E Ft

ClaraVox Magnifica ( Final Offer)
McCormak Line Drive
Audio Refinement Pre 5 new
Quad 33/ 303
Rogers LSSS new
*Reduced this month

C995.00
(4,995.00
£3,995.00
L2,750.00
£2,495.00
£2,995.00
(Offers
£995.00
I4,995.00
L3,990.00
L5,995.00
II,895.00
(5,250.00
II,395.00
£75.00
[4,500.00
L995.00
£2,795.00
I4995.00 •
[On Dern
(On Dem
£3995.00 each
£2,695.00
£2,495.00
LI,395.00
(On Dem
(On Dem
LI 1,995.00
(On Dem
(On Den.,
ASK
(On Dens
£2,750.00
£69.00
(4,995.00
£895.00
(On Dem
£I,350.00
£3,995.00
ASK

£2.030.00
£10.030.00
£4,995.00
£7,000.00
(4.500.00
£6.350.00
L C2,395.00
£10000.00
£9,000.00
£12.000.00
C2.350.00
£7.000.00
£3.600.0.1
(608.00
£8.250.00
£2,250.00
£4,000.00
£9,500.00
L6.500.00
£4,500.00
£6.000.00
C3.300.00
C5.500.00
C2,000.00
£895.00
£645.03
£15.000.00
L2,995.00
L1,550.00
C3.750.00
C2.350.00
L6,000.00
£120.00
L12,000.00
£1,030.00
L16.500.00
£1,500.00
£5.995 00
C6.350.00

CI , 200.00
L395.00
L7,995.00
£495.00
L3,995.00
LI,599.00
£695.00
L4,495.00
L2,750.00
£1,750.00
£2,900.00
L795.00
LI,295.00
C1,650.00
(On Den,
C995.00
LI,295.00
ASK
(On Den,
(3,995.00
CP0A
(On Dem
ASK

£2.000.00

amplifiers

Audio Research LS9
Musical Fidelity F22
Cello Palero Pre
Tesserac Tala Pre
Audio Research LS25 mk il
Unison Research Mystery One Pre
Audio Research LS7
Mark Levinson 380 S
Krell KRC HR
Boulder L5AE Pre Amp
Klein 7LX 3.58
Audio Research LS3
Cary SLP98L Remote Pre xdom
Conrad Johnson PVI 4L
Audia Flight Pre
Musical Fidelity NuVista
YBA 2a Line
Torn Evans The Vibe Pre
Boulder 1012 (pre amp/ 24.96 dad Phono)
YBA Passion Pre ( inc Phono)
Boulder 2010 Pre
Plinius I
6L "
new"
CAT ultimate reference Pre Amp Inc/Phono

new

/,,/:0 2 0 8392
0 20

Open from

8392

BUY/SELL

MULTIROOM

C1,195.00
£5,995.00
C£1.750.00
£6,995.00
£6,949.00
£3,500.00
C5,400.00
LI.997.00
C2.794.00
£2.250.00
£4.500.00
£I,200.00
£1.995.00
£2.703.00
£13,000.00
£5.595.00
L30,000.00
C3.200.00
£7,350.00

speakers

CC)p11..aye - s.

-1
-

ts rritbI e s

e-

£I,000.00
C9.030.00
C859.00
L7,899.00
£7,800.00
C19,000.00
CI7,003.00
£13,000.00
L1.100.00
£18,000.00
L2.250.00
L1,795.00
LI,750.00
£5,200.00
(4,100.00
£650.03
L500.00
(1,799.00
(999.00
£6,000.00
(1,700.00
(3,500.00
£2,170.00
£298.99
£749.00
£468.99
£750.00
(4,030.00
£2.000.00

LI.900.00
£6,500.00
C4,400.00
£4.500.00
C5,000.00
£7.500.00
L L2.950.00
L2.890.00
£8,000.00
£9,000.00
£9,600.00
L1,295.00
£6.500.00
(12,000.00
£6,503.00
C12,000.00
(1.500.00
L995.00
L500.00
£5,500.00
£2.200.00
£I.600.00
£1.000.00
L4,500.00
LI 000.00
C24.000.00
L4.000.00
C1.195.00

£695.00
£4,500.00
£3,795.00
ASK
(1,695.00
(3,995.00
£I,195.00
ASK
£1,995.00
£2,795.00
(3,750.00
(3,995.00
(495.00
¿On Dem
0,995.00
(On Dom
¿On Den,
£595.00
¿On Dem
£295.00
(3,995.00
(On Dern
(750.00
050.00
¿On Don,
(On Den,
LPOA
£I,995.00
(On Dem

.Scanaloque

PS Audio Power Plant 300 + Ultimate Outlet
Nottingham Analogue Hyperspace
Nottingham Analogue "The Analogue" 12" arm and deck
Oxford Crystal Reference/ Air Tangent
Fanfare FT' Tuner
Tara Labs 10m Bal The 2Interconnect
Tara Lobs POS ( Mono) pair
Tara Labs The 2Speaker Cable 4E
Roksan Xerxes I
0/DS1.5/ Anemia/ Jubilee
Ortofon Jubilee
Roksan Caspian Phono se
Roksan TMS2/ Anemia
Michell Orbe/ VC/ RB300
Project RPM 6" new"
Project RPM9/ arm
VPI TNT mk IV/ Rockport 6000/ Flywheel/ VPI Stand/
Clearauudio Accurate/ Pump etc. " new"
Roksan Radius 5 (Acrylic)/ Nima arm "
new"
Lorricraft record cleaning machine
Earmax Pro
Moth Record Cleaning in/c
Project RPM4/ Ortofon 510 "
new"
Ortofon Rohmann
Ortofon Kontrapunkt a/b " new"
Michell Gyro SE/ RI3300 " new"
Audio Synthesis Phono Eq mm/mc
SME Series VArm " new"
Pink Triangle PT Ext psu
Plinius 14 Phono " new"
Nackamichi DR 3
Tom Evans - The Groove " new"
Clear Audio Reference Mc phono stage X-demo
Clear Audio Symphony phono stage X-demo MM/MC

AN/

L2,200.00
C21.500.00
L7,600.00
£4,400.00
£9,000.00
L2,500.00
(900.00

DACS

Theta Pro Prime 2
Mark Levinson 390S
Acuphase DP67
Audia Flight CD 1
PS Audio Lambda Transp/ dad
Wadia 860
Theta Data Pro Prime II
Gamut CDIR mk II
Acoustic Arts Drive I
LAD DSP9000 Pro Series III
Wadia No 27 Dac
Mark Levinson 31.5 Transport
Theta Pro Geny
Acoustic Arts Drive I
/ Dac Imk 11
Linn Sondes CDI2
Linn UNID1SK 1.1
Linn CD12
Linn Numerik
Roksan Caspian CO
Trichord PD- S503
YBA CD1 Delta (Twin psu)
YBA CD 3Delta
Audiomeca Damnation CD Transport
Primare V20 OVO/CO
Audio Aero 32/192 Capitole CD (Ver. 4)
Primare V25 CD/DVD
Boulder 2020 duc
Theta Data II Transport AT o link
YBA CD Integre

£1,300.00
L995.00
£4,495.00
£3,995.00
£595.00
£2,000.00
L500.00
£I,300.00
ASK
ASK
¿On Den,
(On Dom
ASK
(On Dom
(On Den,
C8,500.00
¿On Don,
(On Dem
¿On Dom
£395.00
L245.00
(On Den,
(On Dem
ASK
£495.00
£1,350.00
C495.00
(On Dom
£195.00
ASK
£1,695.00
L640.00

L1.900.00
C2,000.00
L8.000.00
L C1.500.00

es.00aco
el.000.00
£3,000.00
L4.500.00
£1,500.00
C950.00
C8.500.00
C2.350.00
C500.00
LI.000.00

C16.000.00
L850.00
L1,100.00
L425.00
£325.00
CI,050.00
L500.00/C750.00
£I.100.00
C-

e1.6so.00
L2,750.00
£400.00
L1,795.00
L2.065.00
£740.00

components

Parasound AS I - 5Channel
Lexicon MCI
Lexicon MC8/ MC8B
Lexicon RTIO OVO Player
SIM 2HT 300
Primare P30 Processor
Linn Klassik OVO
Lexicon MCI2 / MC I
28
Parasound C2
PLASMAS/ LCD/PROJECTORS
Seleco/Sony/Sanyo

1959Sz 020

1 994

£995.00
ASK
ASK
ASK
(4,995.00
(1,795.00
L695.00
(1,695.00
Coming Soon
Corning Soon
L395.00
L4,995.00
L695.00
L3,000.00
L4,995.00
£6,995.00
£9,995.00
C7,495.00
£495.00
L9,995.00
L1,750.00
L1,150.00
L795.00
£2,995.00
£1,595.00
(Cfn Dom
LOn Dem
(On Den,
(On Dom
ASK
ASK
ASK
ASK
L225.00
L625.00
(415.00
(On Dem
ASK
¿On Den,

IM Lab 926
M Lab Nova Utopia
M Lab Diva Utopia BE Signature Finish
M Lab Micro BE Utopia + Stand
Wilson Benesch Act 2 ( Iupgrade)
REL Stentor III
ART Audio Stilleto
Sonus Faber Electa Amator 11 ( no stds)
Revel Studio
Revel Salon
Linn Kielihds (+ Active Cards)
Wilson ACT 2 (Upgrade)
JM Lab Sib & Cub (5.1 spk sys)
J11 Lab Mezzo Utopia
Audio Physic Avanti
Wilson Audio System 5.1
Avante Garde Trio
Revel Ultima Studio
ATC SCM 10 Passive Black
JM Lab Utopia
Reference 3A
Audio Physic Spark
Talon Kite Centre & Bracket
Aerial Acoustic SWI2 Sub Woofer. Maple/remote
Mirage M3 si
Ref Q 200 E
Rel Q 150 E
Audio Physic Luna Sub (wood)
Audio Physic 'l'ara
Vienna Acoustics Mahler
Vienna Acoustics Mozart
Vienna Acoustics 5.1
Cabasse io 5.1
Blue Room Minipod (White)
Blue Room Minipod + Sub ( Blue)
Blue Room Minipod Sub
Genelec 205 Active Monitors
Audio Physic Virgo III " new"
Audio Physic Tempo Ill " new -

8392

ASK
L3,500.00
C1,995.00
C5.500.00
ASK C5000.00/C5750.00
ASK
£2,300.00
L7,500.00 (9,000.00
£1,295.00 £2,000.00
(On Dent
C2,000.00
ASK C8100.00/(13900.00
ASK
( 3.500.00
ASK

19 6 3

-poinfo@choice-hifi.com

10am to 6pm Mon to Sat and other times by appointment.
Buy, sell, exchange quality hi-fi equipment
We accept all major credit cards. Finance availabl( subject to status

the

• buy your hi-fi

hi-fi

• trade-in hi-fi
• can collect your hi-fi

shop

• all major credit cards

Please visit www.hi-fishop.corn for acomplete up-to-date list as the
list changes daily.

MRP
Art Expression 2-way Inc stand ®old)
Art Impression 3-way speakers (grey)
ATC CA2 r/c Pe-amp

exd

ATC Active 10.2 Speakers (black)
ATC SCM5 Speakers (cherry)

s/h
new

Audio Physic Virgo 3 (cherry)

•

Audio Research LS2B Pre-amplifier

s/h

s/h £15,000 £8,500
-s/h £764 £495

AVI S2000MC CD Player
AVI S2000MP Pre-amplifier
•

BAT VK40 Pre Ampler

EAR/Yoshino 864 pre-ampler

Rega Jupiter CD Silver x-clem
Rega Planet CD Black x-dem
Theta Pro Basic II DAC with Oscom/Balanced S/H
Theta Generation V Balanced S/H
Thule Spirit CD balanced 0/P x- demo
Unison Research Unico Valve CD x- demo

895
2999

599
1695

5999
3999
7495
1989
998
498
2990
6290
900
1195

2995
2999
3999
775
699
349
1195
2499
449

1595
N/A
650
650
630

999
1399
449
399
269

625
N/A
695
1050
525
3195
5998
10k
1500
1000
3299

499
599
479
729
399
2299
3999
7499
995
649
1599

6700
2298
875
450
749
359
379
7995
3000

4595
1399
499
199
579
199
215
3999
2499

950
550
160
599

499
375
109
299

319
279
650
N/A
2370
105
499
800
1400
2100

159
139
479
22
1499
55
249
499
799
1199

895

£700 £350
•

o
vil

•

£4,195 £2,500
£599 £229
£1,300 £575
£1,900
£1,850 £1,550
£4,300 £2,500

JM Lab MICfO Utopia Speaker irx stands
s/h
((harma Ceramigue 1.2 Ref Monitor (p.blad<)exd
Krell FPB-350
Th

£16,500 £7,995
£9,500 £3,995

£4,250 £1,895

Linn Keildh Speakers (walnut)
Marantz CD6000SE KI SCD Player

s/h

Mark Levinson 31.5 CD Transport

exd

Mark Levinson 360S Dac
Mark Levinson 32 Ref Pre (inc phono)

exd
exd

Meridian 598 DVD AudeMdeo Player

yh

£3,195 £1,895

Micromega Duo CD Transp& Pro Dac

s
j
eh

£3,099

Mission 751 inc stands

s/h

£4400 £195

Mission 753 Speakers (black)
Musical FKIelity NuVista 2-box Pre-amp
Myryad T60 Power Amp

s/h
s/h

£795

Obelisk Audio Designs - Olibasi (5shelf)
Ortofon MC2_5FL

exd

Audio Analogue Bellini Remote Preamplifier x- demo
Krell PAM7 2 Box Preamplifier with Phono MM/MC S/H
Audio Analogue Corelli Stereo Power Amplifier x- demo
Audio Analogue Donizetti Mono Power Amplifiers x- demo
Audio Analogue Puccini Integrated x- demo
Bel canto EVO2i Integrated x- demo
EAR 509 Anniversary Balanced Valve Mono new Ex boxed
Nagra VPA Mono 845 Valve Amplifiers S/H
Primare A30.1 Integrated Bstock new and boxed
Red Rose Sprit Integrated x- demo
Sirius D200 ( Now Gamut) S/H

£850 £ 300
£500 £275
£9,995
£5,49 1,
£7,495
L3 90 ,
£18,444

£1,200
£300
£1,300

el 1,995
£119S

£699
£ 170
£700

£300 £150
s/h

£2,250 £950

Parasound JC1 Monoblock Pair

exd

£5,200 £4,100

Pink Triangle Cardinal dacapo 3box cd/trans s/h
PMC FB1 Speakers (6mnths okl)
s/h

£3,C00+ £1,595
£1,410 £875

Pnmare SPA20 Digital Controller Amp
Pnmare V25 DVD Player

exd
exd

£2,500
iI 99()
£1,000 £750

Proac Response 2Inc stands (mahogany)

el

Th

£1,700 £800
£10,575 £5,995

Th

£7,190 £2,995

Revel Ultima Studio (rosewd/piano black)
Sourxiations Amplifier Stand (blackstone)

exd

£9,995 £5,250

exd

£245

Sonus Faber Extremas (walnut)
Sonus Faber Extrema Stands

sih

£5,995

Tannoy D700 Speakers (mahogany)

s/h

£2,400

Tara Labs RSCAir3 XLR 1m pair
Unison Research Absolute 845 lnt

s/h
sih

£380

£800

Yamamura Quantum Power Card

£ 145

Martin Logan CLSII Anniversary Electrostatics 7mths Old
Martin Logan Aerius ILight Oak S/H
Naim Audio Intro Black Ash S/H
Rega Jura Floorstanding Black Ash S/H
Rega ELA Cherry x- demo
Target R1Stands S/H
Target R2 Stands S/H
Verity Audio Fidelio Piano Lacquer x- demo
Velodyne DD12 Subwoofer x- demo

£295

Pass Labs Aleph 3Power amp

Proceed PMDT-PVP DVD Transport

Mark Levinson No 360s x- demo
Naim CD2 Player S/H

Kuzma Stabi/Stogi STurntable new Et boxed
Lehmann Audio Black Cube SE new Et boxed
McCormack Phono Stage new and boxed
Rega Planar 3/Heed PSU/Bias S/H

£1,600 £700

Gryphon Adagio CD Player

Proac Future 2 (walnut)

Audio Analogue Paganini CD x- demo
dCS Purcell Upsampler non Firewire S/H
dCS Delius 24/192 DAC non Firewire S/H
Krell KAV280CD x- demo

Clearaudio Solution/RB300 x- demo

AMPLIFICATION

Cura CA21 Loudspeakers
Denon P0A-ÓÓ00Monoblock Pair

£3,249
£1,200 £480
£1,180 £470

SPEAKERS

Creek CD 43 CD Player

£4,000

£4,395 £2,000

Castle Chester Speakers (mahogany)
Cary 306/200 HDCD 24/192 CD Player

£1,978 £1,095
£499 £400

CABLES & ACESSORIES

AVI S2CCOMM Monoblock (pair)

Offer

£3,995 £2,200

DEMONSTRATOR AND USED ITEMS
FRONT END/PLAYBACK

You can also receive our full special offers list for free by e-mail every
Monday. Simply visit hi-fishop.com, enter your e-mail address and
click on the send button - its as simple as that ! ! Remember, you can
un subscribe anytime you like!!

BCD Opera Lux 3Tier Table x- demo
Cardas Neutral Reference 1m RCA-BNC S/H
Kimber Powerkord Wattgate 350 1.5m S/H
Madrigal CZ Gel 1.5m Balanced new a boxed
Madrigal MDC 2 1m Fatboy Digital cable new Et boxed
Madrigal MDC 20.5m Fatboy Digital cable new Et boxed
Nordost SPM 1m RCA- RCA S/H
QED QNEXII 1m RCA- RCA Interconnect S/H
Siltech SQ58G3 2x4m Balanced Interconnect x- demo
Siltech SPX10 0.5m mains cable new boxed
Siltech LS 25 2x 2.5m speaker cable x- demo
Spectral MH-330 15ft Interconnect RCA- RCA x- demo
Spectral MH-750 15ft Interconnect RCA- RCA x- demo
Spectral MI- 350 20 ft Speaker cable x- demo

www.midlandaudio-xchange.co.uk

£2,995
£400
£995
£195

£22,500 £7,995
£599 £299

Items reduced even further this month are in green

VISA

z

Egi

MasterCard

112

MIDLAND

AUDIO

XCHANGE

Call 0141 333 9700 today or
visit www.hi-fishop.com
The Hi-fi Shop Ltd is owned and operated by
The Audio Salon Ltd. 4 Park Circus, Glasgow, G3 6Ax.
Reg office and showroom.

SEPTEMBER 2004 Hi-FiNews

t.01562 731100

f.01562 730228

m.07721 605966

THE OLD CHAPEL, FORGE LANE, BELBROUGHTON. DY9 9TD

www.hifinews.co.uk

HIGH END AUDIO
BOUGHT/SOLD
EXCHANGED
SALE

lintone Audio
specialists in audio and video

UST

Heatherdale
Oaudio limited
202, Findon Road, Worthing, BNl4 OEJ
Pre-owned equipment available

MARK LEVINSON 383 INTERGRATED AMP S/H £ 3.795 £ 5,995

with guarantee
Export facilities available

AUDIONOTE AN- ESP SPEAKERS IN FULL
EBONY VENEER WITH AUDIONOTE STANDS

£ 1,395 £ 2.800

Visit our Web Page wwwhifi-stereo.com

ARTEMIS EOS 2SIGNATURE SPEAKERS 8 EXTERNAL

Ihr hi dealer for
Ore/lid ,Spe,tkers Re/jo erice products

CROSSOVERS SUBWOOFERS, ROSEWOOD, SiH £ 5.995 £ 15,000
KRELL KAV 250A POWER AMP S/H

£ 1,695 £ 3.698

THE MARK LEVINSON LISTENING
LOUNGE NOW OPEN

CELLO AMATI PRO SPEAKERS.
PIANO BLACK. S/H

£4,995 £ 16.500

CELLO STRADAVARI GRAND MASTERS

Full Naim range on demonstration.

Naim Audio in the North of England

SPEAKERS.PIANO BLACK. STUNNING
AND AS CHEAP AS CHIPS@PRICE, S/H

£ 12,995 £ 65.000

LUMLEY LMS 1000 SPEAKERS BEECH WOOD.

£ 3,500 £ 8.000

A small selection of some of our used items
Advantage PI / A30 pre / power amps

BURMESTER 808 MK3 PREAMP.

£2200.00

£120.00

SPEAKERS
Revel F30 Loud Speakers Ex demo were £2.995

NOW f2.395

Revel F50 Speakers ( new)

£4.495

Wartedale Diamond II Speakers

£60

Elias Floor Standing Liberty 5+ Speakers
Orchid LWO Speakers Ex demo

£ 140
£ 2.495

THIS FULLY MODULAR PREAMP INC MC PHONO

Arcam Alpha 7 tuner

BAL 8 5/E DESIGN. THE ULTIMATE PREAMP

Arcam Alpha 7se CD player

£195.00

BI AMPERS DREAM CHROME FINISH. RARE, S/H £ 3,995 £ 9,000

Arcam CD92T ex dem

£679.00

AUDIO RESEARCH LS5 PREAMP BLACK. S/H

Arcam CD82T ex dem

£419.00

AUDIO RESEARCH CD1 CD PLAYER BLACK, S/H £ 1,295 £ 3.290

ATC 10 loudspeakers

£650.00

AUDIO RESEARCH V140 VALVE MONO AMPS

Audiolab 8000a amplifier grey

BLACK S/H

Audio Research SP9/2 pre amp black

£1600.00

Elias Symphony floor standing speakers
£ 99
BvW CDM1 Speakers
£350
Revel Salon Speakers Piano Black with aluminium side panels £ 12.995

Chord SPM800 power amp

£1100.00

Acoustic Research 338 Stand Mount Speakers

£ 2,500 £ 5.690

£ 2.995 £ 8.800

PROAC FUTURE 1SPEAKERS BLACK. E/D

£2,795 £ 5,875

WADIA 2000 TRANSPORT + DAC + OPTICAL INTERFACE.

£200.00

Mission 782 ( Stand Mount Model)
(Black Ash

Just Reduced From £250. £ 150

Audio Physics tempo speaker
Revel LEI Sub Amp Plus 2Sub 15's

Cyrus CD? CD player

£450.00

PRPAMPS

£ 995
£ 5.995

£ 275

17.000

Cyrus CD8 CD player silver

£750.00

Burmester 808 Mk3 Pre Amp

£ 3.495

ACCUPHASE DF90 DF91 TRANSPORT

Cyrus 8 amp silver

£595.00

• DAC SUPERB

20,000

Cyrus FM7.5 Tuner silver

£295.00

Cyrus DVD8 DVD player black, ex dem

£800.00

Sony 1000 ESO Digital Pre Amp
Proceed PAV Pre Amp
Nairn NAC 92 Pre Amp

£ 150
£ 1.395
£ 350

ALL UPGRADES DONE, 6BOXES IN ALL

3,500
3,995

ORACLE CD PLAYER LATEST
STUNNING LOOKS

3,995

12.300

EXCELLENT

2,395

4,995

1,695

3.800

WADIA 3200 CD TRANSPORT
KRELL MD10 SIGNATURE TRANSPORT RARE

995

2038

2,995

9.000

AUDIO SYNTHESIS DAX2 DAC
UPGRADEAVAILABLE

895

2200

PINK TRIANGLE ORDINAL DAC 1307 CHIP

395

950

MERIDIAN 566 20BIT DAC BALANCED

395

1095

ARCAM BLACK BOX DAC5

150

450

GRADO SIGNATURE TONE ARM VERY RARE

495

1795

SOTA COSMOS TURNTABLE STEAL

995

46.000

CELLO AUDIO SUITE PREAMP
VARIOUS MODULES + MASTER SUPPLY

7,995

23.000

HOVLAND MP100 VALVE PREAMP SUPER
LOOK - SOUND

3,295

5.750

1,395

3.125

795

1.695

AUDIO RESEARCH LS33 REMOTE CONTROL
PREAMP
AUDIO SYNTHESIS PASSION 8M
REMOTE PREAMP
UNISON RESEARCH MYSTERY
ONE VALVE PREAMP
NAIM 102 PREAMP WITH HICAP. 1WEEK OLD
AUDIO RESEARCH LS1 LINE PREAMP

695

1,750

1.295

2.109

595

1.797

1,895

3.945

AUDIO RESEARCH CASE INTEGRATED
REMOTE CONTROL AMPLIFIER JUST SERVICED
VTL 85 VALVE INTEGRATED LATEST
REMOTE CONTROL
MICHELL 150 HERA PHONE STATE
ARAGON 24K IPS PRE AMP 8 SUPPLY PHONO

£1900.00
£295.00

DPA Renaissance amplifier

£300.00

Exposure CO player

CONRAD JOHNSON DR1 TRANSPORT + DA2.
DAC SUPERB OPEN SOUND BARGAIN

£275.00

Cyrus PSXr power supply
DCS Purcell upsampler ( non 1394)

BOW TECHNOLOGIES MODEL ZZ-8 CD PLAYER,

1,295

2.400

250

600

£795.00

KEF 107 loudspeakers

Advantage Integrated Amp

Krell KSA200s power amp

£3995.00

Lumley Lampros 100 speakers oak. ex dem

£1500.00

Hailer DH- 200 Amp
Michell Alecto Amplifier

Martin Logan Scenario loudspeakers

£1950.00

Martin Logan Prodigy loudspeakers

£7500.00
£395.00

Meridian 501 pre amp

£ 2200.00

Meridian 568 digital processor

£895.00

Meridian 602/606 cd transport and Dac

£ 1050.00

Musical Fidelity A370 power amp

£140.00

MF3A Pre Amp 8 PSU
Naim NAP 90/3 Power Amp

£495.00

Mark Levinson 431 Power Amp

Naim NAC32/ NAP90 pre / power

£300.00

Naim NAC92/NAP90.3 power

£500.00

lour demonstrator) list price £ 5995
our price £4,995
Heybrook Signature System, Pre Amp, Power Amp & CD Player £ 795

£1100.00

Naim NAC202 pre amp ex demo

£275.00

Naim Hait 3 amplifier

£1250.00

Naim NAP135 each
Naim NAP 150 power amp ex dem

£595.00

Naim NAP I80

£700.00

Naim NBL passive loudspeakers ( cherry)

£250.00
£2200.00
£995.00

CEC DX51 Mk2 DAC with CEC TL51 Transport
DVD PLAYERS
Yamaha CND - 5795

Rego Mira 3 amplifier

£400.00

Rego Planet CD

£320.00

Rego Radio 3

£250.00

1.795

6,995

8.995

27,500

GOLDMUND MINIMIS 2 POWER AMP

1.495

5.150

LEVINSON ML11 POWER AMP. BARGAIN

895

2,700

LEVINSON ML12A PRE AMP GREAT COMBO

895

2,700

NAIM NAP 90 POWER AMP

185

450

NAIM NAP 180 POWER AMP

595

1.220

See www.lintone.co.uk

895

3,000

for latest stock - Mail order available

DARK CLASSIC

895

2.800

STAX LAMBDA PRO HEADPHONES

175

370

gtias weaker and interconnect cables.

MARTIN LOGAN QUEST ELECTROSTATIC OAK

1,995

4,995

STERIOPHILE A

2.995

8.500

795

2.500

FLAGSHIP MODEL

995

6,000

ATC 10 SPEAKERS + STANDS. BLACK

495

1,300

1.795

3.500

AUDIO PHYSICS TEMPO 2SPEAKERS
CHERRY BARGAIN
WHARFDALE OPTION 1ACTIVE SPEAKERS

PROAC FUTURE 5LOUDSPEAKERS BLACK

Ruark Accolade loudspeakers ( walnut)

£1200.00

Sony STRDB555es AV amplifier

f.350.00

TEAC ABX7R amplifier

£195.00

TEAC ABM amplifier ( balanced input)

£400.00

TEAC V6030 3 head cassette deck

£250.00

Thorens TIP/ TTA pre power

£495.00

Unison Research Unico amplifier, ex dem
Yamaha DSPAX1 cinema amplifier

£585.00
£595.00

The best value audio cables we ve heard
Upgradable

CD

player

Stunning build and sound for only £ 599.00

DUNLAVY SC4 SPEAKERS LTOAK

WANTED QUALITY AUDIO EQUIPMENT REST PRICES PAID

lsotek " Mini Sub G2"
Mains conditioner with 6 outlets £ 499.00
One of the best upgrades to any system

Arcam,Atlas,Bowers & Wilkins,Cyrus,Castle
Creek,DCS,KEF,Marantz,Meridian,NAD,
Naim,Monitor Audio,Musical Fidelity,
Nautilus 800 Rega Quad and more

Lintone Audio

LOCATED IN WELWYN - HEATS

7-1 lPark Lane Gateshead NE8 3.IW

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

www.lintone.co.uk
info@ilintone.co.uk
Tel. UK 0191 4774167

RING FOR DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION

01438 714038
10.00am - 7.00pm MON - SAT 10.00am - 1.00pm SUN

www.hifinews.co.uk

f395

PMC FBI Cherry, ex dem

CELLO PERFORMANCE 2 MONO AMPS

11.450

£ 1.995

Pink Triangle Ordinal Dac

PMC DB1 Cherry

GAMMA AEON TRIODE VALVE MONO BARGAIN

3,995

OATS
Mark Levinson 36s Dac

£295.00

Inca " Katana"

£ 9,250
£ 2.750
£ 2,095

3,300

ROSEWOOD

Mark Levinson Ref CD Transport 8 DAC
Mark Levinson 37 cd Transport

£ 2,995

9.580

PROAC FUTURE 2 LOUDSPEAKERS

£ 2.295

CD PLAYERS & TRANSPORTS

Accuphase DP67 CD Player Unused

1.895

14.800

£ 395

Accuphase E307 lot Amp Unused

Accuphase DP55V CO Player Unused

3.995

15.500

Yamaha CA1010 let Amp

£200.00

Nakamichi RE10 Amplifier/tuner
Pass Labs X150

£ 695
£350

£4995.00

Nakamich ST2 Tuner

GRAAF GM 20 OTL VALVE POWER AMPS

3.995

f5.995

£850.00

JADIS JA80 MK3 MONO POWER AMPS

3.995

£ 5.995
£ 350

Audioncde Neiro Mono Amps

Naim CD5 CD player ex demo

9,450

BURR ASH WITH SEPERATE CROSSOVERS

Revel I.E1 Sub Amp Plus 2Sub 15's
/tricorn GFA 5300 Power Amp

NAD 414 tuner

4,995

AVALON ACCENT 2 SPEAKERS IN

£ 4.995

£ 4.495
£ 1.595

Naim NAC112 pre amp ex demo

KRELL FBP 300 POWER AMP

TO ANY ROOM

Mark Levinson 383 integrated amp
Boulder 102 AE Power Amp

Musical Fidelity P180 Power Amps

1.650

INCLUDES ROLAND BASS AMP ADJUSTABLE

£ 125
£ 695
£ 3.850

Mark Levinson 20.5 Ref Mono Blocks, superb condition

£700.00

8.750

GENESIS 5 MK2 SPEAKERS ROSEWOOD

£ 1,495

Mark Levinson 333 Power Amp

Musical Fidelity A3.2cr power amp

495

NAKAMICHI DRAGON CASSETTE

£ 650

£ 350
£ 3.995

AMPLIFIERS

£1300.00

3.995

POWER AMP

Just Reduced from £300

Adcom GTP 450 Tuner/Pre-Amp
Conrad Johnson 16LS Pre Amp

Krell KAV300i integrated amplifier

KRELL FBP 200C CAST POWER AMP

ELECTROCOMPANIET ANNIVERSARY

Exposure 11 & 12 Pre Amp &
Power Supply

NEW £ 1.995
£ 145

Pioneer Elite OVO/CO Player. Region bDvD

£ 695

MISCELLANEOUS
Sony Stereo Cassette Deck TC-R502ES
Lecktropacks CDM-820 Multisystem Convener

£ 150
£ 125

Nordost Solar Wind Bi Wire single run 4mtr

£ 75

Sbunyata e> Demo 3m Lyra Speaker OW Spades
with locking connectors normal retail £ 1500 our price

£ 995

Transparent 1/2mtr digital interconnect
Nakamichi 1000 Cassette Deck

£ 195
£ 395

Stay SR007 omega net ( SR117 head phone &
SRM007t dual triode)
Normal Retail £2995 £ 1.995
Audio Note ( Kondo) 3mtr pair SPZ speaker cable
Audio Note ( Kondo) KSLL-LP Silver Litz interconnect
Imtr pair

£ 1.995
£ 850

Starr 40/40 Headphones

£ 850

1mtr Sondo KSL LP interconnect
normal price £2000. £ 995
Yamaha CT- 810 AM/FM Tuner
£ 125
Nakamichi BX2 Cassette Deck

£195

Audio Note ( fondo) Digital Silver Litz cable lmtr,
price new £ 700 our price

£475

Zen Acoustics Hologram II 188 BiWire Pair ( new)
normal price £ 1600 our price

£1,200

Dellek Black Slink Cable

£ 75

Selection of high quality Kontak Audio Cables. balanced and single ended
Ti It STABLES, CARTRIDGES

e70.1

11.1.,1%

Rego Planar 3Turntable
Michell Gyrodeck Turntable with Linn Ittok-LVII Arm

£ 195
£ 995

Koetsu Urushi Gold unused bargain
Koetsu Red unused bargain
Verdier Fhony Wood ami hoard

CP0A
Normal Retail £ 800

£ 425

Selection of brand new discounted cartridges
WE NOW OFFER V. FINANCE' (' subject to status)
PLEASE PHONE TO ARRANGE AN AUDITION
MAIN DEALERS OF MARK LEVINSON. THIEL
WE ACCEPT SWITCH - MASTERCARD
VISA - DINERS CLUB - AMERICAN EXPRESS

01903 872288 or
VISA
07860 660001
Fax: 01903 872234
heatherdale@hifi-stereo.com
Tel:

Evenings

Email:
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definitive audio
Definitive Audio creates a quality of musical experience that is irresistible
We achieve this using some of the world's most splendid contraptions and
employing a value system that places musical considerations above all

BRIGHTON IIIFI EXCHANGE
www.hifiguy.co.uk
01424 201157 OR 07734 436180

others.
Our inventory includes the tantalising KSL Kondo amplifiers from Japan. We
have the M7 Line. M7 Phono. M77 Ongaku, the Neiro Integrated and of
course the extraordinary Gakuoh We also have a range of single minded
amplifier designs from, amongst others. Border Patrol, Art Audio and Sugden.
Our Aladdin's cave of analogue treasures includes 12 choices of moving coil
cartridge, the Kuzma Airline, Triplanar 6. and SME Series V tonearms.
Keeping this company is an enviable selection of turntables including the
Scheu range and the unequivocal SME Model 30 and Kuzma Stabi Reference

• We are the south coasts leading
stockists of quality used and ex dem

We have the complete range of Living voice loudspeakers including the
internationally celebrated Avatar OBX-R2

HIFI equipment.

More importantly we have an attitude and an intent that breathes new life.
interest and fascination into your relationship with music.
Call us for an informal chat Or 10 arrange an appointment.

• We will travel anywhere in the

Sale of part exchanged and ex-dem items

Sale

country to pickup or deliver equipment
New

• We update our website everyday

Audio Note Japan M7 line pre-amplifier with stepped attenuator volume
control. Fully serviced. Rare affordable opportunity to visit the Kondo planet.

£4000

Clearaudio Master Reference turntable with TOI linear tracking tonearm
highly revered record player - fantastic opportunity - spotless and as new

£7000 £ 12610

Merlin Music Systems VSM/M louspeaker system. 16 weeks old - boxed Check out mvw.merlinmusic.corn for this acclaimed US speaker

£3000

Townshend supertweeters - brand new - one pair only

with used and xdem equipment

S9000

£600 £800

Aloia PST 11.01i Hi-end 2box pre-amp - slick and stylish. One lady driver.
12 months old - boxed - perfect

£1900 £2800

Pro Ac Studio 200 - yew - nice - vgc

£900 £2150

Lavardin IS power amp. As new - 11 months - boxed - as good as new

£700 £ 1400

Musical Fidelity NuVista CD player - 18 months - boxed - as new

£1700 £ 3000

Revolver R33 bookshelf speakers - new - boxed
Border Patrol 300B SE - ash 8watt purist power amp - boxed - asteal

£2250 £4500

£300 £600

Epos ES30 loudspeakers - cherry - good condition
Audio Innovations L1 Pre - great starter pre-amplifier • v. respectable

£250

Ruark Crusaders - cherry - near perfect - bargain

£700 £ 1900

Tel: 0115 973 3222
internet: vvvywdefinitiveaudio.co.uk

£800

Fax: 0115 973 3666
email: shout@definitiveaudio.co.uk

• We are also agents for the following
products: plus many others.
Plinius
Boulder
BAT
Clear Audio
Oracle
Border Patrol

C.A.T.

Acoustic Zem
Audience
Reference 3A
Transfiguration
Vincent
Hovland

Garnit
Graham
Cabbase
Pass Labs

We have just been
appointed the
dealership for
the superb Oracle
Delphi turntable

THE

QUAD
SPECIALIST
ESL 57 \

LE 1

SPARES & REPAIRS

Replacement panels for ESL 57, ESL 63 and LE I
Refurbished Quad speakers, amplifiers and tuner
Restoration of ElectroStatic Loudspeakers
Contact us for our free cololooue

Quad Musikwiedergabe GmbH
Rheinstr. 30, 58068 Koblenz, Germany
Tel: + 49-261-38824 • Fax + 49-261-38172
quadger@t-online.de

WILMSLOW AUDIO
LOUDSPEAKER

SPECIALISTS

e Range of replacement drive units from Seas. Volt. Vifa Scanspeak,
Peerless. Morel etc, for use in AR. Gale, Heybrook, IMF, KEF, Mission,

ProAc, Rogers, TDL plus many others.
• Comprehensive stock of components, capacitors
(Supersound. SCR & Hovland Musicap). cables, damping and grille materials.
• UK's largest supplier of kit loudspeakers - all on demonstration.
Phone today for your FREE FULL COLOUR catalogue or check out our website.

It
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WILMSLOW AUDIO

Now on demonstration
(Read July 2004 issue of Hifi News magazine

PROAC FUTURE POINT FIVE
£ 1.900
.£3,800
KEF 105.3s
£595
£1,800
ORACLE DELPHI MK1V
£995
£2,000
REVEL B15 SUB
£ 1,400
£2,800
MF NU VISTA INT AMP
£1,695
£3K
MF NU VISTA M3 CD
£1,695
£3K
KRELL KPS 20IL CD/PRE
£3,750
£11K
KRELL KPS 20 T/TRANSPORT
£ 2,800
£9K
BORDER PATROL MONOS
£ 4.500
£91(
TRICHORD ALECTO/MONOS
£ 950
£2,500
MICHELL ARGO/HERA
£550
£N/A
PIONEER PD95 CD
£850
£
2,500
AUDIONOTE E40 INTEGRATED
£750
£N/A
MERIDIAN 596 DVD PLAYER
£ 1.200
£2,400
WADIA 7(09 FOUR BOX CD
£6,500
£24,000
KRELL KSA200
£ 1,600
£N/A
KRELL KSA50MK2
£850
£N/A
AUDIO RESEARCH VT60
£850
£2,400
MERIDIAN DSP5000s
£1,700
£4,800
MERIDIAN 568.2
£2,000
£4,500
MARTIN LOGAN ACSENTI
£1,400
£2,400
KRELL FPB600c
£6.500
£14,000
MARTIN LOGAN SL3s
£1.000
ENA
CONRAD JOHNSON PREMIER 17 LS2
£2,995
£5,000
MAGNAPLANER 3.3R (BOXED AS NEW)
£1,200
£N/A
MICROMEGA STAGE 6 BOXED
£450
900
AUDIO RESEARCH D125
£1.400
£5,500
MARTIN LOGAN SEOUALS/SL3 PANELS
£ 1.200
£N/A
ROSKAN XERZEX/ARTAMEZ
£795
EN/A
REFERENCE 3A ROYAL VIRTUOSOs
£2.450
£4,400
WESTERN ELECTRIC GOTHAMS
£5,500
£14,000
MARTIN LOGAN QUEST Z
£1,900
£5,500
AUDIO RESEARCH VT150 MONOS
£4,500
£12,000
BAT VK5 (cd player)
£2,400
£4,500
BRYSTON 2B
£350
£800
PLINIUS LAD (preamp)
£1500
£2,950
PASS LABS ALEPH P (preamp)
£1.450
£3,500
KRELL FPB 700 CX
£8.500
£15,000
QUAD Ils plus PRE (AS NEW, BOXED)
£600
£n/a
LUMLEY ST 70 (poweramp)
£1.200
£2,700
MARANTZ SC22/MA22 (pre/monos)
£1.000
£3,000
SPENDOR BC1s (boxed)
£295
Enia
MARANTZ SC22/MA24 (pre/monos)
£1,500
£4,250

50 Main Street, Broughton Astley, Leicester LE96RD

THIS IS A VERY SMALL SELECTION OF OUR USED AND EX DEM STOCK,

Tel 01455 286603 Fax: 01455 286605

FOR MORE UPTO DATE LISTING PLEASE PHONE OR CHECK WEBSITE

Website: www.wilmslowaudio.com

www.hifiguy.co.uk
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Hi FiNews

www.hifinews.co.uk

Also agents for
•Advantage • Acoustic Zen
•B A T • Boulder • Burmester
•Egleston • Hovland • Kharma
•Lumley • Pass labs • SME
•Sound lab • VTL • Vincent

CURRENT INVENTORY
ACCUPHASE DP55V
ACOUSTIC ARTS DRIVE 1
ADVANTAGE Si CD
ADVANTAGE S100 INTEGRATED AMP
ATC SCM 20-2 ACTIVE PIANO BLACK
ATC C2 SUB 2 AVAILABLE
AUDIO LAB CDM/ DAX
AUDIO NOTE M3 LINE PRE
AUDIO RESEARCH LS5 MK2
AUDIO RESEARCH LS7
AUDIO RESEARC VT60
AUDIO RESEARCH D130
AUDIO RESEARCH VT130 SE
AVANTEGARDE SOLO SILVER
AYRE K-5X PRE
BOULDER 1012 PRE DAC PHONO
BOW WIZARD CD
CARDAS GOLDEN REFERENCE 2.5 MTR BIWIRE
CLEARAUDIO REFERENCE,T01 ARM
CLEARAUDIO SINATURE M/C LOW HOURS
CLEARAUDIO SIXSTREAM 1.5 MTR PHONO CABLE
CLEARAUDIO MAXIMUM SOLUTION, TO1 LINEAR ARM
CONRAD JOHNSON EV1 VALVE PHONO
COPLAND CSA 14
DENSEN BX340 NEW
DENSEN B400XS NEW
DENSEN B200 NEW
DYNAUDIO 2.8 CHERRY
HARMONIC TECHNOLOGY MD1 DIGITAL RCA IMTR
HOVLAND HP- 100 + M/C PHONO NEW SEALED BOX
HOVLAND SAPHIRE POWER AMP NEW SEALED BOX
JM LABS MICRO UTOPIA + STANDS
KRELL KRC-HR KPE PHONO
KRELL KPS 28C
KRELL FPB 600C
LFD MISTRAL SILVER SIGNATURE INTEGRATED
LUXMAN K-351 CASSETTE DECK
McINTOSH MC7100 POWER AMP BALANCED
MARANTZ SC12SI SACD DVD CD EX DEM
MERIDIAN 502
MONITOR AUDIO STUDIO 60 PIANO ROSEWOOD
MONITOR AUDIO STUDIO CENTRE PIANO ROSEWOOD
MUSICAL FIDELITY TRIVISTA DAC
NAIM CDS 2 HEAD UNIT
NAIM CDX
NAIM 175
NAIM 112
NAIM 92
NAIM CDI MK2
NAIM INTRO 2 BLACK ASH
NAIM CDS MK1
NAIM FLASH 2 NEW
NAIM BURNDY BLACK
NORDOST VALHALLA IMTR BALANCED
NORDOST BLUE HEAVEN 3MTR BIWIRE BANANA REV 11
PATHOS LOGOS
QUAD 66 FM TUNER
QUAD 66 PRE
QUAD 606 MK1
QUAD 99 POWER
SHANLING CDT 100
SILVER ARROW IMTR BALANCED SILVER INTERCONNECT
SOUNDLAB MILLENIUM 3 NEW SEALED CRATES
SONUS FABER CONCERTO WITH IRONWOOD STANDS
SONY XA333ES SACD
SONY TA P9000 ES MULTICHANNEL PRE
SPECTRAL DMA 100S BRAND NEW UNUSED
SPECTRAL MIT770 SPKR CABLE 10FT
SPECTRAL MH750 SPEAKER CABLE 8FT
TANNOY DIMENSION 8
THETA PROGENY
WILSON BENESCH ACT 2

RRP

NOW

3000
2800
3150
2550
2950
1650
N/A
3700
5500
1400
2000
2000
8500
4700
3000
12950
3500
2000
6020
1755
505
7575
1700
1500
1850
2500
1000
3200
400
5750
7000
3500
7639
9000
15000
950
N/A
1500
3500
1500
5000
2000
1200
4300
2500
1270
660
N/A
N/A
860
4000
350
260
2300
650
2700
N/A
N/A
N/A
550
1600
1200
8295
1300
1200
900
4600
3000
900
4000
1100
9000

2295
1795
1495
1295
1795
995
1095
1995
1995
695
895
995
2995
2395
1795
7995
1495
1295
3495
895
295
3995
895
595
1250
1795
695
1195
195
3495
3995
1595
3295
3995
5995
495
150
795
1795
795
1995
795
895
2095
1395
895
495
195
695
450
1795
195
150
1395
350
1795
350
395
295
395
995
495
3995
795
795
495
2995
495
395
2495
395
3995

KRELL • AUDIO RESEARCH • MARK LEVINSON • NAIM AUDIO • LINN
MERIDIAN • QUAD • AUDIOLAB • WADIA • ACCUPHASE • TAG • CARY
THETA • BONUS FABER • MARTIN LOGAN • COPLAND • CHORD
EAR YOSHINO • DNM • NAKAMICHI • KOETSU • XL0 • MICHELL • SME • ATC
STAX • PROAC • MANA • JEFF ROWLAND • DCS • NAGRA • McINTOSH
ORACLE • ROKSAN • TRANSPARENT • DYNAUDIO • Etc
PLEASE CALL TONY WHEN YOU WANT TO SELL YOUR EQUIPMENT IWILL COLLECT
AND PAY UP FRONT NO MESSING ABOUT WITH COMMISSION SALES.
IAM ESPECIALLY INTERESTED IN THE FOLLOWING.

"One might expect the Stereo 401
to cost in the region of E2,000..."

%tevecr 401

FL34 integrated 40+40w ( or 19+19 Triode)

'The sound has alovely spacious and airy quality with plenty of
depth... The frequency response exhibited extended bass below
10Hz' ..."Stunning styling and an tmpressive spec at avery sharp
price".._ Hi Fi Choice June 04

Awarded HI Fi Mews Mors Choice 2003'
"Icon Audio offers sensible, well sorted valve amps, with
adequate power and built to agood standard"

Hi Fi News Feb ' 04 said...

"
ample, deep, bass, underpinning a

lucid and effortless midrange and treble ". 1liked the impeccable
finish and feeling of bomb- proof solidarity as well some of the most
natural sounding music that Ihave heard at home". Tony Bolton

No One else gives you all this value!
• Beautiful see through valve cover ( included in the price)
• Mulard, JJ & Svetlana valve upgrade worth over
£100.00 included at NO EXTRA CHARGE ( limited offer)
•Triode Mode switchable ( highly praised in the reviews)
•Tape Monitor, essential for CDR, Tape and home cinema
•Tape out (essential for any kind of recording)
• ' Soft Start', protects from switch on power surge'
• HT Delay to protect valves & extend life ( optional extra)
•Circuits developed in Leicester, manufactured in China
• Each amp carefully commissioned & tested in Leicester
•Part Exchange faciiity for your old equipment, ask us!
To find out more, ask for an illustrated leaflet
Features include: All Triode front end. Hand built Point to Point wiring.
Tape monitor circuit ALPS Volume control. No printed circuit board. All

gold plated terminals. Audiophile components. 4 & 8ohm speaker
matching. Stainless steel & 10mm alloy plate construction. Soft start.
Stainless steel & Plexiglas valve cage included. Upgrade options.

LA3 pre amp

MB25 Mono Blocks

EL84 15watts integrated £ 649.95*
'Stereo 4i EL34 40watts integrated £ 899.95*
Stereo 20

x,ek Z3
IVIlEt 2E5

Triode Line Level pre amp
£649.95*
300B PP 28w Mono blocks ( pr) £ 1999.95

*Try for 30 days, refund if not delighted! ( UK only, conditions apply)
Subsidised International Shipping Available, ask for details

Visit our new website at www.lconaudio.co.uk

_ 46
TE
0121 74 7
5MINUTES JUN 9M42/JuN 4 m6

Auditions by appointment Dealer inquiries welcome

Open Mon-Sun 10.00 to 8.00

Phone 07787 158791 Email sales©iconaudio.co.uk

4

2

Website: www.centralaudio.co.uk
E-mail: tony@centralaudio.co.uk
www.hifinews.co.uk

;_c_crec

41241.2a—

351 Aylestone Road

Leicester LE2 STA
CE marked

Visa and MasterCard accepted

Hi-Fi
News

SEPTEMBER 2004
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MANTRA A111)10
t MAIL ORDER HI FI ACCESSORIES

TTEL/FAX 01757 288652
www.mantra-audio.co.uk

GRADO HEADPHONE SPECIAL OFFERS

CARTRIDGES

Prestige

> ATC

EXCHANGE

STYLUS

£28

N/A

£330

£280

1006

£76

SR- 60

£75

Audio

SR- 80

£90

Technica AT OC 9ML

AT. 110E

Goldring

DRIVERS:

> AUDAX

£16

> ETON

EX

N/A

> FOSTEX

£62

GEX

£52

> LPG

SR- 125

£140

SR- 225

£175

1012 GX

£95

£76

GEX

£67

SR- 325

£265

1022 GX

£124

£100

GEX

£86

Reference RS 1

£635

1042

£143

£114

GEX

£100

RS- 2

£450

OED SWITCHING AND CONTROL UNITS

Ortofon

Full range of QED Switch Boxes,
Cables & Interconnects available
See website for details.
CARTRIDGES
Denon

SlYi

Eroica LX/H

£133

£109

GEX

N/A

Elite

£232

£190

GEX

N/A

510

£34

N/A

£22

> PEERLESS

> SCAN- SPEAK

> VIFA

> VISATON

> VOLT
SOLEN CAPACITORS AND

MC 15 Super II £ 130 £ 110

EX

N/A

MC 25 FL

£227 £ 193

EX

N/A

MC 10 Supreme £ 304 £ 258

EX

N/A

LOUDSPEAKER

MC 30 Supreme £ 452 £ 385

EX

N/A

MANUFACTURERS.

INDUCTORS

- USED BY THE

MOST DISCRIMINATING

£79

N/A

Kontrapunkt a

£ 412 £351

EX

N/A

HARDWARE

DL 160

£ 95

N/A

Kontrapunkt h

£ 530 £451

EX

N/A

HOW TO BOOKS

£ 210

N/A

Kontrapunkt b

£ 643 £ 548

EX

N/A

Kontrapunkt c

£ 824 £700

EX

N/A

£ 837 £ 742

EX

N/A

Blue Point Special £265 £ 237

EX

N/A

Grado

Prestige Black £40
Prestige Gold £ 110

£ 73

Shure

M97 XE

£ 58

£ 98

V 15 VxMR

£ 27

Rohmann
Sumiko

£ 304 £ 213

V 15 V MR

N/A £ 158

V 15 111MR

N/A

EX - Exchange price for MC from above companies
GEX - Exchange price against any cartridge type
Over 500 replacement styli types stocked

£112

AND UP TO £ 15 WORLDWIDE FOR ORDERS OVER £ 50

13L
Q( 1à)e.e‘
. l

Tel: 450.656.2759

La 9e

YORKS YO8 5RP

E-MAIL: soundstage@netlineuk.net
www.sound-stage.co.uk
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

Chelmsfor ,Essex

F'RE-0)\ \ I:1) EQUIPMENT
ATC SCM50A ACTIVE WALNUT WITH STANDS- BUYER COLLECTS- IMMACULATE . £3495
AUDIO INNOVATIONS SERIES 800 4- BOX VALVE PRE/POWER
£ 1495
( ASTLE HARLECH CHERRY FLOORSTANDERS
£649
('OUNTERPOINT SA 100 POWER AMP VALVE/TRANS HYBRID BLACK BOXED
£649
I)EFINITIVE TECHNOLOGY PRO SUB 80
£ 249
I)ENON AVC-AISE BLACK BOXED SUPERB WITH LEARNING REMOTE
£ 1395
DENON DVD3300 BLACK AND SUPERB-£ 1000 NEW
£595
I.POS ESI2 LIGHT CHERRY BOXED AND SUPERB
£299
LED PA2 POWERSTAGE POWER AMP MARBLE FRONT LOVELY LOOKS AND SOUND £695
LINN SONDEK LP12 NORTON AIR POWER ITTOK TROIKA WALNUT SUPERB
£1295
LOEWE ACONDA 32 FLAT WIDESCREEN SILVER + LOEWE GLASS STAND
£1295
MERIDIAN A500 BLACK ASH LOUDSPEAKERS BOXED LOVELY CONDITION
£399
MERIDIAN 200 TRANSPORT + 209 PANEL REMOTE CONTROL- SUPERB
£349
MERIDIAN 605 MONO BLOCKS BLACK
£995
MICROMEGA STAGE 5CD PLAYER BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£349
NAIM CDX CD PLAYER 1998 IMMACULATE
£1295
NAIM XPS POWER SUPPLY FOR CD- X 2002 IMMACULATE
£1395
NAIM NAC 82 PRE AMP WITH IMMACULATE
£1295
N
SUPERCAP POWER SUPPLY 2002 IMMACULATE
£1495
N \ RI NAP 250 POWER AMP 1998 IMMACULATE
£1095
NAIM NAP 200 POWER AMP 3MONTHS OLD IMMACULATE AND BOXED
£1095
NAIM HI CAP 2JUST A FEW MONTHS OLD BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£795
NAIM NAP 150 POWER AMP BOXED AND IMMACULATE 2YRS OLD
£629
NAIM INTRO BLACH ASH BOXED AND SUPERB
£349
NAIM NAC 112 PRE AMP BOXED AND IMMACULATE 2YRS OLD
£495
NAIM NAT 02 TUNER IMMACULATE CONDITION
£795
NAIM SBL LOUDSPEAKERS BLACK ASH LATE 1995 MODEL
£995
NAKAMICHI DR- I3- HEAD TAPE DECK IMMACULATE
£429
()NIX 0A35/0A1200 PRE/POWER AMP BLACK LOVELY
£795
PINK TRIANGLE ORDINAL DAC 22 BIT BLACK MINT AND BOXED
£349
l'RIMARE D.20 24 BIT CD PLAYER
£595
QUAD 77CD BUS/77 PRE/77 TUNER CARBON BOXED AND 1MMACUALATE
£995
REGA RADIO R REMOTE READY TUNER BLACK BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£249
REGA CURSA LINE LEVEL PRE AMP BLACK BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£299
REGA MAIA POWER AMP BLACK BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£299
REGA XEL WALNUT FLOORSTANDING LOUDSPEAKERS- OVER £ 1K NEW
£449
REGA JURA FLOORSTANDING LOUDSPEAKERS CHERRY
£299
ROKSAN CASPIAN TUNER BLACK BOXED AND SUPERB
£395
ROKSAN DPI/A1TESSA DA2/ATTESSA DS5 3- BOX TOP LOADING CD PLAYER
£1295
ROKSAN XERXES ROSEWOOD TABRIZ ZI ORTOFON MC20 SUPREME
£995
ROKSAN L1.5/DS 1.5/S1.5 PRE/POWER SUPPLY/POWER AMP BLACK
£2495
ROKSAN XERXES BLACK ASH ARTEMIZ LYRA CLAVIS D.C. VDH MODDED
£1595
RUARK SCEPTRE NATURAL OAK BOXED AND MINT
£349
TRIO KT 917 TUNER
£599
WADIA 3200 CD TRANSPORT WITH REMOTE AND INSTRUCTIONS
£995
PROFESSIONAL RECORD CLEANING SERVICE- KEITH MONKS MACHINE
PLEASE RING FOR FURTHER DETAII
sNI) PRICES.
THREE MONTH WARRANTY ON \ II II FMS

www.sound-stage.co.uk
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SOLEN
St- Hubert, OC, J3Y 7T9 Canada

MANTRA AUDIO ( HFN), 22 GARTH AVENUE, NORTH DUFFIELD,

,01376 521132
07802 483698

Contact us for the
free Solen CDROM
Catalog.

4470 Avenue Thibault

MAIL ORDER ( 1-10 DAYS) PRICES INC P&P ADD £ 5 EUROPE

SELBY, NORTH

> SEAS

> SILVER FLUTE

DL 110
DL 304

116

> MAX FIDELITY

> MOREL

Fax: 450.443.4949
Email: solerilitsolen.ca
Web: vvvvvv.solen.ca

Hearing is Believing

•

Arcam

•

Bk/W

CLONE)'

Classé
Copland
Lavardin
Nairn
Primare

30 years of Excellence

Sony

55 Main Street, Blackrock, Dublin.
Tel: (01) 2889449/2888477
Open: Tues - Sat 10 am to 6 pm. Thur - Fr) 10 am to 9 pm

Absolute Analogue'
Direct sale bargain

B+W Nautilus

The North(' Concept Artist
•One of the It
read bargains
in high- end hi-fi.
•Derhed from the acclaimed
Nordic ( , incept Reference,
eAlternalhe construction
techniques lead to significani4
reduced nianufacturing costs
bid slit) annuing Ile11111111allee.

Iii like

Ille Reference, Ille
Artist is designed specifical4
to be sold direct h the
distributor rather than sia
dealers.

erhe result is trills high- end
performance at a fraction of
the normal cost.
PO Box 30429. London, NW6 7G1,

Get it right!

Tel / Fax: + 44 0420 8459 8113
Absolute_Analogueo email.msn.com
wwvi.absoluteanalugue.co.uk

www. hif news.co. uk

For sale

offers, Bose 901V £400. Tel: 01706

01306 886606 days, 01293 772052

524399/07764 408756 [ GJ17]

evenings [ HJ141

Perpetual Technologies P- 3A DAC £ 390

Electrohome Marquee 9501Acon projector.

Naim NAC 82 £ 1200, Supercap £ 1400,

(£799). Musical Fidelity A370 Class A

HD-GT17 lens, HDTV module, Extron 109xi

NAP140 £ 350, Linn Keilidh ( cherry) with

power amplifier £890 (£ 2500), Kimber KC

VGA-UXGA interface. Faroudja VP400AU

stands £ 400, Naim K' boards £40. All

AG balanced £ 90, (£ 253), complete sets of

quadrupler. Cost £ 63,000. Presale

boxed with manuals. Tel: 01303 274077

Audio Research and DNM cables. Tel:

specialist manufacturer overhaul. Excellent

(SE Kent) [ XFOC1

07973 220663 ( Leicestershire) [ GJ171

condition £ 14,750, Tel: 01945 463077

Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista 3D CD player and

Stax SR 007 Omega II and SRM-007T

5.30pm-8.30pm[HK171

M1 integrated amp £ 2000 each, Townshend

vacuum driver unit, 4 months, as new

Audio Research M300 mono power

super-tweeters in chrome finish and three-

£1800, Tel: 020 8658 0480 [ GJ171

amplifiers ( stereo pair), serviced and re-

shelf Seismic Sink stand £ 400 each,

Naim CDX, mint, boxed £ 1350 with Chord

tubed by Absolute Sounds March 2004,

Kimber Bi -Focal XL speaker cable 2.5m

interconnect, Mission 753 floorstanding

under guarantee until March 2005, £ 3500,

£800, Moth Pure Power £ 300 - all mint

speakers, black ash £ 250, Acoustic

may consider part exchange, Tel: 0191

condition. Tel: Steve 07813 788420.

Research Legend turntable with Linn Basik

2810260 [ HJ14I

EGJ131

Plus arm £ 240. Tel: 07929 987194 [ HJ14]

Arcam CD72 CD player, mint condition, 18

dCS Elgar/Purcel I £ 4500, Krell KPS20iL

Linn Sondek LP12, latest spec, Aro,

months old, boxed, and manual (£ 450)

DAC/transport £ 2500, all boxed, can demo

Armageddon, £ 1350 ono, also Naim SBL,

£230. Sonneteer Sedley m-m/m-c phono

with Rowland amps/Dunlavy SCV1's,

black ash, latest drivers, immaculate £ 950

amp, mint, boxed and manual £ 210, Tel:

superby sound but going multichannel, Tel:

ono, can demonstrate. Tel: Mike 01923

01903 247779 ( Sussex) [ HJ14]

01243 584728 ( West Sussex) [ GJ17]

448265, after 6.30pm. [ HJFOCI

NHT VT- 2front speakers 48 x8 x18in ( hwd),

Mark Levinson 390's, perfect condition,

Wilson Benesch ACT speakers (£ 9105) and

VS- 2centre speaker, HDP2 dipole surround

boxed with manuals £ 4500 or near offer,

granite stands, stained cherry, 9 months old.

speaker, all black gloss laminate, excellent

Tel: 01803 293805 [ GJ17]

perfect condition £ 5500, Roksan Xerxes

condition, new £ 2600, £ 1100 ono, Tel: Paul

Quad ESL- 63 black, new panels over £ 1000

rosewood with Artemiz arm £450, Sugden

07753 200936 evenings ( London) [ 1-1K17]

spent, factory fitted receipts, excellent

headmaster pre- amp £ 300, Ben Duncan

Acoustic Energy AE1 Mk Il speakers, Stae 1

condition, one owner from new £ 900, Tel:

mains transformer £ 250, various JPS Labs

matching stands, cherry finish, boxed £ 495.

07836 739271 [ GJ171

mains and interconnect leads, Tel: 01992

(£1349 new), Stax SR Lambda professional

Naim 250 amp, Naim 72, Naim Hi-cap,

460935 for details [ HK141

headphones, SRDX professional energizer

Naim 01 tuner, Naim CDX CD, price £ 2000,

Orelle SA100 integrated amp £850, Orelle

£195 (£ 728 new), Tel: 01732 220664

condition mint, with boxes, will accept

CD100 CD player £ 1000, Art Stiletto

(after 6pm) [ HK17]

reasonable offer. Tel: 01473 614948

loudspeakers, ebony £800, Wireworld

Linn Sondek, Akito, K9, good condition

[GJ17]

Equinox bi-wire speaker cable, 3 metre pair

£525, Linn Sondek, Ittok, K18, Lingo,

Musical Fidelity X- Ray CD player £400, REL

£650, mint/boxed, Tel: 01428 685199

excellent condition £875, Tel: Ken on

Q150 sub £ 250, Myryad Ml 120 integrated

[HJF0C1

01763 255714 HK171

amplifier and MA120 matching power amp

Audio Research LS2 valve pre- amp,

Avantgarde Uno horn speakers £ 4500,

(120W/ch) £ 540, three- tier marble

balanced and phono outputs £ 750, VdH The

Sonus Faber Cremona speakers £3000, EAR

reference stand £ 150 (£ 530), Mission

Second balanced interconnects, 0.8m and

V20 integrated amplifier £ 1600, Aloia

Reference 753 speakers £380 (£ 1480),

1.5m stereo pairs £ 150, Tel: Steve 020

15.9.1i power amp 60+60 watts, Aloia

Target four-tier stand £40, Rogers dB101

8422 0942 or 07939 540107 ( Middlesex)

PST11 Oli pre-amp £ 1500, Tel: 020 8531

speakers £ 80, all excellent. Tel: Mark 020

[HJ14]

5979 or 07903 265205 [ HJ14]

8468 7462 or 07775 875325 EGJ351

Lowther EX3 silver voice coil drive units in

Mark Levinson No 37 CD transport, perfect

Acousta cabinets £ 350 the pair, Tel: 01724

condition, complete with remote and manual

Avantgarde Uno horn speakers £4500,
Sonus Faber Cremona speakers £ 3500,

710547 ( North Lincs)EHJ141

and boxed, recently serviced £ 2200 ono,

Aloia PST11.01i pre, Aloia 15.01i power

Tom Evans The Groove phono stage, 8

Tel: 07980 211447 ( day), 020 7439 1365,

amp 60+60 watt £ 1800, EAR V20

months old, mint £ 1400, Linn Kaber

email: troy@runbox.com [ HK171

integrated amplifier £ 1700. Tel: 020 8531

speakers, black, excellent condition £ 500,

B&W CDM 1NT cherry speakers, new, boxed,

5979 or 07903 265205 [ GJ17]

Tel: 020 7342 2871 [ HJ141

with quality cables £495, Apollo Mezzo rack

Conrad-Johnson EFI phono stage,

Gamma Aeon Mk 3, 211 monoblock £ 1500,

as new. £ 95, Tel: 07932 577226 [ GK14]

Stereophileclass A, rated ( Vol.19 No.10)

Legendary Leak Point One matched pair

Sonus Faber Concerto speakers with

switchable gain ( 40-46-52dB) and input

£1200, Quad 63 professional with stands

matching adjustable ironwood stands, both

load impedance ( 47k ohm - 200 ohm),

£700, Altec Lancing L19 Alnico Horn

mint condition and all boxes, packaging,

mint, manual £ 2000 when new £ 995 ono

speakers £ 800. Tel: 01308 868044

manuals, etc, £600. Can demo/deliver. Tel:

[HK171

Steve 020 8422 0942 or 07939 540107

Lexicon MC1, 8 channel processor, superb

Shanling CDT- 200C SACD/CD player see

(Middlesex) LIK141

DAC as good as MC8 £ 1500 (£ 5000), BAT

brilliant review by DA HiFi News 05/04, as

Audio Research SP11 Mk 11 pre-amp, recent

VK60 balanced, valves with guts, awesome

new! Unpacked to check tubes! £ 2000

service and new valves £ 2000, Audio

inc p+p, Tel: 028944 79053 IHJFOCI

looks, performance £ 1600 (£ 4500),

bargain, Tel: 07766 643361 email:

Research VT50 power amp, light use-

Spectral DMC-10 pre- amp, one of the best

jkp911@hotmail.com ( London) [ HJ141

transferable guarantee £ 1900, both boxed,

phono stagesl have heard £ 550, McIntosh

Wadia 861 CD player, 2.5 years old, with box

vgc, manuals, near offers only please, Tel:

MC2500 500W/ch, one channel works,

and instructions, as new £ 4000, Tel: Dave

020 8543 5531 Chris ( Eves)1.181

www.hifinews.co.uk
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The place to buy and sell audio equipment and accessories

The Market

Levinson 383 integrated amp £ 3500

ovno, Diapason Adamntes MKk Ill, bi-wire

(£6000), Townshend IsoIda DCT speaker

c/w dedicated stands, mint, crated, boxed

bi-wire ribbon speaker cable sets £850,

cable 4m £ 400 (£ 500), Ecosse

£2475 new, £ 1400 ovno, Tel: 02894

Tel: Derek 01923 826830 H L171

MS2.2/MS2.15 speaker cable 7m bi-wire

479053 [JL17]

Boulder L5AE pre- amp £800 (£ 3500)

100 (£ 746), Ecosse Reference interconnect

Pathos Twin Towers pure Class A, single-

immaculate, boxed, Tara Labs The 2

balanced 0.5m £ 100, Audioquest Emerald

ended, zero-NFB hybrid integrated amplifier

balanced interconnect 10 xmetres £800

Arcici TNT Airhead table £450, Living Avtar

interconnect 0.75m £ 50, Tel: 01299

with remote control, as new £ 2150 (£ 3250),

(£5000+) boxed. Tara Labs the 2speaker

404506 [ JL17]

Tel: 01202 767873 ( Dorset) EJL171

cable 4ft £ 250 (£ 2000) boxed, Kimber 4TC

Monitor Audio Studio 60 £ 2500, Musical

Lumley Ref ST70 power amp, new, valves,

8.5 metre pair £ 175, 4TC 4.5 metre pair

Fidelity CD PRE £ 1150, Aerial Acoustics

mint condition £ 700, Tel: 0191 4171669

£90, XLO digital 0.9 metre £ 60, XL0 0.5

model 6 £ 1250, Primare D30.2 CD player

after 6pm f.JK14]

metre £40, Kimber D-60 1.5 metre £ 150,

£800, all excellent condition, for more info,

Proceed AVP2/CVP2 processor & component

all items ono, Tel: Bob 01604 720122

Tel: 020 743 3840 LIK141

video switcher (£ 7990) £ 3495, PM DT/PVP

[JL231

Krell KAV 150 amplifier, 150 watt, excellent

DVD transport (£ 7490) £ 2500, all for

Dynaudio Contour 1.3 Mk II loudspeakers,

condition £ 1100, Tel: 0192 575 4563 [ J8]

£5995 to include Madrigal M DC- 1XLR

cherry, £ 625. Audiolab 8000A integrated
amplifier £ 125, Leak Troughline 3stereo

Musical Fidelity Tri Vista 21 DAC ( No 1236),

digital link, all boxed/excellent and UK

as new, boxed, £895 (£ 1200), Soundstyle

supplied, Tel: 01883 344902 EJK141

FM tuner £65, Tel: 01661 8710101.18]

Status ST105 equipment rack ( 5shelves),

Graham 2.2 /SME Vtonearms with SME

Cyrus pre-amp, DAD7 CD £ 300 each,

silver/aquaglass, as new, boxed, £ 100

mount for SME 30a £ 1350/£750, Harbeth

Wanted Cyrus pre-X, Tel: 01752

(£375) Tel: 07879 816151 ( Yorkshire) fJ8J

5/12A teak, Target R2 speaker stand

291625/mobile 07903 080646 f.J81

SME IV, c/w damping trough, silver-wired,

£700/£100 all mint and boxed, etc, Tel: 020

Wadia 27ix DAC and Wadia 270 transport

manuals, tools, boxed, mint, £ 1467 new,

8357 1264/07971708041 LIK141

£10,750, Krell FPB 600C amplifier

£850 ovno, Conrad-Johnson EFI phono

Kondo Neiro silver capacitors £4500, Forsell

£8800, Krell pre- amp £ 7300, Tel: 07860

stage, mint, manual £ 2000 new, £850

air- platter CD transport and DAC £ 4500.

Classifieds may be submitted by email. Send entries to: hi-fi ads@ipcmedia.com. For your securly, do not include acredit card number
in any email. Please call our reader ad department on 020 8774 0631 with your credit card details.

Hi-FiNews

Private ad order form:
do not phone in ads

Rates: £ 8 ( inc VAT) per 30-word insertion for one Issue. For two months £ 14; three months £ 17. Additional words 50p each. Box numbers £ 3extra.
Note: telephone or product reference numbers count as one word ( eg, Pioneer A400 = two words)
PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS

Please publish the above advertisement for
FOR SALE 1

insertions under the heading:

WANTED 1

Box number required

1 yes

Cheque/postal order enclosed for E

1 no
( pounds sterling) made payable to

IPC Media or please charge my Access/Visa/Diners/Amex

Card Number

UFHUMIIIIIIUM1111111111M,
Expires ( date)

Name
Address

Signature

Daytime telephone number
Date of sending

Send to: Classified Ads, Hi Fi News, IPC Media, Leon House, 233 High Street, Croydon CR9 1HZ.

*Please indicate which
News magazine published by IPC Media, will collect personal information to process your entry Would you like to receive e- mails from 11, fi News magazine and IPC containing
news, special offers, and product and sennce information and take part mour magazine research via e-mail? If yes.please tick here J.
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• No reimbursements will be due for cancellation of subsequent insertions
• We are not responsible for clerical errors
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The Market
with remote handset, leads, manual and

£115 (£ 230), SPM speaker cables 2.5m as

boxes, £ 1400 when new, give away at £ 600

new, £ 925 (£ 2600), also 2m, 3m, Tel:

620921 [ JL17]

the pair, Tel: 07795 552220 ( mobile),

01895 677714

PS Audio P300 powerplant mains

0121 3580459 ( evenings) [ JL17]

email: shasha@fsmail.net

regenerator, as new with packaging, PS

Naim Audio NAP 250, serial 28531 £ 750,

Croft Vitale pre-amp £ 230, Musical Fidelity

Audio minilab power cables with Neutrik

NAC 32.5 pre-amp, serial 33518 £ 250, all

X-200 monoblocks £450, Celestion A

connectors for powerplant £ 1500 (£ 2100),

absolutely mint and owned from new, full

compact monitors with dedicated Celestion

18 months old, Tel: 01625 537630

factory service December 2003 (£ 373), sale

stands, rosewood £400, REL Storm Ill

(Cheshire) [ JL171

due to upgrading, original receipts and

subwoofer, black £ 350, all light use and

Rotel surround-sound processor RSP-980,

boxes, all prices ono, Tel: 01547 550208

mint, Tel: Ken 020 8330 4341 ( JK141

Thorens TD150 Mk 2, Sony TA88 amp,

(mid Wales) [ J81

AVI NuNeutron Ill speakers, cherry finish, 2

ST88 tuner, Wharfedale TSR 102.2

ProAc Signatures, ebony (£899) £ 450, Linn

years old, excellent condition, boxed £ 220,
Tel: Stuart 01689 834136 evenings [ JL17]

Mob: 07960 169644,
EJL171

speakers, all with instructions, manuals

Katan, cherry (£ 649) £ 350, Kuzma

complete £ 280, Tel: 01785 822350

Stabi/Stogi, Benz Micro Ace (£ 1500) £ 725,

Siltech SQ-28G3 interconnect cables, pure

(Staffordshire) [.181

C- Jamps ? Trio Amp £40, Cossor

silver, with gold, 1metre with WBT plugs

Electrocompaniet Class A, 180 watt

radio/r.deck 1953 £ 35, Tel: 01392 213298

(£300), 2 months use, just run in, as new, in

monoblock, power amps, includes

[J81

original box with instructions £ 200 ono,

Electrocompaniet power upgrades, powerful

Interconnect cables, all terminated with

Tel: 01274 632492 [ J8]

and refined, more musical than Chord or

balanced XLR connectors, ie, 2of 2.5 metre

JMIab 907 Be speakers classic finish with

Krell, georgeous looks, near mint, wonderful

lengths of Mandrake £ 450, 2of 3 metre

24in Alphason stands £ 1250, Orel le SP100

£2700 (£4400), Tel: 01308 868044

lengths of Transparent Musiclink £ 150, 2of

power amplifier £ 650, XTC Pre 2 pre-

[JL171

1 metre lengths of Madrigal £ 60, all items

amplifier £ 600,Wireworld Equinox

Wadia 860X, mint, boxed £ 3495 ono

in mint condition, Tel. 01384 371586 day

interconnect £ 130, Russ Andrews

(£7500) Dali Grand Coupe speakers £ 750

or evening [ JL17]

Reference power cord £ 65, JPS FX

ono (£ 2500) Audio Note An vi 1.2m

McIntosh 6450 integrated amp 100 watt per

interconnect £ 75, JPS ultra conductor 8ft

interconnect £ 595 ono (£ 1500), Incognito

channel, remote control, three years old, as

bi-wire speaker cable £ 75, Tel: 07791

Rega arm re-wire kit £ 65, Tel: 07812

new superb sound from top to bottom £ 2600

361620 ( London), email:

084848 [ JL17]

new, £ 1400, Tel: 01440 820632 ( Suffolk)

praju 108@hotmail.com [ J8]

ThorensTCD2000 CD player and Thorens

email: robert@hunter1638.fsnet.co.uk

TDA2000 DAC with remote, as new, boxed,

[JK14]

sale due to upgrade £ 950 ovno (£ 1900),

Bryston 4B- ST amplifier, 20 years warranty

Tel: 01883 348561/077897 90711 LIL171

£1000, Bryston BP- 20 pre- amp, 20 years

Michell Gyrodec as new, assembled on

warranty £ 400, together £ 1300, Tel:

09/06/04 never used, also SME 309

077737 88317 ( London, Paddington) [ J8]

tonearm, still boxed as new Gyrodec, also has

BelCanto four channel eVo 4 digital power

glass case , Tel: 07956 508466 [ J8]

amplifier, Generation II, extremely powerful

Naim NAC 92 pre-amp, NAP90 amp,

and flexible - valve- like sound with rave

NACD3.5 CD player, Credo speakers in teak,

reviews, six months old, little use with all

RK115A and RK175 older models

offers, buyer collects, South Wales, Tel:

packaging - perfect and beautiful £ 2600

considered, Naim NAC32.5, NAC42, CDS1,

07788 704347 ( evenings) [ J8]

ovbo, email: stephen@mcleodglobal.com or

NAIT, Lecson AC1 AP1 AP3, Royd speakers,

Quad Il amps, KT66 unmolested owners

Tel: 0870 7108701 [ JK141

Mana tables and racks, Ion Obelisk, Tel:

handbook £ 650, Primare 928 pre, phono

Krell KRC HR reference pre-amplifier with

01642 649702 email:
old.peculiarOpeculiar.co.uk [ HK171

Wanted
Rehdeko speakers, any model including

inputs, stunning sound stage, fantastic with

PSU £ 3750 (£ 7000) Naim 01 tuner with

Quads £ 1400, Micromega Duo CD2.1 Pro 2

PSU £ 900 (£ 1350) Audio Research BL1

Celestion Kingston speakers and REL Studio

transport DAC, mint, very expensive, as new,

Balancing unit £ 350 (£650), all items in

subwoofer, any version. email:

very organic sound £ 1400. Tel: 01226

mint condition and boxed, Tel. 01384

amwlondonOtiscali.co.uk Tel: 07932

710605/078 18 891892 ( mobile) [ JK141

371586 day or evening Li L171

063335 ( mobile), 020 7480 7964 ( home)

Sony SCD1 CD/SACD Player, Sony's ultimate

LAT International SS1000 bi-wire, 2x5m,

U81

statement with variable digital filters, mint,

boxed, new condition, bargain £ 325 ono

Centre speaker, good second hand Tannoy

boxed, instructions,11 months Sony

(£610), Tel: 01732 220664 after 6pm [ J81

TDC or KEF 202c in cherry veneer, please,

Guarantee, £ 1999, 07979 903989

B&W Nautilus 802 in cherry, 8 months old

contact me on 0046708350531 ( Sweden -

(Bristol)

with boxes, with free HNE dedicated plinths

travel regularly to the UK) or email:

Krell KSA-80, Apogee Caliper Signature,

costing £ 599, £ 3600, B&W Nautilus HTM-

stigare@hotmail.com [ J8]

Revel Performa M-22, Delphini Mk 2 - NC,

1centre speaker, in cherry, cost £ 1500,

L-07D turntable, dead or alive spares,

Audio Research VT- 100-11, Garrard 301

£800 with box, all excellent condition, plus

accessories, manuals, packaging, anything

SME 3009- improved, Technics SP- 10/11,

Revel B15 sub in cherry, cost £ 3200,

from this classic record player, cash paid

Quad ESL- 57 stands, Creek T-50. MF MX,

£1495 ono, best sub on the planet. Tel:

instantly, Tel: 01782 680376 ( Staffs),

possible PX, Tel: 011795 565555 EJK141

01206 298836 or 07870 840425 [ J181

email: tmsherratt@beatlesone.fsnet.co.uk

Naim NAC 102 pre- amp with optional

Quattrofils 1m pair, £ 400 (£ 1375), Valhalla

[JL17]

NAPSC power supply ( to control digital

£550 (£ 1850), unopened, boxed Red

Cyrus pre- X, Tel: 01752 291625, mobile

circuits of pre- amp) unmarked, complete

Dawns £ 175 (£ 300), VdH First Ultimates

07903 080646 [ J81

www.hifinews.co.uk
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AUDUSA EUPEN CSA 2.5 AUDIO AC POWER CORD
GNLM 05/04 and GNLM 05/2.5 ( CSA 2.5) Cable with FERRITE
GNLM 05/2.5 (CSA2.5)
/
TECHNOLOGY - A polymer material mixed with a considerable quantity
£48 for 1.0m, £58 for 1.5m,
of homogeneously fine high quality ferrite powder .is extruded around the
£68 for 2.0m.

i
r

lee

copper conductors. . GNLM cables are further protected with afoil shield
and a drain wire, specifically manufactured for High End audio use.

NEW for 2004 CSM Interconnect, with extruded ferrite - RCA
or XLR, £ 45 for 1m pair.
Power cables are fitted with IEC ( Martin Kayser) and MK Tough plug Cable is also
available with our all steel 4, 6 and 8way distribution blocks. We can rewire the distribution blocks with Eupen cable as an extra cost option. Refer to our web site for details.

GNLM 05104
£58 for 1.0m, £72 for 1.5m,
£86 for 2.0m. Both GNLM cables
are available off the reel and for
export

Threshold

AUDUSA — DOM Silverlink OCC balanced speaker cable stranded, silver on OFHC plus three strands of OCC for improved bass performance. Mylar infill and with
designed in protection against RF and EMI.

LAT INTERNATIONAL Inc USA - Analogue, Digital and Video interconnects and Speaker cable better than most at double the price.
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assWe have developed acabling ( weaving) pattern along with

S/5000e,
2x250w
power
amp

an unusual shielding/filtering system that gets rid of the
garbage that contaminates your components. The difference
you hear with our cord is astounding. Our power cord takes
advantage of silver in its design through use of our propri-

113
13

-

etary Silverfuse conductors. The conductors are 10 gauge

LAI AC-2Power cord
compare with products
costing ten times as
much, then decide

and with PTFE; the best insulation available. Fitted as standard with IEC / MK Toughplug.. 60cm £62, 90cm £ 75. 1.2m
£88, 1.5m £101, 1.8m £ 112 etc Other lengths available
and.off the reel. 4, 6and 8way all steel mains distribution

Acoustic Solid

blocks fitted with UK, Schuko or USA sockets.CE tested &
approved mains aistnbution units manufactured of heavy

Small Royal

gauge steel, finished in black and fitted with highest quality
13amp sockets. It has no filters, circuit breakers, surge protection, transformers, resistors, capacitors, LED's, on/off
switches, chokes, regulators, just fitted with 1m of AC- 2
mains cable.From £ 166 for 4way, £ 198, 6way, £ 229 for 8

Stasis
pre amp

‘11. chi, II
.

way.

tuttribuFfilF

since 1828, the world's oldest piano maker

Bosendorfer, one to one, Acoustic Active
Principle, like no other loudspeaker in the
world. Model VC 1, VC 2, VC 7, Wall and
Centre

IAN HARRISON HIFI

THE DIRECT DISC

HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES. FREE NATIONWIDE DELIVERY

MASSIVE
TRADF IN

YOUR

sal_a

VINYL VINYL VINYL

OLD MOVING COIL CARTRIDGE & SAVE UP TO 60% OFF THE RRR

ejelieell rETA
HR AUDIO
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SHURE
HADCOCK
MICHELL
AUDIO TECHNICA
wzmazza CLEAR AUDIO PIONEER
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GOLDRING
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HEADPHONES
SUMIKO
ASH DESIGN
TEAC
STAX
TRANSFIGURATION
OPTIMUM
LONDON (DECCA)
APOLLO
momuzim
SONY
ELA
E
POcS
BEYER
GRADO
SOUND STYLE
ORELLE
SENNHEISER
SOUND
DENON
SONY
CREEK
IMEMIEM
ORGANISATION
VAN DEN HUL
ALPHASON
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MONRIO
ORTOFON
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HALCRO
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T
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NORDOST
GRAHAM
ARGENTO AUDIO
CREEK
TOM EVANS
ORELLE

Thousands of records always in stock.
+afull range of sought after compact discs.
Extensive search service for wanted albums.
Comprehensive 96 page full catalogue
available at £ 1.50
Telephone 01493 651019
Or visit our website on

PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE P. AVAILABILITY PRIOR TO ORDERING. ALL GOODS ARE BRAND
NEW & BOXED WITH FULL U.K GUARANTEES. NO EX-DEM OR EU DISPLAY GOODS. NO GREY IMPORTS
GOODS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL SORRY. NO GENERAL CATALOGUES
PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS. BROCHURES OR PRICES
ESTABLISHED 1986

www.directdisc.demon.co.uk

MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM; IAN HARRISON, 7 MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, 0E65 6C0
TEL: 01283 702875 9am-9pm INCLUDING SUNDAYS.

Lockwood Audio

Does This Seem Familiar?

0 0
Loud

Too Loud

0

To

Way too Loud

It's a common problem. The usable range on the
volume control is all down at the bottom end and
fine control at low listening levels is either difficult or
impossible. The noise floor may be audible too.
There is now a simple and effective solution - the
Rothwell In- Line Attenuators. They can be used
with pre/power or integrated amps to cure the
problems of excess gain and bring sonic
benefits, even with the most expensive equipment.

Rothwell: 01204 366133

HI Fi

VINTAGE GEAR AND RECORDS
FOR SALE AND WANTED

in this
section
Call

Spares and repairs
See the TAMMY Cones
Hotline at

020

wvirw.lockwoodaudio.co.uk

nr

www.rothwellaudioproducts.co.uk
See the

advertise

Call for appointment to visit us at Ruislip on

8726 8323

ailià

excellent reviews in HiFi Choice, Hi Fi World,
Plus and on the web at www.tnt-audio.com

+44(0) 20 8864 8008 or Fax +44(0) 20 8864 3064
mail: sales@lockwoodaudio.co.uk

next month in
Your FREE ticket to the UK's No 1 hi-fi event
‘r

Hie
leiFi SHOW
PO

04

AL
THE ULTIMATE SOUND AND VISION ExPENIENcE

Your copy of HiFi News, October issue will carry
afree ticket to the Hi Fi Show & AV Expo*
entitling you to admission on the public
days ( 25-26 September)
....
and saving you £8.00.

European Audio and Home Theater
Products of the Year!
We bring you this year's EISA Award winners

,.
..,.,., ., ..........

EISA
AWAR
**

DS;
*

*a

Exclusive reviews in HiFi News, October issue
include Musical Fidelity's KW500 monster amp, the
latest and best-ever London ( Decca) cartrdge, Arcam's
newest CD player, not to mention the astonishing
all- British high-end Emotive Excellence loudspeakers

*see p98

Don't miss HiFi News, October issue, on sale Friday, 3 September
www.hifinews.co.uk
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Opinion

Ken
Kessler
A

syou await with bated breath the coming ' season' and
its round of hi-fi shows and flood of new products, two
not-so-old favourites have been released in revised form.

Although Roger Stone's IF stands — now the supports of

choice for certified LS3/5A junkies — have only been around for
acouple of years, Roger has released anew ' killer' version. The
RSS (' Roger Stone Signature') looks alot like the Tallis, but
boasts anumber of refinements. Roger sent apair along for the
'LS3/5A Wannabee' listening sessions [ June '04], and they're
clearly worth £ 560 per pair versus £415-£445 for the Tallis.
Three major improvements account for the extra outlay. Most

Vision magazines, provides something for everybody, from
novices to veterans, and the third edition was amost- welcomed

obvious is the top plate, constructed from two types of steel for

sight at the recent Home Entertainment show in New York.

Tallis, but in the RSS made from SDS ('sound-deadened
steel'). This is alaminate of two steel sheets with acomposite
bonded between them to make the material ' deader'. It works
in harmony with the second

According to Stone,
the best wood
features atighter
grain with even
spacing; that's how
the great violin
makers chose woods
for their instruments

audio, the various new digital products ( including digital- audio

tweak, revisions to the

servers, upsamplers, digital radio and portable players) and a
new version of Harley's highly controversial and groundbreaking

strengthening rods fitted to the

Audio Engineering Society paper that takes on the audio

wooden upright. These now
feature acarefully designed
array of grooves that work with
the rubber 0- rings fitted to the
stand, to control the resonance
of the structure while allowing
for the wood's expansion and
contraction. But it's the wood
itself that comprises the third,
and most important change.
Stone says he's now grading
timbers according to grain
structure. After lamination, the
wood is allowed to cure — he'll

'objectivists'. There are more system set-up tips, and all- new
chapters on multichannel audio and the audio element of home
theatre, the latter featuring ' secrets for adding home theatre to
atwo-channel system without compromising the
all-important musical performance.'
The Complete Guide to High-End Audio is available for US
$34.95 ( paperback) or $44.95 ( hardback). It really is the most
digestible, dependable single-volume book on offer. And while
Bob has anon-jingoistic world view, he's less concerned about
audio history than some readers might expect. It's his
perspective on which brands contributed the most within
specific areas that's my only complaint.
This time Ican't let Bob off the hook so easily, dazzled as I

only say ' for around six months'
—before it's measured for moisture content and weight prior to

have been by the book's practical worth. Idon't wish to make a
mountain out of amolehill, but Bob must be taken to task for
the way he credits developments. There is, for example, no

matching into pairs. According to Stone, the grain path makes
alarge difference to the sound, the best wood featuring a

despite his producing the most important, seminal ribbon

tighter grain with even spacing, abenefit of short growth

tweeter ever. Nor does Apogee receive aname check, although

periods. If you show doubt, he'll tell you that's how the great

it put the technology on the map as aviable full- range system.
In the section on electrostatics, MartinLogan features
prominently but there's not aword about Quad, let alone

violin makers chose woods for their instruments.
Suffice it to say, the RSS made the LS3/5As sound faster,
more open, better controlled in the lower bass (well, what
passes for lower bass in a ' 3/5A) and less susceptible to
smearing. Ican recommend them without reservation. If you
need more hard sell, though, note that adismantled RSS
contains nearly 50 parts and the build quality is exemplary. Oh,
and they look sensational.
Also out this month in revised form is what must be the

mention of Stanley Kelly in the section about ribbon speakers,

Janszen. When explaining transmission lines, neither Radford,
Bailey nor IMF receive credit, yet he gives amention to B&W —
hardly the make to use as an exemplar of transmission line
design. For tonearms, there's aphoto of aLinn, but not apeep
about SME. For ahistory obsessive, this is problematic.
But, hey, that's not what the book is about. If you wish to
study audio's history, go online, or buy up old magazines, or

best-selling audio book ever. In 10 years, Robert Harley's The

pick the brains of some old fart. For the hi-fi equivalent of a

Complete Guide to High-End Audio has sold over 100,000

Delia Smith cookery book, you gotta buy the Harley.

copies in four languages, deservedly serving as the standard
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Now running to 615 pages, its revisions and additions
include more up-to-date material on high-resolution digital

The RSS stand is available from IF Stands, 0870 744

work on understanding hi-fi, acquiring it and setting it up.

1382. Bob Harley's book (
see www.hifibooks.com) should be

Robert, Editor- in-Chief of The Absolute Sound and The Perfect

available from the Hi Fi News Accessories Club ( see p89)
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Symmetry may be anew name in hi-end audio
distribution but it's acompany with an impressive
heritage. Founded by the driving force behind the
highly esteemed ' Path Premier', Symmetry brings to
the market 16 years of specialist experience in
distribution, technical support and customer service.
We share your passion for the world's leading
audio products. We're equally passionate about
applying our insight and expertise to ensure you
get the very best from your system. Whether you're
seeking assistance with components, installation,
system matching or simply some advice, our expert
opinion is always on hand. Symmetry — anew
name, built upon sound principles.
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t: 01727 865488
e: info@symmetry-systems.co.uk
w: www.symmetry-systems.co.uk
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ABSOLUTE SOUNDS' commitment to Martin Logan
has been rewarded with a line of hybrid electrostatic
speakers so comprehensive that it now encompasses
every permutation of home theatre and audiophile
performance, and a price band from entry-level to
cutting edge. Because of their sheer beauty - both
aural and visual - the Statement Evolution 2, Prodigy
Odyssey, Ascent i, Aeon iand Clarity have established
hybrid electrostatic technology as the obvious choice
for those who want state-of-the-art sound without
suffering a profusion of ugly boxes.
All of the speakers are immediately recognisable
as Martin Logan products because of the peerless,
oft- imitated, room- friendly appearance, with the
captivating see-through panels and furniture grade
finish. Best of all, the sound is as clear as the panels
themselves.This year, in recognition of its astonishing
performance and sensible price, the Clarity - the
'baby' of the line - won the coveted EISA award,
proving that the Martin Logan look and the sound
are acknowledged across Europe.
For the new season, Martin Logan has applied its
years of experience to even smaller, room- friendlier
systems suitable for awider range of applications,
by launching asecond hybrid technology called ATE
Martin Logan had already demonstrated its skills
with home theatre applications with the Theater iand
Cinema icentre- channel models, the Script imain and
surround speakers, the awesome Descent selfpowered subwoofer and its baby sister, the Depth.

M .
MN MI mo

absolutesounds ltd.
58 Durham Road, LDndon SW20 OTW
T 020 8971 3909 F020 8879 7962
www.absolutesounds.com info ï't aasolutesounds.com

Thanks to ATF, an even wider audience can savor the
Martin Logan experience. The ultra- compact Fresco
hybrids can be used horizontally or vertically, wallor shelf- mounted above or to the sides of plasma
or other flat- screen display, while the Mosaic and
Montage floor- standing models have the look of a
'baby Clarity'. Even the subvvoofer's size has been
addressed: the new ATF designs work wonderfully
with the Grotto, literally a miniature Depth!

